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ABSTRACT
Staging English Affairs in Early Modern Italy:
History, Politics, Drama
by
Fabio Battista
Advisor: Paolo Fasoli

This dissertation looks at the creation and dissemination of alternative versions of English
history through the means of dramatic fiction, and contextualizes them in the panorama of
the intellectual debates of seventeenth-century Italy. Staging English Affairs in Early
Modern Italy studies the ways in which the reinvention of Tudor and Stuart affairs in
dramatic literature mirrored the ambitions, fears, and fantasies of a century in disquieting
transformation. This research documents how news and information from England entered
the Italian states, how they were perceived, and what their repurposing can reveal about the
potentialities of intercultural exchange. Anglo-inspired drama became a privileged channel
to expose and challenge issues as crucial as the legitimacy of female power, the ethics of
rulership, and the crisis of divine right.
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Introduction

On April 30, 1578, Antonio Tiepolo, the Venetian ambassador to the Holy See, sent a
dispatch to the Senate reporting that pope Gregory XIII urged the Republic not to restore
diplomatic relations with the Kingdom of England, then ruled by Elizabeth I. In fact, there
had been no ordinary Venetian ambassadors in London for a little over twenty years:
Giovanni Michiel had returned in 1557, and Michele Suriano – who was ambassador to
Philip II of Spain, then husband of queen Mary I and king consort of England – shortly
thereafter. Since the accession to the throne of Elizabeth, the Protestant daughter of Henry
VIII and Anne Boleyn, a diplomatic tradition that had been formalized under the reign of
Henry VII in the late 15th century seemed to be irreparably broken. His Holiness, Tiepolo
wrote, was adamant in reminding the Senate that re-establishing diplomatic ties with
England would pose a threat to Christianity because “avrebbe dato maggior riputazione a
quella trista [Elizabeth], la quale non procura che seminar scandali,” adding that there was
no need whatsoever for such an honor, given that “la Signoria non ha bisogno alcuno di lei,
né ha alcun confine, né alcuna necessità” (Barozzi and Berchet vii-viii). Besides giving
away an understandable contempt for a queen that, for Catholics, was a usurper because
born out of wedlock, the words of Gregory XIII as reported by ambassador Tiepolo are
somewhat paradigmatic of the subject that I investigate in this dissertation. The British Isles
obviously shared no borders with the Italian peninsula, and they had virtually no import or
direct influence over any of the Italian states, thus rendering good diplomatic relations with
that kingdom ultimately inconsequential. Still, the British Isles exercised a fascination over
Italian minds that cannot be ignored: the literature, in both non-fiction and fiction, devoted
to English socio-political history in the Italian 17th century is greater, more varied and
imaginative than any other concerning contemporary foreign affairs during the early
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modern period. Assessing the ‘how’ and questioning the ‘why’ are the two concerns that
this dissertation addresses.
Staging English Affairs in Early Modern Italy investigates one and a half centuries
of writings about history. The events with which it deals are broadly comprised between the
kingdom of the second Tudor king, Henry VIII (1509-1547) and the Restoration of the third
Stuart king, Charles II (1660) to the throne of England, Scotland, and Ireland. Within this
very long time-frame, I have isolated three moments that exerted special impact on Italian
soil: the tragic parable of Mary Queen of Scots (1587), the sentencing of Robert Devereux,
2nd Earl of Essex (1601), and the execution of Charles I (1649). What these three episodes
have in common is the ultimate clash between, to abuse Jane Austen’s fortunate phrase,
sense and sensibility: between the State, on the one hand, and the Individual, on the other.
In the wake of Niccolò Machiavelli and the Council of Trent, this specific subject came to
acquire a position of unparalleled relevance in Italian intellectual life, and it is within this
ideal background that the production investigated in this dissertation needs to be inscribed.
Looking at English affairs1 and interpreting them provided an exceptionally rich channel, I
argue, to fuel debates that were shaping an era. What does it mean to be a good ruler, and
does a woman have a right to be one? Should the interest of the state prevail over that of the
individual; what sort of relationship can there exist between religion and politics? How do
facts become fiction, and can fiction be itself fact? These are among the most pressing
questions posed by the texts that I analyze, and that in turn guide my investigation of the
phenomenon of Italian literature about English socio-political subjects in the early modern
period.

1

The implications of these affairs go beyond England, but I chose English as a qualifier for
two main reasons. The first is that “inglese” was often used by early modern Italians in the
broader sense of British, and the second is that, ultimately, the focus of attention in the texts
that I analyze is the Kingdom of England, even when the matters at stake involved
neighboring countries (such as Scotland, in the case of Mary Queen of Scots).
2

In the opening of The Politics of Information in Early Modern Europe, Brendan
Dooley defines political information as “whatever may be thought or said about events
connected with the government of states and with cities and their people” (1), and then
proceeds to question whether opinion can be regarded as information, ultimately
concluding that yes, “it can, no less than information may be opinion” (1). These two
starting tenets inform the choices and terminology that I employ in this dissertation, with an
added specification: fiction – here, particularly, drama – can also be considered a source of
information and was often already regarded as such at the time.2 While writing about the
death by sorrow of Elizabeth following the (perceived) wrongful sentencing of the Earl of
Essex, as Niccolò Biancolelli does in his tragedy La regina statista d’Inghilterra (1668), is
factually inaccurate, it still provides an opinion, an interpretation of an event which is
twisted to fit an argumentative goal, and therefore a way to access its cultural system. After
all, as Dooley remarks, in the 17th century, political information ‘proper’ (in the form of
“newsletters, newspapers, reports on events, and works of contemporary history,” The
Politics of Information 276) was not considered strictly speaking reliable even by
contemporaries. According to the scholar, more or less deliberate inaccuracy was ultimately
not a grave concern for the 17th-century consumers of news: they were not really negatively
affected by learning about “battles never fought, celebrations never occurred, or rulers who
never ruled quite in the way the press described” (The Politics 276). The line between fact
and fiction, at least in the way we conceive of it today, was blurred at best. Just how
blurred this line was is testified by a number of recent scholarly publications that
investigate the issue, especially focusing on the early modern period as the time in which
‘modern’ means of communication were emerging, bringing with them a tighter

2

Consider, for instance, how in his biography of Oliver Cromwell (1675), Alfonso Paioli
refers to Girolamo Graziani’s tragedy Il Cromuele (1671) as a source. On this, see Chapter
Four.
3

relationship with the availability of knowledge. The collections (2016) Imagining Early
Modern Histories, edited by Allison Kavey and Elizabeth Ketner, and News Networks in
Early Modern Europe, edited by Joad Raymon and Noah Moxham, bear witness to the
growing interest in these interconnected fields. Of particular note for the purposes of this
dissertation is the former volume’s effort to bring historical fictions to the fore of the
historians’ work because, as Kavey writes, they are precious “contributions to historical
discourse, the historical imagination, and early modern historical culture more broadly” (5;
my emphasis). The historical imagination – its processes, functions, and fortune – is, by
and large, the focus of my study: exploring the construction of fact and its productive
exploitation, in works both declaredly fictional and non-fictional, provides an abundance of
riches. And the interconnectedness of fact and fiction, or rather, the fiction-making process
ingrained in the act of writing (about) history has long been at the center of the theoretical
debate. In Tropics of Discourse (1985), Hayden White claimed that the historian’s is
“essentially a literary […] operation” and that such a definition “in no way detracts from
the status of historical narratives as providing a kind of knowledge” because the
“encodation of events in terms of such plot structures is one of the ways that a culture has
of making sense of both personal and public pasts” (85). These words echo those written by
Arthur C. Danto in the Analytical Philosophy of History two decades prior (1965), where he
addressed the presence of narrative in the historical text not in terms of a ‘temptation’ for
the historian, but rather as something that is inevitable, one could argue, in writing per se:
to quote White again, “we do not live stories, even if we give our lives meaning by
retrospectively casting them in the form of stories” (90). For these reasons, in this
dissertation I have strived to treat both works of non-fiction and fiction as equally valid
tools to analyze a complex phenomenon such as that of the product of transnational
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exchanges in the early modern period, one where the malleability of fact is further
complicated by the problem of cultural difference.
Although the tradition of Anglo-Italian studies is rich, its focus has long been on the
influence of Italian culture over the English, especially when considering the literary
flourishing of the subsequent reigns of Elizabeth (1558-1603) and James I (1603-1625):
books such as, among others, Frances Yates’s groundbreaking John Florio: The Life of an
Italian in Shakespeare’s England (1934), Louise George Clubb’s Italian Drama in
Shakespeare’s Time (1989), Hilary Gatti’s The Renaissance Drama of Knowledge (1989),
and Robert Henke’s Pastoral Transformations (1997) have variously contributed to shape a
research field of outstanding richness. An original voice in this panorama is that of Michael
Wyatt who, with The Italian Encounter with Tudor England (2005), sparked new interest in
the material presence of Italian expatriates in the British Isles and, building on Yates’
studies, focused on the figure of John Florio (1552-1626) as the quintessential early modern
cultural go-between. A similar undertaking, with a specific focus on diplomatic culture, has
been very recently (2018) accomplished by Diego Pirillo in The Refugee-Diplomat, which
highlights the transnationality of the phenomenon of religious non-conformism during the
Counter-Reformation. Foreign presence in early modern Italy, with a focus on Irish exiles
in Rome, has been the subject of Clare Carroll’s recent book Exiles in a Global City (2017),
which investigates the transformations of Irish identity outside the island’s borders. The
fortune of the studies of British influence on Italian culture, or at least its perception of and
interaction with it, has undoubtedly been more limited, and it is to this field that my project
ultimately aims to contribute. While Italianists – particularly in Italy – have long proven
almost completely uninterested in the study of such a cross-European cultural web, scholars
of English literature have offered valuable, though not numerous, early contributions. In
1957, Vittorio Gabrieli published Sir Kenelm Digby: un inglese italianato nell’età della
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Controriforma, a biographical study of an English Catholic courtier and diplomat in 17thcentury Rome; ten years later (1967) Rosy Colombo was investigating English influence on
the emergence of 18th-century Venetian newspapers in Lo Spectator e i giornali veneziani
del Settecento; and in 1970 Franca Rossi’s book La cultura inglese a Milano e in
Lombardia nel Seicento e nel Settecento is arguably the first study on the re-elaboration of
English affairs on (Northern) Italian soil, with a particular emphasis, in the brief 17thcentury section, on Milanese polygraph Gregorio Leti. Recently, the works of historian
Stefano Villani have provided important, trend-setting contributions to filling this blind
spot. Particularly, the collection Storie inglesi (2011), which he co-edited with Clizia
Carminati, represents a milestone. The book Travels and Translations: Anglo-Italian
Cultural Transactions, co-edited by Villani along with Alison Yarrington and Julia Kelly
(2013), has brought together a number of scholars in the successful effort to offer a
panoramic view of England-Italy exchanges from the Renaissance to the 20th century. Most
recently (2019), the Routledge Research Companion to Anglo-Italian Literature and
Culture, edited by Michele Marrapodi, has offered a comprehensive view of the status
quaestionis in the field, seamlessly combining essays on literary influence with others on
the material circulation of cultural products. As far as literary myth-making, another
collection of conference proceedings, Due storie inglesi, due miti europei (2006), edited by
Daniela Della Valle and Monica Pavesio, had the merit of engaging the theatrical fortune of
the stories of Mary Queen of Scots and the Earl of Essex – two of the centerpieces of this
dissertation – in modern Europe, with, however, only one contribution touching Italian
17th-century culture (Maria Grazia Profeti’s essay on Antonio Coello’s El conde de Sex in
Italy). The resonance of Mary Queen of Scots in the late 16th-century has been the object of
a tesi di dottorato by Veronica Carta (2011), which is arguably the most complete account
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of the earliest developments of the myth surrounding the Scottish queen in Italy, with
especially notable findings regarding the poetic production, both lyrical and epic.
Staging English Affairs in Early Modern Italy is organized into four chapters and
aims to bring together historiography and dramatic literature as two facets of the same
phenomenon of reception, re-writing, and cultural appropriation. Chapter One (“The Image
of Tudor England in Early Modern Italy”) reconstructs the spreading and interpretation of
information coming from England onto Italian soil. In the first half of the chapter, I
concentrate on Venetian diplomatic writings – in the form of relazioni or final reports, and
dispatches – relative to the Republic’s missions in London between the reigns of Henry VII
(1485-1509) and Elizabeth. In the second half, I first analyze the most influential Italian
histories of the Anglican Schism (by Giulio Raviglio Rosso, Girolamo Pollini, Bernardo
Davanzati Bostichi), and then move on to consider the notices and histories – either original
or translated – regarding the rivalry between Elizabeth and Mary Queen of Scots. By
examining the non-fictional production related to the dramatic re-writings that they
investigate, this chapter is conceived as a foundation to Chapters Two and Three.
Chapter Two (“The Death of the Queen of Scots: The Martyr and the Whore”)
offers a comprehensive analysis of the dramatic production (1589-1672) devoted to the
execution (1587) of Mary Queen of Scots. I have organized the chapter into two sections,
according to two distinct productive waves. The first one, immediately following the tragic
event, comprises Jean de Bordes’ Maria Stuarta Tragoedia (1589), Federico Della Valle’s
La reina di Scotia (1591; 1628), and Carlo Ruggieri’s La reina di Scotia (1604). The
second one, flourishing more than seventy years later, comprises Giovanni Francesco
Savaro’s Maria Stuarda (1663), Domenico Gisberti’s La barbarie del caso (1664), Orazio
Celli’s La Maria Stuarda regina di Scotia e d’Inghilterra (1665), Antonio Paccinelli’s I
trionfi di morte (1670), and Anselmo Sansone’s Maria Stuarda (1672). While the works of
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the first wave are tightly concerned with the apology of Mary as a Catholic martyr, the
works of the second display a process of feminization of the Scottish queen, which places
the religious theme in the background and replaces its prominence with matters of
statehood and love rivalry involving her English cousin.
Chapter Three (“The Essex Rebellion: Love and Betrayal”) examines the
construction of the myth of the love-affair-turned-sour between Elizabeth and the Earl of
Essex, loosely based on the attempted coup d’état known as the Essex Rebellion which
ultimately led to the young aristocrat’s death sentence (1601). Starting from Antonio
Coello’s El conde de Sex (1638), I investigate the Italian takes on this very fortunate
subject, concentrating primarily on Niccolò Biancolelli’s La regina statista d’Inghilterra
(1668) and three commedia dell’arte scenarios which bear witness to the story’s transition
from Spain to Italy. By looking at the ways in which the figure of Elizabeth is treated in
these dramatic re-writings, I bring attention to the issue of the legitimacy of female rule,
which had been occupying intellectuals all over Europe for decades and that was still
undergoing heated debate by the mid-17th century. The Essex affair, I argue, became a
means to engage the encounter between womanhood, love, and ragion di stato.
Chapter Four (“The Execution of Charles I: Cromwell and the English Revolution”)
concentrates on Counter-reformation political theory, as it can be identified in the Italian
interpretations of the English Revolution, and the political actions of Charles I and Oliver
Cromwell. The first section of the chapter continues and concludes the survey of Venetian
diplomatic writings begun in Chapter One by concentrating on those produced between the
reign of James I (1603-1625) and the Protectorate (1653-1659). The analysis then moves to
the Italian reception of the English Revolution in the works of three prominent 17th-century
historians (Maiolino Bisaccioni, Galeazzo Gualdo Priorato, and Vittorio Siri), and finally
tackles the tragedy Il Cromuele (1671) by Girolamo Graziani. This work is the only Italian
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dramatic re-writing of the execution of Charles I (1649) and, I argue, prominently
delineates the Machiavellian ideal of a new secular ruler embodied by the revolutionary
Cromwell.
The phenomenon that I illustrate in my dissertation sheds new light upon the webs
of cultural communication, and the uses of knowledge across socio-linguistic areas in the
early modern world. By focusing on the specific Anglo-Italian case, Staging English Affairs
in Early Modern Italy shows the extent to which the idea of fact was indeed prone to be reworked in potentially infinite ways to obtain potentially infinite outcomes. It is according to
this conception of factual instability that fiction legitimated its creative endeavors and
contributed to the diffusion of a kind of information whose reliability was often difficult to
ascertain for the average public.

9

Chapter One
The Image of Tudor England in Early Modern Italy

10

“Questi sono gli esempi della presente Storia, i quali
doveremo tenere sempre avanti à gli occhi per fuggire i cattivi,
come nimici del vizio, imitando sempre i buoni come amadori
della vertù; essendo questo il frutto che dalla presente Storia si
dee guadagnare. Perciocché essendo la Storia maestra della
vita humana (com’è detto) insegna à vertuosi Lettori tutto
quello che per amore della vertù, e per odio del vizio fare e
fuggire si dee.”
(Pollini 617)

1.1 Venetian Diplomacy (1498-1603)
Arguably the most memorable portrait of Elizabeth I in the latest stage of her life is owed to
an Italian. Venetian secretary Giovanni Carlo Scaramelli arrived in London on the morning
of February 7, 1603, sent by the Senate on a precise, onerous mission: confronting the
queen regarding the plague of English piracy in the Greek sea,3 which had been causing
major financial losses to the Venetian Republic. The encounters between the man and the
monarch, as well as other aspects of this mission, which lasted one year (until February
1604), are described with vivid detail in a series of dispatches now preserved (in
manuscript) at the State Archive of Venice.4 It is unfortunate that a brilliant narrator such as
Scaramelli could not deliver a final report, known as relazione, upon returning to his
homeland: as we will see later, this was a prerogative and duty of ordinary ambassadors,
not of extraordinary emissaries. In this first part of Chapter One, I will reconstruct the
incredibly rich tradition of diplomatic writing concerning the Venetian Republic’s

3

It is unclear which incident ultimately motivated the Senate’s decision, but English piracy in
the Mediterranean was indeed acknowledged as a growing concern, so much that, in 1603,
James I issued a proclamation making the crime subject to death penalty (see Calendar of
State Papers n.141, 100). On the rise of piracy and this particular instance see Hanna 53-55.

4

For a thorough history and inventory of the English-related matierials preserved in the
State Archive of Venice, see Brown.
11

ambassadorial mission to the English court, in the hope to provide a comprehensive picture
of the ‘image’ of the British Isles in early modern Italy. My focus on the case of Venice is
dictated by reasons of both necessity and importance. The preservation of ambassadorial
materials, especially the relazioni, was taken seriously in the Republic and, despite there
having been diplomatic missions from other Italian states to England, Venice’s diplomatic
net was by far the longest and most consistent through the centuries. If we add to this the
prime position enjoyed by the Venetian Republic as a center for the gathering and
transmission of information throughout the peninsula and beyond, focusing on this vast
corpus of writings can prove – and will prove – indeed beneficial when considering the
fictionalization of English affairs outside of the Republic’s borders. Specifically, I
concentrate on Venetian ambassadorial writings from the earliest extant relazione by
Andrea Trevisan (1498), who resided in London under the first Tudor king, Henry VII,
until Scaramelli’s dispatches written between the last weeks of Elizabeth’s reign and the
first ones of the first Stuart king, James I (1603).
As Peter Burke claims, in the 15th and 16th centuries, Italy and some of its main
cities were focal points for the gathering and dissemination of information in the European
continent: Venice was the leading one, followed by Genoa and Antwerp “for economic
information and Rome for political news” (Burke, “Early Modern Venice” 390). The
preeminence of Venice in matters of communication persisted also during the 17th century,
despite Amsterdam having taken the Republic’s spot in continental hierarchy. Men of trade
and diplomats, Burke writes, “went to Venice to acquire information and in the process
passed on some of their own” (“Early Modern Venice” 390). It is well known, after all, that
Venetians were pioneers in the art of diplomacy, especially concerning the adoption of the
system of ambassadorial residence in the destination country. This had, of course, a double
benefit for the Republic: not only could their emissaries serve as readily available
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negotiators in case of necessity, but they could also obtain information, possibly the most
important social currency of the time (see Burke, “Early Modern Venice” 393).5
Venetian diplomatic missions in England began already in the 13th century, during
the reign of Henry III (1216-1272). These, however, were circumstantial, connected to
specific events or reasons (commercial, largely). In fact, the Republic’s first resident
ambassador in the British Isles was Andrea Trevisan, who served for a few months between
June 1497 (having been elected in November 1496) and no later than 1498, the year in
which he gave his relazione: looking at it from the perspective of this dissertation’s subject,
it is interesting to note that an Italian state’s first regulated diplomatic exchange with the
English monarchy took place under the first Tudor king, Henry VII (1485-1509). Between
1497 and 1797 (the year of Napoleon’s invasion, which marked the end of the Republic), a
total of 82 diplomats – between ambassadors, both ordinary and extraordinary, and
secretaries – resided in London, giving us dozens of relazioni and hundreds of dispatches
that are among the most precious research tools in early modern European social, political,
cultural, and literary history.6 These three hundred years of Venetian diplomatic presence in
England knew only one major interruption, one that lasted forty-six years, from 1558 to
1603: the entire duration, that is, of the reign of Elizabeth. This hiatus, whose reasons and
circumstances I will examine later, only came to an end when the above-mentioned
secretary Scaramelli reached London on an extraordinary mission, two months before
witnessing the queen’s death and reporting it to the Senate. The only other temporary
diplomatic interruption is registered at the height of the English Civil Wars: Gerolamo
Agostini, ambassador to Charles I, returned to Venice in 1645, and the legation remained

5

On the political status and privileges of early modern diplomats, see Frigo.

6

A recent, excellent contribution to the study of Venetian relazioni and their fortune among
Italian religious refugees in Tudor England is Pirillo 118-141.
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vacant until 1652, when Lorenzo Pauluzzi was sent to London as a ‘resident secretary’ to
Cromwell and the Parliamentarians.

At long last, Lodovico Falier left Venice on September 16, 1528, with destination
London. The aristocrat, who had served on a number of important positions within the
Venetian government,7 had already been elected ambassador to the Kingdom of England at
least twice (1525 and 1526), but for obscure reasons, he had never carried out this office.
Arrived in London in December of 1528, Falier’s residency would last for roughly two and
a half years: he gave his relazione before the Collegio dei Savi in November of 1531,
having already been succeeded by Carlo Cappello in August. Among the earlier relazioni,
Falier’s is arguably the richest in information and displays great structural accuracy,
specifically concerning the organization of the speech and the clear argumentative
breakdown of its sub-sections. By the 1530s, the relazione was still a relatively new genre,
which had been made official around one century prior but that still had not reached a
precise format. Although the earliest extant Venetian relazione dates from 1492, when
Zaccaria Contarini gave his final report after his mission in France, the Senate, as Isabella
Lazzarini writes, had already “issued a provision to recommend that the relations be given
in writing and be registered in a book devoted especially to that purpose and kept in the
chancery” in 1425 (Lazzarini, “Final Report” 58).8 In the opening of his own report, Falier
acknowledges the importance of his duty both as an ambassador in a foreign land and, even
more so, as a reporter of information for the welfare of his motherland:

7

As a young patrician, Falier had ‘trained’ as savio agli Ordini (officially in charge of the
supervision of maritime forces, in reality a mere representative role), then served on a
number of diplomatic missions in Italy, and lastly as provveditore sopra il cottimo – that is,
a kind of supervisor of the Venetian consulate – for Alexandria, in Egypt (see Targhetta).

8

By 1589, relazioni began to be printed and published (see Pirillo 122).
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Di quanto giovamento sia sempre stato ad una bene istruita Repubblica […]
sapere il particular governo de’ potentati, l’animo e disposizione loro, la
diversità dei regni, il sito e le parti delle provincie, i costumi e le varietà
popolari, da Vostra Serenità […] e da Voi, miei osservandissimi Padroni, è
benissimo conosciuto.
(Falier 3)

For these reasons, Falier adds, “nacque l’antica e buona consuetudine della pubblica
relazione” (3), a “lodevole usanza” that he takes upon himself to honor with the detailed
summary of his embassy: here, the ambassador gives us a glimpse at the political value of
his job and of its ‘literary’ product. As Filippo De Vivo remarks, however, the status of the
relazione as a material text deserves some attention. In fact, these reports “originated in an
act of performance,” when they were orally presented to the Senate or the Collegio: this
action was known by the verb ‘riferire,’ which, as the scholar claims, was tightly
“associated with speaking” (30). After this first performance, the report was to be put in
writing and then kept in the secret archive (see De Vivo 32). By the late 16th century,
however, the fame of the relazioni and their potential sensationalistic contents prompted
illegal printed copies to be circulated in a clandestine way (see Burke, “Early Modern
Venice” 397): on this aspect and its bearing on the construction of historical and literary
myths I will come back later.
From the viewpoint of their contents, the relazioni appear to vary in length and
amount of details provided, but almost always cover three fundamental topics: “the country
where [the ambassador] had served, that country’s government (mostly a description of the
court and sovereign), and that government’s attitudes towards other states, including
Venice itself” (De Vivo 25). Because of this broad range of possibilities, the relazioni, I
would add, display equally varying thematic emphases: some lean toward commercial and
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economic information, others are largely political, others yet focus on religious affairs, and
so on. As Donald E. Queller remarks, it was common knowledge that “the relazione was no
place to repeat the sort of news that would be found in dispatches” (175): according to
ambassador Niccolò Tiepolo (1532), the focus should not be on the ambassador’s actions,
but rather on the knowledge acquired in the foreign land, for the Senators to ponder and use
for the welfare of the Republic (see Queller 175-176). While dispatches were direct,
extemporaneous, and circumstantial in nature – and we will notice this when reading
Scaramelli’s, for instance – the best of the relazioni painted broad pictures and were
analytical rather than descriptive.9 It is precisely the flexibility of the relazione as a genre
that made thematic variety possible, thus rendering these ambassadorial reports some of the
most precious, complete compendia of knowledge and perceptions in the early modern
period.
An important aspect in especially the earliest relazioni is the ambassadors’ attention
to the geography of the land and the customs of its people. In the case of relazioni from
England,10 the ones produced between the end of the 15th century and the mid-16th century
– from Trevisan’s (1498) to Giovanni Michiel’s (1557) – display the greatest interest in
providing a precise, detailed, and relatable picture of this fairly unknown kingdom and its
various populations. Trevisan, for instance, makes a point of describing the shape of the
“isola chiamata di Britannia” where the kingdom of England is situated: it is, as he claims,

9

The dichotomy between the relazione – that is a rhetorically constructed text – and the
dispatch – that is a more ‘immediate’ text – is reflected, in the panorama of Venetian
historiographical writing, by the similar juxtaposition of Pietro Bembo’s highly refined
Historia veneta (1551) and Marin Sanudo’s Diarii (1496-1533).

10

Although produced after diplomatic missions in London, it bears remarking that these
relazioni do not exclusively cover English affairs, but also encompass Scottish, Welsh,
Irish, and, seldom, French and Spanish materials.
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triangular “come quella di Sicilia” (n.p.),11 using a known frame of reference in order to
make his description more effective for his listeners in the Collegio dei Savi. This great
island, Giovanni Michiel would say in 1557, “fu nominata variamente: prima Albion, dopo
Britannia, ed ultimamente Anglia” (293). As far as its internal partition, it is divided into
two kingdoms (England and Scotland) “separate dalla montagna Scheviota [Scafell Pike], e
dal fiume Twed [Tweed]” (Michiel 294), the largest of which (England, that is) also
includes Wales (“Wallia”). This kingdom, however, dominates a smaller neighboring
island, as well: Trevisan describes Ireland as almost “parte occidentale della Britannia”
(n.p.) while Falier points out its ‘otherness’ by emphasizing that it is “grande e popolosa di
uomini bellicosi e salvatici” (22; my emphasis). In this regard, the Irish are likened quite
closely to the Scots, and, to a lesser extent, the Welsh. What emerges with clarity from
these earlier relazioni is a definite prejudice towards the local populations other than the
English: the Irish, for instance, are often depicted as little more than savage barbarians
whose only redeeming qualities are their fervent Catholicism and their proximity to the
civilizing influence of the English. A point of particular interest, especially in Michiel’s
report, is the situation of language. In accordance with a general difference in social
customs, the ambassador outlines an equally varied linguistic landscape. Although he
claims that he does not possess the competences of a historian or a geographer (294), he
nevertheless clarifies that,

“siccome le provincie sono tra loro differenti di costume, così sono di lingua;
perché diversamente parlano i Walliesi dai Cornowalliesi, e diversamente gli
uni e gli altri dagl’Inglesi. Si aggiungono a queste due altre sorte di lingue, che
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I use the n.p. (no page) indication whenever page numbers are missing, either because of
web format or because of printing choices.
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nella parte ultima [Scotland] parlano gli abitatori; l’una conforme con
l’Irlandese [Highlands Scots], l’altra totalmente diversa [Lowlands Scots].”
(Michiel 294)

This variety of vernaculars is deemed as “cosa rara ed ammirabile di vedere” (294) and
must indeed have appeared especially striking for someone who, despite local differences,
was accustomed to a certain degree of linguistic intelligibility among the neighboring
Italian states. Already Trevisan had made remarks about the multilingualism of the British
Isles: “il parlare degli Scozzesi,” he wrote, “è un tutt’uno con quello dell’Ibernia, molto
diverso dallo inglese,” although he notes that the Scots speak English very well due to
commercial reasons (n.p.). On the other hand, the Welsh – “che per commune giuditio sono
li primi huomini che habitorno l’isola, […] che essi sieno discesi da Troia” (n.p.) – speak
yet another language, one that is different from both Scottish and English. This latter
language, Trevisan continues, is a kind of altered German, similar to Dutch but more
pleasing to the ear (n.p.).
As I have pointed out, much more than the later ones, the earlier relazioni focus
greatly on the customs, appearance, and general character of the English, with a mixture of
mistrust, irony, and secret fascination. In this regard, the reports by Trevisan, Daniel
Barbaro (1551), and Giacomo Soranzo (1554) are especially telling. The English are
deemed to be presumptuous, stingy, close-minded xenophobes. Trevisan really articulated
and spread this opinion among his fellow Venetians by claiming that,

“[the English] sono molto amatori di sé medesimi, et d’ogni loro cosa; né
credono che si trovino altri huomini che loro, né altro mondo, che l’Inghilterra:
e quando pur veggono qualche bel forestiero, usano di dire, che pare uno
Inglese, e che gl’è gran peccato che egli non sia Inglese.”
(Trevisan n.p.)
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Their perceived superiority, Trevisan continues, manifests itself in their intolerance for
foreigners, whom they treat with utmost suspiciousness: being conquered by stranger
powers is the greatest fear of the English, and as a consequence “pensano che non passi in
quell’isola alcuno, se non per farsi patrone, et usurpare i loro beni” (n.p.). That they are
“sospettosissimi” is still confirmed almost sixty years later by Soranzo (52) who, however,
draws an important behavioral distinction between the aristocracy and the commoners with
regard to their attitudes with foreigners. As a matter of fact, he claims that while the
noblemen are extremely courteous by nature and even more so with visitors, the lower tiers
of the population are “superbissimi et inimicissimi coi forestieri,” blind as they are to the
inevitable benefits of establishing commercial relations outside of the country (Soranzo
52). In matters of intellectual life, the English are said to be not particularly inclined to the
studia humanitatis, except for those who elect the road of clergy. Both Trevisan and Falier
before the Anglican Schism, and Barbaro after it are keen on emphasizing the important
educational potential of a religious career in England, which is usually accomplished in one
of the “due Studij Generali, Oxonia e Cantabrigia [Oxford and Cambridge]: ne quali studij
vi sono fondati molti Collegij, per nutrimento delli scholari poveri” (Trevisan n.p.).
Among the other consistently analyzed topics in the early relazioni are the judiciary
system, the administrative structure of the city of London, the earnings of the crown, and
agricultural production. Regarding the latter, a place of prominence is entrusted to the
production and consumption of beer. Falier appears to be especially fascinated by this
beverage, so much so that he provides quite a detailed account of its preparation process: to
the English, he wants to make known, beer is what wine is to the Venetians.12 Although the
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“[Dio] non gli ha però conceduto l’oliva e la vite, invece della quale usano il smalto e la
cervosa, bevande a tutti universali. Pigliano costoro per far queste loro bevande, alle quali
poi danno il nome di birra, ala e godala, secondo la bontà e la forza che riesce, li pomi
19

relazioni naturally tend to be more panoramic, comprehensive, and ‘impartial’ than the
shorter dispatches, and thus often forfeit the ability to describe events with immediacy and
vividness, one instance emerges as a contrary note in this landscape. Upon arriving in
London in 1551, Soranzo, as he would recount three years later, found himself in a
situation of extraordinary danger and uncertainty. The ambassador’s emotion can still be
perceived throughout the paragraph in which he describes being caught up in the middle of
an outbreak of “Svetting” (47). This “corruzione dell’aria,” as he calls it, is indeed a disease
that is known as the sweating sickness or English sweat, and its precise origin is still today
the object of speculation: the 1551 epidemic witnessed first-hand by Soranzo is believed to
be its last, the illness having first been recorded around 1485. The ambassador explains that
this disease consisted of “un grandissimo ardore” which attacked the infected subject with
no additional symptoms and very little possibility of survival: over his first three days in
London alone, he claims, more than five thousand people died (Soranzo 48). So great was
the terror that “tutti quelli che poterono fuggir da qualche parte, lo fecero,” interrupting
their commercial activities in order to save their own lives (Soranzo 48). Within a total of
twenty days, the epidemic ceased just as it had begun.

1.1.1 Reconstructing the Schism: From Henry VIII to Mary I
Unsurprisingly, however, the most prominent place among the subjects analyzed and
reported by the Venetian ambassadors in England is occupied by the religious situation in
the kingdom. As expected, religion is discussed in each and every relazione, though with
different tones and degrees of interest. Overall, this complex, controversial issue is handled
with considerable caution: while most of the ambassadors do not shy away from

salvatici e insieme con lappoli, acqua, ed altre cose mescolate, li fanno bollire, che ne
traggono liquore di tanta forza, che imbriaca l’uomo, come fosse vino gagliardissimo, se
troppo se ne beve” (Falier 12).
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condemning the momentous separation of England from the Church of Rome, their
language is almost never inflammatory, even when concerning the symbol himself of the
schism, Henry VIII. As we will observe in the second half of this chapter, such an attitude
differs from the one generally displayed by professional historians. Despite their prudence,
however, the Venetian ambassadors have provided us with some of the most memorable
and informative accounts of the schism ever to be produced, and that have ultimately
informed all later discussions on the subject.
The examination of religion in the Venetian relazioni begins in a laconic fashion.
Trevisan’s relatively short report only touches on the religious landscape once, and in a
way that is so synthetic and curt that, I believe, lends itself to speculation. Although people
will be found at mass in churches on any given day, he writes, “vi sono però molti che
hanno diverse opinioni quanto alla Religione” (Trevisan n.p.). Even before the ‘official’
beginning of the Reformation, the ambassador could perceive a less than homogenous
situation in matters of the soul, one that, in hindsight, appears indeed ominous. Nothing is
said about which these different opinions might be, or how he was made aware of them:
Trevisan’s claim remains deliberately vague. Twenty-one years later, in 1519, Sebastiano
Giustinian13 would also skate over the religious matter with nonchalance: the ambassador,
after all, had still no reason to suspect any impending catastrophe connected to a man such
as the young king Henry VIII, whom Pope Leo X would name defensor fidei a mere two
years later (October 11, 1521). The 29-year-old monarch is presented as the paragon of
excellence and virtue: beautiful (more than any other Christian prince and even of the king
of France, Francis I), with a white complexion and a ginger beard, very religious, affable,
and a talented ball player (Giustinian 3). Most unintentionally ironic is his being portrayed
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Giustinian’s original relazione is lost. What we have is a third-person later summary of
it, which is the text I used for my research.
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as a man of moderation, someone who resists greed and ambition: “È affabile, benigno, non
nuoce ad alcuno, non appetisse quel di altri, se contenta de el suo stato” (Giustinian 3), and
even remarked to the Venetian ambassador how everything would be better if everybody
shared this same view. The king, Giustinian confirms, is married to Catherine of Aragon
(“la qual è la sorella della madre del re di Spagna detto de’ Romani,” 4),14 a woman of 35
who is as honorable and pious just as much as she lacks in beauty (“non bella di volto, ma
[…] religiosa et honoratissima quanto dir si pol,” 4). It is interesting to remark that no
mention is made here15 regarding the fact that Catherine had already been married to
Henry’s deceased older brother, and previous heir to the throne, Arthur, Prince of Wales
(1486-1502): as we will see shortly, this detail bears crucial importance in the later
developments of the royal marriage, and will be unfailingly reported by the other
ambassadors. While the figure of the queen in Giustinian’s relazione is only briefly
mentioned, the other real protagonist appears to be, unquestionably, Cardinal Thomas
Wolsey, Lord Chancellor and Archbishop of York (1473-1530). Of low birth (“di basso
genere,” 4), eloquent, beautiful, and cultivated, Wolsey is described as the real master of
both king and country. To give a measure of the greatness of his power, the relazione
provides an entertaining anecdote:

“Soleva ipso Cardinal dir al principio chel Ambasador andò lì: la M.tà del Re
farà sì et sì; dapoi a pocho a pocho si andò desmentegando, et cominziò a dir:
faremo cusì et cusì; al presente è venuto a tanto chel dice: io farò cusì et cusì.”
(Giustinian 4; my emphasis)
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Catherine (1485-1536), daughter of the ‘Catholic Kings’ Isabella of Castille and
Ferdinand of Aragon, was the younger sister of Joanna of Castille (1479-1555), whose son
would become the Holy Roman Emperor as Charles V (1500-1558).
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This lack of information about Catherine’s first marriage, which would conversely
become a staple in subsequent relazioni, may well be ascribed to the choice of the compiler
of the summary of Giustinian’s report which we can access today.
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The role of Wolsey as the mastermind behind the impending crisis of the schism is
emphasized in Falier’s relazione, which was given a few months after the cardinal’s own
ruinous death (November 29, 1530). The Lord Chancellor, Falier claims, wanted to be more
powerful than the king himself, so much so that he aspired to be “adorato come Iddio” (27):
his downfall, however, is correctly ascribed to his failure to obtain the papal annulment of
the king’s marriage with Catherine on the basis of her previous union with prince Arthur
(see 27). It is at this point that Henry exiled him and confined him at York, devoid of power
and far removed from his court. Falier’s succinct conclusion of Wolsey’s descending
parable manages to capture the spirit of the end of an era:

“Da così alto caduto il Cardinale, e vedendosi ridotto a tanta bassezza, cominciò
a macchinar contro la Corona con Sua Santità, per la qual cosa fu condannato
alla Torre in perpetua prigionia; alla quale essendo condotto, da estremo
cordoglio soprappreso, ritrovandosi da tutti derelitto, in viaggio morì
miseramente.”16
(Falier 28)

For reasons of chronology, Falier’s relazione is understandably the first one in which the
bases of the schism are clearly outlined. Despite his negative portrayal of Wolsey, however,
the ambassador remains, at least superficially, enthusiastic about the king. Much like
Giustinian before him, he describes Henry as a glorious, bearded prince with a calm mind
and an ability to speak several languages, including Italian: at forty years of age, having
spent the last twenty-two on the English throne, the king appears to be religious and
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In reality, Wolsey died of illness, rather than sorrow. On Wolsey, see Gwyn.
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observant (Falier 10). That Henry is not entirely irreprehensible as a man and ruler,
however, the ambassador points out with a certain caution:

“Benché sia sempre stato intelligente e giudizioso, nientedimeno si lasciò
traboccare nelle cose amorose talmente, che avvezzo all’ozio premise
l’amministrazione dello Stato a’ suoi più fedeli per molti anni quasi sino alla
persecuzione dell’Eboracense [Wolsey].”
(Falier 11)

Although he had already presented him with grandiose magniloquence, by saying that in
the king’s person “Iddio congiunse la bellezza del corpo con quella dell’animo” (10), Falier
highlights two major flaws which cannot but take away from his greatness: Henry is a man
of lust and leisure who has proven to be not particularly well-versed in the matters of the
state. The king’s appetite for women is presented in clear terms. When going over the
relationship between the royal consorts, the ambassador speaks about a male child (Henry
FitzRoy, 1st Duke of Richmond and Somerset, 1519-1536) that the king had had from “la
moglie che fu d’un suo barone,” Elizabeth Blount (Falier 10). From Catherine (“di statura
piccola, grassetta, di faccia onesta,” 10), he had gotten two sons and one daughter, the latter
being their only child to survive infancy and that now, at the age of sixteen, displayed
beauty, grace, and virtue like her mother’s. This princess would later become queen Mary I
(1553-1558). It is towards the end of the relazione, however, that Falier voices the most
troubling pieces of information regarding the interlocked problems of love, state, and
succession:

“L’Inglese [Henry], necessitato dal ripudio che fermamente farà, desiderando
sopra modo S.M. la discendenza legittima mascolina, ed avendo perduta la
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Speranza di averla con Madama Caterina, onde il matrimonio colla figlia del
Conte Vuilcer [Wiltshire], sua favorita, seguirà senza fallo e presto.”
(Falier 26; my emphasis)

The daughter of the Earl of Wiltshire is none other than Anne Boleyn (ca. 1501-1536),
whom the king would indeed marry about one year after the compilation of this report
(November 1532). The complexity and potential dangers of this situation are also very clear
to the Venetian diplomat, who does not shy away from making known to the Consiglio that
the relations between London and Rome are in dire straits. The king “mostra apertamente di
volersi segregare” from the Roman Church, which would at once allow him to bypass the
pope’s refusal to annul his marriage with Catherine and to increase his finances by “più di
sei milioni di ducati all’anno” (Falier 25). On top of this, the Holy Roman Emperor not
only hates him, but promises to be his perpetual enemy “per la Regina sua zia” (Falier
25).17
From Falier’s relazione, conceived on the cusp of the schism, before any substantial
move had been made separating England from Rome’s aegis, the next one by Daniel
Barbaro (1551) presents events from an entirely different perspective. Twenty years have
passed between these two ambassadorial reports: the Act of Supremacy has made the
Church of England official (1534), Henry VIII has died (1547) after having married an
astounding total of six wives, and his only surviving son sits on the throne as Edward VI.18
Barbaro’s vantage point is clearly visible thanks to the comprehensive, analytical outlook
that he gives on the schism. Among the ambassadors, he is the first one to speak like a
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Catherine was the Charles V’s aunt because she was the younger sister of his mother
Joanna (1479-1555).
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In chronological order, the wives were: Catherine of Aragon (1509-1533), Anne Boleyn
(1533-1536), Jane Seymour (1536-1537), Anne of Cleves (1540), Catherine Howard (15401541), and Catherine Parr (1543-1547).
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professional historian: his report combines the abundance of facts, numbers, and detail of
previous relazioni with a manifested taste for interpretation and teleology. After having
reconstructed the tormented life of the dead king as a husband, for instance, he passes a
general judgment on this matter which really ties all threads together into a coherent whole:

“In questi travagli di mogli, tanti nobili e grandi furono decapitati, tante rapine
di chiese commesse, e tante disobbedienze fatte, che si può dire che tutto quello
che dopo è seguito e segue tuttavia, il che a confessare il vero è orribile ed
inaudito, tutto, dico, sia per pena di quel primo peccato.”
(Barbaro 6; my emphasis)

‘That first sin’: the English Reformation, already in 1551, is regarded as the result of a
disobedience, worded in a way that clearly evokes Adam and Eve’s original transgression
in the Garden of Eden. I would argue that a large part of the fortune of English affairs
outside of the British Isles has to do precisely with this resounding parallel, one that would
inform every subsequent take on this specific matter as well as those connected to it. Henry
and Anne Boleyn are indeed the new Adam and Eve: their sins caused a fall from grace
whose destructive consequences are still in action. Barbaro’s assessment of the religious
situation in the kingdom is, consequently, very dire. Nothing is more inconsistent than
religion in England, he writes, which is subjected to constant decrees and changes,
therefore fueling fragmentation and unhappiness among the people (Barbaro 6).19 Just as he
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Barbaro’s amazement at the religious fragmentation in the kingdom is reinforced by his
brief, but incisive, description of the various heretical groups: “A questo s’aggiungono le
sette diverse per tutto il paese, dove veramente si può dire che vi sia la confusione delle
lingue, una licenza dissoluta, una disgrazia manifesta di Dio, col dar recapito a quanti
apostati fuggono di Francia, d’Italia, d’Alemagna. Ma se si deve dar nome alle loro eresie,
per quanto io stimo, si possono nominare delle principali, essendo che stimando essi che la
messa dia un’idolatria nella consecrazione, né ammettendo la presenza corporale, si
possono chiamare sacramentarj: e basti delle cose di religione” (8; my emphasis). His curt
conclusion almost conveys an impression of painful anger.
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equates justice to the brain of a country, dictating its every move (3), he ascribes each of
these many evils to Henry VIII, whose influence still pervades every aspect of the
kingdom’s state. One of these evils is the problem of the uncertainty of succession, which
expectedly occupies a place of relevance in Barbaro’s relazione. Only three of Henry’s
children have survived infancy: the youngest and only male sits on the throne, while two
more daughters are next in line as long as their brother does not produce an heir of his own.
At fourteen years of age, Edward VI is described as little more than a child: good-natured,
graceful, comely, the young king “comincia voler intender quel che si fa” (Barbaro 2). His
older half-sister, the thirty-six-year-old Mary, had been the heiress to the throne until
another girl, Elizabeth (now eighteen years of age) was born:

“Enrico, spezzata l’autorità del pontefice, venne al ripudio, e subito dopo prese
Anna Bolena, donna di corte, della quale egli era innamorato. Di questa nacque
Isabella [Elizabeth] che ora vive […]. Per il che Maria fu forzata rinunciare le
ragioni dell’eredità, della quale fu investita Isabella; e la rabbia di Enrico
concetta verso il pontefice […] l’indussero a tale che in un parlamento egli si
fece dichiarare supremo capo della chiesa, dopo Cristo, nelle terre Anglicane.”
(Barbaro 6)

In less than two years’ time, the young king Edward VI would die of an unclear illness
which, still today, is the object of speculation.20 Bringing to a close thirty-four months of
legation, Giacomo Soranzo’s relazione from 1554 covers the troubled, confused process of
the succession to the English throne following the untimely death of Henry VIII’s only
male heir. This report is arguably the most comprehensive among the 16th-century ones,
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The possible causes are natural (tuberculosis or bronchial pneumonia), or unnatural
(poisoning).
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and it certainly dives into the convoluted history of the schism and its consequences with an
abundance of detail and insight only matched by Giovanni Michiel’s extraordinary
psychological investigation into the personality of queen Mary I, on which I will focus
later. In June 1533, less than a month before dying, Edward wrote (or most likely, was
made to write) his Devise for the Succession, a testament which denied Mary (and
Elizabeth) her claim to the throne and designated Lady Jane Grey (1537-1554), his first
cousin once removed, as next in line. Married to a son of John Dudley, 1st Duke of
Northumberland (1501-1553) – Edward’s chief counselor and de facto ruler of the country
–, Jane was the daughter of Frances Brandon, who was in turn the daughter of Henry VIII’s
youngest sister Mary Tudor. As John Edwards remarks, Edward’s Devise was “a dubious
legal document” (30) which contradicted the line of succession established by Henry VIII
as well as the required referral to parliament sanctioned in 1544 by the Third Succession
Act (see 30; also see Alford, Kingship and Politics 171-173): the accession to the throne of
the Protestant Jane Grey was a double move aimed at preventing the Catholic Mary from
potentially bringing England back to Rome and at advancing the power of
Northumberland’s family through his king-consort-to-be son (see Edwards 31). The
designation of Jane Grey as heiress to the throne could also rest on another hypothetical
argument, one that would indeed become a reality during the reign of Mary. As Soranzo
remarks, Edward’s two sisters were both unmarried, and could therefore easily have taken
“un forestiero” for husband, thus bringing the kingdom “sotto il dominio di altri” (38). As
we will see in later sections of this dissertation, the problem of marriage for potential
female rulers will become a central concern in the discourse surrounding Tudor affairs. The
Jane Grey parenthesis was famously resolved in a matter of days: she was proclaimed
queen on July 10 and deposed on July 19, 1553, when the Privy Council changed its
allegiance to Mary, after she had rallied “un esercito, e che di già in molti luoghi ella
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cominciava ad essere proclamata Regina” (Soranzo 40). The proclamation, Soranzo
continues, was met with enthusiasm, and after a triumphant entrance into London, the new
Catholic queen of England “fu incontrata da tutti gli ambasciatori, come feci anche io”
(41). On August 22, Mary had the Duke of Northumberland beheaded (“nel luogo consueto,
sopra un palco posto nella piazza della Torre,” 41), and a similar fate would befall Jane
Grey a few months later (43). On the legendary ‘bloody’ temperament of Mary I, the
ambassador seems to be fairly cautious and aiming to downplay her exercise in tyranny: she
is certainly prone to vengeance, but the many enemies who would be sentenced during her
reign did not lose their lives because of the queen’s will (Soranzo 33). With her half-sister
Elizabeth, however, her attitude changed dramatically after she was crowned:21

“Da quel giorno in poi molto dissimili si videro i favori e le dimostrazioni della
Regina verso di lei; perciocché siccome fino a questo tempo l’aveva onorata
con ogni sorte di onore, e specialmente avendola sempre a mano quando usciva
in pubblico, così poi mostrò ogni segno di tener poco conto di lei.”
(Soranzo 41; my emphasis).

As a matter of fact, one of the new queen’s first decisions was to reinstate the validity of
the marriage between her father and mother, thus making her the only legitimate child of
Henry VIII. Elizabeth, consequently, was confirmed a bastard, having been born “vivendo
la predetta regina Caterina” (Soranzo 41). Mary’s obsessive fear for potential treason plots
led by, or involving, her half-sister are well-known and documented, and the ambassador
confirms this view by relating that, despite having been cleared of all accusations within
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On the relationship between Mary and Elizabeth, and its wider implications see, among
others, Hunt and Whitelock.
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Wyatt’s Rebellion (1554),22 she was released from the Tower, but still kept under house
arrest at Woodstock Manor (“guardata da alcune gentildonne mandatele dalla Regina per
sua compagnia,” Soranzo 42).
Both in Soranzo’s relazione and in the following one by Michiel, the figure of queen
Mary I is depicted powerfully, largely thanks to the outstanding narrative skills of the two
ambassadors. The reading of these two texts side by side allows for an even more fullyrounded portrait of the queen: in the first one she is a woman of thirty-eight and a half years
of age, in the second she is forty-three and nearing death. Both ambassadors stress her
diminutive stature, her pale complexion, and her extreme thinness, which Michiel uses to
distance her from both her father (“che fu grande e grosso,” 322) and her mother (“che se
non era grande, era però massiccia e ben formata di faccia,” 322), based on the portraits
that he had been able to observe of them. She is not beautiful, although she may have once
been: while Soranzo blames this physical decline on age (32), Michiel is more subtle, and
credits her sorrows more than the passing of time (“adesso qualche crespe, causate più dagli
affanni che dalla età, che la mostrano più attempata di qualche anno in più,” 323). Mary,
both ambassadors concur, is an intelligent woman, passionate about clothing and jewelry,
and with great competence in Latin, English, French, Spanish, and Italian, although she
dares not speak the latter (Soranzo 33; Michiel 323). The most distinctive feature in the
queen’s portrait, however, is her exceptionality as a woman: while argued in both relazioni,
Michiel’s clearly delineates it by connecting her unwavering Catholic faith to her
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The uprising was led by Thomas Wyatt the Younger (1521-1554; son of poet Thomas
Wyatt), opposing the prospect of Mary’s marriage with Philip of Spain. Elizabeth was
suspected as having taken part in it, but was ultimately acquitted. As David M. Loades
writes: “the main motivation for the conspirators was certainly dislike of the marriage.
During and after the consequent rebellion, leaders such as Thomas Wyatt claimed that their
intention was a demonstration of strength, not a change of monarch. […] However, it seems
likely that this was less than honest. Had the rebellion succeeded, the beneficiary would
have been Elizabeth” (77).
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appearance and decisions as a female ruler.23 Michiel’s depiction of the story and profile of
this unhappy queen lingers heavily on her troubles and challenges, using them as evidence
of her extraordinary, God-given qualities. As a case in point, the ambassador uses the
phrase “raro esempio” to introduce her virtue and valor, and the adverb “miracolosamente”
(Michiel 321) to describe her having overcome dangers and pains too great for such a
seemingly vulnerable woman. A paragon of Catholic (female) strength, her past troubles
are made even more vivid by the juxtaposition with other, sinful personalities:

“[She saw herself] con la medesima empietà diseredare e dichiarar bastarda di
legittima e unica figliuola ed erede del regno che era; e quel che fu ancor
peggio, per esserle convenuto con grandissima indegnità servir, come a
padrona, ad una pubblica meretrice concubina del padre, che fu quella famosa
Anna Bolena, veduta da lei, non pur succedere nel luogo della madre, ma, essa
vivente, esaltare e coronar regina; così, dico, per questa, come per le ignominie,
strazj, minaccie ed affronti che patì dopo mutata la religione, per non aver
voluto disdirsi né inchinare alle eretiche opinioni di quelli che governavano in
tempo del re Odoardo suo fratello, con essere stata più volte a pericolo della
vita […].”
(Michiel 321-322; my emphasis)

In this emotional account of the queen’s trials and tribulations, we can observe the presence
of the key ingredients of a hagiographical narrative: the saintly woman forced to be a
servant of sin – embodied by the figure of the whore par excellence, Anne Boleyn – and
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Soranzo already stressed her Roman Catholic orthodoxy: “Nelle cose della Religione
Cattolica è talmente ferma, che sebbene il re suo fratello col suo Consiglio le aveva proibito
di far celebrare la messa secondo l’uso della Chiesa Romana, nondimeno ella secretamente
la faceva dire, né mai ha voluto assentire ad altra forma di religione; e ciò fu con tanto
fervore, che più fiate ebbe a dire, che per mantenere l’opinione nella quale ella era nata,
sempre che fosse venuta l’occasione, ella si sarebbe esibita al martirio, non mettendo in
altri le sue speranze che in Dio” (33; my emphasis). On Mary’s religious policy, see Loades
96-128.
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who withstands dangerous obstacles with unerring faith, finally to be rewarded with a
crown that is more spiritual than political. This rhetorical strategy, as we will see in
Chapter 2, recalls closely the one used later regarding another Mary, the Queen of Scots. In
the case of Mary I, however, Michiel favors an underlying sense of sadness, the awareness,
by 1557, that the queen’s death is imminent and that her political legacy will fall on her
heretical half-sister, the very daughter of the “pubblica meretrice” whom she had been
made to serve. But the queen remains an exceptional example of woman: so exceptional,
indeed, that Michiel emphasizes her similarities to the opposite sex, which is a customary
procedure in 16th-century discourse. Her voice is deep, “quasi da uomo” (Michiel 323), her
intellect is “atto a capir tutto quello che possa alcun altro, dico fuor del sesso suo, quello
che in una donna parrà miracoloso” (323), her temperament is “ardit[o] e animos[o], al
contrario delle altre femmine” (324), her behavior perfectly fits what “si convenga a decoro
di re” (324). Her exceptionality, as I already suggested, relies heavily on her spiritual
integrity, which itself concurs in rounding out the portrait of a miracle of her sex: she has
managed to rise above other women (“non dico di principesse e regine, ma di donne
private,” 325) in her devotion as much as she understands her role as a ruler who is also a
female, and therefore delegating the majority of her duties to counselors (325). The somber
feeling that I mentioned before, however, serves as a constant counterpoint, thus weakening
the whole argument, or confining it to the insurmountable restrictions of her gender: rather
than a miraculous creature per se, she is a miracle among her own kind. This queen, who
would have every reason to live serenely, having now reached political stability and the
happiness of a marriage with Philip II of Spain (1554)24 is, on the contrary, a tormented,
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Philip is given a good deal of attention in Michiel’s relazione, not least because of the
prestige and potential benefits for the Catholic world deriving from his union with the ruler
of a heretical country. His portrait is that of a prince who does not aspire to the grandeur of
his father Charles V. The ambassador claims that the prople regarded him as “re naturale
inglese” (343), although he never seemed to have displayed particular attention to England
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anguished woman. Having already been introduced by Soranzo, the theme of Mary’s
mysterious illnesses plays an expectedly large role in Michiel’s relazione. Already in 1554,
in fact, Soranzo claimed that the queen’s complexion was not very strong and that, on top
of this, she had lately been suffering from terrible headaches and chest pain,25 for which she
regularly underwent bloodletting and other medical procedures (Soranzo 32-33). Michiel,
shortly before her death, reports that she is so distraught by her problems both public and
private that,

“la inducono molte volte a una grandissima melanconia, assai più di quello
ch’ella naturalmente patisce per la ritenzione dei mestrui, e suffogazione della
matrice, alla quale, da molti anni in qua, è spesso soggetta, sì che per rimedio
non bastandole lo sfogarsi, come spesso usa, col piangere, essendo fin da
piccola assuefatta in questo, bisogna cavarle sangue, quando da un piede e
quando da altre parti, che è quello che la tiene di continuo pallida e macilente.”
(Michiel 325-326; my emphasis)

Melancholy, pale, emaciated, this queen appears far removed from the gloriousness that
would be expected of an anointed sovereign. Her troubles, Michiel continues, originate

because of its precariousness and dependance upon Mary’s life (“come di cosa temporanea
quanto vive la regina,” 343). Philip, however, was aware that the English would never
accept being subjugated by a foreigner, which gave him further reason to maintain a
detached attitude to his role as prince consort: “Perciò il re, che conosce che gl’Inglesi
vogliono star da loro, e che non hanno comunicazione e partecipazione con le altre nazioni,
si contenta per adesso di soddisfare, come cristiano, al debito della moglie, e valersi quanto
può dell’amicizia del regno, già essendo sicuro che mediante il matrimonio, mentre vive la
regina non si separerà da lui, sebben non lo potrà muovere ed interessare a modo suo, sì
come al presente è da credere che tenterà con ogni suo potere, ma con qual frutto presto
vostra serenità l’intenderà” (347). On the royal marriage, see Loades 57-95.
25

In the Italian original, the phrase is “grave passione di cuore” (Soranzo 32), which may
have several possible meanings, ranging from general chest pain to shortness of breath,
anxiety, or even heartburn or acid reflux. Considering that in three-years’ time she would
die of an illness that was probably a digestive tract cancer, these latter options are not to be
discarded.
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from two opposing causes, or rather affects (328), that is from love and hatred. Her love for
Philip, who had the reputation of a ladies’ man, brings her jealousy and loneliness (328);
her hatred for her half-sister “miledi Elisabetta” (328) is now no longer concealed, and
fueled by the memory of “l’offese e l’ignominia che per causa di sua madre ella patì” (328).
Adding to this, she now observes how much everyone is set on having Elizabeth succeed
her on the throne, given that, by this point, her begetting a child is “fuor di speranza” (328).
As a matter of fact, Michiel dwells specifically on Mary’s inability to carry a child, which
was famously manifested in the last months of her life by an abdominal swelling
mistakenly interpreted as a pregnancy but that was, in fact, another manifestation of her
illness. The ambassador remarks quite darkly that this non-pregnancy caused unspeakable
damage, thus refuting the rumor that this had been a deliberate fraud rather than a genuine
misunderstanding. Besides all other signs, “non vi mancò anco quello d’ingrossar le tette e
mandar fuori del latte,” a seemingly positive feat which was later connected to the queen’s
“ritenzione dei mestrui” (333). And to complete Mary’s reasons for hating her forced
heiress, Elizabeth’s religion is “aliena dalla presente [Catholicism]” despite publicly
feigning to have adopted it (329; see also Loades 77): the soon-to-be new queen is
perceived as an inevitable obstacle which will derail Mary’s attempted, but dramatically
doomed, religious restoration.

1.1.2. The Child of Heresy
Upon his return from France (1558), ambassador Giovanni Soranzo26 touched upon
the problem of English succession from the perspective of the French. Henry II, the
ambassador reports, has already arranged for the marriage of his son the dauphin, Francis,
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Not to be confused with Giacomo Soranzo, who served, as we have seen, as ambassador
to England from 1551 to 1554.
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to the queen of Scotland, Mary Stuart (Francia 411). The beautiful fifteen-year-old (15421587) is the only daughter of James V and Mary of Guise, who is now ruling the country on
her behalf, while she is kept at the French court. Through the intended marriage and the
future return of the Queen of Scots to her homeland as a ruler, the king of France was rather
directly securing his control over the small kingdom to the North of England. But Scotland,
as Soranzo himself confirms, was never the end goal of Henry’s matrimonial policy. Mary
Queen of Scots was to be sent back to her country in order to keep her claim to the English
throne alive, and France’s indirect ambitions along with it. Delivered around the very last
weeks of Mary I’s life, Soranzo’s Relazione di Francia highlights one of the most troubled,
controversial moments in early modern European history, one that saw at least three women
at the forefront of an unprecedentedly unstable political landscape.27 As the diplomat
argues,

“Questa pretensione è che morendo la regina d’Inghilterra [Mary Tudor] senza
eredi, ed essendo madama Elisabetta sua sorella giudicata bastarda, la regina di
Scozia pretenderebbe l’eredità di quel regno, essendo stato il re Giacomo suo
padre figlio della regina Margherita, sorella primogenita del re Enrico VIII,
padre della detta regina d’Inghilterra.”
(Soranzo, Francia 411-412)

This scheme had been carefully devised and nurtured over more than a decade, Soranzo
claims, starting with France’s siding with Scotland and against Henry VIII’s England
during what would become known as the ‘Rough Wooing’ (ca.1542-1548), that is the war
connected to the attempted forced engagement between the two neighboring countries’
royal heirs, Mary Stuart and Edward Tudor (Soranzo, Francia 428; see Guy, My Heart 30-
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See Chapter 3 for the rich intellectual debates surrounding the problem of female rule.
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41). In the middle of this game of weddings and alliances, however, stood the silent threat
of the Protestant-raised youngest daughter of Henry VIII who, in 1558, had reached the age
of twenty-three and, as we have already seen earlier, was largely considered in England to
be the rightful successor to Mary I. A favorable portrait of the young Elizabeth is already
given by Giacomo Soranzo, who remarked her beauty, her majestic grandeur (so great that
“non è alcuno che non la giudichi regina,” 42), her affability and, what would become one
of her most distinctive traits, her incredible linguistic prowess in English, French, Spanish,
and Italian, on top of her knowledge of Greek and Latin (43). Michiel, with his usual
liveliness of detail, confirms this brief, preliminary assessment of the young princess,
mitigating slightly his predecessor’s enthusiasm about her good looks (“ancora che di
faccia si può dire che sia piuttosto graziosa che bella,” 329), but highlighting her
intelligence and skill, even to the detriment of the ruling queen. The talent for foreign
languages is used as the touchstone between the two women: as the ambassador claims,
Elizabeth surpasses Mary in this respect, and points out how she speaks Italian better than
the queen does, “nella quale [language] si compiace tanto, che con gl’italiani, per
ambizione, non vuol mai parlare altrimenti” (Michiel 329). Well-loved and revered by the
people, the young princess displays pride and haughtiness for being the daughter of the
dead king, “sebbene sa di esser nata d’una tal madre” (Michiel 330), and considers herself
not a bastard but a legitimate child. Her ability to be liked and respected also rests on the
condition of poverty and semi-imprisonment to which her sister has reduced her: Michiel
seems to dispute the veracity of both conditions, especially the financial one, but
nevertheless emphasizes Elizabeth’s skill in making the best of them (“con astuzia e con
giudizio, viene a commuovere destramente una tacita compassione e conseguentemente una
maggiore affezione,” 331). Her relationship with Mary I is strained, as Soranzo had already
reported, but she seems to enjoy the favor of her brother-in-law Philip, whom Michiel
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credits as the main responsible for Elizabeth’s overall prosperity, not without hinting at
some amorous interest on the king’s part (332): the queen, consequently, is forced to
dissimulate her contempt and to “riceverla in pubblico con ogni sorte d’umanità e d’onore,
né mai gli parla se non cose piacevoli” (332).28
As the Republic’s last ambassador under Mary I’s reign, Michiel and his relazione
bring to a close the first phase of diplomatic exchanges between Venice and London: as I
remarked at the beginning of this chapter, the first Venetian diplomat to set foot in England
after 1558 was secretary Giovanni Carlo Scaramelli in 1603. Because of an interruption of
ambassadorial presence in London which lasted for almost the entire duration of
Elizabeth’s long rule, the Venetians only gave us a portrait of the queen as a young princess
(in Soranzo and Michiel) and another as an old woman (in Scaramelli): reading them next
to one another fully accounts for the persistent fascination that the enigmatic figure of
Virgin Queen exerts still today. Scaramelli was never required to deliver or compile a
relazione upon his return to Venice, but his fifteen dispatches (all from London, except for
the first one from Calais) more than make up for the lack of a unifying final report. Sent to
the English capital for commercial reasons, as I pointed out earlier, the experienced
diplomat could not have known that during his year-long stay in London (February 1603February 1604) he would not only witness the final weeks of Elizabeth’s life, but also the
accession to the throne of James VI of Scotland, only son of Mary Queen of Scots, and
consequently the union de facto of the two crowns under one sovereign.
This, on February 13, 1603, was what Scaramelli knew about the queen, whom he
had not yet been able to meet in person:
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As Loades remarks, rumor had it “that Philip was much attracted by the princess and would
marry her himself should his wife miscarry, a plan which she was thought to favour. […] The
subject of Elizabeth’s marriage continued to be a favourite topic of gossip and speculation in
the courts of Europe” (173).
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“La Regina la qual è nell’età sua di anni settantauno ancora non finiti si ritrova
in quanto intendo da tutte le voci in un’ottima salute, e con intiera perfettione di
tutti i sensi, et non ricevendo mai ne cibo, ne sonno, se non quando, et quanto la
natura lo ricerca sperono, et credono così tutti, che la sua vita sia assai più
lontana dal suo fine di quello, che altrove si pubblica, et tenendo la sicurezza
del suo reame appoggiata a stabili fondamenti, rotta ogni trattazione di pace co’
suoi inimici, vive lietissimamente.”
(Scaramelli 6r)

Having left her in her twenty-third year of life, and still a semi-prisoner of her sister, we
now hear of her in her old age, but still, contrary to rumors, enjoying good health. As I have
pointed out, Scaramelli had still not met the sovereign in person and the reason for this as
given by the diplomat exemplifies the liveliness of his narrative style. Having taken contact
with Robert Cecil, 1st Earl of Salisbury (1563-1612), Elizabeth’s Secretary of State, his first
appointment with the queen had been scheduled for the day before the writing of this
dispatch (February 12), at two in the afternoon. Just as he was getting into the carriage that
would take him from central London to Richmond Palace, Scaramelli reports that “un
gentilhuomo della camera della Regina” rushed towards him to tell him that the queen
would have to delay the appointment until the following Sunday (Scaramelli 5v). As he
writes, with a mixture of irritation and irony, he was made aware by the other Italians there
that this was indeed a customary move on Elizabeth’s part: the queen seemed to do this to
assert her grandeur (“per grandezze,” 6r), and had done the same even with the likes of the
French Ambassador, the Duke of Nevers, and the Duke of Bracciano.29 On the evening of
Saturday, February 15, an emissary from the queen did indeed go visit Scaramelli, letting
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Scaramelli is most likely referring to Virginio Orsini (1572-1615), the Roman aristocrat
who visited London in late 1600, and that supposedly inspired the character of Duke Orsino
in Shakespeare’s Twelfth Night.
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him know that he would be expected at Richmond the following day at two (Scaramelli 7v).
Bad weather notwithstanding, the two men arrived at the palace at the scheduled time,
where the Venetian diplomat was greeted by the Lord Chamberlain and escorted into the
room where Elizabeth was awaiting him. Scaramelli’s incredibly rich description of the
queen’s appearance deserves to be read in its entirety:

“Era la Regina vestita de tabì30 d’argento et bianco fregiato d’oro con habito al
quanto aperto davanti che mostrava la gola cinta di perle, et di rubini fino a
mezo il petto, et nella veste haveva una gonfiezza molto maggiore, et più a
basso dell’uso di Francia. La testa era di capelli di un color chiaro che non lo
può far la natura con peri di perle grosse a torno la fronte, et con archi in forma
di cuffia, et corona imperiale, faceva mostra di gran numero di gemme, et perle,
et nella persona fin sotto al traverso era quasi coperta di cinte d’oro gioiellate, et
di gioieli di pezzi separati di carbonchii,31 balassi,32 et diamanti, havendo anco
alle mani in luogo di manili, filze doppie di perle più che mezzane: et tale in
aspetto di Regina, non più di anni 70, in quanto un gran dono di Natura, più che
dell’arte, possa coprirli, sedeva Sua Maestà in una sedia sopra un picciolo
quadrato di due scalini […].”
(Scaramelli 7v-8r)

This portrait boasts the visual immediacy of a painting and the dynamism of a movie
camera shot: it moves from the queen’s stately dress, which must have made a truly
remarkable first impact given the accuracy of the description, to her head, its ornaments
and hairdo, and finally to her torso and embellished hands. Scaramelli’s gaze, therefore,
starts at horizontal height, goes upwards, and then downwards, immortalizing the figure of
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A heavy fabric made of silk, similar to taffeta.

31

Carbuncles, indicating rubies or any other red-colored gemstone.

32

A lighter variety of ruby.
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the seventy-one-year-old queen for his readers in the Venetian Senate. Just as this first
visual presentation is impactful, the rest of the narration in this third dispatch from London
has the narrative tone and tempo of a novella. Upon seeing the foreigner enter the room,
Elizabeth stood up in sign of respect for her guest, who proceeded to greet the men
surrounding the queen33 and finally to kneel before her and attempt kissing her dress in
humiliation: however the queen stopped him by offering her right hand for him to kiss,
which he did, and then welcomed him. Elizabeth’s welcome, however, is not as
uncompromising and rhetorical as one would expect it to be. Scaramelli reports the queen’s
first words to him as bearing an explicit, immediate recrimination: “è ben hora,” she says,
“che la Repubblica mandi a veder una Regina, che l’ha tanto onorata in tutte l’occasioni”
(Scaramelli 9v). In other words, Elizabeth met the first Venetian diplomat to visit her since
the beginning of her reign forty-five years prior with a blunt ‘it’s about time.’ Scaramelli’s
surprise at this unexpected first greeting seeps through the words of his dispatch: he
launches into a pandering, celebratory rhetorical exercise on the depth of respect and honor
to which Her Majesty is held by the Venetian people and their rulers, who only wish but
prosperity upon her glorious person and country. Elizabeth, however, appeared to be
unmoved by the secretary’s words, to the point that, not getting any reaction from her,
Scaramelli went straight into presenting his case regarding English piracy in the Greek Sea
and the financial losses suffered by Venetian commercial ships, handing her the letter
drafted by the Senate for this occasion. Yet again, the queen’s reaction caught Scaramelli
by surprise. After reading, her expression, he writes, changed from one of calm and almost
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As was customary, the room was quite full. The queen was closely surrounded by
“l’Arcivescovo di Canturberi metropolitano di questo Regno, il Cancelliero, il Tesoriero,
l’Ammiraglio, il Secretario et tutto il Consiglio privato,” while, scattered across the rest of
the room, were a great number of “Dame, di Cavalieri et di musici da ballo, che fin all’hora
avevano sonato” (Scaramelli 9r).
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lightness to one of severity. Equally, her response left behind the pungent playfulness of
her first greeting and fully embraced her core resentment:

“Io non posso non sentire assai che la Repubblica di Venezia in quarantaquattro
anni del mio regnare non mi si habbia mai fatto sentire se non con richieste, et
che nel resto, prospere o avverse che siano state le cose mie, non habbia voluto
dar mai segno di tener me, e questo regno, in quel conto che la fa gli altri
Principi, e gli altri potentati: Né so già che l’esser io di questo sesso mi habbia
fatto elementare, poiché questo mio sesso non ha fatto mancamento, né può far
offesa a chi trattasse me come sono trattati gli altri Principi dove la Signoria
manda i suoi Ambasciatori ma io so bene, et con questo iscuso in parte la
Signoria, che in tante dispute fatte sopra di ciò, ella non ha potuto haver licentia
da certi Principi.”
(Scaramelli 9v-9bis-r; my emphasis)

Besides the closing side-blow at the papacy,34 Elizabeth is not at all shy in engaging the
issue of gender, which she skillfully uses as a powerful weapon to condemn the lack of
Venetian diplomatic presence in her kingdom. Her knowing, however, that this is only one
part (and, I would argue, a minor one at that)35 of the problem, is made clear by the final
reference to other, external conditions dictated by political and religious allegiances.
Nevertheless, the speech reported by Scaramelli displays clearly the extent to which the
‘problem’ of her gender was ingrained in Elizabeth’s way of reasoning as well as in her
rhetorical arsenal: it is not surprising, therefore, that her fictional afterlives which we will
encounter in Chapters Two and Three rely just as heavily on this very issue, though with
different intentions and outcomes. An additional source of interest in this dispatch is also

34

Think, for instance, of the dispatch to which I referred in the Introduction of this
dissertation.

35

After all, Mary Tudor was a woman, too, and never had to suffer a similar behavior.
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connected to language. I have already mentioned how both Giacomo Soranzo and Michiel
made strong claims about Elizabeth’s linguistic prowess, the latter especially remarking her
passion for Italian. Towards the end of this dispatch,36 Scaramelli provides yet another
lively detail which makes us understand that the entire exchange between him and the
queen had been carried out in Italian: at the close of the audience, Elizabeth expresses some
concern (feigned though it may have been) that her words may have been unclear
(“s’haverò ben parlato in questa lingua italiana,” 9bis-v), even though she still remembers it
quite well despite having learned it when she was a girl (“perché io la imparai da fanciulla
credo che sì, et non havermela scordata,” 9bis-v).
After this first, somewhat turbulent encounter, Scaramelli uses his dispatches to
provide background information on the troubles of the English crown before Elizabeth
(which was a known subject already), as well as serving as a real-time chronicler of
relevant issues at stake during his stay. Succession is, again, the most pressing among
these, accompanied and made more pressing by the queen’s rapidly declining health. If, on
February 12, Elizabeth appeared to be perfectly able to not only welcome a foreign visitor
but to scold him for his country’s shortcomings, on March 20, Scaramelli reports that the
queen has not left her room for several days. The possible reasons for this unexpected turn
of events are conjectured to be mainly three: first, the recent death of her lady-in-waiting
and confidante Catherine Carey, Countess of Nottingham (ca. 1547-1603); second, the
troublesome situation involving her first cousin twice removed Lady Arbella Stuart (15751615); third, the second anniversary of the death of Robert Devereux, 2nd Earl of Essex
(1566-1601). Among these, the two latter appear to be overall the most credible to
Scaramelli. A granddaughter of Lady Margaret Douglas, whose mother was Margaret

36

Scaramelli claims that his response, asserting the independence of the Venetian Republic
from third-party influences in decision-making, satisfied the queen to the point that, until
his departure, she “stette poi sempre quasi ridendo” (9bis-v.).
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Tudor (eldest daughter of Henry VII and queen consort of Scotland after her marriage to
James IV Stuart), Lady Arbella was a great source of interest to the Venetian diplomat, who
dedicates several dispatches to her complex situation. The twenty-eight-year-old woman, in
fact, had been for years one of the strongest claimants to the throne after Elizabeth’s death,
only to be supplanted by her own cousin James VI of Scotland (son of Mary Queen of
Scots), with Elizabeth’s approval. I will not delve into the specifics of this very convoluted
problem (see Gristwood), but suffice it to say that Lady Arbella was watched very carefully
by the queen, who kept her in a state of semi-imprisonment for fear she might marry
Edward Seymour, 1st Earl of Hertford, thus strengthening her succession claim (see Guy,
Elizabeth 364).37 Around the time of the abrupt worsening of the queen’s health conditions,
Hertford, Scaramelli claims, had apparently gone missing (“improvisamente essendosi
smarrito, sì che più non si ritrova,” 19r), which in turn made Elizabeth believe that this was
part of a marriage plot devised by Lady Arbella without her consent: as a result, she had
been brought to the Tower. It is especially interesting, here, that Scaramelli draws an
implicit parallel between Lady Arbella’s imprisonment ordered by Elizabeth and the
queen’s own, which she had to suffer at the hands of her half-sister Mary I, using the famed
Tower as the linchpin between the two stories (“quel castello istesso,” 19r). The queen,
Scaramelli seems to suggest, cannot help but make the same decisions to which she had
been subjected throughout her early life.38 The other source of distress for the queen – the
anniversary of the Earl of Essex’s death on the scaffold (February 25, 1601) – is given a
comparatively smaller space within the dispatches, though a much more emotionally
incisive one. We will see, in Chapter Three, how this specific parenthesis in the long life of
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On Edward Seymour, see Guy, Elizabeth 249.

38

In a later dispatch (March 27), Scaramelli writes that Lady Arbella “hora è, o finge di
esser meza pazza” (21v).
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the queen of England became a privileged theme for authors of dramatic fiction throughout
the European 17th century. Already in 1603, Scaramelli was in his own way spreading
rumors regarding the supposed repercussions of this incident upon the very health of the
sovereign. In his March 27 dispatch, he writes that Elizabeth spent three days and three
nights without sleeping and barely eating, a situation immediately deemed so grave as to
require an extraordinary meeting of the Privy Council. This is how the diplomat paints his
picture:

Cadé in una consideratione, che il Conte di Esses già tanto suo intimo di cuore
fosse molto innocente, [although] il Consiglio d’Inghilterra […] persuase Sua
Maestà a farlo porre in Torre, da che poi seguirono le cose susseguenti, per le
quali il primo giorno di quadragesima del 160139 gli fu di ordine della Regina
levata la testa in Torre di Londra, et tanto si lasciò Sua Maestà portare da questo
pensiero, il primo giorno di questa quadragesima che all’Inglese fu a 19 del
corrente, che ramemorando l’annual di quel spettacolo proruppe lagrime, et in
lamentatione dolorose, quasi di suo grandissimo peccato, con che cadé in una
infirmità, che subito fu reputata dalli medici mortale.
(Scaramelli 22r)

In Chapter Three, I provide an in-depth analysis of the Essex Rebellion, which culminated
in the sentencing of the queen’s last favorite. For now, it will be sufficient to remark how
deeply this event is deemed to have affected the queen, to the point of being seen as a
probable cause for her nearing death. Elizabeth’s illness, Scaramelli continues, is
manifested through sleeplessness, loss of appetite, stomach and chest pain, weakness,
fainting, and a slight fever. The only visible physical anomaly is reported to be a swollen

39

February 25, which fell on Ash Wednesday.
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parotid below her jaw.40 Although this is but speculation, judging by the symptoms outlined
by Scaramelli, the queen really does seem to be in the clutches of a severe bout of
melancholia. A few days later, on April 3, the diplomat wrote another dispatch updating41
the Senate about Elizabeth’s health. Her Majesty’s life, he writes, is despaired of, although
she is still alive: over the past six days she has become “stupida et affatto insensata di
mente” (Scaramelli 25v). Because of the gravity of the situation, the Privy Council has
reunited and designed James VI of Scotland, a Protestant, to be the queen’s successor,
while the Catholics in the kingdom are firmly against him. Lady Arbella is still imprisoned,
in order to contain potential upheavals.42 This dispatch includes a postscript, to which is
entrusted the official announcement of the queen’s death, at age seventy-one:

“La notte passata è partito per Scotia il Barone Gree [Robert Carey] a dar nuova
al Re della morte della Regina, che fu hieri sera, et questa futura notte
partiranno il Conte di Nortonberland, il Conte di Comberland, et altri per
ricever nel Regno il Re, et si sta attendendo di punto in punto, che sia sua M.tà
pubblicata per Re […].
(Scaramelli 26r)
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Marin Cavalli, the Venetian ambassador in France, provides a similar assessment, but
stresses that the illness is largely a throat infection and swelling (April 4, 1603).
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As a matter of fact, his dispatch from March 27 was only received on April 22.
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The topic of Lady Arbella’s fate would evidently be of interest to the Venetian diplomats
still during James I’s reign. Nicolò Molin (1607) reported that her conditions had not
improved following the accession of the new king: “Il re mostra di amarla e di tenerne
molto conto, lasciandola venir in corte, cosa che in tempo della regina non le fu mai
permesso; le promise anco il re quando successe alla corona di renderle i suoi beni, ma
finora non lo ha fatto, dicendole che quando la mariterà le darà poi il tutto e d’avvantaggio;
ma fin ora il marito non si è potuto trovare, ond’ella resta senza roba e senza marito” (57).
Pietro Contarini (1618; but his mission ended in 1615) briefly mentioned that “Madama
Arbella, è la più prossima del sangue regio, e quando mancasse la prole al re, succederebbe
nel regno. Però è sospetta alla corona e casa del re, e le è sempre stato impedito il
matrimonio, come più volte ha inteso l’Eccellentissimo Senato; è d’anni 30 in 40; non è
stata visitata da me per quei rispetti che accennai” (158). Lady Arbella died in the Tower on
September 25, 1615 at the age of forty.
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Copies of this dispatch, he adds below, have already been sent to Holland (Amsterdam and
Middleburg). In the following communication, dated April 7, Scaramelli makes it known
that the queen supposedly regained her senses on the day before her death.43 She cried and
recognized that her end was near, then he designated James as her rightful successor, “per
esserne più degno che ne è stata lei, perché egli è nato Re, et ella privata persona,”
powerfully adding that he brought Scotland to the kingdom, while she “non portò altro che
se stessa Donna” (Scaramelli 26v). She later addressed some thoughts that weighed upon
her conscience, including the religious situation in the country44 and, again, the death of her
favorite the Earl of Essex. In the second section of this lengthy dispatch, Scaramelli gives a
positive assessment of the now dead queen and her qualities both physical and intellectual:
she was a ruler, he argues, who made remarkable decisions on her own, without needing the
help of her Privy Council. “Come si sia,” he remarks, “è morta una Regina lungamente
famosa, et fortunata nel mondo,” and with her death “resta estinta la sua prima original
famiglia, che era Teder [Tudor]” (Scaramelli 27r): with the child of heresy, the family itself
has come to an end.

1.2. Notices, Histories, Translations (1558-1624)
After having looked at the official writings of Venetian diplomats in London, in the second
part of this chapter, my focus moves to the analysis of the most representative among the
other historiographical works which popularized Tudor affairs on Italian soil. I have
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Towards the end of this dispatch, the diplomat reports rumors that the queen “possa esser
stata aiutata a morire” by an unknown, trustworthy person (Scaramelli 28r).
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Scaramelli remarks that the Archbishop of Canterbury (John Whitgift), who was with her
until the end, was known for his Catholic sympathies, thus keeping open the possibility of
an eventual return to orthodoxy.
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included here texts both short, in the form of notices and brief chronicles, and long, such as
ecclesiastical histories. An aspect which also arises is the role played by the practice of
translation – from Latin and French, mainly – which, especially towards the end of the 16th
and the mid-17th century, brought important texts into the Italian language and favored the
consolidation of the ‘myths’ they had created. Building on the knowledge already
transmitted by the Venetian ambassadors, the two main foci on which this section
concentrates are the history of the Anglican Schism, with a particular emphasis on the
construction of the figure of Anne Boleyn, and the rivalry between Mary Queen of Scots
and Elizabeth, in the wake of the former’s tragic death on the scaffold in 1587.

1.2.1. Histories of the Schism: Raviglio Rosso, Pollini, Davanzati Bostichi
In 1558, the printing press of the Accademia Veneziana, recently founded by Federico
Badoer (1519-1593) in his own house, gave to the world an ambitious little
historiographical work that aimed to give an account of the state of England following the
death of Edward VI (1553). In reality, the anonymous Historia delle cose occorse nel
Regno d’Inghilterra in materia del Duca di Notomberlan dopo la morte di Odoardo VI
ended up doing much more than just reconstructing the delicate passage of the throne from
Edward VI to his designated heiress Jane Grey and, days later, to his eldest half-sister Mary
I: in fact, it provided the first cohesive Italian-language history of the Anglican Schism
outside of the diplomatic writings analyzed in the previous section (by Barbaro, Soranzo,
Michiel). And the shadow of the Venetian ambassadors – specifically, as we will see,
Michiel’s – inevitably looms large over this work: Badoer, the founder of the Accademia,
had himself enjoyed a hugely successful diplomatic career, which had brought him to
missions of prime relevance, including Austria (1550) and Spain, where he served as
Venice’s last ambassador to emperor Charles V (1554-1556). The dedication of the
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Historia delle cose occorse nel Regno d’Inghilterra is indeed to the illegitimate daughter of
Charles V, Margherita d’Austria, also known as Margaret of Parma, widower of the
infamous Alessandro “Il Moro” de’ Medici and then-current wife of Ottavio Farnese, Duke
of Parma. The dedication is signed by Luca Contile (1505-1574), a prolific polygraph who
was both a member of Badoer’s Accademia and an employee of Ottavio Farnese. Contile,
who never claimed authorship over this history, served as Badoer’s mouthpiece in
remarking to Margherita that she was the ideal recipient of such a work, not least because
her brother (that is, half-brother) king Philip II of Spain had welcomed the Accademia’s
founder at his court as an ambassador. What Contile leaves out, of course, is that Philip II
had also been the husband of Mary I, thus making her indirectly related to the English
royals and adding yet another layer of depth to this far-from-casual dedication. The story of
the genesis and publication of this groundbreaking narrative, however, is much more
complicated. Two years later, in Ferrara (1560), the printer Francesco di Rossi da Valenza
published a work entitled I successi d’Inghilterra dopo la morte di Odoardo VI fino alla
giunta in quel Regno del Sereniss. Don Filippo d’Austria Principe di Spagna. The author,
this time, was identified as Giulio Raviglio Rosso, a Ferrarese diplomat and employee of
the Este family who, among others, had served as an emissary of duke Ercole II at the court
of Charles V (1552-1554).45 From Germany, he had been instructed to go to London to
bring the duke’s congratulations to Mary I and her husband Philip II for their marriage
(1554). There, as he claims in his dedication to Lucrezia (1535-1598) and Eleonora d’Este
(1537-1581),46 he had had the opportunity to observe “i molti disordini, li strani motivi, i
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There is no precise chronological evidence relating to either the birth or death years of
Raviglio Rosso: he was presumably born in the very first years of the 16th century and died
around 1563. For a succint biographical profile see Crosignani.
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Daughters of Duke Ercole II d’Este and Renée of France. The latter was the daughter of
Louis XII and Anne of Bretagne; it bears remarking that her father’s third wife was Mary
Tudor, sister of Henry VIII. What is also interesting is that the woman was a fervent
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dolorosi avvenimenti, occorsi in quel Paese dopo la morte di Odoardo Sesto Re
d’Inghilterra,” things that were noteworthy because they were made “solo per mostrare la
gran potenza di Dio, et per essempio dell’humana miseria” (Raviglio Rosso A3). Motivated
by the pleasure of re-reading memories and notes from the past in times of rest, he claims,
he had felt compelled to write this text already in 1554, but had not been able to refine it
and publish it as it deserved because Duke Ercole II had promptly sent him on another
diplomatic mission to France. Here, or more precisely in a later paratext, the epistle to the
readers, Raviglio Rosso addresses a pressing concern of his. He accuses the Accademia
Veneziana of having illegitimately published his work before he had even gotten a chance
to revise it:

“[…] alli mesi passata publicarono al mondo questa mia fatica nominandola
l’Historia d’Inghilterra etc. senza il mio nome, et senza alcuna mia
participazione. La quale essendomi pervenuta alle mani l’ho trovata così
abbozzata, come era ancora abbozzato il mio primo Originale, donde mi fu
cavata sotto nome di Amico.”
(Raviglio Rosso n.p.)

The “amico” here is none other than Federico Badoer: without explicitly accusing him of
stealing his work, Raviglio Rosso clearly states that the founder of the Accademia
Veneziana had read it already in 1554 while at the court of Charles V (“l’hebbe in mano, la
vide et lesse,” n.p.). Now, the text was finally seeing the light in an expanded, much more
polished version, enriched by an impressive apparatus of 27 “annotationi,” that is, endnotes

Calvinist, and that she tried to rise two of her daughters (Lucrezia being one of them) in her
faith, but was ultimately unable to do so. On Renée, see Puaux.
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exploring additional materials without damaging the flow of the main narrative.47 Raviglio
Rosso’s work is remarkably ‘modern’ in its structural conception, particularly because it
replaces the more widespread sidenotes – more distracting and shorter by necessity – with
the final “annotationi,” which give the whole text a distinct scholarly feel. Just as he is
rightfully adamant in denouncing the ‘theft’ he had suffered, Raviglio Rosso equally credits
his main sources: besides his direct observation based on experience, he cites Giovanni
Michiel as having given him “di questa materia […] molti avertimenti essendo egli
Ambasciatore in Inghilterra per la Serenissima Signoria di Venetia” (n.p.). And the
influence of Michiel and his fortunate relazione is very apparent in I successi d’Inghilterra,
so much so that a complete analysis of this text would inevitably be redundant. Like the
preceding ambassadorial report, the focus of the narrative is twofold: celebrating the glory
of Mary I in her union with Philip II while using this as the ideal, Catholic conclusion of
the troublesome parenthesis of the Anglican Schism, which is reconstructed with
abundance of detail. Unlike Michiel, however, Raviglio Rosso was fully aware that, by
1560, the dream of religious restoration had been halted, following Elizabeth’s accession to
the throne (1558). In this case, therefore, the decision to close the historical narrative on the
triumphant wedding of the English queen and the Spanish soon-to-be king appears as a
deliberate, factious choice: the failure of Mary’s Catholic policy determined by her inability
to produce an heir and therefore by her Protestant half-sister’s succession is entirely
removed, under the shield of circumscribing the narrative (as per its title) until the AngloSpanish wedding. It is clear that, in its own right, Raviglio Rosso’s history is a document of
Catholic propaganda, or at the very least fueled by an anti-Protestant sentiment. And in
keeping with this theme, I will isolate two moments in I successi d’Inghilterra which direct
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Raviglio Rosso explains his choice by writing that “l’ho ampliato di alcune annotationi
per maggiore intelligenza, piene d’Historie moderne et antiche, molto necessarie, et
secondo che ’l proposito l’ha ricercato” (A4).
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the focus towards the risks of heresy: the story of Anne Boleyn’s purported incest (a very
fortunate theme, as we will see later in this chapter), and the fateful testament of Edward
VI.
The second wife of Henry VIII was, as we have seen in the previous section, a
crucial presence in the writings concerning English affairs. And, of course, it could not
have been otherwise. What Raviglio Rosso does in I successi d’Inghilterra, however, is to
make Anne Boleyn a protagonist of the narrative of the schism rather than just evidence of
Henry VIII’s lust. In this text, she is the object a short, but very effective digression –
almost a story within the story – which contextualizes her famous death by depicting it as
the inevitable culmination of the “furioso […] desire” (Raviglio Rosso 75) that had led to
England’s separation from Rome. Anne is portrayed as a highly pragmatic woman who,
after giving birth to a daughter – “Isabella,” i.e. Elizabeth – and suspecting her husband’s
inability to produce a male heir, decided to try to get pregnant from a host of men,
including her own brother George, and pass the potential child as Henry’s:48

“Et questa vedendo che il Re non poteva haver seco altri figliuoli che femine et
desiderando che ‘l Regno havesse alcuno successore di lei, pensò di trovare
modo (o fosse biasimevole o vituperoso) col quale potesse mettere ad effetto
così fatto suo desiderio: et per coprire la scelerata sua intentione et per levare il
sospetto della sua ribalderia, si invaghì di Giorgio Bolenio suo fratello: col
quale per giustitia di Dio giusto riguardatore dell’opere malvagie, non havendo
potuto haver figliuoli, rivolse l’animo a Noresio Vestenio, et a Beertono
huomini illustri, et ultimamente a Marco Musico suo famigliare, Con tutti i
quali provò la sorte come scelerata, insatiabile e senza vergogna.”
(Raviglio Rosso 3; my emphasis)
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On the issue of incest and other slanderous rumors concerning Anne, see, among others,
Ives 50.
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The other men listed by Raviglio Rosso are Sir Henry Norris (Noresio), Sir Francis Weston
(Vestenio), Sir William Brereton (Beertono), and Mark Smeaton (Marco Musico), all of
whom were tried and found guilty along with George Boleyn (May 17, 1536; see Ives 342343). This narrative of the events, along with the later description of the queen consort’s
death sentencing and execution, appears to be based upon the immensely fortunate Épistre
contenant le procès criminel faict à l'encontre de la Royne Anne Boullant d'Angleterre, a
narrative in verse written in 1536 by Lancelot de Carle who, before becoming the Bishop of
Riez, was serving as the secretary of the French ambassador in London, Antoine de
Castelnau. Although it remained unprinted until 1545, this poem based on first-hand
witnessing from its author had the merit of popularizing the sensational story of Anne’s
downfall, enjoying a vast manuscript circulation (see Schmid 104). But while the French
text used an unmistakably compassionate tone regarding these unfortunate events,
portraying Anne as the sacrificial victim to her husband’s whims, the Italian one, as we can
observe, is at the opposite end of the spectrum. Anne is above all else an unscrupulous,
scheming, insatiable woman who is ultimately punished for her damning actions: as we will
see in Chapter Two, this will be the long-standing perception of the queen consort in Italian
culture, one that, even when humanizing the character, cannot detach her from an
ultimately negative evaluation that is reflected upon her own daughter. This fateful
connection between Anne and Elizabeth is also explored by Raviglio Rosso in the sixth of
his “annotationi,” which serves as an introduction to the complex problem of the succession
to the throne:

“Trovata poi la Bolena in adulterio (che forse avenne ad Henrico per giustitia di
Dio, havendo esso ripudiata una Reina di rara honestà, d’incomparabile
modestia, et ornata d’ogne dote della natura e dell’animo, et tolta una così
sfacciata, che non si vergognò pensare di congiungersi col proprio fratello),
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prima che la facesse morire, disfece il suo matrimonio et per autorità di
parlamento lo ratificò, con che fu similmente dichiarata bastarda Isabella, che
fu l’anno XXVIII del suo Regno, et di nostra salute 1537.”
(Raviglio Rosso 78; my emphasis)

As we have seen in Giacomo Soranzo’s relazione, the problem of the illegitimacy of Mary
and Elizabeth paved the way for the brief, tragic parenthesis of Lady Jane Grey’s claim to
the throne. Raviglio Rosso devotes conspicuous attention to this subject, not least because
it presented the ideal counterpart to the reinstatement of Catholicism with Mary.49 What is
most noteworthy in the author’s treatment of the matter is the way in which he connects the
natural and the supernatural, specifically referencing the moment of Edward VI’s signing of
his Devise for Succession in favor of the Protestant Jane. Raviglio Rosso claims that all of a
sudden “si vide levare un fiero et tempestoso tempo, con tuoni e folgori,” and that
lightnings struck the first church to “appartarsi dalla religione christiana, et a farsi
disubidiente alla fede Apostolica,” undoubtedly signaling God’s wrath at the perpetuation
of heresy in the kingdom (10). Fortunately, however, the rightful accession of Mary,
crowned by her matrimony with Philip II of Spain, put a (temporary) end to the schism:
“sempre più infiammata nell’amor di Dio et nella religion Christiana,” (Raviglio Rosso 25)
the queen embodied hope for a future of religious unification.
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Indeed, Lady Jane’s public execution is presented with vivid detail, and preceded by a
thorough reconstruction of her rise and fall, featuring an Italian translation – probably
authored by Raviglio Rosso himself – of her proclamation speech. Particularly impressive
is the narrative of her death on the scaffold: “Ond’essa [Jane] fattosi dare un picciolo
libretto, vi scrisse sopra tre sentenze, una Latina, una Greca, et l’ultima Inglese di questa
sostanza, la Latina era tale, Se la giustitia ha luogo nel mio corpo, l’anima mia l’havrà nella
misericordia di Dio. La Greca diceva, La morte darà pena al mio corpo del fallo, ma la mia
anima si giustificherà inanzi al cospetto di Dio della sua innocenza. La Inglese era, Il fallo è
degno di morte, ma il modo della mia innocenza doveva meritar pietà et scusa appresso il
mondo et appresso le leggi” (Raviglio Rosso 57).
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If Raviglio Rosso’s I successi d’Inghilterra presents a pro-Catholic perspective
which, though obviously recognizable, cannot qualify as a fully-fledged tirade against
English heresy (not least because it avoids acknowledging Elizabeth’s succession), another
history of the Schism, published in Bologna by Giunti thirty-one years later (1591),50 went
into a radically different direction. Dominican friar Girolamo Pollini’s (ca. 1544-1611)
Historia ecclesiastica della rivoluzion d’Inghilterra provides an inflammatory analysis of
the Anglican schism and its consequences over the reigns of Henry VIII, Edward VI, Mary
I, and Elizabeth.51 So inflammatory was the Tuscan friar’s work that Elizabeth was made
aware of it by Lord Thomas Darcy – who was in charge of surveilling Cardinal William
Allen52 and his Catholic acolytes (see Carta 174) – who defined it “the most mischievous
and spiteful libel that ever Devil in Hell did write” (Carta 174). The English queen
demanded, and obtained, that the Grand Duke of Tuscany, Ferdinando I de’ Medici, remove
every copy of this book from circulation.53 A 1647 Venetian compilation of illustrious men
authored by Girolamo Ghilini (1589-1668) reported that Elizabeth, after having tried in
vain to have Pollini killed, was so thirsty for vengeance that “fece abbruciare la statua sua
con ogni severa dimostrazione” (154). The work’s dedication was to none other than
Cardinal William Allen himself (“Il Signor Guglielmo Cardinale Alano”), thus immediately
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The text was re-printed in Rome by Guglielmo Facciotti in 1594, the trusted printer of
Pope Clement VIII, with a dedication to His Holiness. This second edition comprises four
books instead of five, notably leaving out the last one, which deals with the persecutions of
Catholics and the ruinous death of Mary Queen of Scots (see 1.2.2.).
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Born in Florence from noble parents, Pollini became a dominican monk at Santa Maria
Novella and then the prior of the convent of Santa Annunziata in San Gimignano. He studied
philosophy and theology, and displayed particular aptitude for history, as demonstrated by
the Historia. For a detailed biographical notice, see Crosignani.
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One of the staunchiest opposers of Elizabeth and her church, Cardinal Allen (1532-1594)
was also the founder of the Venerable English College in Rome, a Catholic seminary
conceived for the education of English Catholic priests.
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This led to the publication, three years later, of a second edition with the support of Pope
Clement VIII.
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qualifying its tone and religious orientation. And Pollini is not at all shy in stating his
beliefs and attacking his designated enemy with uncommon vehemence. He addressed
Cardinal Allen and passionately commended his merit in opposing the revolution in his
motherland that had made him weep “tante calde lagrime” (Pollini n.p.), a revolution which
had turned England

“d’un fioritissimo e Religiosissimo Reame, cangiato, con infinito biasimo
d’Arrigo Ottavo, d’Edouardo Sesto, e di Lisabetta suoi figliuoli, in una
franchigia di tutti i Ribelli e Apostati di Cristo e della Chiesa, e Sinagoga di
tutte l’antiche e moderne Sette d’Anabattisti, Luterani, Calvinisti, Zuingliani,
Puritani, e d’altre sozze e vilissime fecce de’ più appestati heretici, che per
pestilenza eterna della Chiesa, partorisse mai il diavolo, comune nemico di
tutta la semenza di Cristo.”
(Pollini n.p.)

Pollini’s work is massive, boasting five books and more than 800 thickly-filled pages,
drawing on sources that the author identifies as “gravissimi scrittori” both from that
kingdom and outside of it. The most identifiable and influential of Pollini’s sources,
however, is Nicholas Sanders, whose equally scandalous De origine ac progressu
Schismatis Anglicani (1585)54 – in Latin – he often translates literally and integrates into
his work. Sanders (ca. 1530-1581) was born an English Catholic in Surrey. His figure, now
almost forgotten except for his important (and pro-Catholic) history of the English
Reformation, is representative of the climate of religious turmoil that culminated with
Elizabeth’s accession to the throne in 1558. After having become a lecturer in canon law at
Oxford, he fled his native country to escape the Queen’s restrictions on the practice of the
Catholic faith and became a priest in 1561. A committed polemicist, Sanders died in 1581,
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According to Veech, the work was composed in the late 1570s (viii-ix).
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with an unquenched desire to see England restored to Catholicism. Four years after his
death, his most famous accomplishment, De origine ac progressu, was printed in Reims,55
thanks to the efforts (and additions) of fellow exile Edward Rishton: Sanders’ history
closed on the year 1558, with the end of Mary I’s reign, but Rishton added materials
covering events until 1585 (well into Elizabeth’s reign), when it was finally printed. As J.
H. Pollen maintains, the book “had in its day a larger circulation on the continent than any
other book about England whatever,” and “in the first ten years after its publication […] the
number of editions amounted to fifteen” (41), of which, four in Italy. Whether in the form
of direct translations (either complete or partial) or in that of adaptations, the volume
influenced pretty much every later contribution on the subject of the Anglican Schism and
its protagonists: Jesuit father Pedro de Ribadeneyra’s Historia ecclesiastica del Scisma del
Reyno de Inglaterra (1588-1594), for istance, is largely a translation of the De origine ac
progressu which enjoyed immense fortune in Spain. In Italy, Pollini’s Historia
ecclesiastica was the most influential history of the Anglican Schism, followed by the
Scisma d’Inghilterra sino alla morte della Regina Maria (1602), an abridged translation of
Sanders authored by Florentine intellectual Bernardo Davanzati Bostichi (1529-1606),
which was deemed an original work for some time (see Zaccaria).56 Unlike this latter work
and Raviglio Rosso’s previous one, which stopped during or at the end of Mary I’s reign,
Pollini’s follows the example of the printed version of Sanders’ – that is, with Rishton’s
additions – by dealing with the present state of things under Elizabeth, rather than keeping
a safe distance from it. In terms of shaping the reputations of key players in the schism, a
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Officially Cologne, but the indication is most likely false.
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A Florentine aristocrat who descended from a Guelph family, Davanzati Bostichi was
active in the mercantile business and wrote a treatise on agriculture (1579) and another on
money (1588). Besides these works and the Scisma, he is mostly remembered for his
important volgarizzamento of Tacitus’ Annals (1580-1596). See Zaccaria for a biographical
profile.
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case in point is again the portrait of Anne Boleyn. Already Raviglio Rosso, as we have
seen, devoted particular attention to the backstory of this Eve-like figure, but Sanders – and
Pollini, by derivation – took things much further. This is Sanders’ first presentation of the
second queen consort:

Erat Anna Bolena, uxoris Thomae Boleni, equitis aurati, filia: uxoris dico. Nam
ipsius Thomae Boleni filia esse non poterat, propterea quod illo in Francia
legatum agente, et biennium ibi commorante, Anna Bolena interim domi
concepta est et nata. Cum enim rex Henricus, Thomae Boleni uxorem adamaret,
ut ea liberius frueretur, virum sub specie honoris, in Franciam ablegavit.
Interim Anna Bolena domi concipitur, et nascitur.
(Sanders 14-15; my emphasis)

Anne was the daughter, therefore, of Thomas Boleyn’s wife, Elizabeth Howard, thus
claiming that her paternity was at the very least debated. Pollini uncritically takes on this
position, referencing Sanders and translating these lines almost verbatim:

Era costei (come riferisce non solamente il fiorito Niccolò Sandero, ma altri
scrittori Inghilesi) figliuola della moglie di Tommasso Boleno Cavaliere. Dico
figliuola della moglie, percioché di Thommasso non potea esser figliola:
Conciosiacosaché mentreché egli era Ambasciadore del suo Re, alla corte di
Francia, ove due anni continui dimorò nell’ufficio, all’ora Anna in casa sua fu
conceputa, e nacque. Imperoché essendo il Re Arrigo inammorato della moglie
di Tommaso Boleno, per poterlasi più alla libera, e senza alcun sospetto
godere: sotto spetie d’honore mandò Tommaso suo marito, con carico
d’Ambasciadore alla corte di Francia. In questo mezzo Anna (com’è detto) in
casa propria fu conceputa e nacque.
(Pollini 22; my emphasis)
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The story, however, is complicated further by the following explicit accusation that, in
reality, Anne was the daughter of Henry VIII himself: Sanders wrote that “nec Annam
Bolenam alterius quam regis Henrici filiam esse” (15), and Pollini again followed him
literally by saying that “del Re (e non d’alcun altro in somma) Anna era figliuola” (23).
This slanderous accusation was by no means new: as Alison Weir notes, rumors concerning
Henry VIII’s paternity of the woman who would become his second wife had already been
spread during the 1530s, when Franciscan friar William Peto accused the king of having
had intercourse with the lady’s mother and sister (31).57 Sanders also reported a quite
entertaining exchange between Henry VIII and his courtier Francis Bryan (a kinsmen of the
Boleyns) – whom he colorfully called “Infernii vicarius” (Sanders 16) – in which the king
asked whether it would be a sin to lie with the mother first and then with her daughter,
prompting his interlocutor to claim that it would be as unproblematic as eating a hen and
then her chick (“quale gallinam primum, deinde pullum eius gallinaceum comedere,”
Sanders 16). This anecdote is promptly translated by both Pollini (23) and Davanzati
Bostichi (11). What is of particular note in this triad of unabashedly pro-Catholic texts is
the portrayal of Anne as the figure itself of carnal desire, of lust and transgression, laying
the ground for a reputation what would last for centuries to come and display more or less
direct traces on the dramatic production of the 17th century, as we will see in the next two
chapters. To begin with, Anne is described in her unusual physical appearance, which by
itself produces a distancing effect on the reader: what is being presented is a creature that
lies at the juncture of human and demonic. To use Davanzati Bostichi’s words,
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Weir adds that “according to Henry’s cousin, Reginald Pole, another who opposed the
marriage, Peto had confided to the Papist Sir George Throckmorton, a member of
Parliament, that Henry had affairs with both Mary Boleyn [Anne’s sister] and her mother”
(31).
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Ebbe gran persona: capelli neri: viso lungo: color gialliccio quasi di sparso
fiele: un sopraddenti di sopra: nella destra le spuntava il sesto ditto: sotto il
mento alquanto gozzo: che per coprirlo, essa, e le sue damigelle che prima
scollacciate n’andavano, vestirono accollato: il resto del corpo proporzionato e
bello: bocca graziosissima: nel cinciare, sonare, danzare ogni di’ fogge e gale
mutare esempio e maraviglia era: nell’animo piena, d’ambizione, superbia,
invidia, e lussuria.
(Davanzati Bostichi 12; my emphasis)

This dark-haired woman with a yellowish complexion – Pollini chooses “pallida” (24) for
Sanders’ “subflavo” (16) – had a projecting tooth and six fingers in her right hand: these
physical defects, made famous by Sanders (see Ives 39-40), cannot be regarded as anything
more than defamation, since the man had never met the queen consort and was actually six
years old at the time of her execution. But it is nonetheless important to bear in mind that
this was the idea of Anne Boleyn that Italians – and Catholics in general – had been fed, an
idea that would inevitably shape their perception of both that woman and her equally
female offspring. From “mula del Re di Francia” (Davanzati Bostichi 12) to “mala e
disonesta” (Pollini 25), from “chinea Inglese” to “meretrice” and “bagascia” (Davanzati
Bostichi 12; 16; 22), the female co-protagonist of the Anglican Schism “di quindici anni si
lascio’ sverginare dal coppiere, e poscia dal cappellano di Tommaso Boleno” (Davanzati
Bostichi 12), thus exploiting the tight association between the corruption of the flesh and
the corruption of the soul. Ultimately, Pollini uses this twofold corruption enclosed in the
female body of Anne Boleyn as an explanation of the devilish nature of Protestantism,
which he, like Sanders, conflates with the Anglican Schism:

“Imperocché ci fu bisogno, che la figliuola co’l padre, e la sorella co’l fratello
insieme si congiungessero […] acciocché si scoprisse al mondo, quello
diabolico parto, onde si gittassero i fondamenti della vostra religione, e la
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vostra Chiesa uscita fuori non già del santissimo fianco di Cristo, come la nostra
santa, e Cattolica Chiesa Romana ma de’ corrotti, e immondi lombi d’una
femmina meretrice, pefettamente si stabilisse.”
(Pollini 79; my emphasis)

Arguably, the misogynistic rhetoric, which is widely employed throughout the works of
Sanders, Pollini, and Davanzati Bostichi, reaches here its climax, if not from a linguistic
viewpoint, at least from a conceptual one: the diabolic birth of a church from the monstrous
loins of a whore.58 This remains the overall interpretation of the schism presented in these
three texts of Catholic propaganda, one that was already hinted at in the Venetian relazioni
of the 16th century, but now re-fashioned to suit the much more precise ideological agenda
of Counter-Reformation spiritual fight. And such climate of fervor, as we are about to see,
would find an exemplary outlet in what was perhaps the most hotly debated topic following
the rise of Protestantism in the British Isles: the ultimately tragic rivalry between Elizabeth
and Mary Queen of Scots.

1.2.2. A Tale of Two Queens: Elizabeth vs. Mary Queen of Scots
In the first section of this chapter we have seen how the Venetian ambassadors in London
were overall favorable – sometimes openly enthusiastic – about the daughter of Henry VIII
and Anne Boleyn. Despite her heretic faith,59 Elizabeth was regarded as a competent,
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The tragic end of Anne Boleyn is depicted in a way that is entirely reminiscent of
Raviglio Rosso. Davanzati Bostichi, for one, juxtaposes Anne’s joy at the death of
Catherine (“Tutta la corte si vestì a bruno … Anna sola vestì di giallo sé e le sue dame per
allegrezza della spenta emola,” 52) to her own downfall caused by her inability to give the
king a male heir (“partorio un pezo di carne,” 53) and by Henry VIII’s desire for Jane
Seymour (53): the author exudes pleasure in claiming that the ruinous end that would befall
her in a matter of months was nothing but God’s rightful punishment (52).
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As we will see in Chapter Three, in his Discorso della virtù femminile e donnesca Torquato
Tasso lamented quite bitterly her heresy, which he perceived as the queen’s major (and
arguably only) flaw.
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worthy ruler, the very paragon of the outstanding qualities required by the sovereign
holding the reins of a state. It is, however, undeniable that this strictly political opinion of
the English queen came to clash with her predatory behavior towards her cousin the Queen
of Scots, which was nothing short of a shock for Catholics across the European continent:
the sheer magnitude of texts devoted to this subject bears witness to its impact, on the one
hand, and its ideological exploitation (on both Protestant and Catholic sides), on the other.
Rather than offering a complete inventory of all such non-fictional texts,60 in the final
section of this chapter, I will isolate and contextualize the most influential among them in
Italy, with an eye on the themes and motifs highlighted by the dramatic production that I
investigate in Chapter Two.
In 1568, Mary Queen of Scots was forced to abdicate in favor of her infant son
James and fatally sought refuge from her Scottish Protestant enemies in the neighboring
Kingdom of England, lured by its queen Elizabeth. Mary’s condition quickly turned into
one of imprisonment on unproved, repeated charges of having plotted to assassinate the
English queen, inaugurating a captivity that would last for almost nineteen years, until her
execution on February 8, 1587. As I mentioned earlier, both Protestants and Catholics
jumped at the occasion and exploited it for their own propagandistic aims: depending on the
faction, Mary was either a dissolute plotter or a saint, and Elizabeth either a power-thirsty
usurper or a sound, legitimate ruler. Scottish Protestant historian and scholar George
Buchanan (1506-1582), most notably, authored a violent attack on his ex-queen’s
reputation in A detection of the actions of Mary Queen of Scots (1571) and then reinforced
his claims in his monumental history of Scotland, the Rerum Scoticarum Historia (1582).
In both works, Mary is presented as a tyrannical, lustful, bloody woman (see Buchanan,
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Veronica Carta provides and excellently documented panoramic view on the works (both
fictional and non-fictional) produced during the 16th century, some of which I consider here.
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Rerum 610-614) who had taken part in the murder of her second husband, Henry Stuart,
Lord Darnley (1545-1567) in order to marry the demonic James Hepburn, 4th Earl of
Bothwell (1534-1578).61 On the other side of the playing field, Catholic historian John
Leslie (1527-1596) confuted all negative claims by embarking on a staunch defense of the
queen’s personal and spiritual profile in a number of works, from the Defence of the Honor
of Marie, Queene of Scotland (1569; 1571) to his own history of Scotland, De origine,
moribus, ac rebus gestis Scotiae libri decem (1578), published in Rome.62 One of the
earliest narratives of the tribulations of the Queen of Scots in the Italian language, focusing
specifically on her early life until the violent death of her second husband, Lord Darnley,
was Francesco Marcaldi’s Narratione del stato della Regina di Scotia et del principe suo
figliuolo, which began circulating in manuscript with various titles (see Carta 91) and in
various lengths already in 1579. Very little is known about its author, who was probably
involved in diplomacy at the service of the Grand Duke of Tuscany (see Carta 92), but the
circulation enjoyed by this text was so wide that Brian Richardson has identified 41
different manuscripts carrying it (see A Scribal Publisher 296-313). A reworking of the
Narratione, still attributed to Marcaldi, is also the Morgan Library’s Relatione della
persecutione e pregionia della regina di Scotia con la morte del Re Enrico suo marito (MA
283), which I have studied. The chronology presented in this text gets to 1585, therefore
establishing a post quem regarding its composition. An openly pro-Mary narrative, the
Relatione plays heavily on the dual opposition between the Queen of Scots and the Queen
of England: the former is portrayed as a pious, innocent victim, while the latter appears as a
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I explore this aspect of the Queen of Scots’ story and its consequences in greater detail in
Chapter Two.
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Leslie also produced a famous rebuttal of John Knox’s The First Blast of the Trumpet
Against the Monstrous Regiment of Women (1558), entitled The Lawfulness of the Regiment
of Women (1580). I touch upon this subject in Chapter Three.
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persuasive, scheming dissimulator whose only aim was to annihilate her adversary and thus
sanction the end of Catholicism in the British Isles (see Marcaldi, Relatione 8v).
Nevertheless, this text closes on the auspice that a religious restoration in Scotland may
eventually occur thanks to Mary’s son James, despite his having been raised as a Protestant.
A starkly different tone is found, of course, in the innumerable narratives – long and short,
independent or part of larger works – produced after the Queen of Scots’ execution in the
fatal year 1587. Much more than the imprisonment, it was unsurprisingly this spectacular
event which really canonized the figure of Mary Queen of Scots as a symbol of Catholic
martyrdom and the ever-relevant dangers of heresy. Here, I will only touch on four of the
ones which enjoyed the widest circulation in Italy and that will best lay the ground for the
analysis of the dramatic production in the next chapter: Guillaume de Châteauneuf’s
Chronicle in a particularly fortunate Italian-language adaptation; the Lettera sulla morte
della Reina di Scotia by Sertorio Loschi (1587); the already mentioned Historia
ecclesiastica by Pollini (1591); and lastly the vastly popular 17th-century Jesuit father
Nicolas Caussin’s Histoire de l’incomparable Reine Marie Stuart, Reine de France et
d’Escosse (1624), which also circulated in Antonio Berardi’s Italian translation (1648).
Châteauneuf, the French ambassador at Elizabeth’s court, wrote a dispatch
recounting the execution of the Queen of Scots which arrived in Paris with an unusual
delay – approximately twenty days after the event instead of the usual thirteen – probably
caused by the net of English censorship (see Wilkinson 201). The ambassador, it bears
remarking, was not an eye witness: rather, his narrative seems to have been based upon the
report of another French diplomat, Claude de la Châtre de Maisonfort (see Carta 138).
Châteauneuf’s text, however, became immediately well-known and read, spurring a number
of abridgements, adaptations, and translations, bringing with them a distinctly pro-Catholic
sentiment that, by depicting with visual effectiveness the scene of the execution and its
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preceding hours, fully consigned to the world an image of the Queen of Scots which is still
resonant today. Among this plethora of texts, the anonymous Morte della Reina di Scotia,
in manuscript, chronicles the process which led Mary to the scaffold with dramatic
effectiveness. The narrative begins the day before the execution,63 when Elizabeth (“quella
Reina,” Morte 5) sends Sir Francis Walsingham (“uno chiamato Volsigan,” Morte 5) and a
black-clad executioner (“il Boia d’Inghilterra vestito di velluto nero,” Morte 5) to
Fotheringhay Castle, where Mary is kept prisoner. After the sentence is pronounced (“che
l’essecutione s’havea a fare il giorno seguente,” Morte 5), the queen reacts in the stoic,
calm way that would forever define her carriage before death, that is the peaceful
acceptance of her martyrdom:

“La detta Reina rispose senza spaventarsi punto, che ella non sapea di haver
dato occasione alla Reina sua sorella di procedere di quella sorte contra di lei, et
che nondimeno ella si accommodava volentierissimo alla volontà di Dio, et à
quella della sua sorella.”
(Morte 5)

We can observe here that Mary reportedly subjects herself to two higher powers: that of
God and that of man – or rather, woman – in the person of the English queen.64 Mary’s
intended martyrdom, therefore, is twofold, her sacrifice being to both the Catholic faith and
the politics of the state. Throughout this brief narrative of the last hours, the Queen of
Scots’ is presented as strong and focused on the greater value of her exemplary death, with
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There is some minor chronological incongruency. The date is reported as February 16,
which corresponds to February 6 in the English calendar, that is, two days prior to the
execution. However, the narrative presents this as the day before.
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The definition “sorella,” which Mary and Elizabeth employed reciprocally in their
epistolary correspondence, will also be exploited for dramatic effect in several of the 17thcentury tragedies.
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only one significant exception. When she is requested to step on the scaffold, Mary
becomes, for one meaningful instant, a woman again: she asks for the help of her custodian
because her legs are shaking (“perciò che le tremavano le gambe,” Morte 6). This sudden,
unexpected humanization of the character establishes a powerful contrast with the
expressions used before and after (“senza spaventarsi punto,” “volentierissimo,”
“fortunatissima a morire,” “senza spavento, né lagrime,” Morte 5-6), bringing attention to
the co-existence in Mary’s person of the saint and the woman. Nevertheless, the rhetoric of
Catholic martyrdom is reinforced when she refuses the spiritual assistance of Protestant
ministers by proudly claiming that she was born in the Roman faith and will die in it (see
Morte 6) and that she approached the end of her life on earth as innocent of all accusations,
kneeling down and praying for her soul (see Morte 7). The most striking aspect of this brief
narrative is its closing paragraph, which breaks the tension – culminating in the
executioner’s axe severing Mary’s head from her body (“le fu tagliata la testa, la qual fu
colta dal Boia, et mostrata al populo,” Morte 7) – by shifting the focus to Elizabeth’s
behavior in the aftermath of the execution. This sequence is both succinct and indicative of
the English queen’s talent for dissimulation and emotional detachment:

“La Reina d’Inghilterra passeggiò tutto il giorno a cavallo per la città, et il
giorno seguente si mise in panni di bruno, dicendo dispiacerle assai, che il suo
segretario senza sua saputa havesse commessa l’essecutione della sentenza
sottoscritta da lei, et per tal causa l’havea fatto carcerare. Ma gli stati si doveano
radunare il giorno seguente, per mostrarle come egli meritava più tosto
ricompensa, che punitione, et che doveano farlo liberare, secondo si tiene sia
stato esequito.”
(Morte 7)
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Of this supposed consummate performance there is no trace in the very fortunate Lettera su
la morte della Reina di Scotia written from Paris by Sertorio Loschi (or Sartorio Loscho) to
Count Marcantonio Martinengo and quickly printed in Bergamo in 1587 for Comino
Ventura. After this first edition, the letter was re-printed – without its more openly
‘confidential’ traits, such as the incipit and explicit – in Vicenza and Parma (see Carta 155156). Rather than highlighting Elizabeth’s skills as a dissimulator, this text reports that
public celebrations were held in London for a full twenty-four hours (“sonorno le campane,
tirorno artegliaria et fecero fuochi segno di allegrezza,” Loschi 8), signaling widespread joy
at the news of Mary’s death. The letter is dated March 14, 1587, and Loschi’s sources are
unspecified: what appears to be certain is that, again, this is not the result of eyewitnessing, but rather an aggregation of different pieces of information which, for reasons
of both interest65 and proximity, had reached Paris before Northern Italy. Unlike the
anonymous Morte della Reina di Scotia analyzed above, the Lettera does not circumscribe
its attention to the execution and its immediate lead-up. On the contrary, Loschi opts to
begin by providing his addressee with key information on the dead queen’s background,
focusing specifically on the political and spiritual reasons that had determined her downfall.
As expected, the tone of the narrative is unabashedly pro-Mary, starting from the very
formula that introduces her as “una delle più belle donne ch’habbia avuto l’età nostra,” and
lists her titles as “Regina di Scotia per Natura, di Francia per matrimonio et d’Inghilterra
per vera successione” (Loschi 3). The author’s partiality to Mary’s cause is made even
stronger by the way in which he pictures the queen as devoid of agency in the circumstance
of her falling captive to her cousin: rather than writing that she had been deposed and
sought refuge in England, Loschi claims that she was brought there “dalla malignità de’
venti” (3). Once the death sentence was pronounced – after many attempts to have her
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Mary was, after all, the widow of Francis II and former queen-consort of France.
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escape (Loschi 4) – the Queen of Scots showed her usual composure, comforting her
closest servants and resorting to prayer:

“Onde li pianti e gridi [of the servants] furono grandissimi, ma ella
riprendendoli li consolava e esortava a pregar Dio per lei che li desse costanza
et stette tutta la note infino appresso il giorno in continue orationi […].”
(Loschi 5-6)

Another aspect in favor of Mary’s unyielding strength in the face of her sacrificial death
has to do with the way in which Loschi shapes the moment of her requesting assistance in
mounting the “catafalco.” If, as we have seen, the previous Morte della Reina di Scotia
referred to an unspecified trembling in her legs, thus hinting at some shade of fear or at
least hesitation, Loschi’s letter gives a very different account of the event. Also in this
letter, Mary asks for help: once at the bottom of the stairs leading up the scaffold, she begs
the man who had led her there not to leave her, “che senza il suo agiuto non potria
montare” (Loschi 7). This, however, comes after a brief but precise account of the queen’s
health, mined by a “siatica venutagli in pregione e mal medicata” which had left her “un
poco zoppa” (Loschi 6). Mary’s inability to autonomously walk up the stairs to her death is
thus the result not of spiritual weakness, but of physical debilitation: though the body might
be failing her, the martyr, in other words, is still completely in charge of her emotions. And
the supernatural qualities of this saintly queen are also reinforced by the inexplicable effect
that her carriage and voice produced in the people gathered there. When she commands the
executioner not to touch her, for instance, Loschi claims that the spectators “sentivano
dentro di se un so che, che li rendeva tutti storditi” (6): her “imperio” and its ability to
generate stupor is therefore the objective evidence of her nature as a legitimate, anointed
sovereign. The rest of the execution narrative is very much in line with the Morte della
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Reina di Scotia, though placing greater emphasis on the queen’s performance of Catholic
faith: as numerous other sources confirm, she prays until the end, recites the Creed,
confesses her sins, begs the “Mastro di Casa” to make sure that her son be brought back
“nella Santa Chiesa Cattolica et Romana, nella quale ella haveva sempre avuto intentione di
nutrirlo et allevarlo,” and lastly prays that God may forgive the Queen of England for
“l’offesa ch’a lei faceva” (Loschi 7). The ultimate proclamation of the letter’s intent,
however, comes towards its end, when Loschi bravely terms the queen’s demise as “morte
o per dir meglio martirio molto compassionevole” (8; my emphasis), an explicit stance that
situates Mary’s death within the broader background of the clash between Rome and the
Reformation.
Such clash, as we have seen in the previous section, is well highlighted in Pollini’s
Historia ecclesiastica della Rivoluzion d’Inghilterra. To this hugely influential work I here
come back to analyze its treatment of the rivalry between Elizabeth and her cousin, which
Pollini situates in Book 5, the last in the Historia ecclesiastica and the one that would be
expunged from its second edition (Rome, 1594). Like the rest of the work, this specific
section relies heavily on Sanders, Ribadeneyra and other historians.66 As Carta observes,
the Tuscan friar’s technique with regard to his sources is one of amplification, marked by a
pervasive use of aggrandizing adjectives and phrases with rhetorical aims (see 177).67 In a
similar fashion, Mary Queen of Scots is immediately qualified as “innocentissima” (Pollini
535), her Catholic supporters “odiati, afflitti, e maltrattati” by the Protestants, and her
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Pollini also cites specifically Lodovico Guicciardini, Giovan Battista Adriani, and Adam
Blackwood.
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The scholar argues that, “ad esempio, i «daños» che la vicinanza di Elisabetta crea alle
altre nazioni, secondo Ribadeneyra, diventano «gravissimi» in Pollini, così come la
compagnia di Elisabetta diventa «odiosa»; i nobili scozzesi si ribellano a Maria «por
istigación de la Reyna de Inglaterra» in Ribadeneyra, ma «per istigazione e malvagità di
Elisabetta» in Pollini; Maria è «bellissima» in Adriani, ma è «graziosissima e di singular
bellezza» in Pollini,” and so forth (Carta 177).
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Scottish opposers’ ways towards her “soperchievoli e ingiuriose” (Pollini 536). The
Historia ecclesiastica popularizes the image of Mary as a martyr of the one true faith, and
acknowledges its position within the blooming printing success of this particular death
narrative:

“sarà bene primariamente riferire qui, quale sia stata la cagione che movesse
Lisabetta à una rivoluzione così empia, avendone relazione da varie scritture da
me con diligenzia, e studio cercate, le quali non meno nella latina lingua, che
nella Franzese, Spagnuola, e Inghilese si sono pubblicate alla stampa della
morte, e martirio di questa Innocentissima, e santissima Donna, che martirio
veramente può dirsi, avendo ella più per la fede Cattolica, e per la sua
Religione, che per alcuna altra cagione il suo sangue ingiustamente sparto.”
(Pollini 536; my emphasis)

The political struggle for the claim to the English throne, therefore, is outstandingly left out
of Pollini’s argument, or at least situated in a secondary position against the first motor of
the struggle between heresy and orthodoxy. After a succinct but thorough account of the
family ties connecting the House of Tudor and the House of Stuart, Pollini goes on to
narrate how after the untimely death of her first husband Francis II, the Queen of Scots had
returned to her kingdom and decided to marry her Catholic cousin Lord Darnley for the
sake of producing an heir and strengthening her claim to England (“figliuolo del Conte di
Lenuz […] e suo parente, cioè nato d’una sorella d’Arrigo Ottavo Re d’Inghilterra,” 537).
After the assassination of her Italian secretary Davide Rizzio, the birth of her son James,
and the violent death of Lord Darnley, it is the queen’s third marriage with the Earl of
Bothwell (deemed the main responsible of the second husband’s end) which determines her
downfall: she is persuaded by the skillful manipulation of her cousin Elizabeth to go find
shelter in England, a country that she would never be able to leave again. The inherent
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falsehood of the Protestant queen is constantly highlighted by Pollini, reaching a point of
particular poignancy (and, for us modern readers, entertainment) when he claims that the
husbandless, childless Elizabeth had wanted to “ingannar il mondo co’l vanissimo
proponimento della sua finta verginità” (542).68 The English queen, the Tuscan friar
maintains, was so obsessed with her imprisoned cousin and the inherent threats she posed
that she finally resolved to listen to her “pessima ed empia mente” and thus “liberarsi dalla
soverchia paura e inquieto pensiero che giorno e notte la teneva altrata” (Pollini 547). In
order to provide a counterpoint to this image of Elizabeth – which clearly hints at the
anxiety and instability of a usurper, rather than a legitimate sovereign – the Historia
ecclesiastica presents four lengthy letters secretly written by the Queen of Scots to a variety
of addressees which, the author claims, have been “tradotte dalla Franzese, e dalla
Spagnuola nella nostra materna favella” (Pollini 547): these letters are both meant to prove
the ultimate innocence of the Catholic queen by giving her perspective on the development
of events and to take off “la maschera all’artifiziosa e finta ipocrisia che oggi regna in
quello sfortunato Reame” (Pollini 547), namely that Mary had been plotting to seize the
throne. In the letter addressed to her cousin King Henry III of France (November 24, 1586),
the Queen of Scots hopes that her imminent death “renderà buona testimonianza della mia
costanza nella fede, e della prontezza dell’animo mio a voler morire” for the sake of
restoring Catholicism in the British Isles (Pollini 553). But Mary, as testified by her letter
to Elizabeth (December 19, 1586), is not entirely a meek sacrificial lamb. Though ready for
ritual slaughter (“la fine del mio lungo, e doloroso pellegrinaggio,” Pollini 555), this
woman is still very conscious of her own status as an anointed queen, which she proudly
remarks to her cousin (“poiché io sono de’l vostro sangue, e Reina soprema, e figliuola di
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As we will see in the next two chapters of this dissertation, the theme of Elizabeth’s lust is
greatly exploited within the corpus of 17th-century dramas, and is especially juxtaposed to
Mary’s having restrained and channelled her femininity in wedlock and childbirth.
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Rè,” Pollini 555). After closing the narrative with the customary reconstruction of the final
hours and execution of the Queen of Scots – which, though largely derivative,69 is very
detailed (especially featuring innumerable references to her unerring devotion) – Pollini
regains his authorial voice by providing commentary on the status quaestionis regarding
this tragic death and womanly rivalry:

“Ma à dispetto di Lisabetta e del suo diabolico consiglio e à loro grand’onta e
confusione, la memoria di questa martire viverà perpetuamente in trionfo e
gloria fra tutti i Christiani Cattolici, ma la memoria loro al contrario sarà
condannata come quella d’Erode, e di Giuda, e di tutti gli altri maggiori nimici
di Cristo, e di tutta la semenza della sua Chiesa.”
(Pollini 576; my emphasis)

And that the memory of this Catholic martyr will continue to live on long after death is
made especially clear, within the panorama of the non-fictional production, by the
successful publication of the Histoire de l’incomparable Marie Stuart by Jesuit father
Nicolas Caussin. This important apology of Mary’s life was first published in 1624 as part
of the monumental La cour sainte, and later as an autonomous work, in which form fellow
Jesuit Antonio Berardi translated into Italian in 1648.70 Marc Fumaroli inscribes La cour
sainte within the genre of the “traité de Noblesse” (see 363), conceived as a summa of
moral examples taken from ancient and modern literature and history which could be of use
to the aristocracy of Louis XIII’s court: as Fumaroli claims, “au même temps qu’il cherche
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The main sources here are Ribadeneyra and Blackwood’s Martyre de la Royne d’Escosse.
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Berardi’s translation is extremely literal and presents no major divergences from the
French original. I will therefore conduct my analysis on Caussin’s text, providing the Italian
in the footnotes to the major extracts.
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a ‘convertir’ la noblesse, le P. Caussin cherche à l’instruire” (364).71 The fortune enjoyed
by this book was outstanding: translated in all the major languages, it was reprinted
regularly until 1691 (see Thuillier 714). In light of the instructional aim of Caussin’s work,
the inclusion of the martyrdom of the Queen of Scots among its exempla is yet another
confirmation of how this story was taken as an indication of something greater. On top of
this, it bears witness to the fact that, thirty-seven years after the event, Mary had already
established herself as a classic: as a matter of fact, her apology is inserted in the chapter
“Les Reynes et Dames” and she is the only modern queen in a list that comprises the
biblical Judith and Esther, and saints such as Ermelinda of Ely (“Ermenegilde”) and
Clotilde, queen of the Franks. And the figure of the Queen of Scots had been so hotly
debated that Caussin feels the need to begin by clarifying to his readers that “jamais
Histoire ne fut plus deguisée par les Heretiques partisans” and that therefore his mission
will be to remove the layers of “artifices,” “calomnie,” and “mensonges” from the
exemplary life of this “pauvre Princesse” (345).72 In order to achieve this, the author
specifies that, rather than Catholic apologists such as Sanders, his main source will be
William Camden’s Annales rerum Anglicarum et Hibernicarum regnante Elizabetha (1615;
1625) because, even though he was the English queen’s historian, he had an ambition of
telling the truth and thus had found “des papiers que l’on avoit ensevelis, qui font assez
paroistre les artifices d’Elisabeth et l’innocence de la Royne d’Escosse” (Caussin 346).73
Very early on, the French Jesuit displays a clear intent in articulating the Scottish queen’s
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“Father Caussin tries to both ‘convert’ the aristocracy and educate it at the same time,” my
translation.

72

“[…] che mai historia fu da partegiani heretici più lacerata, già mai sceleratezza coperta
con tanti artificij, calunnia con tante menzogne, menzogna con tanti colori, già mai l’impietà
fece tanti sforzi per diffamare una povera Principessa” (Caussin-Berardi 10).
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“[…] carte già del tutto sepolte, che grandemente palesano gl’artificij d’Elisabetta, e
l’innocenza della Regina di Scotia” (Caussin-Berardi 12-13).
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biography in opposition with Elizabeth’s: probably even more than in Sanders’
unabashedly partisan work, in the Histoire, Mary and her English cousin are portrayed as
an indissoluble unit made up of two completely opposite forces. If Mary is entirely good,
Elizabeth is entirely bad; if the former is generous, pious, and loving, the latter is jealous,
heretical, and hateful. Rather than focusing only on the last period in the Scottish queen’s
life, Caussin provides a full account, from infancy to death and beyond. No major event is
left untouched, though always making sure that Mary comes across as the unquestionable,
blameless victim. A case in point is her infamous marriage to Bothwell, following a very
detailed narrative of the murder of Davide Rizzio74 and of Lord Darnley. The Queen of
Scots is said to be entirely unaware of the man’s involvement in her husband’s death (“elle
ne sceust pas que ce pernicieux homme eust trempé en la mort de son mary,” 351),75 but
what is most interesting in Caussin’s work in relation to his declared source, Camden, is the
way in which he twists facts in order to portray Mary as helpless, naïve, little more than a
child:

“Mais qui considerera bien une jeune veufue aagée de dix-sept ans, rangée aux
extremitéz de la terre, où l’heresie avoit tout renversé, et dechainé les furies les
plus noires de l’abysme à la desolation de l’Estat. Qui la contemplera seule
comme l’estoile du matin, au milieu des nuages, sans assistance, sans force,
sans conseil, persecute par son frère, outrage par les heretiques, trahie par la
Reyne d’Angleterre, sous couleur de bien-veillance, […] trouvera qu’elle n’a
rien fait d’imprudent […].”
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I analyze this when I discuss Antonio Paccinelli’s I trionfi di morte in 2.2.3.

75

“[…] non sapeva ancora, che questo pernicioso huomo havesse imbrattate le mani col
sangue di suo marito” (Caussin-Berardi 37). Notably, Berardi’s translation choice is much
more striking with regard to the French original, thanks to the image of the hands soiled with
blood as a way of rendering the verb “tremper.” This is an interesting choice which speaks to
Berardi’s subtle knowledge of French, since the verb in this case means “to be involved
with,” but has the primary meaning of “to dip” or “to soak” (see Larousse bilingue).
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(Caussin 352; my emphasis)76

The detail concerning Mary’s age is ambiguous at best. In 1567, when she married
Bothwell, the Queen of Scots was actually twenty-five: though still young, she was by no
means a child. Here, I argue, Caussin is willfully murky, which he does by conflating
Mary’s age when she lost her first husband Francis II – indeed on the verge of eighteen, in
1560 – with her supposed age at the time of the narrative: a seventeen-year-old widow
raises greater compassion than a twenty-five-year-old one (and twice widowed, on top of
that), and by 1624 the events were sufficiently far removed for the majority of readers to
detect the author’s deliberate ambiguity. After all, Caussin’s intention to create such an
image of Mary can be traced throughout the Histoire. A little later, when he lingers on the
queen’s imprisonment in England, for instance, he uses avian metaphors to qualify her
status vis-à-vis the scheming Elizabeth: Mary is an “innocente colombe” who inadvertently
pushes herself “entre les serres de l’épervier” (Caussin 355).77 Later, the English queen is
“jalouse,” “naturellement formé à la dissimulation,” displaying uncommong “fureur” and
“hypocrisie,” (Caussin 360) with an “ame barbare, qui estant née par le crime, ne pouvoit
vivre que dans l’iniquité” (Caussin 365).78 Of course, as customary in Catholic
propagandistic discourse, the sins of the daughter are traced back to those of her parents,
particularly her mother. Caussin does not pass on the opportunity to dwell on the
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“Ma chi bene considererà una giovane vedova in età di diecisett’anni, confinata
nell’estremità della terra, ove l’heresia haveva abbattuto il tutto, e scatenate le furie più
crudeli dell’abisso alla desolatione dello Stato. Chi la mirerà cola come stella della mattina in
mezzo alle nuvole, senz’assistenza, senza forza, senza consiglio, perseguitata da suo fratello,
oltraggiata dagli heretici, tradita sotto colore di benevolenza dalla Regina d’Inghilterra, […]
troverà, che non ha operato imprudentemente […]” (Caussin - Berardi 42).
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“[…] innocente Colomba […] nell’unghie dello Sparviere” (Caussin-Berardi 53).
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“[…] anima barbara, ch’essendo nata dal peccato, non poteva vivere, che nell’iniquità”
(Caussin-Berardi 92). Berardi, as we can see, chooses “peccato” for “crime.”
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background of the English queen, a trite, though still very effective argument to increase
the binary opposition between the two women:

“La Reyne Marie estoit d’une très-haute et très-glorieuse naissance de père et de
mère: La Reyne Elizabeth estoit venue au monde par un crime et par un
scandale, qui fit gemir toute la Chrestienté, elle estoit fille de Roy, mais d’un
Roy desbordé, et d’une mère basse et honteuse, à qui le Roy son mari fit
trencher la teste pour ses impudicitez. L’une avoit esté nourrie en France des
l’aage de cinq ans, avec tant de pieté, de sagesse et d’honneur, que l’on n’y
pouvoit rien desirer: L’autre avoit rencontrée une nourriture licencieuse dans le
mauvais exemple de ses parents.”
(Caussin 365)79

The apology of the Queen of Scots closes, as expected, with an incredibly detailed account
of the last days, enriched (as Pollini did) by letters, biblical references, and theological
motivations for the necessity of such tragedy. But the most original aspect in Caussin’s
treatment of this subject has to do with the unexpected touch of humanization which he
reserves for Elizabeth. After having demonized her at every possible occasion throughout
the narrative, the English queen is ultimately shown in her human weakness in the
aftermath of the execution. Despite her having ordered public celebrations, she hid from
view more for shame than for pain, but nevertheless “elle sentoit quelquefois des remords
de conscience” and reportedly had nightmares “qui la faisoyent crier la nuict, et esveiller
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“La Regina Maria era di nobilissima, e gloriosissima famiglia da parte di Padre, e Madre:
La Regina Elisabetta era venuta al mondo per mezzo del peccato, e dello scandalo, che fece
gemere tutta la Christianità, ella era la figlia di Rè, ma d’un Rè dissoluto, e d’una mdre vile, e
vergognosa, alla quale il Rè suo marito fece per le sue dishonestà tagliare la testa. Quella era
stata allevata in Francia dall’età di cinque anni con tanta pietà, prudenza, et honore, che non
si può desiderare d’avantaggio: questa haveva havuta un’educatione licentiosa fomentata, et
accresciuta dal cattivo esempio de’ suoi parenti” (Caussin - Berardi 93-94).
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ses femmes de chamber avec frayeur” (Caussin 382):80 a great contrast to the celebratory
images presented in the earlier short narratives analyzed previously. In Chapter Two we
will see how, and to what effects, these elements are exploited in the Italian dramatic
production of the 17th century.
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“[…] ella sentiva qualche volta i pungoli della conscienza, et haveva sogni horribili, che la
notte la facevano gridare, e svegliare con ispavento delle Damigelle di Camera” (CaussinBerardi 164).
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Chapter Two
The Death of the Queen of Scots: The Martyr and the Whore
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Introduction
In the previous chapter, we have observed how among the many, more or less direct
ramifications originating from Henry VIII’s ‘betrayal’ of Rome and the Pope, the
unfortunate parable of Mary Queen of Scots occupied a prominent position in the
historiographical debate between the late 16th and the mid-17th century. In this chapter, I
reconstruct and investigate the rich, complex fictional production devoted to this traumatic
story, concentrating on the dramatic works composed in Italy between 1589 and 1672. In
her doctoral dissertation (2011), Veronica Carta has given a thorough, comprehensive
appraisal of the early texts (ca. 1551-1594) concerning the Queen of Scots in an array of
genres, from chronicles and historical narratives to lyrical and epic poetry, excluding
drama. The scholar explains her choice by arguing that the dramatic production – which
fully flourished during the 17th century – had thus far attracted the most interest. There is
merit in such claim: compared to some of the very little-known texts that Carta analyzes, it
is undeniable that the 17th-century Italian dramas have enjoyed a relatively greater
popularity. This, however, does not mean that they have been the object of a
comprehensive literary and historical study.81 Out of the scant scholarly contributions
dealing with this corpus, the majority focuses on what has become the most famous of
Italian marie stuarde – and, excepting Friedrich Schiller’s Maria Stuart (1800),82 also
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Still today, the most comprehensive analysis of the dramatic production concerning Mary
Queen of Scots (from the 17th to the 19th century) is Karl Kipka’s Maria Stuart im Drama
des Weltliteratur. For the 16th- and 17th- century literary contexts in England and Scotland,
see, respectively, James Emerson Phillips’s Images of a Queen and John Staines’s The
Tragic Histories of Mary Queen of Scots. For 17th-century France, see Jane Conroy’s
Terres tragiques. For 16th-century Italy see Veronica Carta’s Alle origini del mito di Maria
Stuarda. For a concise overview of the subject of the Queen of Scots in Italian 17th-century
drama, with a focus on Della Valle, see Emilio Bertana’s La tragedia.
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The enduring fame of Schiller’s tragedy is also owed, I would argue, to its being the source
of the libretto (1834) by Giuseppe Bardari for Gaetano Donizetti’s opera Maria Stuarda
(1835). On the genesis of both opera and libretto, see Ashbrook.
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worldwide – that is Federico Della Valle’s La reina di Scotia (1591).83 Secondly, the rest of
the contributions to this subject deal with the works (dramatic and other) collectively as
part of broader arguments, such as, most recently, the cultural value of Scotland as a
symbol of Catholic persecution in an article by historian Stefano Villani (From Mary). My
intention in this chapter, as indeed in the whole dissertation, is to give attention to the
dramas that compose the Mary Queen of Scots corpus both in their individuality and as
parts of a bigger phenomenon. Besides bearing witness to the veritable Stuart-mania that
encompassed the Italian 17th century,84 these largely ignored works deserve in fact to be
reconsidered for the micro-perspectives that they can give us about literary tastes,
performance trends, and shifting cultural paradigms. In my investigation of this varied
corpus I have isolated two productive waves – respectively, 1589-1604 and 1664-1672 –
that are distinct not only in chronological terms but also, and mainly, in the ways in which
the story (or, stories) of the Queen of Scots is treated and used. My research on this rich
phenomenon has also led me to make additions to the so-far recognized dramatic corpus by
discovering a missing segment in the form of the only 17th century tragedy directly reenacting the infamous assassination of Mary’s Italian secretary, Davide Rizzio (1566): I
trionfi di morte di Antonio Paccinelli (1670). My reading of the Italian marie stuarde
highlights the steady, progressive detachment from the apology of Catholic martyrdom visà-vis Protestant heresy between the first wave of dramatic production and the second,
coinciding with a strong ‘feminization’ of both Mary and her evil counterpart Elizabeth: by
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I use the date of the earliest extant manuscript of Della Valle’s tragedy, which was only
published in 1628. I examine the work’s textual tradition in section 2.1.1.
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Although the myth of the Queen of Scots enjoyed a vast resonance throughout the
European continent, Italian dramatists were by far the most invested in the story, with seven
tragedies (not including Jean de Bordes’ Maria Stuarta Tragoedia (1589), which still was
conceived and performed in Milan). The French, for instance, only count three, authored by
Antoine de Montchrestien (1601-1604), Charles Regnault (1639), and Edmé Boursault
(1683).
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the second half of the 17th century, the parable of the Queen of Scots demonstrates the
extent to which the borders between the figure of the martyr (the non-woman) and that of
the whore (the all-woman) become increasingly blurred.

2.1. Mary Queen of Scots in Italian Drama: The First Wave
In the January 1885 issue of the journal Rassegna Pugliese di Scienze, Lettere e
Arti, an obscure critic by the name of Gustave Colline gave notice of two early tragedies on
Mary Queen of Scots. Both shared the same title, La reina di Scotia, but one was attributed
to Carlo Ruggeri and the other to Federico Della Valle. The two authors were far from
popular during the late 19th century, as indeed was the person writing about them: behind
the French nom de plume85 was a 19-year-old aspiring intellectual named Benedetto Croce.
At the time of his writing, Della Valle La reina di Scotia was already known,86 but
Ruggeri’s homonymous work was not. This is why, when introducing it, the critic seized
the opportunity to morally slap the French by claiming Italian primacy in the panorama of
the literary – especially dramatic – reception of the “vita di quella sventurata Maria
Stuarda” (Rassegna pugliese 266): to Colline/Croce’s knowledge, Ruggeri’s La reina di
Scotia would have predated the ‘first’ tragedy dealing with this subject, Antoine de
Montchrestien’s L’Escossaise, où Le Désastre, by one year. In reality, however, the French
work had already been published in 1601, with the 1605 date to which the critic referred
most likely being that of a later re-print either of the first version or of its revision, which
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Gustave Colline was one of four main characters in French author Henri Murger’s novel
Scènes de la vie de bohème (1951). Fittingly, Colline was the ‘philosopher’ of the group.
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Colline/Croce claims having found out about the work – dated 1628 according to its
editio princeps – by reading an “opuscolo” by Vittorio Imbriani, “ricchissimo di notizie e di
curiosità letterarie e bibliografiche di vario genere” (Rassegna pugliese 266).
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Montchrestien prepared as part of a complete edition of his tragedies in 1604.87 Despite this
erroneous claim, it is true, as Croce would himself discover some time later, that the ‘birth’
of the dramatic Mary Queen of Scots, at least in the vernacular, was indeed owed to an
Italian: not Ruggeri, but Della Valle.88 Colline/Croce reinforced his somewhat nationalistic
argument by bringing into the discussion the figure of a canonical, highly regarded
Counter-reformation-era intellectual such as Tommaso Campanella, who, as the critic
remarked, had declared89 having written a tragedy on the Queen of Scots “nella seconda
metà del 1598” (Rassegna pugliese 267). To Colline/Croce’s chagrin, the work, which was
never printed, had gone lost: had it been preserved, he wrote, “noi avremmo un’opera
d’arte su Maria Stuarda, scritta solo undici anni dopo la sua morte” (Rassegna pugliese
267; my emphasis). By assuming that the Calabrian philosopher’s tragedy would have been
a work of art, the critic was already anticipating his negative aesthetic judgment on
Ruggeri’s La reina di Scotia, one that he would not extend to Della Valle’s homonymous
work. Besides the problems with chronology that I have already mentioned, the most
impressive lacuna in Colline/Croce’s article is represented by his failed mention –
undoubtedly due to a lack of knowledge – of what is now considered as the actual first
dramatization of the execution of Mary Queen of Scots: the five-act Maria Stuarta
Tragoedia, written in Latin by the French Jesuit Jean de Bordes and staged in Milan’s
Collegio Braidense in 1589. The drama, which was never printed,90 was composed just two
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This edition of the tragedy would bear the new title La reine d’Escosse, by which it is
mostly known today. See Rufo for a recent re-evaluation of Montchrestien’s work.

88

See 2.1.1 for a reconstruction of the work’s complex textual history.
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During his fifth trial in Naples, Campanella said that he had written the work “per
Ispagna contro Inghilterra” (qtd. in Croce, Rassegna pugliese 267).

90

The manuscript (MA0022) is preserved at the Morgan Library in New York City, NY. It
was purchased in 1906 by Pierpont Morgan from London’s J. Pearson & Co. and is arguably
the most important literary piece in the Library’s “Mary Stuart Collection,” which was
assembled between 1906 and 1912.
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years after Mary had been put to the scaffold at Fotheringhay Castle (February 8, 1587). In
the fashion of Jesuit school plays, Bordes’ Maria Stuarta had a very clear didactic aim,
which was to show pupils the capital dangers of heresy and the virtuous conduct of true
Catholics. Since the play itself was written in Latin, the teacher had deemed it necessary to
provide summaries of each act in Italian so that his audience may have better understood it,
not without showing some impatience at his pupils’ lack of skill in the classical language: a
Frenchman writing in Latin and Italian for a Milanese school public about an AngloScottish subject is itself an immediate indication of the ‘transnationalism’ of the Queen of
Scots’ story. As he states in the prologue (also in Italian), his retroactive decision to add
vernacular synopses to the Latin play had come as a consequence of the complaints he had
received for his use of “lingua peregrina, e strana” (Bordes 2r):

Acciò, per Aventura, hoggi il rinome
di Critico, ò Censor non mi s’adossi.
Dunque, per compiacer’ alle richieste,
di chi del non saper si duole in vano,
ne si convenga, per ragion non lieve,
a Regina straniera arnese Tosco,
vengh’io, perché diciam in lingua intesa
dell’attion l’universal soggetti.
(Bordes 2r)

This linguistic attention to the understanding of the message, and the choice of a story that,
strictly speaking, should not have been the subject of a Jesuit school play due to its nonBiblical provenance are two aspects that draw attention, early on, to the reputation of the
Queen of Scots and the potentialities of her parable. A mere two years after her death, Mary
had already gained the status of a Catholic martyr, worthy of being included in the canon
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that would be transmitted to the youth. The exemplary quality of her sacrifice is at the core
of Bordes’ dramatic intentions, as will be in the works produced after it, though not because
of any direct ties to it. In fact, the influence of the Maria Stuarta Tragoedia was very
limited, if not nonexistent. Rather than giving origin to a dramatic tradition, Bordes’ work
remained what it was meant to be: a circumscribed, aim-specific play that was conceived as
part of an educational curriculum. Most of the Catholic propagandistic elements that would
become central throughout the literary fortune of the Queen of Scots are already present in
this play: Mary’s innocence, her unwavering faith, her victimization, the greed of others,
the Christological symbolism of her death on the scaffold. Moreover, in choosing this as a
subject, Bordes touched upon a central concern in the Counter-Reformation debate on the
nature of tragedy: could a martyr, who sacrificed earthly existence for the sake of eternal
life, be considered as the rightful protagonist of a tragedy?91 Could there exist, in other
words, the possibility of a Christian tragedy when, to quote George Steiner, “Christianity is
an anti-tragic vision of the world” (331)? Among the strengths of the Mary Stuart story and
of its multiple dramatic re-writings is precisely this ambivalence. Jean de Bordes – and,
with varying degrees of interest, the later authors of marie stuarde – seems to suggest that
the Queen of Scots can be both a martyr and a tragic heroine, that her existence can both
impressively end on earth and continue beyond among the saints. But because it never
reached the printing market, the Maria Stuarda Tragoedia remained an obscure witness to
the rapid fire that had sparked from Fotheringhay and that, in a matter of two years, would
inaugurate its first vernacular dramatization.
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On this problem and more generally on Jesuit theatre between the 16th and 17th century,
see Strappini.
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2.1.1. Il regio segno / segua l’anima disciolta: Della Valle (1591)
To Federico Della Valle (ca. 1560-1628) is owed the first major dramatic contribution in
the Italian language to the subject of the rivalry between Mary and Elizabeth, culminating
in the bloody ending of the Queen of Scots. His tragedy La reina di Scotia remained
unpublished until 1628, when it was printed in Milan “per gli Heredi di Melchior
Malatesta.” By this time, more than forty years had passed since the day in which Mary had
died on the scaffold, sentenced for conspiring to assassinate her cousin the English queen.
The textual history of this tragedy, however, goes back almost the same number of years.
Besides the 1628 editio princeps, in fact, Della Valle’s work is transmitted by two
manuscripts: one, preserved in the Naples National Library, was famously uncovered by
Benedetto Croce in 1936;92 another, preserved in the Bergamo Civic Library, was made
known by Bruno Baldis in 1952.93 Despite being either an apograph or an idiograph – as
Matteo Durante claims, certainly not an autograph94 – the Bergamo manuscript appears to
be the elder among the two. While the Neapolitan manuscript found by Croce (and signed
by Della Valle) bears a dedicatory epistle to Ranuccio Farnese, Duke of Parma and
Piacenza, which is dated January 1, 1595, the Bergamo manuscript features a different
“lettera dedicatoria,” this time addressed to Vittoria Solara and dated January 1, 1591. We
may therefore take this date to be the terminus ante quem in reconstructing the gestation
and drafting of what is arguably Della Valle’s masterpiece. As we can see, the tragedy was
conceived not long after the execution of the Queen of Scots, bearing further evidence to
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On this ‘redazione’ of La reina di Scotia see Baldis. Also this preceding manuscript
bears the title Maria la reina.
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Maria Stuarda dellavalliana.”
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the immediate resonance that the event boasted outside of the British Isles, and especially
on Catholic soil. That Della Valle was a fervent advocate of Counter-reformation
spirituality cannot, and should not, be denied (suffice it to look at the remainder of his
major production, the so-called ‘Biblical tragedies’ Ester and Iudit, both composed between
1590 and 1600).95 But to read La reina di Scotia as just an anti-Protestant manifesto does
not do justice, I believe, to the argumentative complexity of the work. While the religious
theme is ostensibly central, to the point of lending itself to a typological reading, my
analysis of the text will concentrate on the sparse, crystallized dramatic action in the hope
to highlight the technique employed by Della Valle in his construction of the martyr-queen.
This technique, I argue, rests on the reversed mirroring of Mary’s qualities into the defects
of Elizabeth, which is conducted by implying rather than showing.
If the dedicatory epistles included in the Bergamo and Naples manuscripts (to
Vittoria Solara and Ranuccio Farnese, respectively) fail to offer actual connections among
the text they introduce, the story related, and the people ‘receiving’ it, the third dedication,
the one that opens the 1628 printed edition, is a different matter altogether. Addressed to
none other than Pope Urban VIII, born Maffeo Barberini (1568-1644), this epistle is both
the most concise among the three and the most deliberately ‘appropriate.’ The pope, in fact,
was no stranger to the subject of Della Valle’s tragedy, having been an early witness to the
profound impact of the event it dramatized. In the wake of the death of the Scottish queen,
young Maffeo Barberini had written an epitaph – read by Della Valle either autonomously
or, most likely, as part of George Conn’s biographical Vita Mariae Stuartae Scotiae
Reginae, dotariae Galliae Angliae at Hiberniae Heredis (1624)96 – lamenting her
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On Della Valle’s three tragedies, see Sanguineti White.
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The epitaph (“Te quamquam immeritam ferit, o Regina, securis”) is an opening paratext in
Conn’s work.
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unfortunate fate and celebrating the “meriti di quella Regina” (Della Valle 225). Roughly
forty years after its conception, Maria la Regina – as it is entitled in both manuscript
versions – was ready to be received by the understanding ears of someone who had
personally been touched by the tragic event, and to assume its new, geo-specific title.
Della Valle’s portrayal of the Queen of Scots, on which I will come back later,
displays what will become a consolidated technique throughout the rest of the dramatic
production focusing on what Croce defined “il tema Maria Stuarda” (Problemi 84). Mary is
inherently characterized as the holy, virtuous half of a whole, whose other evil, sinful half
is inhabited by Elizabeth Tudor: as was the case in the historiographical tradition, to talk of
Mary means to talk of Elizabeth. The particularity of Della Valle’s technique, however, is
the representation in absentia of the Queen of England: evoked, hinted at, even named, but
never present. If Mary is flesh and soul, Elizabeth is neither. She is a haunting shadow. The
physical absence of the antagonist is in stark contrast to Bordes’ Maria Stuarta Tragoedia,
in which the Queen of England is very much present and active, in a way that is similar to
the later dramatic production of the 1660s and early 1670s. Besides reinforcing the
independence of Della Valle’s creation from the pre-existing Jesuit school play, this
dramatic choice appears to be historically accurate. As a matter of fact, the two queens
were cousins and rivals who most likely never met in person: their contacts were carried
out exclusively in writing or through emissaries.97 There is no way of ascertaining whether
Della Valle was aware of the fact, and certainly the visual removal of Elizabeth from the
dramatic action bespeaks an intent that served aesthetics more than historical accuracy, but
it is nevertheless important to keep this detail in mind when, later in this chapter, we move
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The bibliography regarding the relationship between Mary and Elizabeth is immense.
Besides the most recent, excellent biographical works by John Guy (respectively, My Heart is
My Own and Elizabeth), a very good analysis of the fatal collapse of the two queens’ rapport
is Jayne Elizabeth Lewis’ The Trial of Mary Queen of Scots.
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to the later marie stuarde. It is not surprising that the first reference to Elizabeth in La reina
di Scotia relies on a mechanism of mirroring through omission. The unfortunate state of the
Queen of Scots is the visible consequence of an invisible scheming designed by her unseen,
and yet unnamed, rival:

Deh, come oscuro e crudo
rotasti, o sol, quel dì che l’empio lido,
empio lido e spergiura infame arena,
d’Inghilterra toccò l’infausto piede,
che me portò con nome di reina
coronata, onorata,
e con destin di serva
rapita, catenata!
(Della Valle 231)

Mary, who is pictured here – as indeed throughout the tragedy – as lamenting her condition
and awaiting death, rightfully blames her setting foot (“infausto piede”) in England as the
starting point to her sorrows. But England is not only the material country: it coincides with
the person who governs it, and who had determined her “destin di serva / rapita catenata.”
Ten lines later, Elizabeth’s name makes her entrance onto the scene through the words of
her very rival, when Mary refers to her first as “mano tiranna,” and then as “empia mia
nemica” (231). The extreme density of these two phrases captures the spirit of Della Valle’s
style throughout the work: barebones, essential, evocative. Elizabeth is presented as an
enemy who is tyrannical and ungodly, the two features that were, and would continue
being, unfailingly associated with her figure in Catholic propagandistic discourse. The
political and the spiritual are conjoined here, the one serving as reason and explanation for
the other: her heretical nature is expressed by her role as a ruthless usurper, and vice versa.
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The materially invisible presence of Elizabeth in the play manages to obtain a twofold,
seemingly contradictory result. On the one hand, it intensifies the centrality of Mary’s
figure, who is the sole, rightful protagonist of her path to martyrdom. On the other, it makes
Elizabeth speak more loudly, and appear more daunting, than if she had been an acting,
visible dramatis persona. Among the numerous instances in which the Queen of England is
either directly mentioned or the indirect protagonist of narrative passages (I have isolated at
least twelve), by detractors and partisans alike, I will concentrate on the two most explicit
of her depictions. Probably the most consequential in terms of actio is her favorable
portrayal offered by the “Consigliero Beel” that she has sent to Mary to make her
(ultimately deceptive) demands known to her captive. This figure is ostensibly based on
Robert Beale (1541-1601), Clerk of the Privy Council, who historically was entrusted with
reading the death sentence to the Queen of Scots, and to subsequently write the official
report of her execution.98 Elizabeth is, in his words, an “alta […] reina” who, even without
acquitting her, is moved by the tribulations endured by her cousin:

La mia regina, mossa da l’affanno
de le miserie tue, dove t’addusse
colpa di voler troppo, et ostinata
e falsa opinion, onde traevi
teco mill’alme e mille ai ciechi abissi
de le tenebre eterne, a te mi manda.
(Della Valle 252-253)

The Queen of Scots is thus the victim of her greed and “falsa opinion” of being the rightful
heiress to the English throne, ironically echoing the very same accusations moved towards
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Elizabeth by her anti-Protestant detractors. But what is most poignant in the counselor’s
speech is the following section, in which he delineates his queen’s requests with the
supposed aim to subvert the death sentence and stop an execution that was already
inevitable. Elizabeth demands that Mary renounce her claim to the throne of England (“il
titolo di erede / del regno d’Inghilterra”), that she give up her very title of queen in favor of
her son James (“[…] che ti spogli / del nome di reina e lasci al figlio / la corona e lo scettro
e ‘l regio manto”),99 and that she abide by the laws of the Royal Council (“e tu viva
soggetta a quelle leggi / che ‘l Consiglio imporrà,” Della Valle 253; my emphasis). But
after these more strictly political conditions, the counselor moves to the real centerpiece,
the religious matter:

[…]. Poscia vuol anco
che tu confermi le passate cose
in Scozia fatte, e già colà introdotte
con nuova religione e nuovo culto
[…], promettendo
tu, per te, per tuo figlio e per lo regno,
ch’osservate saranno illese, intatte.
[…] E si pronunzi Roma empia e fallace,
nei secoli avenir, ai re scozzesi,
ai popoli, a le genti, a Scozia tutta.
(Della Valle 253; my emphasis)

I will come back later to Mary’s expected refusal of these requests sent by Elizabeth (the
“furia coronata, / di gemme il capo e l’alma di serpenti,” as she is depicted in the Chorus’
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As a matter of fact, Mary had already been forced to abdicate in favor of her then-infant
son on July 24th, 1567, twenty years prior to the time in which Della Valle’s tragedy should
be set.
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words, Della Valle 257). The other, diametrically opposite, portrayal of the English queen
is provided deep in the dramatic action by the butler (“maggiorduomo”) of Fotheringhay. A
faithful servant of his mistress the Queen of Scots, the man – a real monolithic ‘mask,’ like
most of the secondary characters in this tragedy – launches an actual invective against God,
in the style of Job, which is overall acceptable because it pleads Mary’s case. Lamenting
the inscrutable workings of his divine plan (“volvi le cose umane, e premi e pene / libri con
lance a le nostr’opre eguale,” Della Valle 273), the butler then addresses his desperate
anger towards the Queen of England, a monster-like “head” (“testa,” Della Valle 273) who
seems to rise above God and mortals alike:

E d’altra parte sorge,
e con le nubi mesce
l’altèra testa, e vuole, e chiama, e impetra,
e dice, e impera, e volge il dritto e ‘l torto
con man superba e forte,
l’ingiusto e l’empio, e come di sua voglia
fa de la vita e de la voglia altrui.
(Della Valle 273)

Della Valle’s skillful use of polysyndeton is here at its most effective. The hydra-like figure
of the unnamed queen is de-humanized not only by her mingling with threatening natural
elements such as the clouds (“le nubi”) but by the incessant, pounding list of verbs that
describe her all-encompassing, tyrannical behavior: the repeated use of the conjunction “e”
creates both a pressing rhythm that reflects the ticking time of Mary’s execution, and
totalizes the discreet units of the speech into an insurmountable whole. The fact that these
lines serve as the second object of comparison after lamenting the tribulations of innocent
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souls (“E pur vidi sovente / oppresso l’innocente / cader […],” Della Valle 273) only
strengthens the argumentative power of the butler’s intervention.
As expected, the characterization of Mary moves along opposite lines. That Della
Valle’s aim is to portray the Queen of Scots as a Catholic martyr is both evident and
successfully achieved. By the end of the tragedy, she becomes an actual sacrificial lamb,
even mimicking the posture of Christ in accepting her fate. Before leaving her chamber for
the last time, Mary, in the butler’s testimony, stares at the crucifix hanging above her bed,
moves towards it “con le braccia aperte” (Della Valle 275) and kisses it ardently: the open
arms, here, perfectly mirror Christ’s, but while in this latter instance the opening is forced
by the nails on the cross, in the former it is a voluntary act. But Mary, as I suggested
earlier, is not only a symbol of Catholicism: yes, she is a martyr, but she is also a queen
with whose historical parable Della Valle is familiar. The canonization of resistance
actualized by the story of the demise of the Queen of Scots rests, I argue, equally on her
traditionally accepted Christological portrayal and on her “earthly” qualities. In fact, the
strength of Della Valle’s operation is in the overlapping of these co-existing aspects.
In her first appearance – preceded by the lengthy prologue spoken by the “ombra” of
her first, dead husband, Francis II of France100 – Mary provides a self-portrait that will echo
almost incessantly throughout the tragedy, becoming a real leitmotif:

Rimiri me, che già reina adorna
di duo chiare corone e di duo scettri,
che resser ad un tempo Franchi e Scoti,
figlia di re, moglie di re possente,
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Mary married three times: Francis II of France (1558-1560), Henry Stuart, Lord Darnley
(1565-1567), and James Hepburn, 4th Earl of Bothwell (1567-1578; with Protestant rite).
Della Valle conveniently erases her marital life post-Francis to better serve his
martyrological argument, which will be in stark contrast to what the later authors of marie
stuarde will do. For a thorough assessment of Mary and her consorts, see Guy, My heart.
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discesa per lungo ordine da regi,
e di re madre ancóra, […]
(Della Valle 229; my emphasis)

Besides proudly claiming her (past) sovereignty over France – as queen consort – and
Scotland, she then proceeds to equally proudly illustrate her royal persona: daughter and
descendant of kings, wife of a king, mother of a king. This tripartite nature – already an
attribute of the Virgin Mary, to which she is clearly likened – covers her past, her present,
and her future, strengthening the argument that wants her as the sole, real queen in the story
and the conjugation of her fully-rounded womanly nature (daughter, wife, mother) with the
sacredness of queenship. Naturally, this tripartition is an obvious blow to her cousin
Elizabeth, who is neither wife, nor mother, nor, according to her detractors, rightful
descendant of kings because of her illegitimate birth. But the use of this self-fashioning
technique – relying on the divine number three – contradicts, I believe, the usually accepted
consideration of Mary as resigned to the inevitability of her death. On the contrary, I argue
that in the early stages of the tragedy, the Queen of Scots is still struggling to come to terms
with the fact that she will soon die, as signaled by her insistence on her genealogical selfportrait. In her first monologue (75 lines), Mary re-iterates it three times. The first we have
just seen, the second is articulated in the negative, the third goes back to the positive of the
first one. This wavy movement suggests a thought process that begins with a resolute
affirmation, proceeds with the crisis of the affirmation, and then re-gains the optimistic
stance of the opening. The middle point, which is the lowest, is articulated by Mary as
follows:

Reina prigioniera,
vedova sconsolata, abbandonata
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madre d’inutil figlio,
signora di rubella infida gente,
donna senza consiglio,
povera, inferma et in età cadente.
(Della Valle 230; my emphasis)

As we can observe, the connotations that previously served as points of pride are now
turned into their negative counterpart: her royal lineage has brought her to be “signora di
rubella infida gente,” her marriage has become widowhood, her maternity has originated an
“inutil figlio.” But by the end of her monologue, the order is restored by repetition:

[…] dunque nacqui,
nacqui figlia di re, fui poscia erede
d’antichissimo regno,
d’eccelso re fui moglie, e son madre anco
di re, che da me prende
manto e scettro e corona;
(Della Valle 231; my emphasis)

Through the threefold repetition of her tripartite nature we can see the Queen of Scots as
fundamentally unable to come to terms with the negative resolution of her parable. Even
though she qualifies herself as “prigioniera” and “misera” (Della Valle 229-230), she still
retains a feeling of hope which rests upon the exceptionality of her sacred nature. By
repeating it obsessively, not only does she remind herself of it, but she implies – again
using a technique of reverse mirroring – that Elizabeth cannot harm her more than she
already has over the course of “vent’anni infelici” (Della Valle 230). And despite the
martyrological images that Della Valle employs right from the start (“Mia vittoria sarà la
sepoltura!” 234; “[…] per me il cielo […] / […] fermo stassi, forse / a mirar quell che farà
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alfin donna / misera abbandonata,” 236), Mary still has not fully accepted the sacrifice that
comes with her martyr role. She fantasizes an escape, nurtured by the friendliness of her
jailer (“In su quest’ora ieri / promise ei di venir, né pur appare,” Della Valle 237), and the
theme of hope is even the subject of the chorus that follows the arrival of a servant who
brings news of the possibility that Elizabeth may either change her mind or be forced to do
so (Della Valle 243-244). And when hope, though ephemeral, seems to become more
tangible, Mary’s fantasy immediately goes back to the gloriousness of her nature – rooted
in the Scottish land – almost using it to legitimize the rightfulness of her hope itself:

Oh, se fia mai ch’io giunga
a riveder i campi
de la mia patria amata,
del regno, ove già lungo antico rivo
del sangue mio ben glorïoso corse
fra scettri e fra corone;
ove ‘l cenere giace
di tant’ossa onorate,
ond’ebber carne queste carni stanche!
(Della Valle 251; my emphasis)

The real turning point in the tragedy is represented by the crucial moment, already
mentioned above, of Beale’s exposition of Elizabeth’s demands: Mary’s response is, as
expected, a complete rejection of her rival’s will, and determines her final taking on of the
martyr’s robes in its purest etymological meaning, that of a witness of faith. She refuses
giving up her title, using divine right as her justification (“Tôrre a me stessa quel che Dio
mi diede, / né ‘l debbo, né ‘l consento. Ei, sua mercede / nascer mi fe’ reina: anco reina / mi
riceva morendo. Il regio segno / segua l’anima disciolta […],” Della Valle 254; my
emphasis); she equally renews her natural claim to the English throne but leaves it to the
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people’s will to decide whether she is wanted or not (“[…] il sangue, onde son donna, / a
quel regno mi chiama. Pur, se fia / voler commun del popolo, ch’io lasci / il mio dritto,
ecco ‘l lascio […],” Della Valle 254); and lastly, she proves unwilling to negotiate her
faith, either personally or for her subjects. The whole argument, in each of its three points,
is rooted in her unerring faith in the divine plan, and by refusing with the utmost strength
the last of Elizabeth’s demands, she implicitly gives further justification to the refusal of
the previous two. Her profession of Catholic faith substantiates both her claim to
martyrdom and the wrecking of her hope:

[…] o ch’io consenta ch’egli prenda altronde,
fuor che del roman seggio, ordini e riti
nei sacri uffici, è empia la dimanda
e sciocca la speranza d’impetrarla.
E se ‘l mio contradir ha da pagarsi
col sangue, eccoti ‘l sangue, ecco la gola.
Non sì amica son io di questa vita,
o del regno, ch’io brami o l’una o l’altro
con l’impietà congiunta!
(Della Valle 254-255; my emphasis)

Mary’s indomitable spirit finally acknowledges the artificiality of Elizabeth’s move and the
cruelty of her nature (“nemica un tempo, or m’ha per scherzo,” Della Valle 257; my
emphasis), which allows her to relinquish her earthly expectations and fix her eyes on her
life after death; a death that she will make, nonetheless, exemplary. As in mystical
discourse, the Queen of Scots accepts her humbling designed by God (“Si concede / questo
anco a la mia sorte, e grazie a Dio, / cui piace umiliarmi. Io qui gli aspetto, / poiché qui
sono; […],” Della Valle 263; my emphasis), but agency, as displayed in the masterfully
orchestrated scene of her death, never ceases to be hers and hers only: the exceptionality of
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her nature makes her, until the very end, witness (“testimonio”), judge (“giudice”), and
defendant (“reo,” Della Valle 265).101 The very figure of resistance, she confirms her
sentence as fair (“È giusta la sentenza, io la confermo,” Della Valle 265), but only in view
of the imminent, now deliberate acceptance of her sacrificial fate: it is her ever-growing,
obstinate refusal of Protestantism that gives her the power to look eagerly towards her
demise, as a martyr would (“E cresce quanto ostinazion s’invecchia,” Della Valle 265).
The pronouncing of the death sentence is entrusted, in La reina di Scotia, not to
Beel/Beale, but to the Conte di Comberlandia, a character that is likely based on George
Clifford, 3rd Earl of Cumberland (1558-1605), who participated in the trial of the Queen of
Scots. The entire procedure is quite complex, and introduces a “death scene” that, through
pauses and accelerations, takes up more than one thousand lines (over a total of 2,555). The
sentence is written by Elizabeth, partly read by Mary herself, partly – the lines concerning
the mode of death – read aloud by Comberlandia. The promise of Mary’s freedom
(“libertà”) is articulated, in Elizabeth’s writing, along the parallel lines of the end of her
physical life and the pretended, sardonic continuation of her spiritual one:

[…] la via di liberarti è dura via,
ma pur utile e dritta. – Si discioglia
dal collo quella testa, e l’alma voli
poi dove deve, e ‘n libertà se ‘n vada,
ché ciò le si concede. –
(Della Valle 267; my emphasis)
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It bears pointing out that Mary uses these categories in the masculine, almost a
relinquishment of her femininity in the hardest of times.
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The most striking feature of the death sentence is, of course, the last punch-line: the Queen
of England allows (“concede”) the soul of the Queen of Scots to go freely wherever it
belongs. Through a written reported speech, Elizabeth intervenes here directly in the
dramatic action, re-stating her power and dominance over her captive cousin. And Mary, as
usual, is quick to capture this cruel and unusual detail and to turn it against her invisible
enemy by bringing back the genealogical discourse of blood; this time, however, involving
Elizabeth herself. The lines “a me, che sangue sono / del sangue ond’ella nacque” (Della
Valle 267) inaugurate a dwelling on the theme of kinship that, until this moment, had been
quite marginal. Mary exploits the discourse of family relation in order to not only lament
her condition, but mainly to further demonize her evil counterpart: Elizabeth is “donna
crudele, / di cui son giusta erede,”102 and even more poignantly, the relationship between
the two is “donna a donna, / e reina a reina, / a la zia la nipote” (Della Valle 268). In this
way, the de-humanization of the unseen Queen of England is complete, fittingly as a
prelude to Mary’s sacrificial ending. And it bears pointing out that in order to strengthen
her argument, Mary here acknowledges her rival as a peer in queenship (“e reina a reina”),
only to go back to her usual stance a few lines later, when she claims her innocence in the
supposed plot against Elizabeth and blames her own awareness of illegitimacy as the sole
motor (“Il proprio fallo, / credimi, fa temer la tua reina, / non arte, o insidia mia,” Della
Valle 270; my emphasis).
The final moments in the life of the Queen of Scots are marked, as I already
suggested, by a dilation of time which serves to showcase Mary’s embracing of martyrdom.
The execution per se takes place – conventionally off-stage – between lines 1,902 and
1,907, its notice entrusted to the Chorus, who does not see it, but rather feels it through its
102

The fact that Mary considers herself Elizabeth’s rightful heir is an oddity, and contrasts
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tragedy.
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internal senses (“[…] È fatto, è fatto! / Fatto è ‘l colpo crudele, / l’ho sentito ne l’alma. /
Non è più, non è più la mia reina. / M’ha lasciato, è partita!” Della Valle 281; my
emphasis). The complex machine devised by Della Valle, however, does not conceive the
Queen’s reported passing as the be-all and end-all of the dramatic action: rather than the
climax, death is but the instrument that allows Mary’s figure to continue speaking and
being seen post mortem, through her own words and those of others, in an effort to
emphasize both her holiness and the unending power of her body politic. “Padrona per
natura,” “per affetto madre,” and “per sorte compagna” (Della Valle 280), as she describes
herself right before leaving the stage to be executed, Mary again stresses her tripartite
nature, this time not in genealogical terms, but rather in relation to her loyal subjects: the
divinely designed mistress, on the one hand, and the mother/partner, on the other.103 And
her position of exceptionality is again reinforced both by her final, directly-spoken words
addressed to her butler (“accompagnami or anco / nel passo de la morte, / e movi con il piè
la lingua meco, / a pregarmi virtute e sofferenza, / in così orribil varco,” Della Valle 280),
and by the words that the butler himself will report later (“ebbe la sua reina, / ebbe la sua
Maria,” Della Valle 285; my emphasis), in which she emphasizes her image as an immortal
queen and a mortal woman coexisting in the same body.
Mary’s last self-identification, nearing the very end of the dramatic action, is again
entrusted to the butler and is a lengthy speech that encompasses all the key themes in her
parable, becoming an actual manifesto not only of Della Valle’s tragedy but of the
mainstream Italian reception of the Queen of Scots. First, it re-states the dual opposition
with her rival Elizabeth; then it proceeds to deny all fault regarding the attempt at treason
with which she is charged; and lastly, it proclaims her unwavering Catholic faith. The most
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The Chorus will return later upon this image: “Ahi, dolce cura / di reina dolcissima et
amata, / come inacerbi in me, lassa, l’affanno, / con mostrarmi materno e caro affetto / di
padrona perduta!” (287; my emphasis).
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noteworthy aspects in this final reported speech have to do with the first and last of the
points that I just outlined. When reflecting on her enemy, Mary goes back to her previous
tripartite formulation to illustrate her relationship with Elizabeth, who is again qualified as
woman, queen, and aunt (“donna che crede a donna, / […] / e reina a reina / […] / e nepote
che crede ad una zia”), but emphasizing her cruelty by claiming innocence and affection
(“non offesa giamai, ma sempre amata / et onorata sempre. […],” Della Valle 290).
Building on this rhetorical damaging of her opponent and affirmation of guiltlessness, her
final words gain even further effectiveness and give us the ultimate self-portrait of the
martyr-queen:

Così moro ben lieta. Voi, s’alcuno
v’è pur fra voi ch’abbia il medesmo senso,
prego preghi per me, e ‘n ogni luogo,
in ogni tempo, testimonio renda
che Marïa Stüarda muor reina,
ubidïente a quell ch’impera e insegna
Roma sacrata et il Signor suo santo.
Et eccomi a morire. –
(Della Valle 291; my emphasis)

This is the third time that the Queen of Scots is named, and the only one in which she is
self-naming – albeit through the butler’s mediation – and adding the name of her House.
Complemented by the vivid description of her fair flesh and beautiful neck being pierced by
the deadly axe, leaving a “cadavero tremante, onde si sgorga / per grosse canne il sangue”
which still cannot detract from the gracefulness of her mouth “anco nei moti de la morte
orrenda” (293-294), Maria Stuarda, Reina di Scotia is finally born.
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2.1.2. Sì disse, e sparve, e me lasciò di ghiaccio: Ruggeri (1604)
Benedetto Croce’s article in the Rassegna pugliese to which I referred at the beginning of
this section (2.1.) gave a hilariously frank assessment – in pure Croce style, after all – of
what was for a long time considered the oldest of the Italian tragedies on the Queen of
Scots. Carlo Ruggeri’s La reina di Scotia received a much more negative evaluation than
Della Valle’s, anticipating the reviewer’s appreciation for this latter work, which would
spark the re-discovery itself of the Piedmontese author. Ruggeri’s tragedy was deemed
terrible: in his very curt account of its background, Croce wished that this Reina were not
only the first, but also the last of Ruggeri’s dramatic efforts (Rassegna pugliese 267).
About the author, very little is known: Croce wrote that he was Neapolitan, relying on an
alleged claim by Leone Allacci that I have not been able to identify or locate.104 What is
certain is that the tragedy was printed in Naples by Costantino Vitale, who also wrote an
interesting notice to the readers, in 1604. There is no record of it ever being staged. As
Croce correctly argued, Ruggeri saw Mary as “soltanto la vittima del protestantesimo, la
martire del cattolicesimo” (Rassegna pugliese 267), leaving out “womanly” qualities that
would ultimately be made highlighted by Schiller (but also, as I will argue later in this
chapter, already anticipated in the second wave of Italian tragedies). Here, I would like to
expand on Croce’s idea by focusing on the technique and devices that allowed Ruggeri to
emphasize the epic struggle between faith and heresy as a subject for tragedy. In doing so, I
will concentrate on the influential, tangible use of the ‘supernatural’ element in this work –
embodied by the presence of an Angel and a Demon – that, I argue, exploits the category of
‘meraviglioso cristiano’ in the wake of its canonization favored by Torquato Tasso.105
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The association between Naples and Ruggeri may be due to the fact that La reina di
Scotia was indeed printed in that city. However, I have not found any evidence
substantiating Croce’s statement.
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Tasso theorized his ‘Christian’ interpretation of the marvelous – widely employed in the
Jerusalem Delivered – in the Discorsi dell’arte poetica: “Attribuisca il poeta alcune
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While lacking the refinement of Della Valle’s verse, in the panorama of the Italian marie
stuarde, Ruggeri’s emerges as arguably the most original from a dramatic viewpoint.
Costantino Vitale, the printer of La reina di Scotia, had a well-established reputation
in Naples despite being fairly new to the business (he appears to have begun his printing
activity around 1599; see Iurilli 196). He was close to the archbishop’s circle, and seems to
have been a fervent Catholic. It is hardly surprising, then, that not only would he be
interested in printing a tragedy that dramatized the still-fresh, exemplary parable of the
martyr Queen of Scots, but that he would write a partisan historical notice in the guise of
his letter to readers. In both this paratext and in the tragedy it introduces, the figure of
Henry Stuart, Lord Darnley (“Henrico d’Arli,” Mary’s second husband after the death of
Francis II) is given a very prominent role. Rather than the King of France,106 it was this
English-born first cousin, father of her son James, to be passed as Mary’s great love, a man
“di progenie regale, di somma virtù, e di bellezza incomparabile” (Ruggeri 9). Most
importantly, Vitale attributes his infamous assassination to the vile scheming of “la Reina
d’Inghilterra Isabella” because the royal couple had been trying to contrast Protestantism in
Scotland (“mentre di comun volere attendevano insieme all’estirpatione dell’heresia,”
Ruggeri 9). This statement immediately gives away the central concern in this publication:

operazioni, che di gran lunga eccedono il poter degli uomini, a Dio, a gli angioli suoi, a’
demoni, o a coloro a’ quali da Dio o da’ demoni è concessa questa podestà, quali sono i
santi, i maghi e le fate. Queste opere, se per sé stesse saranno considerate, meravigliose
parranno; anzi miracoli sono chiamati nel commune uso di parlare. Queste medesime, se si
avrà riguardo a la virtù ed a la potenza di chi l'ha operate, verisimili saranno giudicate, perché
avendo gli uomini nostri bevuta ne le fasce insieme co ‘l latte questa opinione, ed essendo poi
in loro confermata da i maestri de la nostra santa fede, cioè che Dio e i suoi ministri, e i
demoni ed i maghi, permettendolo lui, possino far cose sovra le forze de la natura
meravigliose; e leggendo e sentendo ogni dì ricordarne novi esempi, non parrà loro fuori del
verisimile quello, che credono non solo esser possibile, ma stimano spesse fiate esser
avvenuto, e poter di novo molte volte avvenire” (7-8; my emphasis). On Tasso’s use of the
meraviglioso cristiano see, among others, Zatti.
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Francis II opens Della Valle’s Reina in the form of the “Ombra del re di Francia,” to who
the Prologue is entrusted.
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the tragic execution of Mary is considered as the final step in an attack on Catholicism and
anti-heretical stances begun with the death of her second husband. Conveniently, no
mention is ever made about Mary’s own speculated involvement in the assassination, or
about her third marriage to the most blatant suspect for the deed, James Hepburn, 4th Earl
Bothwell, shortly following Darnley’s passing: two widely known pieces of information
that here are entirely erased.107
The distance of Ruggeri’s work from Della Valle’s previous effort – which, at the
time, was still unpublished – is reinforced by not only the emphasis bestowed upon
Darnley, but by the essentially different structure of the work. Though, like Della Valle,
Ruggeri is adamant about the respect of Aristotelian units (he makes a point of affirming
his literary orthodoxy in the dedication to Cardinal Spinelli, Ruggeri 5-6) and portrays the
last hours of Mary’s life in Fotheringhay Castle (“Castel di Federinga”), the dramatic and
argumentative dynamics are articulated differently. If, as we have seen in the previous
section, Della Valle’s Reina contextualizes Mary’s martyrdom as part of a human struggle
that becomes imbued with religious stances, Ruggeri takes the opposite route: the human
struggle is only a consequence of a higher power game, of a supernatural war between
Good and Evil. Although an exemplary one, the Queen of Scots is but a pawn, much like
her counterpart Elizabeth/Isabella. Ruggeri has a clear thesis in this tragedy and, pace
Croce, he manages to accomplish his duty. The tool that allows him to do so is by bringing
– and this is the only such instance in the whole dramatic production on the Queen of Scots
– angels and demons among men. In fact, rather than focusing on the interplay between the
two queens, the most consequential moment in the tragedy is the clash between Mary and a
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See 2.2 for the way in which these subjects are exploited in the literary parable of the
Queen of Scots during the 1660s and early 1670s.
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“Ministro Calvinista” which ends up doing more than only laying out a manifesto of
Counter-reformation orthodoxy. I will come back to this shortly.
The Queen of England, in this tragedy, is merely a monolithic “tiranna” (Ruggeri
14), the “cruda, […] fiera, […] perfida Isabella, / de’ miscredenti Inglesi empia Reina”
whose heart is more resistant to pity than a diamond, and who takes pleasure in other
people’s pain (Ruggeri 13). Anticipating a parallel that will be exploited in Giovanni
Francesco Savaro’s later Maria Stuarda (1663),108 she is an insatiable wolf to the meek
lamb that is Mary (“qual da fier lupo mansueta agnella,” Ruggeri 22). The English queen is
never seen, and never directly heard: she is talked about and her words re-formulated and
reported, but she has no dramatically explicit role in the development of the action. Isabella
– named in the Spanish fashion – is the repository of vice, including a solitary reference to
lust, through the original association of her name and behavior with the Biblical Jezabel
(“[…] l’Inglese Reina, emula iniqua / de l’hebrea Jezabel, di cui ‘l nome have, / e seguir
l’opre, anco di tal s’ingegna,” Ruggeri 66). In the same way, the kinship between the two
queens is relegated to a secondary detail,109 never fully exploited just like the problem of
Mary’s dynastic claim to the English throne: these are two aspects that have no real import
in the economy of the action. Even the crucial moments of the exposition of Elizabeth’s
requests, followed by the pronouncement of the death sentence, are left out.110
As I mentioned earlier, it is the introduction of the Calvinist Minister that draws
attention, providing the occasion for the reinforcement of Mary’s orthodoxy, as well as an
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See 2.2.2 for a discussion of Savaro’s work, especially in relation to the author’s later
Anna Bolena.
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The first real engagement with the subject of kinship comes very late, in Act III, through
the words of the Chorus: “Se la Tiranna, a cui viviam soggetti, / avaramente ingorda / de
l’altrui sangue è sì, che non perdona / di sua prosapia a tale alta Reina, / d’Ava nipote al
padre suo sorella? / Male stato egli è ‘l nostro. […]” (84).
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The death sentence is in fact pronounced in Act III and its responsibility is attributed to
the Queen’s Council (74).
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interesting take on the use of ‘meraviglioso’ in Counter-reformation tragedy. In Act IV, we
witness the entrance of a pious man who asks to see the Queen of Scots because, having
heard of her impending death, he wishes to save her soul. At first, his religious identity is
unclear to the Cameriera and Chorus who receive him, until, left alone with the latter, he
makes his positions clear:

“Veramente del tutto egli è ben cieco,
chi s’assecura andar, dov’altri casca,
e per altro sentier non torce i passi,
fando profitto a lui l’altrui caduta [Mary’s].
Quanto devrebbe l’huomo esser accorto,
a far del suo viaggio;
di prender guida, che a bon fine il mene:
che altra legge non è, ch’al Ciel conduca,
che quella sol, che la Regina Inglese
a Dio cara osservar fà nel suo Regno”
(Ruggeri 97-98; my emphasis)

This paves the way for his encounter with the still-unknowing Mary, summoned by
her lady-in-waiting with the prospect of receiving spiritual comfort. But her illusion is
short-lived, as the Minister immediately makes it clear that he had been sent on a mission
by her enemy the Queen of England to persuade her to accept the doctrine of the “gran
Dottor Calvino” (Ruggeri 100). As expected, this confrontation allows Mary to not only
reinforce the strength of her own faith, but to launch a tirade against the Protestant heresy:

“Sarò qual fui, vivrò qual vissi,
né altrimente morrò, che quale hor vivo,
vera sempre di Christo humile Ancella,
al suo Vicario obediente, e fida.
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[…] In error siete voi, ò voi meschini,
[…] perché gli occhi così vi appanna il senso,
appo cui disviati errando andate,
e per poco diletto, ò ciechi, ò folli,
che vi guida a mal fin non v’accorgete.
Vera, giusta, santissima, divina
l’Evangelica legge osservo et honoro”
(Ruggeri 104-105; my emphasis)

After having rejected every effort on the Minister’s part to lure her towards his faith,
Mary accuses him of having been sent by the devil (“’l gran nemico / de l’humana salute,”
Ruggeri 107) and orders him to go away. It is in this moment, however, that an exchange
that had so far been lacking pathos (precisely because of its unimaginative doctrinal
agenda) becomes dramatically more interesting. The Minister reveals to the Queen of Scots
that he had been prompted to go see her by the apparition of “un’huomo, ò d’huomo
un’ombra / pietosa miserabile impiegata” (Ruggeri 107): the ghost of her dead husband
Darnley (“[…] ch’egli sia Henrico / mi disse,” Ruggeri 107) had paid him a visit and
implored him to persuade Mary to renounce papacy and embrace the true reformed faith.
His wife, the “ombra” had said, was “cieca al suo ben” and was awaiting “pria morte a
questa, e poscia a l’altra vita” if she were not made to see the road to heaven “per altra
legge” (Ruggeri 108). But there is more:

“Forte piangendo poi, con doglia et ira,
dal profondo del cor gittò un sospiro:
et al fin dopo questo,
[…] esclamando soggiunse, ahi non m’intese:
Io poc’anzi nud’ombra a lei comparvi,
e le scoprì la morte, e di camparla
modo le diedi, et ella dar non volse
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fede a me sposo, et ingannolla, ahi lasso,
Altri poi, che l’apparve in sù ‘l dì chiaro,
qual fù, d’Angel celeste
sotto habito mentito […]”
(Ruggeri 108)

Rather than persuading Mary to the Minister’s cause, this narrative determines the
Queen’s ultimate profession of Catholic faith, now reinforced by something that, during her
first appearance, she had indeed declared having taken place. In fact, in Act II Mary tells
her Cameriera about the two apparitions that she had experienced that very morning: the
first from the (supposed) ghost of her second husband, the other from a “venerabil d’aspetto
huom, ch’avea ‘n mano / di più gemme contesta aurea corona” that seemed “non di Fabro
terreno opra mortale” (Ruggeri 50). While Darnley’s shade had urged her to flee from
Fotheringhay while she could, warning her that that would be her last day on earth, the
crowned man had given her opposite advice, telling her she needed to stay where she was,
so as to fully enjoy the sweetness to which she was destined. The magnificent crown that
“meravigliando” (a fitting lexical choice in this context) she was seeing would soon belong
to her “se, qui restando, il fuggir vano estimi” (Ruggeri 50). After the Minister’s narrative
of his own encounter with Darnley’s ghost, Mary understands that the first apparition was
from a demon, while the second was from an angel: if her dead husband had made himself
manifest to a heretic and asked him to lure her to Calvin’s treachery, then that must have
been a trick worked by the devil to take her away from her rightful path. This very clever
device on the one hand connects Mary’s parable to the tradition of the ‘lives of saints,’ but
on the other it directly engages the highly debated poetic issue of the marvelous and its
place in post-Tridentine Catholic literature. In one of his studies on the genre of the
Christian epic, Marco Faini has recently analyzed the debate from a theoretical standpoint,
by focusing on intellectual epistolary correspondences and paratexts written between the
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mid-16th and the mid-17th century. As he claims regarding epic poetry, “il meraviglioso
cristiano non si limita […] ad una sostituzione della mitologia pagana con più o meno
efficaci equivalenti” but “rende visibile la psicomachia tra bene e male che investe le
facoltà interiori,” calling for an allegorical reading (Faini 51). Outside of the epic tradition,
the same tenets, I believe, can be applied to a tragedy such as Ruggeri’s Reina, imbued with
Counter-reformation spirituality and fundamentally aiming towards doctrinal goals. The
double visitation from Evil and Good to which Mary is subjected objectifies her internal
struggle and provides solid evidence to the proclamations of faith made by her and about
her throughout the work. And it is for this reason that this type of ‘meraviglioso’ is
completely accepted, even rationalized:111 after an initial feeling of stupor at both
apparitions (“me lasciò di ghiaccio,” Ruggeri 49), Mary recognizes their value and readily
ingrains it into the (albeit exemplary) earthly experience of a devout Catholic. After all, that
Good and Evil are engaged in a constant struggle is consequence itself of the doctrine of
free will, which she tackles in her first monologue about the condition of man and her own
captivity:

“Avventuroso troppo, et oh felice,
se l’un l’altro non fosse a se molesto:
l’huomo a l’huom giogo mette, e cangia stato;
fiera legge a le genti il Mondo ha imposta,
libero nasce l’huom, servo è per questa”
(Ruggeri 41; my emhasis)
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In 1648, the intellectual Bartolomeo Tortoletti would argue that “già è noto, che la
providenza di Dio governa, e modera tutte le cose […]; è parimenti manifesto, che in
nemico infernale non cessa di perseguitare il genere humano” (124).
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The process of Mary’s martyrization in Ruggeri’s Reina, therefore, ventures in an aesthetic
realm that, though canonized in the epic genre thanks to Tasso’s Discorsi del poema eroico
(1594), had not been equally exploited in the tragic one. Although already Artistotle had
largely employed the category of thaumaston in the Poetics and defined the creation of
wonder as one of the main objectives of tragic poetry, the marvelous intended as the direct
intervention of the supernatural in the natural was far from commonplace in Counterreformation tragedy. In the Ars Poetica, Horace had famously recommended that “the
marvelous and the offensive should be kept offstage and handled by narrative” (which
Ruggeri does)112 and that “Gods should only appear when absolutely required to solve the
action” (Carlson 24). Ludovico Castelvetro, on the other hand, had de facto legitimized the
use of the marvelous by connecting it to the issue of believability:

Et io dico, che le cose incredibili non possono operare maraviglia. […] Perché
fa mestiere di cose credibili, se la maraviglia dee nascere. […] et esse [the
marvelous things] non sieno da permettere, se non in un caso, quando
altramente la maraviglia della narratione cesserebbe senza esse.
(Castelvetro 612-613)

The marvelous as it is used in La Reina di Scotia respects this to the letter: angels and
demons are “credibili” in the Catholic belief system, and their intervention not only
increases the “meraviglia” of the narration, but makes it progress following a clear
argumentative line. The insertion of the ‘meraviglioso cristiano’ gives a determinant
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In the wake of Nicolas Boileau’s (1636-1711) recommendation of bienséance, an
analogous position will be shared by French playwright Jean Racine (1639-1699) who, in
stark opposition to the Senecan ideas of Pierre Corneille (1606-1684), famously made a point
of expunging visible acts of violence from stage: in doing this, violence is not erased, but
rather internalized by both characters and spectators, sometimes to verisilimitude-challenging
effects, as in the récit de Théramède from act V of Phèdre. On this issue, see Reilly 78-79
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contribution to the verisimilitude of the martyrdom of the Queen of Scots and, at the same
time, allegorizes the tangible struggle between Rome and the Reformed world. It is
precisely in this view that not only is the political theme justifiably treated as a side note –
a further degrading feature of an English Jezabel – but that also the spectacular potential of
the execution is stripped down to its bare bones.
As expected, the Queen of Scots is beheaded offstage. Notice is given at the very
beginning of Act V by the Chrorus (“Tristi e pensosi andiam noi di sua morte / […] hor vil
mal l’ha reciso il nobil capo,” Ruggeri 131), who communicates it to the Consigliero sent to
Fotheringhay by “Giacomo Stuardo,” Mary’s son and reigning king of Scotland. The
abruptness and anticlimactic positioning immediately suggest that, in accordance with the
tragedy’s intention to show exemplarity, the gruesome will not be an object of narration:
this other type of ‘marvelous’ – probably closer to Aristotle’s own idea of it – is entirely
erased from the story. That the Queen would die, after all, was clear from the very
beginning, and the last words pronounced by Mary had left no room for doubt or hope
(“Consolatevi insieme, e a me pregate / quella gratia del Ciel, che mi fia d’uopo / del gran
passaggio in sù l’estremo punto,” Ruggeri 125). I will not dwell over the detailed account
of the queen’s behavior during the ceremony of her execution, which is again punctuated
by every expected evidence of her unerring faith and imitatio Christi. The last aspect on
which I will focus is the very conclusion of the dramatic action,113 which adds body to the
allegorical argument that I discussed above. The Cameriero, one of Mary’s most faithful
partisans, explicitly draws attention to the connection between individual and collective
history:
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The tragedy itself is brought to a close by the Chorus, a custom that is unfailingly
respected in each of the five acts.
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“Già di lei dirsi può, come dirassi
a più d’un loco, e in ogni secol forse;
che al suo tempo qua giù quanto ella visse,
sempre fù di virtù perfetto essempio,
e morendo mostrò, come huom Christiano
de’ la morte spregiar per la sua Fede.
O felice alma, a Dio nel Ciel diletta”
(Ruggeri 149; my emphasis)

The tragic demise of the Queen of Scots has finally become the “perfetto essempio” of the
conduct of a good Catholic against the temptation of heresy. The didactic aim of Ruggeri,
endorsed by his printer Costantino Vitale and sustained by the use of the aesthetic
propaganda of the ‘meraviglioso cristiano,’ has reached full circle.

2.2. Mary Queen of Scots in Italian Drama: The Second Wave
After the early efforts by Bordes, Della Valle, and Ruggeri, the interest in the story of the
Queen of Scots in Italy came to a halt which would last until the 1660s. The presumable
reasons behind this hiatus cannot be but the object of speculation: Stefano Villani, for
instance, has recently argued that the renewed “explosion of the theme of Mary Queen of
Scots in Italian literature […] must be linked to news of the Restoration of the Stuarts in
1660” (From Mary 113). This explanation is very convincing from a historical viewpoint:
after the execution of Charles I (Mary’s own grandson), and the parenthesis of the demonic
Oliver Cromwell’s Interregnum, the reinstatement of Charles II as legitimate king must
have been received with enthusiasm in Catholic Italy.114 From a literary viewpoint,
however, the second wave of dramatic works overall appears uninterested in the religious
114

Though officially a Protestant, Charles II was rumored to be a crypto-Catholic, and
showed a favorable attitude towards Catholicism in general. On the subject, see Fraser;
Hutton.
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subject, or rather, it uses its repository of images, themes, and topoi but empties it of the
Catholic spirit that permeates the works of the first wave. As we are about to see, Mary’s
martyrdom, while still remaining the narrative climax, is no longer viewed as the “perfetto
essempio” presented by Della Valle and Ruggeri: the war between orthodoxy and heresy is
an inevitable ingredient in the dramatic re-writings, but it is no longer the most important
one. The story of the Queen of Scots is tackled with a large degree of ideological freedom:
the great-grandmother of the then-current king of England had by the 1660s reached a
mythical status, that allowed her to be ‘employed’ in a number of different ways.

2.2.1. Il theatro del mondo: Gisberti (1664), Celli (1665), Sansone (1672)
As I have just pointed out, the second wave of Italian marie stuarde presents radically
different traits from the earliest one. Specifically, I will here continue my analysis by
concentrating on the three tragedies La barbarie del caso by Domenico Gisberti (three acts,
in verse; 1664), La Maria Stuarda regina di Scotia e d’Inghilterra by Orazio Celli (three
acts, in prose; 1665), and Maria Stuarda by Anselmo Sansone (three acts, in verse; 1672). I
have grouped these works because they share a great degree of affinity, due to their
common debt (be it direct or indirect) towards a preceding French tragedy by Charles
Regnault, Marie Stuard, reyne d’Écosse, which was first performed in 1637 and printed in
1639. The dramatization of the last days of the Queen of Scots as presented in this work
and in its Italian re-elaborations shifts the emphasis on different dynamics and storylines,
producing different results. The most prominent among these, which will be the final focus
of my analysis, is the increased importance of the political theme through a greater
attention to the human aspect of characters and a meta-reflexive theatrical dimension.
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Regnault’s Marie Stuard introduces a new element in the story of the Queen of
Scots: a “marriage plot” involving the Duke of Norfolk.115 Exploiting the figure of English
nobleman and long-time Elizabeth’s favorite, Thomas Howard (1538-1572), this storyline
is indeed historically accurate, at least broadly speaking. Mary, under the influence of
Secretary of State William Maitland, had embarked upon the idea of marrying Norfolk
(1569),116 a union that, as John Guy argues, could potentially have been beneficial to both
parties (“Mary would use the marriage to seek her restoration as the Queen of Scots, and
Norfolk would use it to assert his claim in right of his wife to the throne of England,” My
Heart 462). Elizabeth, however, famously became enraged when she was made aware of
the scheming, and had Norfolk imprisoned in the Tower, putting an end to all plans. As we
can already see from this brief outline, such a plot provided a perfect occasion to bring a
fully fledged love triangle to the fore. The two queens are now given the impressive
opportunity to become rivals not only in matters of religion and state, but also of love
interests. Although this device is first introduced in Regnault’s tragedy, the French
playwright still essentially subjects it to the theme of martyrdom:117 as Alexander S.
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The Norfolk plot is already hinted at in Della Valle’s Reina, but its function is limited and
circumstantial.
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Mary, however, was still married to Bothwell. This is why she planned on asking the
Pope for annulment, by virtue of the ceremony having been conducted with Protestant rites.
Despite having met Norfolk only once, Mary engaged in a thick exchange of passionate
love letters with the English nobleman, partly in accordance with the conventions of royal
courtship, partly denoting her desperate attempts at securing the Duke’s affection and
consequently a prospect of freedom (see Guy, My Heart 461-462).
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The reference model, for Regnault, is La reyne d’Escosse (1601-1604) by Antonie de
Montchrestien, which canonized the literary image of Mary as a martyr in France. Towards
the end of the tragedy, Montchrestien’s Mary launches a fully-fledged martyrological
invective against those who are killing her, in a way that is close to the many lamentations
of Ruggeri’s coeval Reina di Scotia: “Ie mourray pour sa gloire en defendant ma foy. / Ie
conqueste une Palme en ce honteux supplice, / où ie fay de ma vie à son nom sacrifice, / qui
sera célebré en langues divers; / une seule couronne en la terre ie perds, / pour en posséder
deux en l’éternel Empire, / la couronne de vie, et celle du Martyre” (Montchrestien 124; “I
will die for His glory in defense of my faith. / I earn a palm in this shameful supplice, /
whereby I make my life a sacrifice to His name, / which will be celebrated in different
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Wilkinson argues, “the enduring portrait of Mary as a tragic Catholic figure was to be the
legacy of her own performance on the scaffold at Fotheringhay” (159).118 But by the mid1660s, more than twenty-five years after Regnault’s work was conceived, the Italian marie
stuarde were playing with a legacy both historical and literary, and exploring
argumentative potentialities that were already contained in nuce in the very subject treated.
As Villani remarks, “events surrounding the Queen of Scots were now more than seventy
years old” and all authors working with the subject had been born “after the death of Mary”
(From Mary 113-114). The martyr queen, Rome’s sacrificial lamb against the
transgressions of heresy, had lost the original value of its symbolic message.
La barbarie del caso by Gisberti is the most bizarre among the three works. As
declared in the frontispiece, it was first performed on the Venetian island of Murano in
1664, and printed later in the same year by Francesco Valvasense, the renowned printer of
the Incogniti.119 Gisberti’s work was accompanied in at least five scenes by a musical score
composed by Pietro Molinari: the “Prologo,” the “invito a i balli,” the “canzoni della
Tragedia,” the “dialogo degli spiriti con Queneda,” and “il crucio di Pauleto” (Gisberti

languages; / only one crown on earth do I lose, / to acquire two in the eternal empire, / the
crown of life, and that of Martyrdom,” my translation). What is most interesting in this
extract is the cognition of the myth-making surrounding the parable of Mary, one that will
become (or rather, already has) a subject to be celebrated across nations.
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See Mary Queen of Scots and French Public Opinion for a thorough assessment of the
reputation of the Scottish queen in 17th-century France.
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Valvasense’s history is a troubled one. Tightly associated with the group of ‘libertine’
intellectuals that orbited around Venetian aristocrat Giovanni Francesco Loredan (16071661), whose often scandalous books he printed, Valvasense was brought to trial by the
Venetian Holy Office in 1648, after his bookshop had been raided and found ridden with
‘heretical’ books (including some by Ferrante Pallavicino, as well as Giovan Battista
Marino’s Adone). On February 4th, 1649 the printer was sentenced to recanting and
imprisonment, after a month of which he was let out on house arrest and given licence to
resum his trade. For a thorough reconstruction of the Valvasense trial and its context, see
Infelise, I padroni dei libri.
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13).120 The rest of the tragedy would appear to have been recited, rather than sung.121 The
whole production of the play, sponsored by the Accademia degli Angustiati, of which
Gisberti was a member, seems quite grandiose: seven radical changes of “scena,” two main
dances, four “macchine,” including one that would make a page-boy fly under a magic
enchantment (a Venetian Ariel, almost) and one that would create sea waves from which
dancing nymphs arose. This was clearly meant to be a spectacle, and the financial
investment behind it must have been substantial: it is evident that the somber atmospheres
of Della Valle and Ruggeri are far removed from this complex project. Very different is the
appearance of La Maria Stuarda, regina di Scotia e d’Inghilterra by Celli, which saw the
light in 1665, just one year after La barbarie del caso. This tragedy was staged122 and
printed in Rome by Michele Ercole, a printer who seemed to display a more canonical taste
than Valvasense, having just produced an edition of Battista Guarini’s pastoral tragicomedy
Il pastor fido which also included the Rime by the same author, as well as Tasso’s Aminta
(see Franchi 94).123 Of note in Celli’s work is also the dedication, which is to Prince
Camillo Pamphili (1622-1666), ex-cardinal,124 nephew of Pope Innocent X (born Giovanni
Battista Pamphili, 1574-1655), and son of the infamous ‘Pimpaccia,’ Olimpia Maidalchini
(1591-1657). Celli, moreover, cites – at least partially – his sources, declaring in the
preamble that the tragedy was “dedotta dall’istoria descritta da P. Causino,” that is, the
immensely popular section on Mary Queen of Scots from Nicolas Caussin’s La cour
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Pauleto is based on Amias Paulet (1532-1588), Mary’s last gaoler.
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The Library of Congress, which has a digitally reproduced, free-access copy of the
printed edition, actually qualifies La barbarie del caso as a “libretto.”
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It was performed during the Carnival celebrations in Palazzo Pamphili (see Franchi
388).
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Le impressioni sceniche. Dizionario bio-bibliografico degli editori e stampatori laziali…
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He became a secular in 1647 to marry Olimpia Aldobrandini and continue the Pamphili
line.
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saincte (1638) which, as we saw in Chapter 1, was also translated into Italian by Carlo
Antonio Berardi in 1648. Lastly, La Maria Stuarda by Sansone, an Olivetan monk from
Mazara del Vallo, was published in Palermo by Pietro dell’Isola in 1672. The frontispiece
identifies Sansone as the “vero autore della Geneviefa,” which, as we find out in the
author’s notice to the reader, is a tragedy that he had written ten years prior but that “adesso
quattro anni sono” had been published “sotto nome d’altri” (Sansone 9).125 The Sicilian
monk, too, cites his sources,: Nicholas Sanders (“Sanderus”), Giacomo Bosio (“Bosius”),
Nicolas Caussin (“Causinus”), Hilarion de Coste (“Hilarionus de Costa”), Florimond de
Raemon (“Florimondus de Raymondo,” Sansone 11).126 It is overall fitting that these last
three dramatic works geographically encompass the whole of the Italian peninsula, from
Venice, through Rome, to Palermo: further proof of the ubiquitous fame of the myth of the
Queen of Scots.
Although these last three dramatic works are quite different in terms of appearance
and dramatic taste, they nonetheless show numerous argumentative common traits. Among
these, the fading of the theme of martyrdom into an empty rhetorical exercise which rests
on the common knowledge of Mary’s demise, the rise to prominence of a political struggle
fueled by the accentuated role of figures such as Mary’s half-brother James Stewart, 1st Earl
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Sansone must have referred to La Geneviefa, o sia l’innocenza riconosciuta, indeed
printed by the already mentioned Giacomo Monti in Bologna in 1668 and attributed to
Girolamo Abbati.
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Besides the already examined works by Sanders and Caussin, Sansone’s other two
references are to overall less influential works: historian Florimond de Raemon’s (15401601) posthumous Histoire de la naissance, progrès, et décadence de l’hérésie de ce siècle
(1605), and friar and biographer Hilarion de Coste’s (1595-1661) Eloges et Vies des reynes,
princesses, dames et damoiselles illustres en Piété, Courage et Doctrine, qui ont fleury de
nostre temps, et du temps de nos pères (1630). The reference to Giacomo Bosio (1544-1627)
is more obscure: the historian mentions Mary Queen of Scots in his Historia della sacra
religione et illustrissima militia di San Giovanni Gierosolimitano (1589; 761), but this is a
very brief and ultimately uniformative passage, hardly enough to provide material for a
dramatic re-writing.
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of Moray (1531-1570) and Elizabeth, and the already mentioned meta-theatrical dimension
favored by allegorical prologues, with which I will begin.
If Sansone’s prologue makes direct use of a Christian imagery, with allegories of
Amor Celeste, Religione, Amor Profano, and Eresia, the other two authors are more
eclectic in their choices. Gisberti presents Terrore, Compassione, Poesia, and Capriccio,
while Celli introduces Innocenza, Grazie, Furie, and Iniquità disguised as Astrea, Goddess
of Justice. The device of the allegorical prologue creates a frame that, though incomplete
because lacking an epilogue, favors the conception of the dramatic subject as a mise en
scène. The fictionality, here, is not disguised: rather, it is emphasized and its functions of
docere and delectare are highlighted precisely because of the detachment that the
allegorical frames draw between dramatized events and viewership. Despite letting other
concerns take center stage in the dramatic action, Sansone’s argument in the Prologue
remains grounded in the traditional opposition between Good and Evil, in the stereotypical
epic struggle between orthodoxy and heresy. This theme was not irrelevant at the time of
publication. As I mentioned earlier, by 1672, Mary’s great-grandson Charles II had been reinstated on the English throne for twelve years, following the end of the Interregnum, of
which I will talk in Chapter 4. Though a Protestant, Charles II, as I remarked earlier, was
known for his Catholic sympathies, and it is at least symbolically meaningful that in the
very same year, he was trying to pass the Royal Declaration of Indulgence, which would
allow Catholics and Protestant non-conformists religious freedom. The Parliament,
however, did not consent to it. Sansone’s awareness of the fact is improbable, but it is
nonetheless worthy to notice how the climate of mild Catholic hopefulness after the
Restoration can be traced also in a work so far removed from the source of activities.
Celli’s Prologue emphasizes the theme of injustice by presenting the disguise of iniquity as
Astrea, justice herself, emerging from the abyss. The choir of Furie introduces the fruitful
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parallel between the world and a courthouse: “già che il mondo è un tribunale / di
Ingiustitia e di Impietà / regni sol l’Iniquità / vero Nume del mortale” (Celli 2; my
emphasis). This formulation gains a meta-theatrical dimension when read within the
context of the tragedy. What is being presented on stage is the mise en abyme of this very
concept: it creates a chain linking world, courthouse, and theatre which will return in Act
III, when Mary claims the universality of her story (“ricordatevi che il theatro del mondo è
più grande del Inghilterra,” 88). The message and functions of what is left of the ashes of
Mary Queen of Scots serves to prove the point that “a gl’innocenti è il Ciel reggia
adequata” (Celli 5). Gisberti’s Prologue, on the other hand, ostensibly avoids engaging with
the thematic implications of the subject dramatized in the tragedy by focusing on the
workings of the theatrical machine, thus abandoning any of the possible claims at
‘authenticity’ that are found in the other two dramas. Terrore and Compassione appear
before “la Tenda della Scena,” which is painted “in forma di Libro” (Gisberti 14): the story
which is about to unfold is therefore coming from the words written in a book whose
frontispiece reads “tragedia” (Gisberti 14). And when the two allegorical figures tear the
curtain in two parts, the fictionality of the story is reinforced by the apparition of Poesia in
her palace, embraced by Capriccio: here, the Queen of Scots’ “barbarism of chance” is a
creation of poetry, one that aims to make the world see “rinascere i Viventi de’ secoli già
spenti” (Gisberti 17).
The late tragedies engage the theme of martyrdom in a way that is both limited and
rhetorical. The Queen of Scots has become a fully fledged woman by the 1660s, and
although works produced in a Catholic context cannot (and will not) set aside the religious
struggle, the introduction of the love-plots gives us a less hagiographically centered
perspective. What is interesting to note, here, is that the emphasis on love is accompanied
by a much greater interest in politics than in the first wave of dramas. The aspect of the
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connection between love and the state, I argue, constitutes a general feature of 1660sdramas dealing with English history, as we will observe in the next two chapters of this
dissertation.
Gisberti’s La barbarie del caso is the first Italian tragedy to explicitly engage
Mary’s life after the death of her second husband, Lord Darnley. We have seen that Della
Valle stops at Francis II, whom we find as an “ombra” in the Prologue of La reina di
Scotia, while Ruggeri jumps from Darnley (who appears as the demonic ghost to both Mary
and the Calvinist Minister) to the death sentence. Gisberti, on the contrary, openly
addresses what was in fact one of the biggest problems in Mary’s biography, especially
among Catholics: James Hepburn, 4th Earl of Bothwell. Widely regarded as responsible for
Darnley’s infamous death in 1567, Bothwell would soon after become Mary’s third and last
husband, with Protestant rite.127 The most influential account of these events was provided
by Scottish historian George Buchanan, a partisan and collaborator of the Earl of Moray
(the illegitimate son of James V, and Mary’s half-brother and nemesis), who ‘exposed’ the
queen’s supposed treachery and collusion with Bothwell in the murder of Darnley. The
credibility of Buchanan’s version has been the object of debate since its very publication,
but most recently John Guy has argued that he “was distorting the known facts to create an
interpretation of reality of almost complete fantasy” (My Heart 391). It is nonetheless of
importance to note that Buchanan’s name and reputation are referenced in La barbarie del
caso. In the words of none other than the evil Moray himself,

[Mary] così fece:
al fabricier del marital feretro
donò il talamo suo: se stessa a l’empio
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For a detailed reconstruction of events, including the controversial kidnapping and
supposed rape of the queen, see Guy, My Heart 328-335.
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per ricambio offerì, e ancor bagnata
da l’innocente sangue l’empia destra
strinse, e legossi in coniugal amplesso.
Di ciò fan fede cento; ma trovate
l’attestazion di Buchana, udite
d’un celebre Scrittor gl’inchiostri oscuri
come parlan chiaro.
(Gisberti 53; my emphasis)

That Gisberti does not believe this version of the story is made indisputable by the fact that
it is Moray speaking and by what the author writes in the initial “argomento.” In
reconstructing Mary’s life from her birth to her final imprisonment at Fotheringhay,
Gisberti clearly identifies the principal responsible of the queen’s misfortunes in the figure
of Moray, who is depicted as a sort of Iago who directs every action, unseen. It is because
of Moray’s unquenchable ambition to become the king of Scotland that he sides with
Elizabeth (“[…] unito / a una crudel Bellona, un crudo Marte / […] / fanno gittar di
Discordia il pomo,” Gisberti 10; my emphasis), causes the death of Darnley, and
orchestrates his half-sister’s marriage with Bothwell. Although the three acts of La
barbarie del caso are a chaotic, confused, and often excruciatingly contradictory cauldron
of sub-plots, disguises, anagnorises, and sudden deaths,128 it is nonetheless clear that
Moray is behind every machination, and is punished for his evil nature.129 The same holds
true for the works by Celli and Sansone, reinforcing the ties between these later tragedies
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Benedetto Croce declared that he would have summarized its action “se non fosse
lunghissima, e il riassumerla quasi impossibile e tale, per giunta che, riassumendola, tutto il
comico sfumerebbe” (Rassegna pugliese 310).
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In Gisberti’s tragedy, Moray is killed by Mary’s son James (143), who had been
diguised as one Amiltone, only to reveal his identity at the beginning of Act III after an
awkward ‘love scene’ involving himself and Elizabeth disguised as his mother.
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and the detachment from the subject of Catholic martyrdom. Celli has him declare his
nefarious intentions openly:

Se possibile non fu con l’armi opprimere l’odiata Stuarda, non mi mancherà
modo di tesserli con mille inganni insidie mortali. Già ho rinovato appresso del
consiglio le accuse, confermate le querele et havendola incolpata della morte
del marito in vendetta del segretario [Davide Rizzio] essequita, degl’indegni
amori di Botuel, benché vero homicida del consorte, e di mille altri delitti, vado
sperando, che in breve con la sua sentenza capitale adequato castigo a tante
colpe resteranno à pieno i miei desiderij consolati.
(Celli 47-48)

Sansone displays some originality on this subject by having Moray already dead in prediegetic time and having him intervene (marginally) in the tragedy in the form of an
“ombra.” Mary emphasizes his half-brother’s greed for power at the very beginning of the
play:

Calcò pien d’ambitione
con pie’ superbo il Mouray gl’honori
al mio Scettro dovuti: e qual rampollo
non legittimo, (ò Dio!)
del mio gran genitor; tra gl’indegni affetti
(dirò senza mentire)
di fratel non verace;
inturbidò del Regno mio la pace.
(Sansone 18)

And then the queen proceeds to portray herself as “semplicetta” for having fallen for
Moray’s treachery, to the point of marrying “l’omicida Batuello,” responsible for the death
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of her beloved husband (Sansone 19). It is especially meaningful that Mary is selfdescribed as a simple woman who can be tricked into believing things she should not have,
a trait that is also evidenced by Celli with the same language (“semplicetta donzella” 36)
but spoken by Elizabeth. This is the new reputation of the Queen of Scots favored by the
dramatic production of the 1660s and early 1670s. Mary’s betrayed trust has always been a
central point in her literary and historiographical portrayal (after all, it is because she had
wrongly trusted Elizabeth’s assistance offer that she ended up imprisoned for twenty years),
but the late tragedies propose a different outlook: rather than the innocence of the holy soul,
what is at stake here is the ‘mental’ weakness of a woman. By enlarging the dramatic
action, taking away the spotlight from the individual exemplarity of Mary’s path to
martyrdom as a witness of Catholic faith, the later authors shift the focus to a different set
of interests, of which the tie between carnal desire and political power is the most
outstanding. If Mary is a simpleton, Elizabeth is, by contrast, a temptress, a “temeraria
Alcina” (Sansone 68) who is riding the wave of Moray’s treacherous plans in order to
satisfy her own needs to eliminate the Queen of Scots. After all, the late tragedies
emphasize a fundamental distinction between the two women that had thus far been
sidelined for the sake of the religious argument: there is no question that Elizabeth is a
much more skilled politician than Mary. If the strength of the Queen of Scots relied on her
saint-like figure, once the exemplarity of faith is no longer the exclusive focus of the
dramatic treatment, the character loses her strength. But while Elizabeth’s early Protestant
demonization is supplanted by a watered-down, commonplace idea of ragion di stato – the
“knowledge of the means suitable for founding, maintaining, and enlarging a State,” to
quote Friedrich Meinecke (67)130 – Mary’s holiness does not find an apt replacement: she is
only a weak woman, neither saint nor queen, trapped in a game that she is unable to either
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See Chapter Four for a more in-depth discussion of this concept.
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understand or handle. To Elizabeth’s programmatic acknowledgement that “Argo deve
essere un Regnante” (Celli 8), Mary indirectly replies with the well-known narrative of her
misfortunes and her falling prey to the evil designs of others. Out of the three authors, Celli
is the one who provides the best explanation of the shift in argumentative dynamics through
the words of the Queen of England:

Come Elisabetta v’amo innocente, come Giudice vi riconosco colpevole, chi
regge la bilancia d’Astrea deve alla Giustizia ogni affetto posporre. […] Non ti
dolere di me, ma della tua sorte, ò Stuarda, che in questi affari Elisabetta opera
per necessità, non per eletione.
(Celli 39-40)

Elizabeth emerges as the one who fully understands both her nature as a queen and her role
as a ruler. The Machiavellianism of her wording (“necessità” versus “eletione”) presents a
stark contrast to the helplessness of the ‘new’ Mary. As Gisberti had already made
Elizabeth declare, “per riparar da fulmini imminenti / già de’ Giganti l’Isole Britanne / non
è empietà, ch’una Regina muora” (38), to the point that Sansone depicts her as a
consummate dissimulator, ready to order her cousin’s death to secure her kingdom but still
concerned that her responsibility be not made public. As a letter from one of his courtiers
reads:

V’è ben noto il desio
Della nostra signora,
Ch’il decreto mortal resti eseguito;
Oltre questo, ella brama
Ch’in apparenza difensori siate [Mary’s jailers]
Della Reale, e prigioniera Dama;
Sì per mostrare a i convicini Reggi
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Ch’Elisabetta sia
Giusta, e zelante anchor, quant’ella è pia.
(Sansone 52)

It is therefore most natural that the scheming, state-conscious ruler Elizabeth should
become associated with the obscure puppet-master Moray, moved by their common goals
of power and by their shared nature as bastard children (Gisberti 40). These three late
works on the Queen of Scots, therefore, share the same interest in the humanization of
characters, with a close attention to the dynamics of state-keeping. The tragic grandeur that
Della Valle and Ruggeri had bestowed upon the solitary figure of a queen that, so to speak,
would break but not bend, is completely lost in these later re-workings of her myth. The
very death of Mary is deprived of its Christological symbolism because it does not come as
the direct, inevitable consequence of the dramatic action: it is only a stereotyped side-note,
something that readers and viewers who, by then, were very well acquainted with the main
lines of the story, had come to expect. The moral strength and spiritual integrity of the
Queen of Scots are so unimportant that, in La barbarie del caso, Gisberti omits (or forgets)
having Elizabeth’s demands include her cousin’s religious conversion to Protestantism, a
demand which, in Ruggeri, embodied the very motor of the tragic action. The dignity of
Mary’s death, traditionally consigned to a third-person narration, becomes an occasion for
Senecan gore in the very work of a man of Church such as Sansone, who has the beheading
take place on stage (“Ecco pur, ecco il capo insanguinato / della Real, della Rival Scozzese:
/ viva l’Elisabetta a tante imprese,” 82). And lastly, the exemplarity of the queen’s sacrifice
for the morale of Rome’s people is unquestionably transposed to a dimension of theatrical
entertainment, which could still teach by showing, but did not imply emulation: as Celli
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writes at the close of his dramatic work, “l’Inghilterra ti ha fatto salire sopra un palco, dove
con invitto valore ha rappresentata la Tragedia d’una Regina” (116; my emphasis).131

2.2.2 Reading Maria Stuarda with Anna Bolena: Savaro (1663; 1664)
In the panorama of the second wave of Italian authors of marie stuarde, a particular case is
that of Giovanni Francesco Savaro (1610-1682). The son of a sailor, Savaro became
archdeacon of Mileto, in the Calabria region, only to be forced out of his hometown after a
quarrel with the bishop of Nicastro in 1651 (Archivio storico della Calabria 50).132 His life
changed dramatically: he moved to Rome, where he became a member of the Accademia
degli Umoristi, and then to Bologna, in whose University he was appointed Professor of
Rhetoric (Archivio storico della Calabria 50). Savaro, a man who knew both the small,
local dimension of the Calabrian countryside and the intellectual cosmopolitanism of cities
like Rome and Bologna, was an extremely prolific writer, in genres ranging from satire to
local history, oratory, and tragedy. Unlike his aforementioned contemporaries Gisberti,
Celli, and Sansone, his interest in Scottish- and English-themed subjects is not confined to
the parable of the Queen of Scots: in fact, after his Maria Stuarda (Bologna, 1663), the
Calabrian author wrote a tragedy entitled Anna Bolena (Bologna, ca. 1663-1664; first
performed in 1663), which is the only Italian-language dramatic work dealing directly with
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Incidentally, by pointing the attention towards the earthly existence of the queen, Celli
provides legitimacy to the possibility of writing a tragedy with this subject: once the focus on
martyrdom is taken out of the equation, what remains is undeniably the catastrophe of a
woman who, by dying on stage, can generate catharsis in the spectator.
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An interesting side-note regarding this geographical area is that Gregorio Panzani (15921660), who was bishop of Mileto – and therefore Savaro’s direct superior – from 1640 until
his death in 1660, had served as Pontifical Legate to Queen Henrietta Maria (and Charles I,
ostensibly) in 1634. Venetian ambassador Angelo Correr describes his mission with detail
(329-330). For more information about the figure of Panzani, see Villani, “Panzani.”
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Henry VIII’s second wife until the late 18th century.133 His choices in the Maria Stuarda are
also inscribed into the ‘new’ trend of the love plot that I analyzed in the previous section,
but the publication of the later Anna Bolena adds another dimension to Savaro’s dramatic
investigation of Tudor and Stuart affairs. By reading the two works together, in this section
I aim to illustrate the ways in which the later work provides context and justification for the
earlier one, contributing to the creation of a female genealogy of sin that uses Anne Boleyn
to ‘explain’ Elizabeth’s viciousness and her role in the death of Mary.
In dedicating his edition of Savaro’s Anna Bolena to the Bolognese senator Cornelio
Malvasia, printer Giacomo Monti – one of the most renowned and prolific of the city –
boldly claimed that after the schism caused by Henry VIII, the “Casa reale dell’Anglia”
(Savaro, Anna Bolena 5) had become an even greater repository of dramatic materials than
it had been in the past. “I Pelopidi della Grecia,” the printer wrote, had by now been
surpassed “in numero et in qualità [by] gli Stuardi dell’Inghilterra”: in order to sustain his
hyperbolic, but not completely unfounded, argument, Monti brought into the picture
Aristotle, whose authority he used to justify the need to look at the histories of illustrious
families for subjects of tragedies (Savaro, Anna Bolena 5). Of course, Monti’s objective
was to both legitimize the work he was printing and make it more appealing to potential
readers by presenting its subject as the latest fashion in dramatic writing. His words,
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Alessandro Pepoli wrote an Anna Bolena (Venice, 1788), then Ippolito Pindemonte an
Enrico VIII, ossia Anna Bolena (Turin, 1816): both works, along with Marie-Joseph
Chénier’s Henri VIII (Paris, 1791), served as sources for Felice Romani’s libretto for
Gaetano Donizetti’s Anna Bolena (Milan, 1830). Considering Henry VIII’s impressive
impact on historiographical discourse, it is somewhat surprising to note that besides
Savaro’s Anna Bolena, the only other 17th-century dramatic works in which the king is
directly portrayed is in the Tommaso Moro (Palermo, 1648; posthumous) by Jesuit
intellectual Ortensio Scammacca (1562-1648) and in the homonymous oratorios by Giovan
Battista Negri (Venice, 1688), Iacopo Rossi (Lucca, 1692), and Giammaria Piantini
(Bologna, 1696). I aim to incorporate these works in my research at a later stage. See
Conclusion.
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therefore, need to be taken with care, but at the same time, they can give us a glimpse at the
reputation – the prestige, even – that English political affairs had gotten to enjoy by the
1660s: the historical fact had become mythos, and entered the realm of fictional
entertainment. The printer’s dedication is adamant in emphasizing the belonging of the
Anna Bolena to a genealogy that is both biological and literary, by pointing out that the
tragedy’s author had already written about “l’horribile caduta dell’infelice Maria Stuarda” a
few months prior (Savaro, Anna Bolena 5). These two dramatic works present a
comprehensive analysis of the tragic demise of the Queen of Scots by tracing,
retrospectively, a line that connects this event to what was deemed its primal origin: the
sinful conception of Elizabeth within the heretical union between Henry VIII and Anne
Boleyn. Rather than just hinting at the sins of the past, as we have seen in the marie stuarde
thus far, through Anna Bolena, Savaro provides extra-textual explanation to the events of
his earlier Maria Stuarda.
In conformity with the traditional model of the 1660s and 1670s dramatic rewritings of the Queen of Scots and in expected disregard of the unity of time, Savaro’s
Maria Stuarda is also set during Mary’s last two days. The action fashions the death of the
Catholic queen as the result of a plot in which political issues are not the motor, but rather
the consequence of an intricate love web. In a very convoluted dramatic action, Savaro
liberally draws from two distinct episodes in the life of the Scottish queen and
anachronistically uses them to dramatize her execution. Much like the works by Gisberti,
Celli, and Sansone, this Maria Stuarda brings to the fore the three male figures of Errico,
Conte di Licestre (Robert Dudley, 1st Earl of Leicester) and Edoardo, Duca di Norfolc
(Thomas Howard, 4th Duke of Norfolk), complemented by the inevitable, evil Iacopo
Stuardo, Conte di Moravia (James Stewart, 1st Earl of Moray). Overall, the dramatic action
follows the argumentative lines that I have already presented in the previous section,
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emphasizing a flawed love plot in which Elizabeth loves Leicester, Leicester and Norfolk
love Mary, and Mary loves no-one. The motor of the action is, as usual, the scheming,
Iago-like Moray, who persuades Elizabeth to believe that her beloved Leicester and Mary
are trying to get married without her consent, which awakens the English queen’s jealousy
and enrages her toward both her cousin and her favorite. As a matter of fact, the union
between Leicester and Mary was historically proposed by Elizabeth herself (1563), only to
be refused by the Queen of Scots (see Guy, My Heart 190). We can thus see how even
though the object of jealousy is identified as Leicester, it is indeed the actual attempted
marriage between Norfolk and Mary that is dramatized and used as reason for the
sentencing.
The conventional presentation of the two extremes in the figures of Elizabeth
(“donna ambiziosa et amante,” Savaro, Maria Stuarda 41) and Mary (“infelice reina,”
Savaro, Maria Stuarda 117) rests on the former’s passionate temperament and fiery love
for Leicester, opposed to the latter’s lack of interest for mundane affairs and unaffectedness
regarding love or carnal desires. Elizabeth, the woman of love, is portrayed, in usual proCatholic fashion, as a usurper; Mary, the non-woman, is presented as the rightful heir to the
English throne.134 This overlapping is really the motor of the action and responds to a
widespread debate regarding the fitness, or lack thereof, of women for the administration of
power which will be the object of Chapter Three. Because of the madness of Elizabeth’s
decisions in the matters of the state, which are dictated by her womanly passions, Savaro
ultimately embraces the misogynistic idea that, on average, a woman cannot make a good
ruler because her nature is too prone to such excesses. In order to substantiate the claim that
Mary is the legitimate queen of England – a claim that is recognized by every character in
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On the classical origins of this dichotomy (desexualized woman vs. sexualized woman)
see Pomeroy.
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the tragedy, including Elizabeth herself – Savaro emphasizes the emotional detachment of
the Queen of Scots, as proof that the only condition under which a woman may be a fair
ruler is the relinquishment of her nature: rather than the asexual martyr of Della Valle,
Mary, in this tragedy, is the very effigy of a body politic that is unaffected by the body
natural. Elizabeth’s illegitimacy, on the contrary, is emphasized by the exact opposite
process of sexualization. And as we will see in Chapter Three, by the mid-1660s the
widespread condemnation of Elizabeth distances itself from religious grounds (which, of
course, always remain implicit, as is inevitable) and moves toward a fully-fledged gender
critique.
It is, I believe, at this point that the subsequent dramatic work on Anne Boleyn
provides a genealogy of sinfulness. In his Anna Bolena Savaro dramatizes the last hours of
the queen consort’s life, when her place in the heart of Re Errico (Henry VIII) has already
been seized by the emerging Giovanna Samar (Jane Seymour). If in the Maria Stuarda, as I
have shown, the opposition between Mary and Elizabeth remains substantially
conventional, in the Anna Bolena, the parable of Anne is one than moves from proud
sinfulness to more or less genuine redemption. At the close of the tragedy, in fact, we see
the character acknowledge her negative responsibility in the fate of Henry VIII’s first wife
Catarina (Catherine of Aragon). “T’offesi, Catarina, t’offesi!” (Savaro, Anna Bolena 131),
she laments right before being executed, adding that she dies happily to please her (“moro
volontieri per soddisfarti,” Savaro, Anna Bolena 132). Savaro emphasizes a narrative that
sees a parallel situation, one that – this time – is historically quite accurate: just like Henry
VIII had grown tired of Catherine and fallen in love with Anne, now he has grown tired of
Anne and fallen in love with the scheming, ambitious Jane. In this perspective, Anne’s
repentance – unprecedented in the historiographical corpus – is not as radical as it could
have been: the second wife merely ‘understands’ because she has already experienced an
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analogous situation, and now finds herself in a position of disadvantage, not because of a
real spiritual growth. In short, although Savaro definitely humanizes, he does not condone
her. After all, her last act is to place a curse on the upcoming union between Henry and
Jane: hardly the behavior expected from a redeemed woman.
That Anne is inherently sexualized as a woman of sin is also emphasized in two
unabashedly commedia dell’arte scenes, featuring the two servants Elisabetta, or Bettuccia
(evocatively named after her own daughter) and Horesio. In the first one, the male servant
provides a pungent portrait and backstory on the queen consort, borrowing from the Scisma
d’Inghilterra by Bernardo Davanzati Bostichi and from misogynistic commonplaces:

Hà ben osservato questa regola [of female dishonesty] Madama la padrona.
Sappiamo com’ella visse in Francia; e ritornata in Inghilterra, non si vergognò
vendersi per zitella135 al Rè, che la civettava, protestando ad Errico, ch’altri
ch’il suo futuro marito non goderebbe di quell fiore, ch’in lei non solo era
inaridito, ma rancido, e puzzolente.136 Quest’arte di simulare honestà, fè parere
alla libidine d’Errico vitelluccia una vacca, che in Francia era chiamata per
metafora, la Cavalla Anglicana, e fatta sposa, dicevasi per ischerzo in quel
Regno; ch’Errico haveva preso in moglie la Mula del Rè de’ Galli.
(Savaro, Anna Bolena 44)

“Cavalla anglicana,” “mula,” a woman whose body had been so abused – with her own
consent – that it had become “inaridito,” “rancido,” “puzzolente”: the two epipthets for
Anne come, as we have seen in Chapter One, from Pollini’s and Davanzati Bostichi’s
adaptations of Sanders’ De origine ac progressu schismatis Anglicani. This image of Anne
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Here, “zitella” must be taken to mean “virgin.”
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The stink of rancid meat is used by Ferrante Pallavicino to attack the body of the whore
in his La retorica delle puttane (1642).
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as a seasoned whore is hard to erase even after her partial redemption caused by the
acknowledgement of her damage to Henry’s first wife Catherine. As a matter of fact, in the
last of the two scenes that I mentioned, the very servant Horesio uses the same rhetoric,
thus denying any possibility of rehabilitation for the queen consort, and rather depicting her
as a ‘master whore’ who could pass her tricks down to the female servant Elisabetta:

HOR. Che la Padrona s’innamora di tutti gli huomini; […]
ELIS. Nel tuo concetto ella sarebbe una Messalina che se ne tornava da’
Lupanari stanca, e non sazia.
HOR. Peggio. Non sài tu gli epiteti Francesi eh? Cavalla inglese, Mula regia, e
che sò io? Mi meraviglio, Bettuccia, che sotto una sì buona Maestra, tu non
habbi imparato l’arte del puttanesimo. Sai: gli esempi fanno gran cose.
(Savaro, Anna Bolena 128)137

The then-canonized trope of the old Aretinian whore teaching the young whore, who shares
the name of the queen’s daughter (who is never named in the tragedy), fuels the discourse
of the genealogy of carnal sinfulness as well as the connection between the Maria Stuarda
and the Anna Bolena in the figure of Elisabetta. As we have seen in Chapter 1, already
Sanders had emphasized the evil legacy of Anne in her daughter. But the concern in
Sanders’ genealogical argument, quickly taken on by its Italian translators-emulators
Pollini and Davanzati Bostichi, rested in the religious sphere: because Anne embodied the
schism itself – becoming an actual personification of heresy – Elizabeth had inherited her
heretical nature. Here, however, the discourse of whoredom adds yet another scandalous
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The literature of whoredom (puttanesimo), especially involving an older whore teaching a
young disciple the arts and tricks of the profession, had been a florid phenomenon ever since
Aretino’s (1492-1556) Ragionamento della Nanna e della Antonia fatto a Roma sotto una
ficaia (1534) and Dialogo nel quale la Nanna insegna alla Pippa sua figliola (1536).
Notable, scandalous examples in the 17th century include the already mentioned La retorica
delle puttane, and Gregorio Leti’s Il puttanismo romano (1668). For a brief overview on the
origins of sex manuals, see Fasoli.
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layer to the depiction not just of the mother, but, by consequence, of her daughter: to use
Marianne Hirsch’s words, mother and daughter, in this case, “inhabit the same body” (199).
The critique of religious heresy and carnal transgression are married in Savaro’s two
English tragedies, creating a full genealogy of sinfulness that runs as a fil rouge from one
work to the other and back. As I have already pointed out, in the Maria Stuarda, Elisabetta
is unanimously considered as a usurper because of her illegitimate birth status. In Act I.2
Mortone (James Douglas, 4th Earl of Morton) candidly says that “questo Regno è proprio
retaggio di Maria” and that “Elisabetta, come nata dalle nozze adulterine d’Anna Bolena,
l’usurpa, non giuridicamente il possiede” (Savaro, Maria Stuarda 8). In the following
scene, Elisabetta herself acknowledges the fact by confessing her fears to her beloved
Leicester:

Sapete, che mai non regna sicuro, chi mira vivo nel Regno il dovuto successore.
La forza e la fortuna, più che la giustizia e la ragione m’assuolsero al soglio
dell’Inghilterra. La malitia de’ miei natali, autenticata dale miglior credenze di
questo Regno, fà ch’io sia figlia d’Arrigo; ma non herede del suo Scettro,
quando la vita dell’Austriaca [Catherine of Aragon] repudiata, rese adultere le
nozze di Bolena mia Madre.
(Savaro, Maria Stuarda 9)

“Il mutar di religione,” she adds, was instrumental in her succession to the throne (Savaro,
Maria Stuarda 9). As a justification to her evil nature, Elizabeth’s own lady-in-waiting,
Isabella di Lesley, declares that she is “nata d’adulterio” and “diventata con la fraude
tiranna” (Savaro, Maria Stuarda 23). In Anna Bolena, the question of Elizabeth’s
illegitimacy is brought to an even higher degree. The usual Horesio, who provides the most
outspoken commentary in the play, says early on that Anne is not so innocent (“non monda
nespoli”) because she had been “sposa di quattro mesi et ha partorito una fanciulla di nove”
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(Savaro, Anna Bolena 18), getting to the point of slander when he affirms that he does not
believe Elizabeth to be the daughter of the king:

Io lo tengo per certo [that she is not his daughter], e s’Errico v’ha qualche parte,
saran solo i capelli. Tanti bertoni ch’entrano in camera, tanta licenza ch’usano
con Madama, tanti secreti ragionamenti da solo a solo, che domine faran mai?
(Savaro, Anna Bolena 18)

The sinful lust of Anne is also corroborated by the intimation that she had an incestuous
relationship with her brother Giorgio, for which she was historically charged at sentencing,
along with witchcraft and high treason (see Ives 297-298). The fil rouge that connects Anne
to her daughter Elizabeth in the two tragedies also takes the form of a trope, that of the
woman as a wolf, which we have already seen in Ruggeri’s work. If in the Maria Stuarda
the two antagonists are explicitly portrayed as an “agnella” (Mary) and a “lupo”
(Elizabeth), in the Anna Bolena the issue is taken on again as part of a wider misogynistic
critique that identifies Anna as a “lupa” who may be tired but never satisfied (“stanca sì, ma
non sazia,” Anna Bolena 31). The opposition between the image of Mary as a lamb and that
of Anne and Elizabeth as she-wolves fuels the argument for a typological analysis of the
women: the association between Mary and the sacrificial lamb, a powerful Christological
image, de-sexualizes the woman by taking away her passions; the overlapping of Elizabeth
and Anne with the figure of the she-wolf, the predatory animal of lust, on the contrary,
highly sexualizes them and shows them at the mercy of their uncontrollable nature.138 If
Anne is doomed because of her thirst for carnal satisfaction – as she had been from the
moment in which she crossed paths with Henry VIII – her daughter Elizabeth, in Maria
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On the tradition of the association between the she-wolf and the prostitute – and woman
more generally – from antiquity to the Renaissance, see most recently Mazzoni 112-137.
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Stuarda, is equally driven by her totalizing desire for Leicester. And it should be noted that,
in the dramatic fiction, the man she loves shares a version of her father’s first name, Errico,
rather than a more factually accurate Roberto: Savaro is yet again reinforcing the idea that
Elizabeth is her mother’s double.139 Because of these premises, the sentencing of Mary
indeed becomes, as the Queen of Scots herself claims, “un privato interesse” (Savaro,
Maria Stuarda 110). But the private interest – dictated by Elisabetta’s love jealousy – is
overlapped, by the end of the Maria Stuarda, with the rhetoric of the reason of state, which
becomes a justification for the wrong sentencing of an innocent. Again, in this moment, the
Anna Bolena and the Maria Stuarda cross paths: what lays the ground for Elizabeth’s claim
to enforce her principles of reason of state is the very sin that had determined her own
mother’s fall. In other words, the sin of the mother cannot but fall on the daughter.

2.2.3. The Italian Secretary: Paccinelli (1670)
For a story that had a great impact in the historiographical tradition, it is quite baffling that
the assassination of Davide Rizzio (1533-1566), Mary’s Italian secretary, did not earn a
relevant position within the fictions regarding the Queen of Scots. In the previous sections
we have seen how Mary’s demise is connected to either the struggle against heresy (Della
Valle, Ruggeri) or sexualized by the intervention of men such as Norfolk and Leicester, but
nevertheless always polarized by Elizabeth and Moray (Celli, Gisberti, Savaro, Sansone).
The Rizzio affair, which took place twenty-one years prior to the queen’s death, is
ostensibly untied to the later developments in Mary’s parable, which may have been the
main reason why, despite its resonance, it received virtually no attention from writers of
fiction. The dramatists were attracted to the execution, its possible motives and
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On the question of the mother/daughter double in modern feminist theory, see the classic
De Beauvoir 281; see also Rich 218-255.
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implications: that of the Italian secretary was perceived as nothing more than an
unfortunate parenthesis in the tormented life of the Queen of Scots. It was therefore
unexpected that, while researching the “Mary Stuart Collection” at the Morgan Library in
New York, I should stumble upon a work that, despite an abstract title such as I trionfi di
morte, was not only another maria stuarda, but one that indeed presented “Davide Riccio
Segretario di Sua Maestà” among the dramatis personae. To my knowledge, this tragedy in
five acts, authored by the little-known Antonio Paccinelli from Arezzo and printed in
Perugia by “gl’heredi di Sebastiano Zecchini” in 1670, has never before been noticed by
scholars, and is an important addition to the Queen of Scots literary canon, not only in
Italy. In fact, as I suggested, this work provides the sole representation of Rizzio’s brutal
assassination in 17th-century European dramatic fiction.
Born in Pancalieri, in the Duchy of Savoy, Davide Rizzio (sometimes spelled Riccio
or Rizzi) had entered the service of the Archbishop of Turin as a secretary, before
following the “conte di Moretta” (Cappelletti 83), ambassador of the Duke of Savoy, in
Scotland in 1562. There, he was introduced to Mary’s court, then leaving his post as a
member of the Piedmontese diplomacy in order to join the Scottish queen’s choir as a bass
(Guy, My heart 204). A talented singer and lute player, Rizzio gained Mary’s trust and
admiration to the point that she chose him as her personal secretary in 1564, replacing the
French Augustine Raulet, whom the queen had dismissed140 for his alleged bad conduct
(Cappelletti 84). Buchanan, from whose account much of the rumors and speculations
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Raulet was also Mary’s decipherer, and possessed the only other key to the box in which
her secret papers were preserved. As Guy argues, “by sending Raulet home to France, Mary
signaled her concern over security. She intended to prevent copies of her private letters
reaching her uncle, the Cardinal of Lorraine. For some unknown reason, Raulet had fallen
under suspicion. A month later, when he was preparing to board his ship at Leith, his trunk
was seized with all his books and papers” (Guy, My Heart 204). Mary’s concern about her
own mother’s family probably originated from her design to marry Lord Darnley, which she
ultimately accomplished the following year, in 1565.
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regarding Rizzio originated, depicted the rapid rise of his career at court with a deeply
critical tone, describing him as a skillful, scheming courtier who quickly understood the
queen’s character and played it to his advantage:

Ibi brevi, cum Reginae sensum atque more intellexisset, partim adulando,
partim alios ministros calumniando, perfecit ut non minore esset apud Reginam
gratia, quam apud ceteros odio: neque tamen hoc fortunae blandientis favore
contentus, cum aequales omnes partim viliores fecisset, partim variis
criminationibus expulisset, paulatim assurgere, et majora negotia tractare
coepit: donec ab epistolis assumptus esset: et hoc praetextu secretius et seorsum
a vulgo, agere cum Regina posset.141
(Buchanan, Rerum 623; my emphasis)

Buchanan notes the impatience caused by this man, who “tantum non mendici, ad opes non
mediocres progressus” (Buchanan, Rerum 623),142 among the members of the court,
especially his friend and protector Moray.143 Rizzio appears, in the Rerum Scoticarum
Historia, as the cause itself of the contrasts between the Queen of Scots and her halfbrother, and between the latter and Lord Darnley. Rumors about the relationship between
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“Having got into this Post, and observed the Queen's humour and way, he, partly by
flattering her, partly by carrying Stories to her of the other Servants, came in a little time to
be as much in her Favour as he was hated by the rest of the Family. However, all this good
Fortune could not satisfy him; but having either lessened with the Queen such as seemed to
be on the same foot of Favour with himself, or got them turned out of the Family by his false
Suggestions, he began insensibly to aspire to meddle in greater Matters; till at last he was
employed to write her Letters, and then he had a fair pretext to be with the Queen alone,
which afforded him opportunities of doing business with her under-hand” (Buchanan, History
n.p.).
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“[A man who was] little better than a Beggar, raised on the sudden to great Riches”
(Buchanan, History n.p.).
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Buchanan’s depiction of Moray as someone whose soul was unable to simulate (“in cuius
animo nihil simulatum inerat,” 623) both creates an impressive contrast to the vastly negative
fame and reception of Mary’s step-brother and qualifyies the partiality of the historian’s
account, marked by unabashed hatred toward the Queen of Scots and her partisans.
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the young Italian144 and the queen were spreading, due to their secret meetings (“de secretis
ejus cum Regina congressibus,” Buchanan, Rerum 623). And with Rizzio’s steady-growing
influence over the queen, there arose problems between Mary and her new husband:

Ceterum, ut apud Reginam crescebat indies Davidis auctoritas et potentia, ita
Rex quotidie apud eam vilior fiebat: nam ut, in faciundis nuptiis, Reginae
praeceps fuerat temeritas, ita repente secura est poenitentia, et mutatae
voluntatis non obscura indicia. […] David etiam, quo res indignior esset, ei
substituitur, qui, ferreo typo, diplomata quaedam pro Rege signaret. […] Nec,
hac ratione tantum, Regina, Davidem e suae obscuritatis latebris producer, et
ostentare populo, contenta, aliam viam eum ornandi honore domestic est
commenta. Cum jam antea Regina, per aliquot menses, solito plures, ad
mensam suam adhiberet, ut, in multitudine saltem, locus Davidi minus
invidiosus esset.
(Buchanan, Rerum 629-630)145

From musician to the queen’s personal secretary, often substituting the king himself in
official occasions and regularly dining at the royal table, Rizzio’s career was bound to be
interrupted abruptly. While Buchanan depicted the relationship between the queen and her
Italian secretary as ambiguous, hinting quite clearly at a carnal affair, Catholic apologists
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Buchanan described Rizzio as ugly-faced and deformed, both of which he ascribed to the
Italian’s low birth (see Buchanan, Rerum 630). Even Catholic apologists such as Blackwood
and later Caussin (and his translator Berardi) went along with Buchanan’s description, whose
reliability is questionable at best, adding also references to Rizzio as an old man (Blackwood
75; Caussin-Berardi, Historia 22), while in reality he was around 30 years old.
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“In the mean time, as the Power and Authority of David with the Queen increased daily,
so the King became daily more contemptible to her; […] and to treat him yet with greater
indignity, David was substituted to sign divers publick Acts in the place of the King. […] The
Queen not contenting her self to have raised David from the meanest obscurity, and exposed
him to the view of the People in this high degree of Elevation, contrived another way of
honouring him in a domestick and more familiar manner. She had for some Months admitted
more Persons than had been usual at her Table, that David might have a place there with less
envy” (Buchanan, History n.p.).
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Blackwood and Caussin strongly rejected such claims and defended Mary’s virtue. The
former spoke of “calomnie […] que le secretaire David estoit plus familier avec la Roine,
que son honneur ne le pouvoit permettre” (Blackwood 77), while the latter reinforced this
same position by blaming the heretics and their evil nature (“mais la médisance des
Puritains qui fait fleche de tout bois, ne laissa pas de faire glisser quelque mauvais discours
là dessus contre l’honneur de Marie,” Caussin, La cour 348).146 Quite to the contrary, John
Guy has recently argued, based on new archival research,147 that if there was a carnal
relationship involving Rizzio at court, this was with Darnley rather than with his wife (see
My Heart 237), which the scholar uses as further justification of the king’s desire of
vengeance upon the Italian once rumors of an affair with Mary were propagated. On the
night of March 9, 1566 a group of conspirators led by Darnley and Lord Patrick Ruthven
burst into the room in which a six-months-pregnant Mary was eating supper with Rizzio
and other friends at Holyrood Palace, accusing the “stranger Italian called Davie” (Ruthven
14) of having offended queen, king, nobility and the whole Scottish nation. According to
his very account of the night (written in third-person narrative), it was Ruthven who did
both the talking and the acting, while Darnley feigned ignorance regarding the unfolding
events. Rizzio was stabbed in the back before Mary’s eyes and then, as the queen herself
wrote in one of her letters (see Guy, My Heart 532), was taken out of “our cabinet, and at
the entry of our chamber [the assassins] gave him fifty-six strokes with whiniards and
swords” (qtd. in Guy, My Heart 250). At the age of 33, the dazzling career of the Italian
secretary had come to the most violent of conclusions.
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Berardi’s Italian translation is extremely faithful: “Ma la maldicenza de’ Puritani, che fà
d’ogni legno saetta, non lascia già di seminare ragionamenti contro l’honore di Maria,”
(Caussin-Berardi, Historia 22).
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See Guy, My Heart 532 for specific information concerning the scholar’s sources.
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Rizzio’s reputation in Paccinelli’s I trionfi di morte is, predictably, very far from
Buchanan’s evil portrait, and is closer to the favorable perspectives offered by Blackwood
and Caussin. Although he does not provide any specific indication regarding his sources,
Paccinelli hints to an “erudita penna” that had already written about the tragic fate of the
Queen of Scots: the reference, I would argue, is to Caussin, who was the undoubted
authority on the subject, also thanks to its numerous Italian editions. The influence, if not
the knowledge, of the previous tragedies by Gisberti, Celli, and Savaro is close to nonexistent: besides the original presence of the Rizzio sub-plot, the narrative of Paccinelli’s
work is unrelated to the other works, largely because the secondary love-plots of Norfolk
and Leicester are almost entirely absent. In I trionfi di morte we see Mary in her married
life, as queen, lover, and wife: the action revolves around her last two actual husbands –
Darnley and Bothwell – and condenses a fairly long chronology (more than twenty years)
into a convoluted dramatic plot expectedly culminating in the queen’s beheading, narrated
by a witness (Orsace, governor of London). In this version of the story, Mary is not yet
imprisoned by Elizabeth, but already trapped into a loveless marriage to the jealous
Bothwell (“Feraspe, conte di Botuello”), whom her half-brother Moray (“Armidoro Conte
di Moravia Fratello naturale di Maria”) had compelled her to marry after the death of her
beloved Lord Darnley148 (“Henrico Stuardo Conte di Lenox sotto nome d’Alvante
consigliero”)149 during the “battaglia della Tueda” (Paccinelli 14). As a matter of fact,
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Interestingly, at the time of his alleged death, the tragedy’s fiction has Darnley still not
married to Mary. This is why Bothwell is indeed presented as the queen’s second husband,
rather than her third one, thus making the ensuing union with Darnley – which, incidentally,
is made possible while she was still married to Bothwell by virtue of the “violenza” that she
had suffered at the hands of the man – the last one. By the end of the tragedy, Mary will die
his widow, rather than Bothwell’s. Coherently, her son James, who is referred to as a boy, is
presented as the offspring of the queen’s first marriage with Francis II.

149

Lord Darnley was heir apparent to the Earldom of Lennox.
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Darnley is very much alive, only having feigned death in battle,150 and now, unrecognized
by anyone, is back at court to win her over. After Darnley makes his identity known
(Paccinelli 73), Bothwell engages in a struggle for Mary’s heart, which ends with his being
expelled from court and in the new marriage between the queen and his rival. Meanwhile,
the scheming Moray orchestrates Darnley’s violent death, and persuades Elizabeth (who
never appears on the scene) that Mary has plotted against her with the Duke of Norfolk
(who also never appears). This brings to Mary’s execution, but not before Moray’s own
demise.151 In this intricate, confused action, the inclusion of Rizzio would not only appear
unexpected, but unnecessary. The Italian secretary, however, is given arguably the most
important role in the work’s economy: as the queen’s chief adviser, he functions as an
analyst, a third-party observer who works as both a political ‘theoretician’ and a chronicler.
In a court where the principal actors are concerned with the dynamics of love and power,
Rizzio’s voice rises as the expert bearer of ragion di stato. Far from the ambitious courtier
depicted by Buchanan, this Italian secretary speaks only on behalf of Mary’s interests as
they overlap with those of the state. The most important function bestowed upon Rizzio in I
trionfi di morte is that of opposing Mary’s re-union with Darnley in matrimony, a stance
that will prove fatal for him: also in the fiction of this play, it is to Darnley’s violence that
the secretary falls victim. Rizzio’s first appearance in the tragedy is immediately
connotated by his foreshadowing abilities: he senses impending death and destruction upon
the current state of affairs (“pare che la mente mi presagisca disaventure, e queste ogn’hora
mi tormentano,” Paccinelli 22). Despite having scored success in the war against the
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One of the innumerable blind spots and inconsistencies in I trionfi di morte has to do with
the reason why Darnley chose to pass as a victim of war, which is never addressed, let alone
given an explanation.
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He is killed at gunshot by one of Mary’s faithful men, the “Visconte di Gelone, Generale
di Scozia.”
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Protestant Scottish nobility, led by the evil Moray and supported by Elizabeth through the
Earl of Leicester, the secretary fears that “sotto tante apparenti fortune […] si ascondino
sciagure inevitabili, e vere” (Paccinelli 18) for Mary and her country. Rizzio proceeds to
illustrate the details of the battle with the precision of a chronicler, emphasizing the queen’s
bravery against the military strength of her half-brother and of the English troops. Taken
prisoner by the enemies, Mary receives Darnley’s help, but to no avail: the man “che
sinceramente amava S.M., et era amato ardentemente, insanguinò più volte la spada per
liberare la Regina,” but “trafitto da più colpi perdé miseramente la vita” (Paccinelli 21).
This war narrative closes on the pitiful sight of the battlefield studded with dead bodies and
the cries of those who survived (“altri lagrimavano al sospirare de’ languenti. Tra dolorosi
spettacoli superbi campeggiavano i Trionfi di Morte,” Paccinelli 22). Rizzio’s second major
narrative reconstructs the key moment of Mary’s kidnapping by Bothwell. Following the
end of the war, the queen signs a peace treaty with the English and forgives her half-brother
Moray (Paccinelli 33), but she becomes the victim of yet another blow of fortune:

Per Edemburgo s’incammina S.M. Viene incontrata da Feraspe [Bothwell]
seguito da cinquecento cavalli, rattore ne’ suoi Castelli la conduce. […]
Humiliato prega, lacrimante supplica. Il Moravia consapevole intercede,
fraudolente persuade, mediatore esorta Maria alle nozze di Feraspe. Incarcerata
la Regina non le recusa.
(Paccinelli 33-34)

The narrative of the kidnapping and of Moray’s persuasion to marry Bothwell is also
evidently taken from Caussin (and in turn from Camden’s Historie).152 There is, however,
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“Tout cela n’estoit pas capable de fléchir encore son esprit merveilleusement troublé sur
tout ce qui s’estoit passé, ce qui fit que le Comte [Bothwell] transporté d’amour, et asseuré du
haut credit qu’il avoit en tout le Royaume, voltigeant dans la campagne avec cinq cent
chevaux, osa bien enlever la Reyne au retour de Sterlin [Stirling], où elle estoit allée voir son
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one substantial discrepancy in Paccinelli’s account. While the French historian emphasizes
the ‘mechanical’ aspects of the abduction – the marriage contract, Bothwell’s declaration of
submission, the ambition for power – the Italian author writes that Mary “violentata
acconsentì a Feraspe” (Paccinelli 34). “Violentata” here means “forced,” but I believe it can
also point to carnal violence, a detail that, though widely hinted at in the historiographical
tradition, is never explicitly worded. Blackwood wrote that, once at Dunbar Castle,
Bothwell showed Mary a draft of their marriage contract “luy disant que force luy estoit de
consentir,” (128) while Caussin lays the blame on Moray for pressuring his sister to accept
the deal (“il ne cessa de la presser de prendre Bothuel pour son mary,” 352). Although the
historical accounts that Paccinelli could have accessed do not dwell on the issue of rape, it
is nevertheless interesting to note that the first-hand account provided by Sir James
Melville (1535-1617) – one of Mary’s trusted courtiers since her youth – spread this now
generally discarded accusation (see Guy, My Heart 329) to justify her unfortunate
marriage: “the queen,” Melville wrote, “could not but marry him, seeing that he had

petit fils, et la mener en son chasteau de Bombar [Dunbar], où luy ayant demandé pardon
avec des soumissions estranges, il luy representa le contract de son mariage signé par le
Comte de Mouray, et par les principaux du Royaume, qui trouvoyent bon, que cette alliance
se fist pour remedier à toutes les calamitez publiques, et là dessus luy protesta qu’il ne se
méconnoistroit jamais pour l’honneur qu’il recevroit de sa Majesté, ny pour la grandeur de sa
fortune inesperée, dont le plus haut Monarque de la terre se devroit contenter: mais qu’il
demeureroit toujours son tres-humble et tres-obeïssant serviteur. Ce Philistin adoroit de la
façon cette belle Arche d’alliance pour lors captive” (Caussin 351-352; “Non era tutto questo
bastante a piegare il suo cuore grandemente dalla tempesta passata agitato; il che fece, che
questo Conte rapito d’amore, et assicurato dal gran credito, che haveva in tutto il Regno
scorrendo la campagna con cinquecento cavalli, havesse ardire di rapire la Regina nel ritorno
da Sterlino, e condurla nel suo castello di Dombar, ove con stravaganti sommissioni
havendoli dimandato perdono gli mostrò il contratto del suo maritaggio segnato dal Conte di
Mouray, e dalli principali del Regno, che trovavano espediente, che si facesse questa
parentella, per rimediare a tutte le publiche calamità, e di poi li protestò, che sempre si
ricordarebbe dell’honore ricevuto da Sua Maestà, e della grandezza della sua inaspettata
fortuna, dalla quale potrebbe restar pago, e contento il più nobile Monarca della terra; e che
gli vivrebbe sempre humilissimo, et obbedientissimo servitore. Questo Filisteo adorava in tal
guisa questa bell’arca di parentella per all’hora prigioniera,” Caussin-Berardi 38-39).
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ravished her and lain with her against her will” (qtd. in Chambers 470).153 Now, besides the
“violentata,” the issue of rape is never really addressed or exploited in the tragedy, but I
would argue that even the mere suggestion that the queen had been subjected to violence is
evidence enough both of Bothwell’s evil nature and, most importantly, of the vulnerability
of woman. From the organization and development of the action, it is clear that Mary is a
political and carnal pawn: the body of the queen is desired, threatened, and ultimately
conquered, just like her state. In this dimension of corruption and greed, Rizzio emerges as
the lone moral compass, a role that he will have to pay with his own life. Drawing from his
mendacious reputation in historiography, the secretary is depicted as an old man whose
loyalty to queen and country rests, on the one hand, on his being a subject not by nature but
by choice (“suddito volontario, non natural mi costituì la sorte della Corona di Scotia,”
Paccinelli 34), and, on the other, on his having been at the service of Mary’s father
(“veridici erano i consigli di chi incanutì il crine negl’affari più rilevanti di questo Regno.
Servii lungo tempo il vostro Genitore,” Paccinelli 106). The latter detail is, of course,
purely fictional, but contributes to create an image of Rizzio that is almost reminiscent of
Thomas More, the pious adviser of Henry VIII who had also become a Catholic martyr in
his own right. And the rhetoric of martyrdom is very much at the core of the depiction of
the Italian secretary: rather than a religious martyr, however, Rizzio is ready to shed blood
to save his queen and his chosen motherland (“Quando il tempo il richieda, verserò
ancor’io il sangue per salute di S.M., per quiete del Regno,” Paccinelli 34). Motivated by
these higher concerns, the secretary first fears for Mary’s life, threatened by the Protestant
Scottish aristocracy led by Moray (Paccinelli 67-68), and later opposes his queen’s
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As Guy remarks, not only was Mary’s lack of consent questioned by other witnesses (see
My Heart 329; although the sources that Guy uses are all pro-Bothwell), but that she should
“ever have married Bothwell if he had raped her” is very unlikely for “a woman of spirit:
high-minded and fully conscious of her ‘grandeur’ as a Queen” (My Heart 329).
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proposition to marry her now-reunited Darnley (Paccinelli 82). Of these two, the most
interesting and consequential position is, unsurprisingly, the latter, which determines the
secretary’s undoing. The union between Darnley and the queen is favored by Moray,
behind whom stands the obscure influence of Elizabeth: this scheme is ostensibly meant to
weaken Mary’s possible claim to the English throne, which the Queen of Scots, blinded by
love, fails to see. Rizzio, therefore, embarks on a thorough exposition of the reasons why
this marriage would be a fatal mistake in political terms, proposing valid alternatives to it:

Già v’è noto (Sacra Corona) che il Rè di Castiglia vi desidera sposa del suo
Primogenito: l’Imperatore di Germania vi addimanda per il Rè di Boemia suo
fratello. Se ad un Monarca s’applicherà la M.V. svaniranno certo, certo
svaniranno le scelerate frodi del Bastardo, gl’inganni d’Elisabetta.
(Paccinelli 82)

Mary refuses to listen, taken as she is by the prospect of finally being united with the man
she loves (“Se in Scotia regnerà Maria, il Conte Henrico sarà a parte delle sue grandezze. Sì
sì, Henrico, Maria sarà tua e non d’altri, o priva di te, della morte,” Paccinelli 82). That the
contrast between the queen and her secretary actualizes the opposition between love and
state is made explicit by Mary herself when, resolved upon following her passion, she
proclaims “cedino una volta le politiche ragioni a’ dettami d’amore” (Paccinelli 83). This
one time, however, will also be the one that, in Rizzio’s ominous words, will make the
Scottish throne “ludibrio della fortuna, bersaglio d’inimica sorte, e scena funesta, dove si
rappresenteranno terribili i trionfi di morte” (Paccinelli 83). As a result of his stern
opposition to the marriage, the secretary becomes the object of Darnley’s rage, which, in
accordance with the abundant historiographical tradition, is fueled by jealousy and
suspicion of an affair involving the queen. The newlywed even accuses his wife of
“impudicizia” (Paccinelli 103), before directing his hot temper upon the self-defined
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“vecchio inerme” Rizzio (Paccinelli 108). The tragedy distills the action and reduces it to
its bare minimum: the only assailant is Darnley, Mary is a helpless (but not pregnant)
witness, the stab wound kills the secretary on the spot. As he dies, the prophet-like Rizzio
foresees the coming demise of his very murderer at the hands of those – ostensibly Moray
and Elizabeth – “che ti persuasero la mia morte” (Paccinelli 108). These last words will
prove, as expected, accurate: after obtaining Mary’s forgiveness “per essere troppo amante
della mia persona” (Paccinelli 114), Darnley will fall victim of a gunpowder plot that
unravels following almost verbatim Caussin’s description (Paccinelli 115).154
The insertion of the Rizzio episode within the narrative of I trionfi di morte directs
the attention towards the interplay between the interests of love and the interests of the
state. By playing with the portrait of the Italian secretary coming from the historiographical
tradition and canonized by Caussin, Paccinelli has given us the image of a true servant of
politics, whose loyalty to the queen and her welfare is rewarded with death. And precisely
this aspect of Rizzio’s character – one that becomes clearly visible when the story of
Darnley is explored, rather than taken for granted, as in the rest of the second-wave corpus
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The resemblance is undeniable. In Caussin: “[Mary] l’entretient jusques à minuit avec les
plus douces satisfactions qu’il pouvoit attendre de sa bonté. Comme elle se fut retirée, voicy
que par les secrets artifices de la poudre à canon que l’on fit jouer sous le logis du Roy, on
enleve en l’air sa chambre, et son lict tout en feu. Il se trouve investy dans ce malheur, et les
autheurs du malefice conspirans avec les élemens achevent de le tuer, l’ayans touvé demymort en un jardin, où la violence du feu l’avoit jetté” (350; “ella lo rallegra, e lo trattiene fino
alla mezza notte con le più dolci sodisfattioni, che si potevano aspettare dalla sua bontà.
Subito, ch’ella si fu ritirata; ecco che per i secreti artificij, della polvere d’artigliaria, che si
fece giuocare sotto l’habitatione del Re, videsi rapita in aria la sua camera, et il suo letto tutto
avvampante di fiamme. Si trova circondata da questo artificioso incendio, e cospirando gli
autori del maleficio co’ gli elementi, finiscono d’ucciderlo havendolo trovato mezzo morto in
un giardino, dove l’haveva rapito la violenza del fuoco,” Caussin-Berardi 32-33). In
Paccinelli: “VISC. Di poco uscita la M.V. dalle Regie stanze, fù dato fuoco da congiurati alla
Mina, che ascosa stava sotto al remoto Gabinetto. La violenza del racchiuso elemento sbalzò
a terra le pareti, et il letto, sopra del quale riposava, stanco dall’amorose fatiche, il Conte
Henrico. MAR. Dove (misera me) si ritrova l’amato Consorte? VISC. Accesa la polvere lo
gettò nel giardino, e perché non è ancora per quell’accidente morto, temo che i perfidi non
corrano ad esanimarlo” (Paccinelli 115).
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– sheds light on the Queen of Scots’ own shortcomings as a ruler. By the end of the
tragedy, Mary’s death is above all else the demonstration of her inability to rule according
to the safe principles outlined by Rizzio: although many of the traditional images of
martyrdom are still present, it is nonetheless clear that this tragedy’s focus is far removed
from Catholic apology. More than any of the other authors of marie stuarde, Paccinelli
does not shy away from Mary’s mistakes, but rather engages them as dependent upon her
nature as woman. As we are about to see, her eternal rival Elizabeth will be subjected to an
analogous treatment in her own right.
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Chapter Three
The Essex Rebellion: Love and Betrayal
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Introduction
Writing in the 1610s,155 Alessandro Tassoni (1565-1635) claims that while women are
unquestionably fragile, lacking in prudence, and unsuited for bravery and strength (what he
calls, “le passioni gagliarde,” 315), they may nonetheless be apt for political rule, provided
they are properly trained (“esercitate,” 315). The examples he gives come from times long
gone: civilizations both very ancient, like the Assyrian, or at the thresholds of the high
Middle Ages, like the Germanic. The only exception to this antiquarian choice is
represented by the modern “Inglesi,” ostensibly referring to Elizabeth Tudor, who had died
but a decade prior: the “monstrous regiment” of women, as John Knox had derogatorily
termed it in 1558, was an issue – a concern, even – of contemporary relevance. After
having analyzed the varied Italian re-creations of the traumatic execution of Mary Queen of
Scots, and the ways in which her counterpart Elizabeth is regarded as the ubiquitous
responsible for her demise, in this chapter I focus on the “problem” of female rule in the
dramatic re-writings of another significant event involving the Queen of England: the Essex
Rebellion, which culminated in the sentencing and execution of Robert Devereux, 2nd Earl
of Essex under charges of high treason following an aborted coup d’état.
The deep roots of the Rebellion are complex, originating in Ireland, where the young
Essex had been sent (1599) as Lord Lieutenant to put an end to the Irish resistance led by
Hugh O’Neill, Earl of Tyrone (ca. 1550-1616). After an unsuccessful military campaign
which closed on a truce with the leader of the rebels,156 Essex returned to London, directly
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The completed edition of Tassoni’s Dieci libri di pensieri diversi (Ten Books of Diverse
Thoughts) was printed in Carpi in 1620. This edition included Book X, “Degl’ingegni
antichi e moderni” (“Of Ancient and Modern Wits”), which is regarded as one of the
foremost contributions to the rising querelle des anciens et des modernes.
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For a comprehensive background on Tyrone’s rebellion and the ensuing English efforts
to restore order in the Irish colony see Maginn. For a recent (2012) assessment of the
position of the Earl of Essex within the political culture of the later years of Elizabeth’s
reign, see Gajda.
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and consciously contravening the queen’s directions not to leave Ireland.157 On the morning
of September 28 the Earl made his way from Whitehall to Nonsuch Palace, where the
queen was spending some days and burst into her room, finding her still wearing no makeup, no wig, and no stately dress: “mud-spattered and filthy from his breakneck ride […],”
Essex “threw himself at the shocked queen’s feet, kissed her hand” (Guy, Elizabeth 321)
and started passionately speaking. This rushed, unexpected encounter is, as we shall see,
very important in the dramatic re-writings of the Essex Rebellion. After being tried at York
House by a commission of eighteen men – including his arch-enemy, Secretary of State
Robert Cecil – Essex was found guilty for his failures in Ireland, stripped of his offices and
his freedom consigned to the queen’s mercy. Although Elizabeth showed unusual sympathy
for the Earl’s condition, granting him freedom in August, she did not renew his lucrative
source of income (the customs on sweet wines), and upheld his banishment from Court. In
an attempt to gain audience with the queen, and fueled by his impetuous nature,158 he
gathered a group of about three hundred supporters in the streets of London and marched
towards Whitehall: his rebellion was stopped and, after being forced to surrender, Essex
was declared a traitor (see Gajda 31) and brought to a second trial that, this time, would
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The queen had initially given Essex licence to “put a deputy in his place and return to
Court to consult her when he should find cause” (Guy, Elizabeth 320), but had later
changed her mind and communicated it to the Lord Lieutenant.
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In his classic Treason in Tudor England: Politics and Paranoia, Lacey Baldwin Smith
describes Essex as “an explosive Proteus, a man of a thousand moods, none of which were
ever successfully hidden behind the mask of dissimulation” (192). The scholar paints the
picture of a “dangerously appealing but changeable charmer whose personality lacked an
anchor and whose public and private profiles were afflicted by uncertainty, confusion, and
suspicion stemming from the conviction that even the most trivial decision and trifling
remark had a hidden purpose directed against him” (192). More recently (2016), John Guy
has confirmed a similar examination of the man’s personality, with specific regard to his
fatal mistakes during the last two years of life, by remarking that though “arrogant,
stubborn, narcissistic and presumptuous,” he was more defiant than treacherous (Elizabeth
332). Of course, these personality traits are completely absent in Essex’s fictional
reception, where he is unfailingly portrayed as a loyal subject and virtuous man.
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have a much more gruesome ending. Brought to the Tower to await execution, the
beheading (February 25, 1601) of the English aristocrat and protégé of the elderly queen –
who, at 68 years old, was almost twice his age – was a powerful blow, both in the country
and outside of it. Stories surrounding the tragic event began circulating very rapidly. Two
of German Count Philip Edward Fugger’s (1546-1618) correspondents, for instance, were
quick in reporting the news, which already displayed portentous traits. The correspondent
from Antwerp (March 23, 1601) noted that, according to his London informants, the
beheading was “kept quite secret” and that the queen “has not confiscated the Estates of the
Earl, but has given them as a present to his young son, whose godmother she is,” thus
concluding that she must be “graciously disposed towards this young Earl” (Matthews
246). The news that had arrived in Cologne, however, was definitely more sensational. On
March 4, 1601, another correspondent, who had received information from Amsterdam,
reported that the executioner was “frightened to such an extent, that he first of all slashed
the Earl through the shoulder, then through the head and lastly through the neck and this in
most grisly fashion” (Matthews 246). The event, he added, had caused “great sorrow […]
not only in England, but also in Holland and Zeeland among the common people” (246).
And one year later, Venetian diplomat Giovanni Carlo Scaramelli – who, as we have seen
in Chapter 1, had been sent by the Senate on a mission to London to discuss the plague of
English piracy in the Greek sea with the Queen herself – wrote in one of his poignant
dispatches (dated March 27, 1603) that the second anniversary of the execution caused
Elizabeth great sorrow, which he associates with the radical worsening of the Queen’s
health.159 The story of the old queen and the young earl attracted a large degree of
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See Chapter One: “[…] ramemorando l’annual di quel spettacolo proruppe lagrime, et in
lamentatione dolorose, quasi di suo grandissimo peccato, con che cadé in una infirmità, che
subito fu reputata dalli medici mortale” (Scaramelli 22r). The diplomat refers to “l’annual”
(the anniversary) based upon the fact that Essex was executed on Ash Wednesday
(February 25th, 1601) and that the Queen considered the first day of Lent – which, in 1603,
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speculation: what was most likely an entirely “professional” relationship was, conversely,
advertised as a love-affair-turned-sour, a failure of carnal desires whose tragic outcome did
nothing but polarize even more malicious speculation. Throughout the 17th century, the
Essex Rebellion, or rather the Earl of Essex’s sacrificial execution, became a productive
source for fiction across the European continent, with particularly outstanding results in
Spain, France, and Italy. The initiator of the Essex-mania in literature can be identified with
Spanish playwright Antonio Coello and his El conde de Sex, o Dar la vida por su dama
(1633), followed, in France, by Gautier de Costes de La Calprenède’s Le Comte d’Essex
(1639) and later by Thomas Corneille’s and Charles Boyer’s tragedies by the same title
(both 1678). In Italy, Coello’s play was the object of an extremely faithful re-writing by the
“Accademico Oscuro” Pietro Piperno (Il reo innocente, 1665)160 and informed La regina
statista d’Inghilterra et il Conte di Esex by Niccolò Biancolelli, which was first published
in Bologna in 1668. These plays represent two entirely different operations, both with
regards to the Spanish source, and to the potentialities of the subject matter: one, Il reo
innocente, is an almost literal translation of El conde de Sex; the other, La regina statista, is
an autonomous work which substantially deviates from the Spanish source. Alongside these
two scripted dramas, the Italian reception of the affair of Elizabeth and Essex features three
commedia dell’arte scenarios, in manuscript: Il conte di Sex (Naples, National Library, XI
AA 40), La regina d’Inghilterra (Florence, Riccardiana Library, 2800; and Florence,

fell on March 19th, according to the English usage – to be the marker of the event, rather
than the actual day it occurred. Overall, however, the accuracy of Scaramelli’s dates
remains questionable.
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Piperno, whose birth and death dates are unclear, was an erudite from Benevento, in the
modern-day Campania region, where he was a prominent member of the local Accademia
dei Ravvivati.
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National Library, Magliabechiano II), 161 and Gl’honesti amori della Regina d’Inghilterra
con la morte del Conte di Sessa (Rome, Casanatense Library, 4186).162 In this chapter, I
follow the thread that starts from Coello’s comedia, goes through the scenarios and ends up
in Biancolelli’s play, arguing that the Italian works draw attention to an uneasy attitude
towards the concept of female rule. To start, I provide an overview on the debate
concerning the legitimacy, or lack thereof, of women rulers, with special attention to the
case of the English queen, and posit that La regina statista investigates the question of
‘stateswomanship’ and its bitter failure: the Essex affair becomes an excuse to expose and
critique the encounter between womanhood and the administration of power; an encounter
that, in Biancolelli’s work, can only result in death.

The concept that Sharon L. Jansen defined as ‘gynecocracy’ began to emerge as the
result of the outstanding shifts in the dynamics of power that at least three European
countries witnessed by the 1560s. While, as the scholar remarks, female rule was not
unprecedented (Jansen 2),163 the mid- to second half of the 16th century manifested a turn of
events that saw England and Scotland being officially ruled by two women (Mary Tudor
and then Elizabeth in the former, and Mary Stuart in the latter), and France being
administered, through ups and downs, by queen regent Catherine de’ Medici. While the
condition of the average woman was still one of subordination to patriarchy, during the
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The Magliabechiano and the Riccardiano are essentially the same work, except for some
minor graphic differences (see Profeti, Spagna e dintorni). I will thus refer to the scenarios
as three rather than four: Neapolitan, Magliabechiano, Casanatense.
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For specific information on the manuscripts, see Profeti, Spagna e dintorni 45-46.
Lastly, an opera entitled La regina Floridea, based on the scenarios, was performed in
Milan in 1670 (see Lanfossi).

163

Among the precedents, Jensen lists Isabella of Castille in Spain (1451-1504), Lady
Margaret Beaufort in England (1443-1509), Anne of France (1461-1522), and, of course,
Caterina Sforza in Italy (1463-1509). Another notable example, I would add, was that of
Veronica Gambara, regent of Correggio (1485-1550).
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Renaissance, as Carole Levin observes, aristocratic women “did […] exercise political
power and transcend the limitations imposed by gender” (173). A particularly impressive
transgression of gender limitations (and expectations) was, as Niccolò Machiavelli
famously immortalized in the Discorsi sopra la prima deca di Tito Livio (1513-1519; 1531)
and the Istorie fiorentine (1532), that of Caterina Sforza (1463-1509). Lady of Imola and
countess of Forlì, she managed to seize back control over her state after the assassination of
her husband Girolamo Riario (1443-1488) by at once relinquishing her femininity and
reclaiming it: to the enemies that were threatening to slaughter her children should she not
yield, she made known that “de’ suoi figliuoli non si curava,” then showed them her
“membra genitali, dicendo che aveva ancora il modo a rifarne” (Machiavelli, Discorsi
208).164 The upheavals in political balance marked by the rise of the female ruler were
mirrored by a flourishing interest in the matter of gynecocracy on the part of analysts, who
either condemned or supported such reversals by basing their arguments on Scriptures and
classical auctoritates.165 Scottish reformer John Knox – a supporter of John Calvin and the
veritable organizer of the Presbyterian Church – contributed to re-igniting the debate on
female rule by violently attacking it in The First Blast of the Trumpet Against the
Monstrous Regiment of Women (1558). The work, conceived and published anonymously
while the theologian was in Geneva, originated from the observation of a truly
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In the Istorie fiorentine, the version is slightly less scandalous, due to the omission of the
genital reference. However, Caterina’s strategical skill (and unabashed violence) are still
highlighted: “[…] e minacciando quegli di ammazzarli i figliuoli, rispose come ella aveva
seco il modo di rifarne altri. Sbigottiti per tanto i congiurati, veggendo come dal Papa non
erano suvvenuti, e sentendo come il signore Lodovico [Sforza], zio alla Contessa, mandava
gente in suo aiuto, […] se ne andorono a Città di Castello. Onde che la Contessa, ripreso lo
stato, la morte del marito con ogni generazione di crudeltà vendicò” (485; my emphasis).
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For one, in his Politics, Aristotle clearly argued for the subordination of the female to
the male, making them natural subjects and unnatural rulers (see, for instance, 1.4 as well
as other sections). Aristotle’s opinions, as always, deeply influenced the views on
womanhood for centuries, as displayed by, among others, Galen and the Church Fathers.
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unprecedented feat: both England and his native Scotland were under the administration of
(Catholic) women, that is Mary Tudor on the one hand, and Marie de Guise on the other,
queen regent for yet another woman, her daughter Mary Stuart. The unfortunate timing of
Knox’s publication is both famous and amusing: following Mary Tudor’s death, later in
1558, Elizabeth – a fellow Protestant, this time – ascended to the throne of England, on
which she would remain for forty-five years. The central idea of Knox’s Regiment of
Women is that female rule is an act of blasphemy against God, a claim that he articulates by
referencing, among other pieces of evidence, the women’s greed for male subjugation.
Although, as we have just seen, the work originated as a response to a very specific
situation and answering a precise religious agenda (a Protestant against three Catholic
rulers), the positions expressed by Knox are applicable to any context involving the rule of
a woman, to the point that even the Protestant Elizabeth would never forgive him for his
pamphlet (Levin and Sullivan 4). The subordinate nature of women as designed by God is
evidence enough that “it is more than a monstre in nature that a Woman shall reigne and
have empire above a Man,” and that such authority cannot be but the result of usurpation
(Knox 38). To accept and legitimate a woman as a ruler is “repugnant to Nature,” and a
“subversion of good order, of all equitie and justice” (Knox 42). Reactions to Knox, both
favorable and contrary, were innumerable.166 Most famous were the rebuttals of John
Aylmer (An Harbor for Faithful and True Subjects Against the Late Blown Blast, 1559) and
Henry Howard (A Dutiful Defense of the Lawful Regiment of Women, 1590), whose work
was written some thirty years after the beginning of the controversy. It has to be noted,
however, that while these responses contested Knox’s pamphlet, their principal motive was
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See Jensen for a thorough inventory of the works published in the wake of Knox’s
Regiment of Women.
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praising Queen Elizabeth, and we know that she was not one of the Scottish reformer’s
specific targets.167
Although the vivacity of the debate on the legitimacy of female rule was especially
noteworthy in England and Scotland, other contributions to the matter appeared in different
areas of the continent and in different languages. Just to name a few examples, the question
of gynecocracy was treated, with intentions ranging from the speculative to the pragmatic,
by Jean Bodin (Six Livres de la République, 1576), Pierre Grégoire (De Republica, 1597),
Giovanni Stefano Menochio (Institutiones politicae e sacris scripturis depromptae, 1625).
But the relevance of the matter, both fueled by the polemic debate and reinforced by the
very tangible reality of ruling queens throughout Europe, soon escaped from the hands of
the specialists and those who were directly invested in the issue. Confining the attention to
the Italian scene,168 works as diverse as Torquato Tasso’s Discorso della virtù femminile e
donnesca (1582), Moderata Fonte’s dialogue Il merito delle donne (1600, posthumous),
Lucrezia Marinella’s La nobiltà et l’eccellenza delle donne (1601) and, as we have seen at
the beginning of this chapter, Alessandro Tassoni’s Pensieri Diversi (1620) showed interest
in the question of female rule, displaying positions that, in varying degrees, were generally
favorable.169 An opposite voice belonged to Giuseppe Passi, who published a misogynistic
treatise entitled I donneschi difetti (1599), arguing for the natural, legitimate subjugation of
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In fact, the preacher sent the new queen a maladroit apology for his work: “I can not
deny the wreiting of a booke against the usurped Authoritie, and unjust Regiment of
Women; neither am I myndit to retract or call back any principall point, or propositioun of
the same, till treuth and verritie do farder appear” (qtd. in Levin and Sullivan 4).
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Already in 1525, Milanese humanist and diplomat Galeazzo Capra (1487-1537) published
Della eccellenza e dignità delle donne, which anticipates many of the pro-women arguments
debated between the end of the 16th century and all through the 17th.
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Though not specifically dealing with political power, Arcangela Tarabotti’s polemical
works (most notably her manuscript La tirannia paterna, ca. 1640), conceived within the
fierce Venetian intellectual skirmishes involving the libertines of the Accademia degli
Incogniti, outline many of the most pressing issues in the 17th-century developments of the
querelle des femmes, such as the difficulties of the self-determination of a woman’s life.
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women to men.170 These post-Tridentine works, however, were not born in a vacuum, and
despite sometimes providing specific reference to the cases of living (or recently deceased)
female rulers to substantiate their claims, they need to be inscribed in a tradition of
literature about (and often also for) women that dates back to Giovanni Boccaccio’s De
mulieribus claris (1374). This compilation of the lives of fifty-four illustrious women – all
ancient with the meaningful exception of then-living Joan of Anjou, Queen of Sicily and
Jerusalem (1325-1382) – presents a technique that Pamela Benson has termed
“intermixing,” by which she indicates the “mix[ing] together [of] contradictory kinds of
women, differing interpretations of the value of their actions, and both social and ethical
methods of imitating them” (9). Although Boccaccio’s supposed pro-feminist position has
been the object of criticism and scholarly interest (see Benson; Jordan), the Proem stresses
the theme of the natural weakness of women and treats it as a positive rather than a
negative argument. If men are praised for the great deeds that they can accomplish
“concesso sibi robore” (“with the strength bestowed upon them”), Boccaccio writes, then
those women who have overcome their “mollities insita et corpus debile ac tardum
ingenium” (“soft, frail bodies and sluggish minds”) and acquired “virilem […] animum”
(“a manly spirit”) deserve even higher praise (8-9). The point around which Boccaccio’s
idea revolves is one that will prove immensely fortunate among the majority of the authors
of ‘defenses of women’ that followed in his footstep: in order to successfully accomplish
deeds that would be hard even for men (8-9), women have had to relinquish their womanly
spirit and abandon their own gender.171 Rather than favoring an argument that sees women
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The work spurred a controversy to which the proto-feminist works by Fonte and Marinella
provided lively replies. In 1603, Passi tried to atone for his work by publishing La
monstruosa fucina delle sordidezze de gl’huomini. On this topic, see Kolsky; Cox, Women’s
Writing 173-177; Cox, The Prodigious Muse, 29.
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Machiavelli’s aforementioned anecdote regarding Caterina Sforza, for instance, seems to
confirm the same view.
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as potentially able to accomplish the same as man without suppressing their nature,
Boccaccio establishes an order of necessity which starts from the underlying idea that in a
neutral situation (i.e. excluding extraordinary circumstances, such as the lack of a male
heir) a woman is not meant to hold power. Later in the De mulieribus claris, however,
Boccaccio considers ‘masculinity’ and ‘femininity’ as qualities (positive and negative,
respectively) that may be lost or gained depending on their practice, which has led Benson
to claim that the author was arguing for gender-qualities to be “socially induced” (23).
Boccaccio’s model is clearly traceable in the success of ‘defenses of women’ in many
Italian courts (especially in the Northern part of the peninsula) starting from the last few
decades of the 15th century, among which the expanded vernacular translation authored by
Giuseppe Betussi (1545; see Caputo).172 In his detailed analysis of the ideas surrounding
the concept of feminine virtue in militant women, Gerry Milligan argues that for someone
like Tasso, for instance, illustriousness and heroism – qualities that can legitimize a
woman’s handling of power – are contingent upon nobility at birth and are thus innate in
select cases (209; see also Cox, Women’s Writing 171). When we think about the reasoning
surrounding female rule between the 16th and 17th centuries, therefore, we must not forget
that while these ideas need to be inscribed in the latest developments of the querelle des
femmes, here the women are queens. And a queen is not an ordinary woman, just as a king
is no ordinary man. When, at the end of the Discorso, Tasso explicitly praises Elizabeth
(“la presente reina d’Inghilterra,” 8) despite her being a heretic (“se bene la nostra malvagia
fortuna vuol ch'ella sia dalla Chiesa separata,” 8), he recognizes in her the “heroiche virtù
dell’animo” and the “ingegno mirabile” that connect her to a genealogy of valiant
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Another important early pro-woman text, also profoundly influenced by the De mulieribus
claris, was the allegorical Le livre de la cité des dames (1405) by Italian-born, French-raised
Christine de Pizan (1364- ca. 1430). For a comprehensive analysis of this book and its role in
the genre of the defense of women, see Brown-Grant.
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noblewomen. A different voice is that of Alessandro Tassoni, whose thoughts on the matter
stem from a divergent conception of human ability. Although Tassoni cites examples of
valiant women of high birth, his emphasis is ostensibly not on their innate “illustriousness,”
but rather on their gained expertise in statehood. This latter aspect – namely, the crucial
importance of study and practice in the advancement of individual abilities – is a constant
theme throughout his massive, encyclopedic Dieci libri di pensieri diversi, and directly
references a well-known maxim by Pliny the Younger, according to whom “difficile est
tenere quae acceperis, nisi exerceas” (“it is difficult to keep what you acquired, if you do
not practice it,” 385; my translation). But what is most revealing in Tassoni’s assessment is
the implicit acknowledgment that, with due diligence, femininity may be kept at bay, an
idea that is indeed reinforced by the undeniable success enjoyed by “Reine valorosissime”
across nations. In order to overcome their natural womanly flaws, which by themselves are
in contrast to the qualities needed by a good (male) ruler, a competent training in the
matters of the state is the necessary instrument: a woman may become a ruler as good as
any man if she is de-gendered.173 And just how widespread was such an idea, even among
women rulers themselves, can be perceived by reading the oft-quoted passage from
Elizabeth’s oration at Tillbury as reported to the Duke of Buckingham by courtier Leonel
Sharp: “I know I have the body of a weak and feeble woman, but I have the heart and
stomach of a king” (Guy 108). This self-portrait of the queen as an androgyne still today
defines the identity of arguably the most successful female ruler in modern history.
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The reception of Elizabeth in Spain (and France) is the object of a recent essay by
Adrian Izquierdo. The scholar focuses on the positive image emerging from Spanish
historian Juan Pablo Martír Rizo’s Historia trágica de la vida del duque de Biron (1629),
itself based on material taken from French historian Pierre Matthieu’s Histoire de France
(1605).
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Elizabeth died on March 24, 1603, at the age of 70: husbandless, childless, “a
complete dyad in herself,” to use Margaret L. King’s phrase (159). The Virgin Queen very
soon became an object of interest and curiosity in early modern Europe, her figure
dissected, analyzed, and written about in countless ways and genres. Towards the end of the
17th century, Italian author Gregorio Leti – a polygraph and an adventurer, a shameless
plagiarist and a fake-historian – provides a brilliant status quaestionis in his Historia, o
vero Vita di Elisabetta, regina d’Inghilterra (1693), the first Italian-language biographical
monograph on the subject:

[…] ma per dire il vero lessi, e intesi tante strane informattioni, che me ne
disgustai in mezza strada; poiché gli uni me la figuravano una Taide lasciva in
mezzo ad un gran numero di Favoriti; e gli altri una Donna casta, e una Vergine
savia. Questi la volevano crudele, e barbara, quelli benigna, e clemente. Gli uni
vana et ambitiosa; gli altri gentile e modesta. Li Protestanti me la persuadevano
un Angiolo nel governo, e i Catolici un Demonio nelle sue Attioni; in somma,
chi me la rappresentava per una Comediante, e chi per una grande Heroina […].
(Leti, Elisabetta 19-20)

Leti paints a picture that, even considering his taste for exaggeration, cannot be regarded as
merely hyperbolic. It was indeed true that, as he later claims, “il mondo è bipartito con un
eccesso di passione” (24), which caused the figure of Elizabeth to become the object of
extreme contradiction and, just like her mother, often deliberate slander. Among the most
noteworthy aspects is the parallel that Leti draws between the queen’s public life and
theatre: she was either seen as a “comediante” or a “heroina,” and her life, by her
detractors, as “un giuoco di Comedie” (24). The performance of her duties as a sovereign –
and a woman sovereign, on top of that – is thus equated, in a surprisingly subtle way, to the
job of an actor, corroborating an association between the administration of power and a
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theatrical mise-en-scène. As we are about to see, in Elizabeth’s case the association ceased
to be a mere trope. The story – or rather, stories – of the queen of England proliferated, and
a substantial number of these found an expressive outlet in theatre. However, if fakehistorian Leti’s ostentatious concern in writing a biography was how to tell the truth and
how to pass it on to posterity (“come dir la verità, e come informare il Secolo avvenire di
quello ch’è stato nel presente?” 24), playwrights and men of the theatrical trade jumped at
the occasion to create alternative facts without feigning remorse.

3.1. The First Canonization: Antonio Coello’s El conde de Sex (1633)
In 1638 Coello’s El conde de Sex was first printed, as part of a dramatic collection entitled
Parte treinta y una de las mejores comedias que hasta hoy han salido. Alongside Coello’s
“gran comedia” were eleven more works by playwrights of the likes of Pedro Calderón de
la Barca and Lope de Vega. The first performance of El conde de Sex, however, pre-dates
the editio princeps by five years: according to Donald E. Schmiedel, the play was produced
by the company of Manuel Alvarez Vallejo for King Philip IV and performed in the theatre
of the Palacio del Buen Retiro in 1633 (Coello 10). The success enjoyed by the play was
obviously substantial if, as we have seen, five years after having first appeared on stage it
was deemed worthy of being listed as one of the twelve best comedies ever written in the
Spanish language. With a total of three editions in the 17th century and eighteen between
the 18th and 19th centuries, the editorial fortune of Coello’s Conde cannot be dismissed, and
is actually reinforced by the influence (be it directly textual or simply driven by the
popularity of the historical event) that it bore on subsequent takes on the Essex myth in
France, as early as in 1639, with La Calprenède, until 1678, with Corneille and Boyer.
El conde de Sex opens in medias res. A harquebus shot in the stage directions is
immediately followed by a declamatory “Muere, tirana” (“Die, tyrant!”) spoken by a
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Roberto, who is not to be confused with the Conde de Sex, whose first name – indeed the
same, in the Spanish language – is never mentioned. Two elements are immediately
striking, here. The first is the accusation of being a tyrant which is launched against Queen
Elizabeth in the very first line; the second is, as I already suggested, the actual name of the
perpetrator. Although the play will treat the Queen in a not-always univocal manner, the
viewer/reader is confronted right off the bat with a characterization that lays the grounds
for very specific expectations: the Queen of England is a tyrant, she is apparently hated by
her people, her political decisions have endangered her and might lead her to violent death.
On the other hand, the perpetrator – who, we will soon find out, is a cousin of the Queen’s
arch-enemy, Princess Blanca – bears the same name as the tragic hero, that same hero who
will be unjustly put to death at the end by the Queen and who gives “su vida por su Dama,”
as in the play’s subtitle.174 Although confusing at first, I believe this choice can be
symbolic: the Conde’s ultimate sacrifice is foreshadowed by his homonymy with the
Queen’s first, failed attacker, almost creating an aura of ambivalence around the very name
Roberto. An ambivalence, between apparent guilt and professed innocence, which will
prove to be the hero’s undoing. The “tirana,” however, is saved by none other than the
Conde himself, who has just returned to England (the scene is set in Princess Blanca’s
manor, just outside London) after defeating the Spanish Armada: this situation will sound
familiar.175 On the one hand, Coello (and, as we shall see, all of the re-writings of his work)
condenses the return of Essex from his military endeavors with his ultimate demise, which
is a usual technique in dramatic fiction, and on the other erases any trace of culpability
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In some editions this is the title, and Conde de Sex works as subtitle.
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The military campaign in which Essex had been engaged is clearly displaced from
Ireland to, presumably, the English Channel. The mutating background of Essex’s
adventures is an interesting and, I argue later, revelatory aspect in the Italian versions of the
story.
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from the figure of the successful warrior and servant of the kingdom. The Queen – who is
caught by surprise much like the historical Elizabeth at Essex’s storming into her room at
Nonsuch – is masked in this first scene, and the Conde is protected by darkness, thus
making it impossible for them to recognize one another: the Conde is struck by the lady’s
beauty (it is not entirely clear how this could have happened, since her face was covered),
while she gives him her scarf, so that he might stop the bleeding caused by the scuffle with
the attacker. Coello’s triangle is made very explicit from the start: the Queen is in love with
the Conde; the Conde and Princess Blanca have sworn each other eternal fidelity and
should get married soon; but the meeting with the endangered masked lady has troubled the
man’s feelings for his almost-betrothed. It is the Queen herself who makes her affection
explicit in one of the play’s numerous asides. In giving the man her scarf, she meditates:

REINA: (En todo parece al Conde;
mas ¿cómo, si no ha llegado
de la guerra? Amor le ofrece
a la vista antojos vanos)
(Coello 80, v. 49-52; my emphasis)176

The sight of her savior has reminded her of the man she loves, an illusion which she
qualifies as an “antojo” (whim, craving): a highly evocative noun, I believe, which seems to
point once again at the Queen’s capricious, whimsical nature. The Queen’s “craving” for
the Conde – an appetite that had not been disclosed to the object of her interest – is one of
the two motors of the play’s action, the other one being Blanca’s thirst for vengeance over
the sovereign. This latter aspect deserves attention, because its treatment in the Italian plays
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“He resembles the Earl; / but how, since he has not / come back from war? Love gives /
false cravings to the eye,” my translation.
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leaves a considerable void, which can be filled by looking at the Spanish one. With the help
of her cousin Roberto, Blanca has sworn to take the Queen’s life to avenge the death of her
father and brother, whose days had ended in prison because of their partiality to none other
than Mary, Queen of Scots. This detail – which, as we shall see, can only be inferred in the
Italian versions, particularly in Biancolelli – is of crucial importance, because, yet again, it
takes with it the echo of an event that had shaken Europe to its core, as I have illustrated in
Chapter 2. The lengthy, detailed explanation of this back-story (taking up an impressive
169 lines; Act I, v. 437-606) provided by Blanca to her lover combines historical
reconstruction with the play’s dramatic fiction. Her exposition of the Queen’s enmity
towards Mary relies on the stereotypical binary opposition between the two women that we
have already observed in Chapter 2: one, Elizabeth (Isabela, in the original), a repository of
vice (“que ha tenido / siempre suspensa la Europa / con fuerza o con artificio,” v. 446448),177 the other, Mary, the very embodiment of holiness (“[…] María Estuarda / Reina de
Escocia y archivo / de virtudes y belleza,” v. 449-451).178 The connection between the two
queens is, as we have seen, a particularly fortunate strategy in the works, both
historiographical and fictional, devoted to either one: they are two faces of the single coin
of female rulership, and as such bear an almost infinite potential for ideological
exploitation. In the machinery of Coello’s Conde de Sex, this strategic, deliberate
juxtaposition provides an actual casus belli on which the action has reason to be built: the
diegetic time of the play (the attempted murder of Act I, and the subsequent in Act II, with
everything both entail) is constructed upon a pre-diegetic time that directly calls into
question the Queen’s first sin, namely the imprisonment and execution of Mary. I will come
back to this issue later, in the analysis of Biancolelli’s Regina statista. In her long
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“Who kept / Europe always hanging / with force or artifice,” my translation.
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“[…] Mary Stuart / Queen of Scots and repository / of virtue and beauty,” my translation
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explanation to the Conde, Blanca claims co-authorship over the attack thwarted by her very
lover and is not shy in demonstrating that her intentions are not the result of a sudden fit of
fury. In fact,

BLANCA: Yo, en venganza de la Reina,
del hermano y padre mío,
irritada y persuadida
-qué tambien está ofendidodel noble conde Roberto,
mi primo, me determino
a dar muerte a esta fiera,
y quizá por su destino,
o por justicia del cielo
venirse ella misma quiso
a mi quinta algunos dias.
(Coello 95-96, v. 535-545)179

It is evident that Blanca’s rhetoric aims to de-humanize the Queen, as well as to devoid her
of the sacredness of her political status: Elizabeth/Isabela is referred to as a beast (“fiera”),
and later as a tyrant (“tirana,” v. 581), and a monster (“monstruo,” v. 604), while the title of
Reina is solely bestowed upon the late Mary who, in Blanca’s murderous apology, is the
only legitimate sovereign. At this point, the Conde commits his fatal mistake, that is, he
lingers upon the indecision about what course of action to take. In Coello’s comedia, the
Conde is very much a creature of thought rather than action, a portrayal that doubtlessly
aims to bring him closer to the human consortium, making him a hero whose indecisiveness
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“In vengeance of the Queen, / of my brother and father, / moved and persuaded / - for he
feels offended, too - / by noble Count Roberto, / my first cousin, I resolve / to give death to
this beast / and perchance for her destiny / or for the heavens’ justice / she will want to
come / to my quarters someday,” my translation.
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marks a stark contrast to both Blanca’s and Isabela’s fierce appetite for action. The man’s
leitmotif is a Hamlet-like “what shall I do?” (“¿Qué haré?” v. 613) which, along with his
numerous asides throughout the play, confers upon him the image of a thinker rather than
that of a man of war. Coello’s playing with accepted gender roles is a trait that will come
back also in the Italian versions: women are generally the propulsive force in the drama’s
diegesis, while men mostly act upon the women’s designs, rather than out of their own
mind. For instance, Blanca’s cousin, the Conde Roberto, is but her hitman; and equally
subordinate are all of the play’s men to Queen Isabela herself. The story narrated in El
Conde de Sex is therefore set in an actual gynecocracy culminating in the symbolic, highly
evocative execution of a male and whose ending is not foreseen. We will see how the
Italian versions provide a radical subversion of such vision. At the close of the events in
Coello’s comedia, the Queen will indeed carry out the duty imposed by her body politic,
but having reason of state overlap with reason of soul: a decision, of course, that is not free
from doubt and second thoughts. But in the end, the Conde de Sex has to be the sacrificial
victim of his own weakness, on the one hand (his desire to both save the Queen from death
and protect Blanca from charges of treason), and of the dangers of a female-led
administration of power, subjected, as the events show, to the whims (the “antojos”) of
women. The title itself of the play (the “giving one’s life” for a woman) draws attention to
what I would say is the symbolic outcome, the tragic image of the result of a perversion of
nature.

3.2. From Spain to Italy: The Scenarios
As Winifred Smith argued already in 1924, the play by Coello enjoyed wide circulation in
France and Italy, exerting a considerable degree of influence over many of the subsequent
takes on the story of Elizabeth and Essex (147-148). While the previously mentioned
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French versions (La Calprenède, Boyer, Corneille) are homogenous in their adherence to
the canons of “regular” theatre, the Italian versions represent a more complex phenomenon
in terms of genre and cultural history. I have already pointed out the existence of two plays
that deal with the story of Elizabeth and Essex, namely Il reo innocente by Pietro Piperno
and La regina statista by Niccolò Biancolelli. But while the former presents itself as an
Italian version of Coello’s comedia, the latter’s more substantial originality has to be put
into relation with the peculiar triad of similarly themed commedia dell’arte scenarios that,
as argued by Smith and accepted by Elena Liverani (42), reasonably precede its
publication.180 If we were to compare the dramatic productions of France and Italy, we
could observe that the French is ostensibly more linked to a formal, aristocratic idea of
theatre, while the Italian takes its roots – and proudly shows them off – from popular,
improvised performances. Biancolelli’s play, a hybrid product itself, can be regarded, I
argue, as the solidification, thanks to the written establishment of words in lines, of the
turmoil of imaginative forces at work in the commedia dell’arte scenarios.
We have three canovacci inspired by El Conde de Sex, one of which – La regina
d’Inghilterra – is found in two virtually identical versions, one in the MS. 2800 of the
Riccardiana Library and one in the MS. Magliabechiano II of the Florence National
Library. Whatever little chronological indications we do have surrounding the three works
is merely suggestive. Following the index of comedy scenarios included in the manuscript,
the compiler of the Casanatense collection, which holds the comedy Gl’honesti amori,
notes that the first of them, Il medico di suo honore, was “recitato per la prima volta in
Firenze” on the 17th of October of the year 1642, adding below that it was “tratta dallo
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The reference contribution on the subject is Zorzi, who lists the scenarios in this
chronological order: Casanatense, Magliabechiano/Riccardiano, Neapolitan. From a
stylistic and structural viewpoint, the closest to Biancolelli’s tragedy is undoubtedly the
Casanatense, not least because it includes a sort of allegorical epilogue (also see Lanfossi
36).
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Spagnuolo.”181 Similarly, the Magliabechiano manuscript bears the date 1756, but contains
scenarios from the 17th century. Although there is no material way of ascertaining either
chronology or genealogy among the scenarios, I will nonetheless propose that a synoptic
analysis of the three works can at least suggest us a possible path that leads from Coello to
Biancolelli. Rather than trying to establish a sort of stemma codicum, I will look at the
degree of stylistic similarity that the scenarios show towards El conde de Sex, on the one
hand, and La regina statista, on the other.
The general organization of the scenarios is essentially the same as that of
Biancolelli’s play, which shows their common debt to Coello’s Conde de Sex. It is
reasonable to believe that the scenarios were conceived as translated adaptations of the
Spanish original, reworked to fit the necessities and tastes of a profoundly less courtcentered environment (El Conde de Sex had been staged for Philip IV). In fact, if the basic
structure remains the same, the stylistic choices operated in the scenarios could not be
further apart. A mere look at the dramatis personae reveals the weight and importance of
servants both male and female in the economy of the plays, a detail that, as we are about to
see, has circumscribed influence over the main plot, but nonetheless informs it by directly
bespeaking a different performative channel. In La regina d’Inghilterra, for instance, we
have four servants (Delia, Cola or Stoppino, Nanni, and Trappola or Pulcinella). To the
four, we might as well add the queen’s two counselors, Ubaldo Lanterni and Pandolfo
Baccelli, whose roles in the play are very limited in terms of dramatic development and are
definitely characterized by a comedic tone more than any other. The situation becomes
even more explicit in Gl’honesti amori, where the servants proper are also four (Bertolino
Giardiniero, Buffetto, Fiammetta, Coviello) and the two counselors have the very evocative
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Taking material from Spanish drama and re-purposing it as the basis for commedia
dell’arte plays was not an uncommon practice. For more extensive information regarding
the subject, see Profeti; Liverani; Lanfossi.
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names of Magnifico and Dottore,182 which are clearly molded upon stereotypical masks of
the commedia dell’arte. The Neapolitan Il conte di Sex, conversely, lists only three servants
(Rosetta, Policinella, and Coviello), alongside the usual two counselors Dottore and
Tartaglia. But before proceeding any further in the analysis of the scenarios, I would like to
pause a little on this enigmatic, hybrid genre, which is at a crossroads between oral and
written culture. While I treat the extant manuscripts as texts – and texts they are indeed –
one must not be tempted to regard them as fixed or prescriptive: what is written in the
scenario may not have been performed by the actor on stage, and conversely, the live,
improvised performance may very well have added material or nuances that are ostensibly
absent from the scenario. As Kenneth and Laura Richards so eloquently put it, “a scenario
is at best a pointer to ways in which performers might through improvisation compose
plays” (142; my emphasis), concluding that the written material does not constitute, in
itself, a play. The revolution provoked by the phenomenon that came to be known as
commedia dell’arte had to do, as we see, with an emancipation of both actor and message
from the constraints of the written word. In keeping with this idea, it will not be surprising
to note irregularities in the outlined action as well as in matters as simple as the
incoherence of character names: the job of the reader of scenarios is to make sense of these
“pointers” and imagine the directions that would or could have been taken during the
performance of the piece.
Early on in La Regina d’Inghilterra, Trappola/Pulcinella and Cola/Stoppino manage
to set the tone for the whole work by providing a stark contrast with the preceding scene.
There, we witness the Conte’s return (with his servant Cola) from the war with the
Spaniards (directly borrowed from Coello) and the revelation of his love for Princess
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These are traditional names of the “vecchi,” older people with some reputation and
power (see D’Amico).
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Lucinda,183 which had supplanted previous, seemingly unreciprocated feelings for the
Queen herself. As I mentioned, the tone abruptly changes, following the entrance of
Trappola, the keeper of the garden, who complains about the uncertainty of his situation,
stuck between the Queen’s command to lock the garden’s gate and Princess Lucinda’s
direction to keep it open, lest she have him killed (“e se non lo fa lo vuol far ammazzare,”
La Regina d’Inghilterra 21). The two lowly men, reunited in the garden, “fanno lazzi di
notte” (La Regina d’Inghilterra 21), until they are interrupted by the “archibusata,” the
still-unknown signal of the attempted murder of the Queen. The proceedings are exactly the
same in Gl’honesti amori, with the significant omission of the Conte’s background (his
return from war and the mention of the enemies overcome), which will be addressed later
on in the scenario.184 The end of Act I, in both plays, presents yet another forceful
intervention of the servants, who bring it to a close by suspending the main action. Princess
Lucinda had indeed ordered Buffetto (Gl’honesti amori) / Cola (La regina d’Inghilterra) to
deliver a letter to her cousins, who, we know, are the manual executors of the Queen’s
attempted murder. Following this momentous direction, the scena focuses on a skirmish
among the three male servants, whose tone is entirely alien to the treacherous schemes
designed by Lucinda. Despite some ultimately uninfluential character swaps, the scene is
the same in the two scenarios, with one (in La regina d’Inghilterra) being presented as
explicitly more violent than the other: one servant, clothed “nobilissimamente con Collana
al Collo” (La regina d’Inghilterra) is assaulted by the other two, who want to steal his
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In the commedia dell’arte, Lucinda is among the most popular stock-names for the
young girl in love. Silvio D’Amico mentions “fra le donne, Angelica, Ardelia, Aurelia,
Flaminia, Lucinda, Lavinia e (dal nome dell’Andreini, la più gran virtuosa del
Cinquecento) Isabella” (Treccani 1931). According to tradition, the “innamorati” (male and
female) would speak in literary Tuscan.
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This particular scenario presents no scene breakdown, unlike the others I examine.
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belongings, and ultimately end up beating him and leaving him there at the close of the act.
Gl’honesti amori provides the less violent version of the scene:

Bertolino vestito in habito alla nobile con collana, fa’ lahi con Coviello, e
Buffetto, loro lo veggono, Bertolino strapazzandosi per la scena, qual parte
seguitato dalli detti facendosi beffe di lui, e finisce l’atto.
(Gl’honesti amori 229v)

Conversely, the directions in La regina d’Inghilterra are a lot more graphic, where the
“beffe” are replaced by an actual beating:

Cola vestito nobilissimamente con Collana al Collo, Bagolino e Trappola li
fanno lazzi intorno, risolvono rubargliela con dire esser suo Cameriero però
vogliono spogliarlo, e rivestirlo meglio, resta col suo habito, lo bastonano e
finisce l’atto.
(La regina d’Inghilterra 23)

Clearly, the situation is analogous, but the second scenario emphasizes the entirely
“materialistic” nature of the fight: this is a full-blown assault on a fellow servant which is
aimed at getting hold of his possessions in a very underworldly fashion. The servants’
scene balances out the main plot as it is thus far outlined: violence and abuse are at the core
of both the world of the masters and that of the servants, but to the serious scheming of the
masters, the servants respond with an animalistic drive for physical action and malicious
laughter. This dualistic drive, this “ossessione per il raddoppiamento,” as Giulio Ferroni
defined it (135), is a noticeable feature of the commedia dell’arte, where the relationship
between masters and servants is one that gives way to a game of mirrors that, quoting
Ferroni again, “mira a far balzare in superficie il gioco stesso dell’intrecciarsi e del
corrispondersi delle parole, dei gesti, dei movimenti, delle figure, degli oggetti” (136).
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As I suggested earlier, however, the contribution of the servants to the economy of
the plays is not solely confined to providing a “popular” counterpart to the vicissitudes that
take place in the main plot. As we will also see in Biancolelli’s La regina statista, the
servants prove determinant for the unfolding of the “courtly” action in two specific
instances, namely the interception of Lucinda’s letter to her conspiring cousins and that of
the letter revealing the Conte’s innocence. Let us begin with the first instance. At the end of
Act II, both scenarios present a similarly constructed servant scene which again interrupts
the main plot right after a moment of dramatic height, which is Lucinda’s second attempt at
taking the Queen’s life, this time with no intermediaries. What is most notable here,
however, is the weight that this seemingly external scene bears upon the ultimate outcome
of the main action. This is how the story goes in Gl’honesti amori:

[Capitano] fa’ affermare Buffetto facendoli guardare addosso, al quale gli trova
la lettera di Lucinda, che andava a’ suoi Cugini, Capitano dice quello esser
servo del Conte, e che quella lettera bisogna che sii la Congiura con li Cugini di
Lucinda, parte per intendere quello che habbino a fare di Buffetto, lasciandolo
alla custodia di Coviello, e Guardia a’ quali facendo forza con lazi, gli fugge
dalle mani e finisce l’atto.
(Gl’honesti amori 231r)

And now La regina d’Inghilterra:

[Capitano, Trappola, and Bagolino] Vengono e fanno prigione Cola, mentre che
egli già le discorre che le cose del suo padrone vadino bene […], lo pigliano
come servitor del Conte, lui domanda perché, loro, perché ha voluto ammazzare
la Regina, lui si scusa, Capitano lo fa cercare, e gli trova una lettera, la quale va
agli Eccellentissimi Principi, domanda che lettera è quella, lui dice esser la lista
della lavandaia, Capitano la porta alla Regina, ordina, che sia rattenuto, in fino a
che torna […]. Cola vuol vendicarsi […], doppo molte parole finge legarsi una
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scarpa, piglia Trappola, e Bagolino per un piede, gli fa cadere, fugge, finisce
l’Atto secondo.
(La regina d’Inghilterra 26)

The usual conventions of the commedia dell’arte servant scenes are clearly visible,
especially in the latter extract: the lazzi, the lucky escape from a troublesome situation, the
insertion of low jokes (the letter being disguised as the laundress’ list), the comedic
potential to be exploited thanks to the actors’ skills (it is easy to picture loud bursts of
laughter from the audience at the moment when Trappola and Bagolino fall to the ground
because of Cola’s trick). The value of the scene in both scenarios, however, goes beyond
ostensible entertainment purposes: the tragic outcome of the Conte’s life is actually
determined by the finding of the letter, which provides (false) evidence of his involvement
in the plot devised by Lucinda and validates his imprisonment in the eyes of the Queen and
her counselors.
Yet more decisive is the second instance that I mentioned above: the interception of
the letter written by the Conte to Lucinda, which makes it clear that his role in the
murderous plot was indeed non-existent and that he is taking the blame for it in order to
save the Princess (as in Coello, he is giving his life for that of his woman). As we can see,
the device of the letter – already present in the Spanish Conde de Sex – is exploited to its
full potential in the commedia dell’arte scenarios: even more than the actual meaning they
convey, what is at stake here is the very opportunity for the underworld of the servants to
not only come to the fore, but to become involved first-hand in the greater affairs unfolding
in the world of the masters. The story is essentially the same in both scenarios as will be
also in Biancolelli’s La regina statista: Conte asks his servant to deliver the letter to
Lucinda; the servant is intercepted carrying it; the letter is given to the Queen, who finds
out about the man’s innocence; she decides to set him free and calls the name of the
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Captain of the Guards twice to summon him; the Captain takes the Queen’s calling as the
established signal for the execution of the Conte; the Conte is killed and the Queen
commits suicide in despair. What differs in the two scenarios is the duration of the episode,
on the one hand, and its position, on the other. In La regina d’Inghilterra, the whole action
is condensed in a few concise directions in the very last scene:

Passa Cola, Regina lo vede, domanda dove va, gli vede la lettera, le la toglie di
mano, la legge, sente l’innocenza del Conte, tutta allegra chiama Ubaldo [the
Captain of the Guards], quale, sentendosi chiamare due volte, eseguisce la
giustizia, doppo viene fuora con la testa del Conte in Bacile, Regina fa lamenti,
doppo si uccide, finisce la tragedia.
(La regina d’Inghilterra 28)

In Gl’honesti amori, on the contrary, the development is outlined in far greater detail
(which, of course, does not necessarily imply a greater import in the performance itself: the
scenarios provide mere directions for the actors to elaborate and expand upon), but more
importantly it does not correspond with the conclusion of the action. Recalling what will be
shown in Biancolelli’s play, Gl’honesti amori closes on a somewhat allegorical note, with
Morte and Amore presiding over the arrival of the suicidal Queen in the Elysian Fields (a
pagan otherworld for a “pagan” Queen?), where she is made to see her beloved Conte
reunited in death with his lover Lucinda:

[…] Regina, che doppo haver conosciuto l’innocenza del Conte si diede morte
per poterlo godere in quel luogo, non havendolo potuto ottener in vita, gli da’
segno di pace, et entrano ne’ Campi Elisi.
(Gl’honesti amori 233v)
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Now, the difference in tone between the two is, for once, truly striking, and ultimately casts
a different outlook on the weight of the servants, leading us to formulate a hypothesis
regarding the position of the scenarios in relation to Coello’s Conde de Sex and
Biancolelli’s La regina statista. In the first place, although the servant’s presence is crucial
in both cases, it is undeniable that Gl’honesti amori moves from a completely earthly,
mundane dimension to an interest in the allegorical and the otherworldly which is not to be
found in any other of the works on the Elizabeth and Essex affair except for Biancolelli’s
play, as we shall see in the following section. Another meaningful point of connection
between this scenario and La regina statista is the characterization of the Queen as a tyrant:

Regina si duole della morte [of Essex] e doppo viene condotto il cadavero del
Conte con la testa spiccata dal busto. Regina chiama[ta] esser tiranna, e crudele
per la morte del Conte, commanda che Lucinda sii fatta prigione, e data alle
fiere, e furiosa parte per uccidersi o precipitarsi.
(Gl’honesti amori 233r)

The fil rouge of tyranny, of course, goes back to Coello’s play, but what I find most
interesting is that an explicit mention of the term as well as the connotation of the Queen’s
character as a temperamental ruler is entirely absent in the scenario La regina d’Inghilterra,
but is indeed present in Gl’honesti amori and in Biancolelli’s play, which also works
extensively with this aspect in relation to female rulership. Lastly, the Casanatense scenario
presents a seemingly minor shift with regard to Coello, which is the erasure of a crucial
historical detail, inaccurate though it may have been in the source itself.185 As we have
observed, all the versions of the story take their point of departure from the victorious
return of the Earl of Essex from war, which contributes to establish his figure as that of a
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loyal subject and worthy soldier. While El Conde de Sex, the Neapolitan Conte di Sex, and
La regina d’Inghilterra all identify the enemies he had overcome as the Spaniards,
Gl’honesti amori and La regina statista opt for a more rarefied foe: in the former, they
become “i popoli di Boemia,” in the latter “lo Svevo Re.” No trace, here, is found of the
factually inaccurate defeat of the Spanish Armada: in those that I consider to be the later
works, the source of interest is more systematically rooted in the extrapolation of fact from
reality, allowing it to be treated as an exemplary tale or even an empty signifier. For these
reasons – the allegorical “frame,” the discourse of tyranny, and the distancing from specific
historical references – I believe that Gl’honesti amori displays the closest connection with
the 1668 Regina statista: if we situate the scenario around the 1650s, in keeping with the
chronology of all the others included in the Casanatense collection, then it is reasonable to
believe that this is indeed the most immediate antecedent of the printed play, or even an
“oral,” pre-systematized version of the play itself.
As we have seen, throughout the scenarios, the servants seem to display an
expectedly limited emotional involvement with the adventures of the masters, forming a
separate community within the play’s society. This community of servants acts as both a
parallel critique of the masters’ and interacts with it in select but determinant
circumstances, contributing to the advancement of the main plot. The reworking of Coello’s
subject matter thus becomes an excuse to both continue fictionalizing a historical event
whose reliability or mere factual accuracy is never a source of concern, and to feed the
public with the well-known, established conventions of low-brow entertainment. The
presence of servants and their parallel trajectories made of small quarrels, smiley deaththreats, vulgar allusions to sex and bodily functions decenters what remains of the Spanish
play and re-situates it in a theatrical world that demanded easy laughter and commonplace
situations. This, however, by no means diminishes the value of the scenarios for the
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purposes of the reception of the story of Elizabeth and Essex in Italy: the very fact that such
an unusual subject for commedia dell’arte could indeed become a fruitful source of
dramatic experimentation deserves to be recognized; and the fact that the original story
unfolds alongside the “servant plot” and is even influenced by it (but never the other way
around) is the symptom of the story’s having become a container, an occasion to entertain,
rather than a learned intervention in a convoluted morsel of history that had stirred the
minds of intellectuals across the continent. The death of the Queen of England, which is
original to the Italian scenarios, lays the grounds to a thorough exploitation and analysis of
its potentialities both within the action of the play and outside of it.

3.3. Death of a Stateswoman
In his monumental biographical dictionary of Italian actors, I comici italiani (1897-1905),
Luigi Rasi – an actor himself, as well as an acting instructor and theater historian – devotes
a somewhat concise entry to Niccolò Biancolelli, author of the drama La regina statista. A
member of the illustrious Biancolelli, a Bolognese family that had a real tradition in
professional acting, Niccolò appears to have been active around 1650, when he was part of
the company of Fabrizio in Naples, specializing in the role of the “innamorato.” Further,
univocal information about his kinship with the great Domenico (or, Dominique, as he
would become known at the court of Louis XIV) is hard to find. Francesco Bartoli in his
Notizie istoriche de’ comici italiani (1781) maintains that Niccolò was his father, a claim
that is dubious at best, since the historian situates Domenico’s birth around 1680 (124), a
healthy forty-three years later than the now accepted birthdate (1637). Rasi takes on the
hypothesis that Niccolò was Domenico’s uncle, a supposed brother of his father Francesco.
Ada Zapperi, in her entry on Domenico in the Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani, quite
reasonably concludes that, for matters of chronology, Niccolò must have been a brother of
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the most successful Arlecchino of the French court.186 The dearth of information
concerning Niccolò’s life, however, does not affect the attribution of four dramatic works
to his name, all of them printed in his supposed native city of Bologna: Il carnefice di se
stesso (1664), Il principe fra gl’infortunij fortunato (1665), Il Nerone (1666), and La regina
statista d’Inghilterra (1668). It seems apparent that the actor-turned-playwright had an
interest in political subjects, ranging from Roman to recent, even contemporary history.
Beginning with its very title, La regina statista d’Inghilterra immediately presents
itself in a position of contrast with El Conde de Sex. If the Spanish work emphasizes the
Earl of Essex and bears no explicit mention of Elizabeth (the “dama” in the subtitle
certainly refers to his “official” lover Blanca), the Italian does the opposite, putting the
“regina” in the position of prominence and relegating “il conte d’Esex” in the subtitle.187
But besides this self-evident fact, what I find most remarkable in Biancolelli’s title is the
noun “statista” which qualifies the queen of England. Biancolelli chose a noun whose
origins and usage are peculiar. To begin with, the dictionary of the Accademici della
Crusca does not include the word in any of its editions (and the 17th century alone saw three
of the total five).188 Nevertheless, both the Sabatini-Coletti and the Nuovo De Mauro trace
the origins of “statista” back to the 17th century. Further research shows that its first
recorded occurrence dates to the year 1611, when John Florio included it in the second
edition189 of his groundbreaking Italian-English dictionary, Queen Anna’s New World of
Words, dedicated to Queen Consort Anne, wife of James I. Thus far, I have not been able to
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The first edition of the Vocabolario degli Accademici della Crusca came out in 1612,
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additions, in 1691.
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identify a possible source for Florio’s addition to his dictionary but based on the lack of any
recorded occurrence pre-dating it, it could be reasonable to infer that the word was already
existing and in usage in the English language, and that because of its ostensible Latin-ness
Florio assumed it was common in Italian as well. Speculation aside, the entry “statista” in A
World of Words reads: “a States-man, a Statist” with no further explanation regarding its
usage. Much later, the word, both as an adjective and as a noun, is found in the TommaseoBellini (1861), with two in-context usages taken from Jesuit intellectuals Paolo Segneri
(1624-1694) and Daniello Bartoli (1608-1685). Although the word’s grammatical gender
can be either masculine or feminine, to my knowledge its already scant usage was, with one
exception, exclusively masculine.190 An ambiguity over the meaning of “statista” is also
widespread among the term’s recorded occurrences: in most instances, “statista” is used as
a synonym of “ruler” or “politician,” while in other cases it indicates someone who is
concerned with the state, even just as an observer. In the first category, we find three Jesuit
orators, the already mentioned Segneri and Bartoli, and Luigi Giuglaris. Segneri speaks of
“iniqui statisti” (Tommaseo-Bellini 385), a phrase that, in its context, brings along a latent
condemnation for those who valued ragion di stato more than Catholic morals;191 Bartoli
writes “ma di ciò ne caglia, […], agli statisti, a’ quali Tiberio è un mostro in genere di
prudenza,” (Tommaseo-Bellini 385) after having illustrated Tiberius’ tyrannical strategies;
Giuglaris defines Lodovico Sforza as “un raffinato statista.” On the other side of the
spectrum, libertine intellectual and historian Vittorio Siri implicitly identifies his role as
that of a “statista,” by which he means an analyst of state affairs: in discussing the behavior
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displayed by the Crowns of Spain and of France, he writes that “chi fa professione di
statista bada più a’ fatti che alle parole de’ Principi” (509). To sum things up, the word
“statista” originated in the early 17th century, it was rare, its usage was almost exclusively
masculine, and its meaning indicated a “ruler” or “statesman,” with some semantic
ambiguity. What is not ambiguous, in my opinion, is that Biancolelli’s choice to use
“statista” as a qualifier for the Queen of England is a deliberate stance that calls into
question gender and ragion di stato. Not only does the playwright shift the attention away
from the Earl of Essex and re-direct it toward the Queen, but he also points out, by means
of his linguistic choice, that this Queen is not a stereotypical, rarefied picture. On the
contrary, this Queen of England is a ‘stateswoman’ indeed, and the drama makes an
instrumental use of the tragic story of her relationship with the Earl of Essex as a way of
accessing the controversial, taboo-like encounter between womanhood and the
administration of power: the coexistence, in the person of the Queen of England, of body
natural and body politic. Such expectations are indeed met by the play and taken to an
extreme – with the death of the Queen-stateswoman – where Coello’s Conde de Sex had not
dared to venture.
Unlike the Conde de Sex, the diegesis of La regina statista is encapsulated in a
frame structure, made up of a Prologue and an Epilogue. This frame is allegorical, and has
three protagonists: Genio, Crudeltà, and Morte. The action which is about to unfold – that
is, the demise of the Earl of Essex and of the Queen of England – is thus ascribed to a
higher mechanism, an actual theater of human passions. In the rather simplistic argument
proposed in the Prologue, the Genio claims pride in showing humans their weakness (“Al
Conte e alla Regina / farò gustare affanni, / acciò vedano entrambi / […] / ch’ogni contento
al fin termina in pianto,” Biancolelli 2v); Crudeltà wants to take Essex’ life (“Per torgli la
vita,” Biancolelli 3r); and Morte is the instrument that accomplishes the ambitions of both
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(“senza la scorta mia / senza il mio ferro?” Biancolelli 3r). The frame is the first indicator
of the heavy debts that La regina statista bears towards the dramatic conventions of
Spanish allegorical drama, or autos sacramentales.192 The story of the demise of the Earl of
Essex and of the Queen of England thus becomes a mise en abyme of the fatalistic premises
exposed in the frame which encloses it: we could visualize it as a puppet-performance
directed and activated by the skillful hands of three stylized puppeteers. If Coello’s Conde
de Sex aims to convey an effect of reality, Biancolelli’s work seems to emphasize precisely
its own theatrical, performative, fictional nature. And it is this ostensible fictionality which,
I argue, allows the playwright to give us an alternative history that exposes the concerns,
desires, and fantasies of an era.
If El conde de Sex opens abruptly with a harquebus shot in Princess Blanca’s
garden, the opening of La regina statista is more conventional, because it presents the Earl
with his servant Picariglio (a commedia dell’arte character whose genealogy goes back to
the scenarios),193 and gives the nobleman a chance to inform the audience about his
background before moving to the core of the dramatic action. We soon find out that the
Earl has just come back to London (the scene is set in the not better identified “Regia
d’Inghilterra,” the royal palace of England) after having successfully fought the King of the
Suebi: as I mentioned earlier, this is a less clearly connotated enemy than the Spanish
Armada of the Conde de Sex. We also know right from the start that he is in love with “[la]
sospirata Florisbe” – Blanca in Coello, Eurinda/Lucinda in the scenarios – who, along with
his duties towards the Queen, is the reason that has brought him back to the capital rather
than to one of his “feudi” (Biancolelli 1) to enjoy his hard-earned fortunes (as the pragmatic
Picariglio suggests he should have). As expected, the Earl is indeed bifurcated, thanks to
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the coexistence of a private persona who longs for Florisbe, and a public one who
recognizes his subordination to the monarch:

CONT. […] ma da l’altra parte stuzicavami l’appetito d’amorose compiacenze,
infine ramemorandomi, che quelli occhi ridenti [...] mi preconizavano le
venture, lasciai correre libero il piede a ricalcar queste contrade, poscia l’obligo
di buon vassallo a ciò mio necessitò, il dovere di raguagliare S.M. del felice
successo della battaglia a ciò sforzomi, e la mia novella Venere più d’ogni altra
cosa mi costrinse a di nuovo ripatriare.
(Biancolelli 2)

Substantially more than in Coello, the Earl’s relationship with the Queen is ambiguous. If
in the Spanish play we see him struggle to control his newborn tender feelings for the
Queen and, at the same time, keep up with his official lover Blanca, the Italian version
works in a slightly different fashion. La regina statista revolves around a flawed triangle
like El Conde de Sex: but if the fatal mistake, in the Spanish play, was the Conde’s inability
to choose between the two women he loves, in the Italian, the tragic flaw is the Queen’s
own failed interpretation of the Earl’s feelings for her. My object here will be to shed light
upon this very important distinction, arguing for its profound connection to a more general
critique of the fitness of women in the administration of power. I argue that the death of the
Queen at the end of the play reinforces such an idea and puts it in a position of
subservience to the failed pro-Catholic desire to see the Kingdom of England return to the
Roman faith.
The first, failed attack on the Queen’s life takes place, also in Biancolelli, in a
garden. This time, though, it is the sovereign’s own, and not her rival’s. The narrative
structure, here, is essentially the same as in Coello’s play, with Essex accidentally coming
to rescue the masked woman, getting slightly injured, and receiving a scarf from the victim
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which will ultimately work like the handkerchief does in Shakespeare’s Othello. The first
exchange between the two characters soon delineates a power imbalance: the Queen’s
speech is marked by the use of imperatives (“Arrestate il passo,” “non permettete lasciar
sola,” Biancolelli 7), while the Earl is quick to express his subordination to her desires,
even though the woman’s identity is so far unknown to him,

CONT. Signora, la vostra voce ha avuto forza d’arrestare in me quella vendetta,
che mi adittava l’infingardaggine di sì perfidi traditori. Ma già che la sua
autorità mi commanda a non seguirli, et in uno vendicarla, riverente
l’obbedisco.
(Biancolelli 7; my emphasis)

Although this moment is not outstandingly “political,” I do believe that the Earl’s rhetoric,
marked as it is by the semantics of power, already points to that direction: it seems as if the
man were aware of dealing with his sovereign, and not with any other woman (the noun
“autorità” is particularly meaningful in this respect). The political theme also resurfaces
later, in Scene VI, when the Queen herself summons his adviser the Marchese di Verues,
the Duke Aldimiro of France, and Essex to update them on the attack that she had
undergone. The woman interprets the assault conducted by “alcuni armati” as a plot aiming
to take over her kingdom, possibly devised by the already mentioned “Svevo re,” her
“capitalissimo nemico” (Biancolelli 21-22). We know, in fact, that this supposition is
incorrect, because Florisbe had already claimed responsibility over the attack in a previous
scene with the Earl of Essex. In light of the precedent in Coello’s play, Florisbe’s speech
stands out for its reticence. While, as we have seen, the Spanish Blanca provides a very
specific, historically-grounded explanation for her murderous intentions by recalling the
tragic fate of Mary Queen of Scots, Florisbe deliberately skates over her motive. When the
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Earl asks her an explanation for her thirst for the Queen’s death, the young woman briskly
replies,

FLOR. Cagioni ragionevoli, e giuste; che mi costringono a procurare la sua
morte: ma voi ò Conte pare che vi mostriate partiale, mentre con queste
dimande pare, desideriate di rafrenare in me l’impeto di una vendetta a me, et a
voi di gran giovamento.
(Biancolelli 19)

The keywords, here, are “vendetta” and “giovamento.” It is apparent that Florisbe is aware
of the Queen’s lust for her lover the Earl, and thus wishes to eliminate her competition in
the business (and the third attack will be indeed driven by this reason), but her intentions
have a different origin. Her thirst for vengeance, precisely because it is not granted the
historical grounding of its Spanish counterpart, becomes even more interesting in light of
the underlying issue of the relationship between women and power. In fact, in the following
lines, Florisbe’s only deliberate justification for wanting the Queen dead calls into question
this very issue:

FLOR. Voglio asserire, che spenta che sii questa mia nemica, in me come sia più
stretta parente senza dubbio ricadrà la Corona, e voi diventarete mio sposo,
sarete il Monarcha de’ miei affetti.
(Biancolelli 19)

No dead father or brother, no allegiance to the memory of the extinguished sovereign of
Scotland, no moral obligations: Florisbe is moved by an unquenched thirst for power, both
in the politics of state and of the heart. She articulates her ambitions, as we have just seen,
in the form of a desire to establish herself as ruler of a kingdom that does not belong to her
(after all, the Queen is very much alive and is no usurper), and of a man who will be but a
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king over her affections (the ironic “giovamento” that she mentions earlier). For just such
reasons, the overall impact of the character of Florisbe in La regina statista is profoundly
different from her counterpart Blanca in El Conde de Sex: if the latter could generate
sympathy in the audience thanks to her touching background history and to the memory of
the sacrificial victim Mary, the former appears only as a spiteful, ambitious virago. Yet
again, Biancolelli’s pointing towards the issue of gynecocracy, even in the case of a
character who is not the absolute protagonist and who was presented very differently in his
source, denounces the centrality of this concern in the genesis of the play. The two women,
here, seem to be connected on a deep level, and not on the more ostensible one represented
by their shared feelings for the Earl of Essex: Regina and Florisbe are rivals in politics
above everything else, and their love for the same man ultimately works as the excuse that
gives them reason to engage in contrast. That their connection is first and foremost dictated
by a common thirst for power (legitimate in the one, illegitimate in the other) is also
emphasized, I believe, by the fact that it is indeed Florisbe who calls her rival “la Regina
Statista” (Biancolelli 15) in an exchange with the Duke Aldimiro of France, recognizing
her, as we saw in the lexicographical analysis earlier in this section, as the bearer of the
power of the State. In this way, the male title of “statista” becomes even more powerful,
because, in the fiction of the play’s narrative, it is attributed by a woman to another woman.
In fact, the struggle for power, which is the real, profound motor of the action, is entirely
disputed between the two women, but only to conclude with the eventual “victory” of a
male, as we are about to see.
I have already remarked that the rivalry between Florisbe and the Queen is grounded
in the desire for power, and that their competition makes use of the figure of the Earl of
Essex as if he were an added prize to the final goal. At the end of her monologue in Act I,
scene XI, Florisbe accentuates this underlying theme by declaring that,
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FLOR. La Regina con autorità troppo sprezzante mi necessita a prepararli il
castigo; dubito, e credo non ingannarmi, che ella vivi amante del Conte. È bene
dunque rilentirsi per levarmi d’avanti all’occhi una nemica e rivale così potente.
Spenta costei, non mi sarebbe difficile l’ascender al trono d’Inghilterra:
gl’amici e miei confederati ad altro non ambiscono, chiaminsi dunque di nuovo
i miei Cugini, e per loro mezzo otteniamo il nostro intento.
(Biancolelli 39)

The passage just quoted can be regarded as the first explicit instance, in the play, in which
the issues of power and love are presented as intertwined, the one informing the other. In
fact, the Queen herself uses her regal authority of “statista” as a weapon to oppose
Florisbe’s threat to her desired liaison with Essex. In Act II, scene V, the tension among the
members of the love triangle becomes palpable, when Florisbe appears before the Earl and
the Queen wearing the scarf that the latter had given the man when he rescued her
following the first assault. The Queen’s anger is channeled through a rhetoric that directly
calls into question her status of superior power, while Florisbe’s apparent submissiveness
plays on an ironic tone which feeds her rival’s anger:

REG. A che venite, forsi a importunarmi di vantaggio.
FLOR. Sono per riverirla, e non per altro qua mi sono portata.
REG. Le vostre visite mi rendono tedio al maggior segno, e quanto meno mi
comparite avanti, più mi fate piacere, sete prudente, questo vi basti.
(Biancolelli 64)

Upon being forced to depart prematurely, Florisbe strikes her final blow to the Queen’s
body natural, by turning to her lover and confirming her fidelity to him (“Mio bene sempre
sarò costante,” Biancolelli 65). It is at this point that the Queen gains confirmation to her
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suspicion about the real relationship between her loved one and her rival, a suspicion that
had been already fed by the sight of the scarf. The Queen’s temper, inevitably, is directed
towards the Earl of Essex himself, who becomes the victim of the power game between the
two women. In her fierce invective, the Queen combines the rhetoric of (deceived) love to
that of power, specifically referring to the sacredness of her persona:

REG. Partiti da gl’occhi miei, involati dalla mia presenza: fuggi questo clima,
concentrati nelle viscere della terra, ò mostro d’ingratitudine, poiché nel tuo
volto campeggia la fraude, e l’inganno sotto apparenza di fedeltà.
CONT. Io traditore?
REG. Si tu traditore; poiché mi dicesti esser affatto libero dale passioni amorose,
et hò scorto tutto all’opposito: menzogniero con una mia pari, sacrilego con
una Regina.
(Biancolelli 65; my emphasis)

To quote Ernst Kantorowicz’s fortunate phrase, we witness the clear emergence of the
Queen’s “two bodies.”194 The collision of the two identities that abide in the Queen causes
a mingling of power and love which will ultimately result in her own demise. Although the
Earl of Essex is a faithful subject, a worthy warrior and a protector of his sovereign’s very
life, the Queen quickly overlaps his private persona with his public one. Deceived love (a
love that, as she will herself admit not long after, had never been declared; Biancolelli 66)
becomes the figure of treason; a treason that has nothing to do with state and power, but
rather dwells intimately in the realm of womanly passions. Once again, in Act II, scene VI,
the Queen remarks being at the mercy of her own incontrollable passions, when she
confesses that she is “gravida di gelosia” (literally, “pregnant” with jealousy; Biancolelli
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The theory of the king’s two bodies is investigated by Kantorowicz in his seminal book
by the same title.
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71). And as we can easily expect, such excess makes use of her body politic (that is, the
sacred righteousness of her persona and the power that comes with it) in threatening
Florisbe with an uncommonly violent rhetorical strategy:

REG. Ascolta, ascolta Florisbe i miei accenti; giuro al Cielo per i Numi Tutelari
d’Inghilterra, che se non lascierai d’amare il Conte, faroti provare la più
ignominiosa morte, che provasse giammai un’infelice; faro scaricare sopra di te
i più aspri flagella, che sappia inventare la Barbarie istessa, e svellando dal
petto il cuore del Conte, del tuo novello Enea farolotti sbranare avanti gl’occhi.
E quello havrai per arra del tuo amore. Quel che a me il sdegno sugerì, è il
furore.
(Biancolelli 71)

The Queen’s exercise in tyranny, as we can see, even resorts to an image – that of the heart
ripped out and eaten – which goes back to a long tradition, canonized by Boccaccio
(Decameron IV,1 and IV,9).195 Her excess of anger (“sdegno”), she claims, culminates in
frenzy (“furore”) and goes as far as to overlook the subject’s own tender feelings in order to
impart an exemplary, memorable punishment over the enemy. A behavior such as this can
be expected by a woman betrayed in love, certainly; but it can also be seen as a powergame enforced by seasoned rulers. Yet again, body politic and body natural collide in an
outstanding manner, in what can be regarded as a prelude to the ultimate turning point in
the narrative: Florisbe’s last attempt at murdering the Queen. After having decreed that the
Earl will have to be exiled from England (her counselor the Marchese di Verues having
unsuccessfully attempted to change her mind), the Queen retires to her chamber, alone, to
mend her “cordoglio” (Biancolelli 77) with the aid of sleep. At the same time, the Earl is
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The bibliography on the topos of the cuore mangiato is vast. For a comprehensive
overview see Di Maio.
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watching her, contemplating her figure unseen, when all of a sudden Florisbe appears and
fires her gun at the Queen, missing her. The Earl’s undoing is thus determined by his
choice to take the weapon away from the hands of the young Princess, only to be caught by
the sovereign’s eye, just awakened by the loud shot. The supposed traitor (“A traditore, così
insidiarmi la vita?” she cries; Biancolelli 78) is brought to prison and sentenced to death by
Queen and Parliament. The Earl’s imprisonment is marked by two noteworthy episodes: the
two women’s separate visits to the Earl’s cell. On the one hand, Florisbe tries to persuade
him to escape by disguising himself as her, a proposal that is met with the most resolute
refusal by the Earl. On the other, the Queen – struggling to resist her love and regret for
having him imprisoned – goes as far as to give him a key to the cell, which he promptly
refuses, for fear that his reputation should be damaged. This final blow to the Queen’s
feelings cannot be met but with the resolution that the man’s death sentence should indeed
be carried out. Her last pronouncement on the matter brings back her role of “statista” and
highlights her own awareness of the expectations that need to be met by a good sovereign.
Rebutting her chief counselor’s plea to spare the life of the Earl, so that further inquiries
might be conducted regarding his potential allies (“[…] queste Idre, che forsi potrebbono
dar di mano al sudetto Conte,” Biancolelli 94), the Queen shows herself adamant in keeping
her given word:

REG. Così per apunto; ma acciò che il Parlamento non habbi occasione di
condolersi della mia persona, e non credi, che in tutto vogli esser melevadrice
appresso il Conte, senz’altre interiettioni di discorsi, lo sentenzo a morte; acciò
vedi Londra, che benché pietosa, sà regnare in me la Giustitia.
(Biancolelli 94; my emphasis)

Her own version of ragion di stato has triumphed. But rather than in the state, the interest,
here, coincides with her personal one. To be accurate, the real herald of the tenets of the
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ragion di stato is the counselor, the Marchese di Verues (an elder and a man): his playing
the devil’s advocate for the Earl (“quante volte havrebbe potuto il Conte uccider la Regina,
mentre da solo a solo per i Giardini Reali si diportava?” Biancolelli 93) and his desire to
ensure the safety of the Kingdom by locating any additional plotters actually represent the
appropriate course of action to be taken, rather than the Queen’s allowing her own
judgment to be clouded by anger. The Queen’s argument, however, is not entirely unsound:
more than Verues, she has a clear idea of her public image, and of the political persona she
wishes to convey. Overall, in the exchange between sovereign and chief counselor, we can
observe two somewhat contrasting conceptions of ragion di stato: a more private one
purported by Verues, and a more public one sustained by the Queen, whose penchant for
spectacular exemplarity hints back at Machiavelli’s Duca Valentino.196
Two moments towards the conclusion of La regina statista reinforce, I argue, the
idea that this dramatic repurposing of the story of Elizabeth and Essex – transformed, in the
wake of Coello’s Conde de Sex, into a triangle where a man is the excuse for a feminine
power struggle – qualifies ultimately as a critique of female rule. The first is the Captain’s
speech regarding the fickleness of woman; the second is the already evoked Queen’s death
by sorrow. After having resolved to sentence the Earl to death, the Queen arranges the
execution details with her guards’ Captain (“non farete esseguire la morte del Conte se
prima non udirete chiamarvi per nome due volte dalla mia persona,” Biancolelli 95), which
will later allow for the fatal misunderstanding that will cost Essex his life.197 The Captain,
left alone, lets himself go on a succinct tirade inspired by the Queen’s behavior:
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I am referring to the episode of the public execution of Remirro de Orco ordered by the
Duca Valentino as related in Chapter 7 of The Prince.
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In the excitement of having found out about the Earl’s innocence after reading the man’s
letter to Florisbe, the queen will call on the Captain twice to summon him. As we have seen
previously, this quite stale mechanism can be found in Coello and in all the scenarios.
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CAP. Le donne sono alla fine tutte tinte d’una sol pece; vogliono una cosa, con
ansietà la desiderano; poi in un subito si mutano, vi amano all’eccesso, ma
satollato le lor brame, t’odiono a più potere, sono infine come il mare, che ad
ogni picciolo soffio di Borrea subito alterato et orgoglioso s’erge alle Stelle.
(Biancolelli 95)

This repository of misogynistic commonplaces is not by itself original or noteworthy, were
it not situated towards the end of a story such as that of La regina statista. The most
meaningful aspect of the Captain’s speech is that the generalization about women and their
inconstancy completely overlooks the sacredness of the Queen’s body. In fact, it seems to
deny it, by considering her as merely one woman among all the others, and like the rest
“tint[a] d’una sol pece.” Although he naturally resolves to accomplish the duty he was
imposed because he recognizes the hierarchical superiority of the Queen (“voglio ritirarmi,
et obedire a quello mi hà imposto la Regina,” Biancolelli 96), his misogyny is not
undermined, and reveals his authentic feeling of essential non-acceptance of his sovereign’s
dual nature. The Queen, we are clearly told, is only a woman. And like a woman, I argue,
she collapses under the weight of her decisions and dies. I have already remarked that the
Queen’s death is original to the Italian versions, and that in Biancolelli’s play it completes
the image of a failed “statista” which the whole narrative has contributed to erect. The
pathetic closure of the Queen’s earthly existence is marked by an uncontrollable
desperation which renders her – so deliberate and autonomous thus far – the mere object of
the weakness of her womanly nature. And, as emphasized by the transition of power to
another Crown, represented by a man, the immortality of the body politic is again denied:
with the death of her body natural, the illusion of her body politic is dissolved as well. In
dying of sorrow for the loss of her beloved man, the Queen herself seems to acknowledge
the temporary quality of her existence:
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REG. […] ma a che prò getto le parole al vento? È morto il Conte, et è superfluo
con il sangue, che stillò da gli occhi ritornarlo in vita; ma il dolore facendo
l’oficio di carnefice, già sento mi fa scorrere per l’ossa un gelato sudore, mi si
adombra la vista, s’illanguidiscono i sensi, io manco, io moro.
(Biancolelli 104)

But following this conventionally womanly death, the matters of the state forcefully regain
the foremost position, with the crowning of Aldimiro, Duke of France: an ostensible –
though unspoken – religious restoration which the Marchese di Verues, as the purest bearer
of the ragion di stato in the play, pronounces as essential “per la quietezza del Regno”
(Biancolelli 105). And the closing line in the dramatic action, that triumphant “Viva
Aldimiro Rè d’Inghilterra” creates an ideal contradiction to the title itself of the play: this
king needs no statesmanship to justify his status.
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Chapter Four
The Execution of Charles I: Cromwell and the English Revolution
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Introduction
While, as we have seen in the previous chapters, the idea of the interest of the state – or, in
Italian, ragion di stato – has at some level informed the Italian discussions surrounding
both the death of Mary Queen of Scots and the Essex Rebellion, it reached its fullest
predominance as an interpretive lens of the events connected to the English Revolution (ca.
1642-1660).198 Culminating in the public execution of King Charles I (January 30, 1649)
and leading to the suspension of monarchy in the form of the so-called Interregnum (16491660), the troubles that had begun in the early 1640s attracted an uncommon fascination on
Italian soil, particularly, as we will see, in the Venetian Republic. The English Revolution,
in other words, provided the perfect subject matter to discuss issues in political theory that
had been debated in the peninsula at least starting with Niccolò Machiavelli’s controversial
writings in the early decades of the 16th century. As a result of the spiritual reformation
brought about by the Council of Trent (1545-1563; see Prosperi), the latter years of the
century began to witness a tendency to ‘catholicize’ Machiavelli’s ideas, or at least to offer
alternatives to the Florentine secretary’s perceived “cynicism and anti-clericalism”
(Meinecke 67), as well as to his ‘oblique’ republicanism.199 A case in point was most
notably that of Jesuit-educated Piedmontese intellectual Giovanni Botero (1544-1617) who,
with his ten-book treatise Della ragion di stato (1589), coined a phrase and articulated a
concept which would ubiquitously permeate all ensuing instances of political reasoning.
While Botero’s effort was ostensibly to bring back Catholic morals to the fore of the state’s
interests, Machiavelli’s conception of a new secular ruler who could use religion as
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The bibliography on this subject is immense. For a critical overview, see Covington.
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After Machiavelli’s insertion in the Index librorum prohibitorum, commenting the works
of Roman historian Cornelius Tacitus (ca. 56-160 C.E.) became a common practice to avoid
speaking of the Florentine secretary’s anti-Catholic ideas. Tacitists included prominent
intellectuals such as Scipione Ammirato (1531-1601), Traiano Boccalini (1556-1613), and
Virgilio Malvezzi (1595-1654). On tacitism and Machiavelli’s legacy between the 16th and
17th centuries, see Figorilli. On Machiavelli’s republicanism, see Viroli 83-108.
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instrumentum regni, as a means to establish his power in the state and, most importantly,
maintain it, was immensely successful. As we will see in this chapter, it is specifically at
this juncture that the Italian intellectuals – diplomats, historians, even a poet – displayed the
most interest and ‘used’ the English events as a way of observing dramatic changes which
they largely could not yet understand.

4.1. Venetian Diplomacy (1607-1656)
The transition from the last Tudor monarch to the first of the Stuarts200 provided, for the
Venetian Republic, the opportunity to re-establish a stable diplomatic mission in London.
After Giovanni Carlo Scaramelli gave news that James VI of Scotland had accessed the
English throne as James I, the Republic designated two extraordinary ambassadors in the
persons of Pietro Duodo and Nicolò Molin (May 21, 1603) to congratulate the new king.201
One of the two – Molin, as it turned out – was sent to London with the expectation of
becoming the resident ambassador, the first since Michiel forty-five years prior. The
Senate’s “lettera di incarico” to the diplomats outlined their three major duties for this
extraordinary mission: besides bringing the Republic’s best wishes to James, they would be
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The union of the crowns of Scotland and England, which would not be formalized until
the 1707 Act of Union, is described by ambassador Nicolò Molin as seamless, despite the
ingrained enmity between Scots and English. In his words, “è vero che il presente re
essendo successo alla corona con tanta quiete e tranquillità, che maggiore non si poteva
desiderare né pur immaginare, volendo dar qualche segno della gratitudine sua a’ sudditi li
quali con tanto applauso ed universale consenso lo avevano chiamato e ricevuto nel regno”
(42). Nevertheless, “essendosi il regno di Scozia unito a quello di Inghilterra solamente
nella persona del presente re, tuttavia per la divisione e contrarietà degli animi che passa fra
Scozzesi e Inglesi, non sono viene giudicato che la potenza di quel regno non sia cresciuta,
ma diminuita piuttosto: poiché l’odio fra di loro è passato tant’oltre che s’insidiano la vita
l’un l’altro con maniere molto stravaganti” (30).
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Duodo and Molin arrived in London on November 15, 1603, after having met and
traveled together from Calais. On his way towards Calais, Molin was victim of an attack by
English pirates between Genoa and Marseille, the news of which Scaramelli broke to king
James I, who promised the diplomat a reimbursement and issued a harsh reprimand against
piracy (see Molin 16).
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expected to settle the issue of piracy in the Greek sea (which Scaramelli had been unable to
resolve due to the sudden death of Elizabeth), and to plead for the Catholic cause in the
kingdom.202 This latter request had been made, as the letter clearly states, by Pope Clement
VIII (Ippolito Aldobrandini, 1536-1605) who added, however, that this persuasive mission
should be carried out “con molta destrezza e dolcezza per poterne ricever frutto” (Molin
19). The diplomats, the Senate continued, were expected to conduct this order of business
with the utmost “circospezione ed avvvedimento” and only in circumstances where they
would be certain that this would be well received, rather than achieving the opposite goal of
“disgustare” the new king (Molin 19). This religious mission, however cautiously it needed
to be conducted, bears witness to the underlying hope that the succession of the only child
of the Catholic martyr Mary Queen of Scots might indeed bring positive developments to
the still worrisome heretic condition of the kingdom. As Pauline Croft argues, James had
been successful “throughout the 1580s and 1590s in presenting himself as friendly and
well-disposed towards the European Catholic world,” and consequently, while not directly
endorsing his claim to England, Pope Clement VIII had not opposed it (32-33). The king, as
the Pope and the Venetian Senate were well aware, had been raised as a Protestant, but on
top of his Catholic lineage, his wife Anne of Denmark – herself brought up in the Lutheran
faith – was known for her Roman sympathies: in his relazione (1607), Molin is quite
adamant in asserting that the figure of the queen consort was surrounded by “la voce che
ella sia Cattolica” (55).203 In this relazione, the matter of religion is given an outstanding,
and not uncontroversial relevance to which I will come back later.
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On the state of Catholicism in England before James’s accession to the throne, see
Watkins.
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Croft writes that it was James’s aim to reconcile Protestants and Catholics, which in
some respects he managed to accomplish: “As a mature king he promoted reconciliation
among the churches of Christendom because he knew that religious divisions exacerbated
volatile political situations. He was amicably in contact with Gregory XIII and Clement
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After Scaramelli’s quite vague portrait of the new king – which itself can be seen as
denouncing a certain lack of enthusiasm on the diplomat’s part, considering his usual,
distinctive liveliness of style – Molin’s assessment is conversely striking for its not-so-illconcealed unappreciation. The son of the Queen of Scots is presented as a forty-three-yearold lover of hunting and of country life (Molin 46). While he had been a passionate scholar
in his younger years,204 he appears to be completely uninterested in the activities of the
intellect, as much as he lacks active participation in the administration of his two kingdoms.
In fact, James has delegated all responsibilities to his council and ministers, “onde si può
dire con verità, che egli sia principe di nome e di apparenza, piuttosto che di effetto e di
esistenza” (Molin 47-47). A noticeable trait in Molin’s evaluation of the sovereign is the
constant comparison that he draws between him and the previous queen, Elizabeth, which
unquestionably sees the recently deceased daughter of Henry VIII and Anne Boleyn emerge
as the superior ruler. To begin with, Molin greatly tempers Elizabeth’s enthusiasm at the
designation of James as her successor that Scaramelli’s dispatches had propagated,
claiming – somewhat imprecisely, too – that this decision had been postponed so long that
“si può dir piuttosto che [Elizabeth] l’abbia accennata che proferita” (45). Molin, of course,
was not in London at that critical time, and his knowledge of the events had to have been
based on Scaramelli’s reports as well as on additional sources of information gathered over
the period of his London mission, so such a statement can appear as a value judgment on

VIII before 1603, primarily to ensure that the papacy would not back an alternative
candidate for Elizabeth’s throne” (173).
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As is well-known, James was tutored by George Buchanan (“though he never forgot his
terror of him,” Croft 13) and authored the dialogue Daemonologie (1597), on necromancy,
as well as the two political treatises The True Law of Free Monarchies (1598) and
Basilikon Doron (1599), both important contributions to the debate on the divine right of
kings.
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the new king’s abilities (or lack thereof) rather than a reconstruction of events.205 The
ambassador is so unashamedly partial to Elizabeth that his overly enthusiastic superlatives
produce the effect of ‘shaming’ James more than anything else. The dead queen, for
instance, was a “singular principessa,” “perspicacissima […] ed accuratissima,” with
uncommon “magnanimità e virilità,”206 loved by her subjects who still “piangono
ricordandosela,” feared by her enemies, possessing every single quality that could be
desired in a “perfetta signora” (Molin 45-46). Even her heretical religious beliefs, which
were the reason behind the downfall of her reputation in the Catholic world, are attributed
to the persuasion of her ministers more than her “propria inclinazione” (Molin 45). All of
these elements, made even more impressive by the ambassador’s magniloquence, are
negatively mirrored in the figure of the weak, passive James.
As I mentioned earlier, the most impressive quality of Molin’s relazione is the
attentive, well-argued discussion of the religious situation in the kingdom, which
culminates in its all-important intersection with the matters of the state: the ambassador,
like virtually every other commentator of his time, had read and fully internalized
Machiavelli and the already long-standing idea of religion as instrumentum regni.207 As
previous Venetian diplomats had already reported, the spiritual fragmentation of the
kingdom was a matter of common knowledge. By 1607, however, the most worrying of the
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As a matter of fact, however, “Elizabeth refused to go beyond her letter of [March] 1586
[where she hinted that she had chosen him], and to James’s intense annoyance never
proclaimed him officially as her heir” (Croft 22). It was Robert Cecil who “drafted the
proclamation that would announce her death and the transfer of her Crown ‘absolutely,
wholly, and solely’ to James” (Croft 49).
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The use of virility in order to describe the prowess of a queen is, I believe, especially
noteworthy here, first because it reinforces the perception (and professed self-perception)
of Elizabeth as a male, and also because it points obliquely to James’s own lack of this very
quality.
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I am referring specifically to Book I, Chapter XII of the Discorsi sulla prima deca di
Tito Livio, on which I will come back later.
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three main religious faiths practiced in England was undoubtedly perceived to be the
Puritan faith:208

“Tre sono le religioni che universalmente sono abbracciate da quei popoli: la
cattolica ed apostolica romana, la protestante e la puritana; questa oltre il danno
e la rovina delle anime tende a quella di principati e di monarchie ancora,
poiché è drizzata tutta alla libertà ed al governo popolare; e perché questo
nome di libertà è molto dolce e grato ad ognuno è però molto facilmente
abbracciata: onde si crede che il terzo di quei popoli sieno puritani, ancorché il
re e li suoi ministri usino ogni arte per distruggerla.”
(Molin 47; my emphasis)

The Puritans and their potential dangerousness for the welfare of a centralized kingdom
whose monarch was also the religious leader had already been clear to Elizabeth. The reissuing of the Act of Supremacy (1558) and the re-introduction of the 1552 Book of
Common Prayer enforced by the Act of Uniformity (1559) brought to a ‘religious
settlement’ which attracted strong criticism toward the Church of England. Persecution of
religious non-conformists continued throughout Elizabeth’s reign, also thanks to the efforts
of the Archbishop of Canterbury, John Whitgift, but unaligned practices were not entirely
suppressed. The Puritans, as they were disparagingly known (see Spurr 18), sought to
purify the world of the remnants of Catholic ritual, beginning with the Church of England,
which was deemed – and with merit – to have grown increasingly close to pre-Reformation
habits. Among their ideological strongholds were individual access to the Scriptures, a
radical belief in the theology of predestination, and an “activist” view of faith (Spurr 5).
With the accession of James to the throne, the Puritans saw in this Calvinist from
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For an overview of the state of religion in early Stuart Britain (1603-1642), see Coward
253-270.
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Scotland209 the opportunity to advance requests and propositions aimed at increasing the
‘reformedness’ of the Church of England. Through what became known as the Millenary
Petition, which was handed to the new king on his way to London, the Puritans asked for
“the reformation of worship, the improvement of ministers, the enhancement of their
incomes” as well as a new “administration of discipline and excommunication” (Spurr 59;
also see Coward 257). As a response, James called for a conference at Hampton Court
(1603), which ended with his refusal of most of the propositions and the promise of a new
translation of the bible, which would eventually materialize in the Authorized Version, also
known as King James Bible (1611; see Bremer 10). In the address to the readers in the 1603
version of his political treatise Basilikon Doron, conceived for the education of his son and
heir Henry,210 the king himself outlined and exposed the Puritan threat to the stability of the
kingdom: their “morall faultes” deserve them exemplary punishment because “they
contemne the lawe and soveraigne authoritie” (15). The political danger that even an
external observer such as Molin traces in Puritanism may thus have had to do with the
separatist currents within religious non-conformists, which continued to call for the
legitimacy of independent church practices and spiritual congregations (see Spurr 62): “il
nome di libertà,” as the ambassador writes, is both a sweet promise for the individual and a
threatening proposition for the keeping of the state. And a sovereign with mild absolutist
tendencies such as James knew this well (see Croft 132-133).211
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The Presbyterian Church in Scotland was separated from the crown, unlike the English
model, which eventually appealed to the new king. As Tom Webster remarks, when he
acceded to the throne, “in the Scottish Kirk trepidation was the dominant theme, with fears
that James might be led astray by the weaker Protestantism and the stronger ceremonialism
of the Kirk’s sister, the Church of England” (Coward 253).
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Henry, as we will see later, will die at the age of eighteen (1612).
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Malcolm Smuts argues, however, that in the Basilikon Doron “he acknowledged that
kings who fail to rule lawfully might face rebellion and regicide since, although God never
sanctions rebellion, he sometimes allows it to succeed to punish wicked rulers. A
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If, as we have seen, Molin recognizes Puritanism as dangerous for its potential
repercussions on the welfare of the kingdom, what he defines the Protestant religion – that
is, the Church of England – serves as the king’s own instrumentum regni. “Miscuglio di
molte religioni,” this faith rested on the tenets of Calvinism, but with the fundamental
difference that it recognized the primacy of the monarch as its spiritual and temporal leader,
in complete opposition to Calvin’s theology (Molin 47). It is clear that the ambassador fully
realized the precariousness of James’s religious policy, a dark harbinger of the turmoil that
would tear the country apart a few decades later. Arguably, however, Molin reserves his
most radically outspoken position in matters of religion to Roman Catholicism. Unlike his
many predecessors, he shows an openly critical stance towards what he perceives as the
mistakes of the Church of Rome which led to the Schism and its present repercussions. The
foremost blame lies on the greed of the popes who “se […] si avessero contentato di perder
un poco di temporalità per fare acquisto di spiritualità, le cose sariano in altro termine”
(Molin 49; my emphasis), adding that the clergy as a whole “predicano assai volentieri il
sprezzo delle cose di questo mondo, ma ne sono poi loro all’incontro avidissimi” (Molin
49). On top of this, the ambassador phrases a critique to the current state of the Church
which sounds even more suspiciously ‘heretical’:

“e tanto più quanto da certo tempo in qua, come dicono in quei paesi, le cose
della religione sono trattate con termini molto diversi da quelli che fece Cristo
nostro Signore, e quelli della primitiva chiesa, ch’era con la istruzione, con la
predicazione, con la buona vita ed esempio e con grandissima dolcezza e
soavità.”
(Molin 49; my emphasis)

theoretical assertion of absolutism was thus hedged about with religious, moral and
prudential restrictions” (Coward 275).
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Rounding up his anti-Catholic invective, Molin condemns the repressive use of force
employed by the Church to keep dissidents at bay. The ambassador vehemently attacks the
Church’s “violentar li principi e li popoli con la severità,” and with “pugnali, co’ veleni e
con mine” aimed at forcing people to believe in its orthodoxy (“a creder più in un modo che
in un altro,” Molin 49). To the Jesuits, however, he reserves the harshest criticism, getting
to the point of blaming them for the ultimate decline of Roman Catholicism in England.
Their interference, he claims, has brought to even greater repression, all because of “questa
severa, per non darle altro titolo, dottrina, inventata e sostenuta dai gesuiti” (Molin 53). The
ambassador’s unabashed anti-Roman critique has to be contextualized, I believe, within the
new phase of Church-Venice relations inaugurated by the famous parenthesis of the
Interdetto (1606-1607), which can account for the reason why a diplomat – who, let us
remember, had been entrusted with a pro-Catholic mission upon departing – would feel free
to launch such an invective in an official document destined to the Senate. Molin, in other
words, fully knew that his audience would be sympathetic, which can also justify his overthe-top appreciation of the heretical Elizabeth, the woman-ruler who had become the
symbol itself of anti-Roman sentiments. The Interdetto consisted in Pope Paul V’s (Camillo
Borghese, 1550-1621) excommunication of Venice’s government and interdict of the
Republic’s territory following the arrest – on civil charges – of two clergymen in the city,
which the Republic refused to consign to ecclesiastical justice despite the Church’s request.
This assertion of Venice’s sovereignty was complemented by the election of Leonardo
Donà (1536-1612), a staunch opposer of Rome’s temporal demands, as doge: besides these
political strategy preoccupations, the Republic’s governors used the episode of the
Interdetto as a way of condemning the perceived excesses of the Church and to begin a
process of purification (see Barzazi 233-261). In light of these coeval developments –
famously recorded and commented upon by Paolo Sarpi in his Istoria dell’Interdetto (1610;
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1624) – the unusually outspoken arguments presented by Molin against the papacy appear
to be tuned with the spirit of the time: not unlike the English Puritans, this Venetian
ambassador expresses strong sentiments toward the accepted religious – and to some extent
political – establishment. At the closing of his religious disquisition, the ambassador feels
the need to frame his argument within the terms of the then-current theory of ragion di
stato in its emphasis on the necessity of a unified, shared religion in the administration of
the state.212 Voicing his already suggested belief in the instrumentum regni, religion, Molin
argued, is not only fundamental “per l’interesse delle anime,” but also “necessarissima
ancora per il buon governo degli Stati, e senza la quale è impossibile di poter bene
governare” (53). In the next section, we will see how deeply this notion informed the work
of the Italian historiographers of the English Revolution.
That James was not a particularly compelling example of a ruler, at least in the eyes
of Venetian diplomats, emerges quite clearly from the other four relazioni compiled over
the course of his reign. Marc’Antonio Correr (1611), for instance, reinforces Molin’s
assessment almost to the point of plagiarism, emphasizing above all the king’s ill-received
obsession for hunting, to the detriment of active government (“non è stata lodata da molti
sudditi,” 108), and his general lack of vigor in the matters of the state. Just like Molin
before him, Correr uses Elizabeth as a touchstone, glorifying the strength and boldness of
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Also Botero, despite his effort to offer a Catholic alternative to Machiavelli, recognized
the Machiavellian instrumentality of religion. “È di tanta forza la religione ne’ governi,” he
writes in Book II, Chapter XVI of Della ragion di stato, “che senza essa ogni altro
fondamento di stato vacilla: così tutti quelli quasi, che hanno voluto fondare nuovi imperii,
hanno anco introdotto nuove sette o innovato le vecchie […]” (137). Of course, Botero
went on arguing for the superiority of orthodox Catholicism as instrumentum regni: “Ma,
tra tutte le leggi, non ve n’è alcuna più favorevole a prencipi, che la cristiana, perché questa
sottomette loro non solamente i corpi e le facoltà de’ sudditi, dove conviene, ma gli animi
ancora e le conscienze, e lega non solamente le mani, ma gli affetti ancora et i pensieri, e
vuole, che si obedisca a’ prencipi discoli, no che a’ moderati, e che si patisca ogni cosa per
non perturbar la pace: e non è cosa alcuna, nella quale disoblighi il suddito dall’obedienza
debita al prencipe, se non è contra la legge della natura o di Dio” (137).
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her long monarchy, especially regarding foreign – that is, anti-Spanish – policy (“la
memoria della gloria e degli utili che risultavano dalla guerra con la Spagna,” 1611, 108).
Both Antonio Foscarini (1618)213 and Pietro Contarini (1618) portray the king in similar
terms, with the former laying emphasis on his fame as a delegator (see Foscarini 170-171)
and the latter riding the well-established wave of portraying the king’s shortcomings by
contrasting them with Elizabeth’s incomparable virtues. The queen, he writes, “fu di
singular virtù e valore, e non solo avanzò le condizioni d’esser donna” but she let herself be
guided by an innate prudence which in her person defied the laws of her sex (“si bene in
quel sesso di raro si mostra perfetta,” 204). Girolamo Lando (1622) shows an interest in
James verging on the non-existent: in his lengthy, comprehensive relazione, the king is
only barely mentioned as a prudent ruler whose greatest accomplishment was ending the
war with Spain in 1604 (228). The greatest attention, here, is bestowed upon James’s
second-born son Charles, who became the heir to the throne following the death of his older
brother Henry – the dedicatee of the Basilikon Doron – caused by typhoid fever at the age
of 18 (November 1612). After Antonio Foscarini’s succinct report on the then teenage
Charles, whose health was apparently growing stronger (“fu debole di complessione, e poca
salute, ma […] si è ridotto in buono stato di sanità e robustezza,” 178), Lando gives us the
first real portrait of the future king as an adult:

“Il serenissimo principe Carlo di Vaglia, il quale nacque alli 29 decembre 1601,
cresce negli anni con prosperità grande della persona, tiene presenza veramente
regia, fronte e sopraccigli gravi, negli occhi e nei movimenti del corpo grazia
notabile, indicante prudente temperanza: con le doti di questa superando le
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Foscarini succeeded Marc’Antonio Correr from 1611 to 1615, but his relazione was
only delivered on December 19, 1618 because, right after England, he was named
ambassador to France. His report is therefore one, encompassing two sections devoted to
the two diplomatic missions.
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condizioni di principe, e colle virtù dell’animo quelle dell’età [twenty-one]; di
pensieri, di maniere e costumi commendabilissimi attraenti la benevolenza e
l’amore universale dei popoli, se in alcuna parte tiepido o non ben fervente
verso di lui, perché alcuni lo vorrebbero più ardito e più risentito al padre, più
ardente per il cognato e la sorella”
(Lando 261; my emphasis)

After this overall positive introduction, however, the ambassador brings to the fore those
that he identifies as the potential shortcomings of the heir to the throne. To begin with,
Charles is quite explicitly described as effeminate and unaffected by attraction to women,
unlike his dead older brother: when hearing talk of “materia poco onesta,” Lando writes,
the prince would react “arrossendo come modesta donzella” (261), and his lack of virility –
though tempered by his firm virtue – is in fact reinforced by his detachment from the
temptations of the female sex (“onde le donne non lo tentano né anche,” 261).214
Intellectually, he was not close to the scholarly qualities of his father, and his linguistic
skills were impaired by an abnormally thick and long tongue, “solo difetto che, si può dire,
gli abbia dato la natura, che a pochi, benché principi, concede tutte le sue grazie” (Molin
264).215 In matters of religion, he seemed to follow his father’s ambiguity, especially in
view of his engagement to the Catholic daughter of King Henry IV of France and Marie de’
Medici, Princess Henrietta Maria (“per imitare il padre e per il fine del medesimo
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The subject of Charles’s virtuousness in contrast to his father’s debauchery became, later
on, almost a commonplace when considering his married life with Henrietta Maria. As
Thomas N. Corns argues, “from 1630 onwards Henrietta Maria gave birth to numerous
children, five of whom survived infancy. In that self-proclaimed virtuous court, from which
the lasciviousness that James had entertained had been strenuously and explicitly banished,
the burgeoning sexuality of the monarch and his wife was troped into a kind of Platonic
affection, stripped of its carnality though evidently characterized by a lot of sex” (Coward
174).
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Charles’s speech impediment – which almost led James to have the string under his
son’s tongue cut in infancy – would accompany him for his whole life.
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matrimonio,” Lando 264): against the Puritan faction in Parliament, however, his attitude
was one of remarkable severity (Lando 265). Thirteen years later, Vincenzo Gussoni (1635)
portrayed the king as a healthy, prosperous man, deeply in love with his wife despite their
different religions, and generally unconcerned with the growth of the kingdom’s
international status (again, as opposed to Elizabeth’s much lauded fierce foreign policy; see
303). Overall, Gussoni’s relazione stands out for its reticence, most notably regarding the
political and religious fragmentation within the kingdom.
On the opposite end of the spectrum, the last of the Venetian relazioni written
before the outbreak of the Civil Wars, Angelo Correr’s from 1637, is distinguished by the
ambassador’s remarkably skillful analysis of the complexities of internal politics and by his
clear foreshadowing of the upcoming revolution. Already displaying the intellectual depth
of this relazione, the ambassador begins with a theoretical reflection on his work as a
chronicler, particularly focusing on the relationship between narrative and time. Echoing
Lodovico Falier’s early words, his report, Correr claims, is designed for the instruction of
future generations, but the ambassador acknowledges the potential fallacy of his project. As
the text itself will demonstrate, the major strength of Correr’s argumentation lies in his
efforts at using the current state of affairs as a thermometer for further developments to
come. He recognizes, however, that the future “non è presente che a Dio” and qualifies his
operation as a conjecture, “un’ombra dei suoi raggi concessa alla ragione umana, sotto
condizione di non esser locabile al centro di alcuna determinata volontà” (Correr 1637,
321). This fundamental inscrutability is strengthened by Charles I’s own unprecedented
behavior as a ruler, one that is perceived to have marked a definite break with the past: the
king’s apparent path towards absolutism – that is, a firmer position of antagonism against
Parliament as a political body – appears like a dark cloud which hinders clear predictions
for the stability of the country (see Correr 1637, 321). From his father James, Charles has
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inherited his passion for hunting and “la avversione se non vogliamo dire inimicizia del
popolo” (Correr 1637, 323),216 and like Lando had already pointed out years prior, he
seemed to be immune to love (“non è soggetto ad amori,” 323). After this somewhat brief,
but very effective presentation of the king, Correr moves quickly towards the central
concern of his relazione: the ruler’s strained relation with Parliament, fueled by “le due
gran cause della religione e della estenuazione della libertà dei popoli,” concluding that
“gran fortuna sarà se [the kingdom] non cade in qualche gran turbolenza” (324). Correr’s
opinion regarding the Parliament is ambivalent. On the one hand, he recognizes its
importance for the sake of a perfect monarchy (324), while on the other, he blames it for
having caused the kings (and queens) to go from tyrants to victims of its tyranny (324): this
latter problem is specifically singled out as the major responsible for Charles I’s
reactionary attitude, which led him to “inventar maniere da sussistere senza parlamenti”
(324). Parallel to the growing tension with Parliament, the king was faced with the constant
threat of religious fragmentation in the country, and with the now undeniable weight of
Puritans – “dalla pretesa purità, così costoro per ludibrio chiamati” (Correr 1637, 328) –
among the people. Correr defines Puritanism as a “malattia [that] va serpendo per questo
paese” (334),217 and its followers as “odiabili e pericolosi,” schismatic in the spiritual
domain and propellers of rebellions in the political sphere: their only comparative benefit is
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It is intersting to note, as David Cressy does, that “King Charles referred frequently to his
‘loving subjects,’ and claimed that the love of his people was among his ‘greatest riches.’
This love, like the grace of God, was not so much earned as supposedly freely given. The
king mentioned it most often when asking for money, or when differentiating ‘loving
subjects’ from ‘turbulent and ill-affected spirits’” (96).
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Correr also notes that Puritans were fleeing towards the English colonies in the New
World in search of religious freedom: “Si trova in questa parte del mondo, in clima
felicissimo una provincia detta Virginia, tra la Florida e la Nuova Francia, nella quale dopo
l’acquisto che ne fecero gli Inglesi al tempo della regina Elisabetta, tentò il defunto re
[Giacomo I], benché con poca felicità, di trasferirvi delle colonie” (334). Later, he goes on
highlighting their internal struggles and separations even in America.
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for Catholicism in the country, which, despite the nefarious influence of Jesuits,218 appears
to be growing with the Protestants being pushed towards it as a way of contrasting the
Puritan epidemic (329). At the closing of his relazione, Correr offers a refined reflection on
the relationship between a good prince and his people, particularly when the people is
accustomed to being granted a certain degree of liberty. As Michael B. Young argues,
Charles’s greatest flaw was his being anchored in a “medieval mentality” with regard to the
relationship between the king and his subjects, “while increasing numbers of his subjects
had early modern mentalities” (178): the main problem was therefore posed by a shifting
paradigm which he was ultimately unable to understand or come to terms with, making
him, to use Cressy’s definition, a king with an “impaired vision” (307). Correr’s final
argument ultimately underscores Charles’s mistakes, by claiming that his repeated efforts
to increase his personal power by weakening the voice of Parliament “mette il suo stato in
una febbre continua, rendendolo turbolente, ribelle ed avido di mutazioni” (339): the
turbulence, rebellion, and radical mutations predicted by the Venetian diplomat would
cease being a mere conjecture in a matter of five years.

In 1645, Venice suspended its diplomatic ties with England for the first time since
the end of the reign of Mary I. The first Civil War was ravaging the country (see Hirst 260),
the contrast between Charles I and the Parliamentarians was growing stronger, and the
Republic’s Senate opted to annul the mission entrusted to Vincenzo Contarini, who was to
follow Giovanni Giustinian. On Tuesday January 30, 1649, Charles I was brought to a
scaffold erected outside Whitehall Palace to be executed. The death sentence had been
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Like Molin, Correr harbors strong anti-Jesuit sentiments, going as far as comparing their
extremism to the Puritans’: “gesuiti, i quali è comune opinione […] che nonostante il loro
apparente predicato zelo, siano per essere contrarj alla riconciliazione, niente meno che i
puritani, per non scadere da quel domino che tra’ cattolici di presente godono” (332-333).
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ratified four days earlier, on January 26, by the High Court of Justice established by the
Rump Parliament, that is by the members of the House of Commons who had kept their
seats after the military coup d’état known as Pride’s Purge (December 6 and 7, 1648; see
Young 167). As Clive Holmes writes, “only eighty [of the one hundred and thirty-five
commissioners] ever sat, and twenty-five of these failed to sign the death warrant” (94).219
This goes to show that the fatal conclusion of Charles I’s life was not a decision taken in an
outburst of revolutionary spirit, but rather the result of a very complex power game that
was still causing division and doubt even between the Parliamentarians themselves. After
all, declaring a king guilty of high treason and, moreover, sentencing him to the highest
possible degree of punishment was in itself unusual. In the past, the English Parliament had
already intervened in the destiny of kings220, but the case of Charles I was radically
different, both in spirit and in outcome. That the consequences of the king’s death were
likely to be almost as intense in popular morale and opinion as they would be in the
political scene was made clear very early. On the day of the execution, after he had been
brought to the scaffold, the last words reportedly pronounced by the king himself before the
executioners, the clerks, and the people gathered outside Whitehall presented the
impending act as the sacrifice of a martyr. 221 Charles I’s rhetoric reinstated the clear-cut
difference between the sacred figure of the king and that of his subjects:
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Young claims that “at the end of the trial 67 voted for the death sentence, but only 59
signed the death warrant” (167).
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For instance, the Parliament asked for the abdication of Edward II in 1327 and accepted
the resignation of Richard II in 1399.
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Accounts of the king’s last words were soon published in at least four editions of the
pamphlet entitled King Charls his speech made upon the scaffold at Whitehall Gate,
immediately before his execution (1649) and later re-published as part of the pamphlet King
Charls his trial. See editor’s note in The Trial and Execution of King Charles.
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“Sirs, it was for this [the liberty of the people] that now I am come here. If I
would have given way to an arbitrary way, for to have all laws changed
according to the power of the sword, I needed not to have come here; and
therefore I tell you (and I pray God it be not laid to your charge) that I am the
martyr of the people.”
(King Charls his speech 6; my emphasis)

If the king is a king by divine right, as Charles I almost incessantly reminded the accusers
during his trial, then his execution cannot be inscribed in the administration of the law: we
have seen this same argument being used by the king’s grandmother, Mary Queen of Scots,
when she refused to accept the authority of her examiners.222 The sentence was thus a
perversion of God’s will, in whose name the condemned sovereign felt himself forced to
embrace his fate: an imitatio Christi that was visually emphasized by the king’s stretching
out of his arms and hands while waiting for the blow that, in keeping with the sentence
emitted by the High Court of Justice, was to “severe his head from his body” (Wedgwood
223). According to the reconstruction of a sixteen-year-old eyewitness named Philip Henry,
the sound that arose from the people watching the execution after the axe had fallen was
“such a groan as [he] never heard before” and that he wished he “may never hear again”
(Keeble 36).
After an episode so richly imbued with sacred symbolism, the publication of a work
that would enjoy an enormous popularity canonized the figure of the king as that of a
Christian martyr. The Eikon Basilike: the Portraiture of His Sacred Majestie in His
Solitudes and Sufferings (1649), probably authored by John Gauden, bishop of
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As Young writes, “of course Charles was powerless to change the verdict of the court, but
in a broader sense he could profoundly affect the outcome of the trial. He did not cower with
fear, make lame excuses, or try to weasel out. Instead, he defended himself with trenchant
arguments and genuine eloquence, and when these were of no further avail, he faced death
with dignity and courage. His devoted followers were inspired by his example and compared
him to Christ” (168).
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Worcester223, was passed off as an autobiographical narrative written by Charles himself in
the very hours before his death. The noun “Εἰκὼν” employed in the work’s title broadly
translates as “image” or “portrait,” but its immediate etymological connection to “icon”
was responsible for the aspect that stirred the greatest controversy, because of its direct
reference to the sacred sphere. Charles I, who would indeed be proclaimed a saint by the
Church of England during the ensuing Restoration224, was portrayed as the very icon of a
temporal power that, though stemming from an otherworldly dimension, had been subjected
to a blasphemous interruption perpetrated by men that were, first and foremost, his
subjects. And it is specifically to the work’s ostensible rendering of the dead king as an
icon of Christian spirituality that the most famous of its responses, John Milton’s
Eikonoklastes (1649), addressed its reprimand.225 On the whole, as Wedgwood remarks, the
execution of the king was, for his supporters, “a monstrous crime perpetrated by a gang of
miscreants who blackened the fair name of England with everlasting infamy” (6). After the
execution, the Venetian Republic began to realize the importance of re-establishing
diplomatic relations with what had emerged as the new governing body of the country, the
Parliament, and its rising leader, Oliver Cromwell (1599-1658), a former military
commander and a signatory of the king’s death sentence.226 Cromwell – “God’s
Englishman” in Christopher Hill’s words – was born in Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire, and
died in London. As Hill remarks, the extraordinary impact of his life in the British Isles
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For the authorship issue, see Trevor-Roper.
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Charles I was canonized on May 19, 1660, at the request of his son Charles II. He was
commemorated in the Book of Common Prayer on January 30, until Queen Victoria
removed the commemoration in 1859.
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In The Tenure of Kings and Magistrates (1649), shortly thereafter, Milton further argued
for the people’s legitimacy of regicide and revolution. On this, as it connects to the crisis of
sacred kingship, see Cressy 302-305.
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On the relations between the Republic and Cromwell, see the classic study by Guglielmo
Berchet, Cromwell e la Repubblica di Venezia.
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(and outside of them, as we are about to see) was also due to the extraordinary times in
which he came to live. The mid-seventeenth century was the moment in which the
problems and changes that had begun to affect the European continent (England included)
came to a loud explosion: inflation, population growth, new trade routes brought to “the
rise of capitalist relations within feudal society and a consequent regrouping of social
classes” (Hill 13). Cromwell’s youth was a time of great dissatisfaction towards the
administration of James I, whose economic policy was deemed unsuccessful. When the 25year-old Charles ascended the throne in 1625, the situation worsened. Due to foreign
policies (especially towards France, as we will see in the next section) which stirred doubt
and suspect, the Parliament – which, despite the sovereign’s resistance had the prerogative
to make decisions in matters of taxes – continued to antagonize the king. Cromwell’s
entrance into the national public sphere was in 1628 when, after nearly 30 years of life
spent in Huntingdon, he became a member of Parliament. He would again be a member of
the Parliament in 1640 (in the so-called Short Parliament, which only lasted three weeks),
and then in the Long Parliament, which he himself contributed to dissolve in 1648, with
Pride’s Purge (when opposing Presbyterians were ousted) and the birth of the Rump
Parliament that I mentioned earlier and that would eventually be responsible for Charles I’s
death sentence. Cromwell’s role during the Civil Wars was a powerful one, although he did
not start out as the leader of the Parliamentarians:227 he acquired growing reputation thanks
to his brilliant military career, especially after 1645 when he became a prominent member
of the New Model Army.228 As Hill remarks, even his position before the prospect of
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For a comprehensive assessment of this aspect, as well as a detailed biography of
Cromwell, see Morrill.
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The New Model Army was constituted in early 1645, with Sir Thomas Fairfax (16121671) as its Captain-General. Its first particularity was that it was made up of full-time
soldiers whose leaders were determined according to ability rather than social status, and
that had a strong, radical religious sensitivity (mostly Puritan). The New Model Army was
not just employed in specific regions; on the contrary, it fought in all of the places that were
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having Charles sentenced to death was, at first, one of indecisiveness (102-103): his mind
was that of a soldier much more than a politician’s. Of course, things changed when, at the
end of December 1648,

“Cromwell publicly accepted that ‘the providence of God hath cast this upon
us’ in a speech to the House of Commons. Yet once the trial and execution had
been decided on, Cromwell threw himself into it with the vigour he always
showed when his mind was made up, when God had spoken. ‘I tell you we will
cut off his head with the crown on it,’ he replied to Algernon Sidney’s
arguments against the validity of the tribunal being set up.”
(Hill 103)

When, by the early 1650s, the Commonwealth had replaced the kingdom, and was veering
toward an authoritarian turn with Cromwell as its center, it became clear that reestablishing diplomatic ties could no longer be avoided but was rather a necessity. Venice’s
move was, as always, strategic and aimed at securing potential support from England in the
struggle with the Turks over control of the Kingdom of Candia during the long Cretan War
(1645-1669). The Senate thus instructed Michele Morosini, its ambassador in Paris, to send
his secretary Lorenzo Pauluzzi to London (1652): his mission was to express the Republic’s
vicinity to the Commonwealth and later to Cromwell himself, after he was named Lord
Protector (December 16, 1653), in the hope to establish a fruitful alliance. Pauluzzi’s
dispatches give us a glimpse, partial though it may be, into the public morale concerning
the new political establishment. The people, Pauluzzi wrote in a ciphered dispatch dated
February 21, 1654, were deeply dissatisfied with Cromwell’s rule and his having almost
taken on the appearance and prerogatives of a king after the institution of the Protectorate:

invested in the so-called War of the Three Kingdoms, that is England, Scotland and Ireland
(see Kishlansky).
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“In essa non si è intesa la più minima voce di acclamazione, di contentezza, né
di benedizione al nome e persona dello stesso Protettore, diverso da quello che
seguiva in simili occasioni quando comparivano li passati re. […]
Nell’universale ha pochissimo effetto, anzi con apparenza di quel livore che se
gli va giornalmente accrescendo, per essersi egli arrogato con sembiante di
umiltà e dal servizio pubblico e dei popoli tutta la autorità e sovranità, non gli
mancando che il titolo regio, mentre il potere eccede certo quello dei re
passati.”
(Pauluzzi 355; my emphasis)

Cromwell, on the other hand, continued to profess his humility and service to the country
like a consummate dissimulator. This particular skill is remarked upon widely by Pauluzzi
(“con i soliti termini di sua umiltà e ritiratezza […], tratti di artificiosa bassezza, che
mirano forse ad altezza maggiore della presente,” 356) who, still in cipher, wished that his
rule would come to a definite end (“precipitosa caduta,” 356). Perhaps the most vivid
impression of Cromwell that Pauluzzi has given us emerges from his two reported
encounters with the Lord Protector.229 Thanks to the linguistic mediation provided by Sir
Oliver Fleming, the master of ceremonies, the Venetian diplomat presented in Italian his
congratulations on behalf of the Serenissima, which were then translated into English to
Cromwell, who received them with gratitude and respect. Overall, the Lord Protector
appeared to be cordial and ceremoniously careful in showing appreciation for both the
Republic and its emissary: at every mentioning of Venice, Pauluzzi reports, Cromwell
responded by “levando sempre alcun poco il cappello” (360).
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These are described in two dispatches dated, respectively, January 31, 1654 and August
7, 1654.
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The circumstantial, inherently fragmentary nature of Pauluzzi’s dispatches is in
stark contrast with the last, and arguably among the finest, of Venetian relazioni on which I
will concentrate here, Giovanni Sagredo’s from 1656.230 Before providing a thorough
assessment of his mission in the relazione, the diplomat’s dispatch to the Senate dated
October 22, 1655 sets the tone of his narrative style by opening with the vibrant depiction
of his first encounter with Cromwell. The Lord Protector, we learn right away, had been
sick – possibly from kidney stones – and therefore had been forced to postpone his
audience with the Venetian ambassador by three days. The meeting took place at Whitehall,
“cioè al palazzo altra volta stanza di re” (370), in a vast room with tapestries and a great
number of people: this, I would argue, was the Banqueting House, designed by Inigo Jones
in the Palladian style, the same room which saw Charles I’s last, fatal walk under its
Rubens ceiling and towards the scaffold erected just outside of it. Cromwell appeared to
Sagredo as “un poco abbattuto nel volto,” not in complete health, and with a hand tremor
(“gli tremava la mano con la quale stringeva il cappello,” 371). This is the general portrait
of the Lord Protector:

“Per il resto è uno di 56 anni, con pochissima barba, di complessione sanguigna,
di statura media e robusta, e di presenza marziale. Ha una fisionomia cupa e
profonda. Porta una gran spada al fianco. Soldato insieme ed oratore, è dotato
di talenti per persuadere e per operare.”
(Sagredo 371; my emphasis)
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Giovanni Sagredo, of the noble Sagredo family, was born in 1616 and died in 1682. He
was a remarkably successful diplomat and politician, eventually becoming Procuratore di
San Marco (1676) and narrowly missing out on being elected doge (1676; Alvise Contarini
ended up winning). He was also a man of letters, and is mostly remembered for having
authored L’Arcadia in Brenta (1667; 1674), a Decameron-style collection of novellas
which enjoyed huge editorial success, reaching a total of twenty-five re-prints.
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A soldier and an orator, then: Cromwell, the ambassador states clearly, was the kind of new
ruler who was able to unite word and action within the same person. And that Cromwell
embodies the advancement of the new in place of the old guard is heightened, in the later
relazione, by Sagredo’s skillful construction of a teleology linking the causes and outburst
of the Civil Wars to the eventual end of the divine right of kings in the person of the Lord
Protector. The Venetian diplomat’s final report contains one of the most acute and
outstandingly ‘modern’ histories of the English Revolution, one that manages to set free
from a view of events as dependent upon the ambition and greed of one (or few) individuals
by engaging, rather, into the country’s deeper socio-political mutations. While, as we have
seen extensively, virtually every post-Schism relazione highlighted the religious
fragmentation in the kingdom, none of them dared to really consider its wider, though still
largely potential, impacts onto the political establishment on a national level: the only
source of concern had been tied, as we have seen, to the Machiavellian idea of the
instrumentality of religion to power. Sagredo, on the other hand, presents a more complex
approach, even going as far as qualifying his work as that of a ‘clarifier,’ someone who had
taken on the task of, so to speak, setting the record straight. Rather than going the expected
route of demonizing the king-slayer Cromwell, Sagredo begins by stating plainly that the
causes of the recent turmoil in the land are various and that “forse l’essenziali non sono
quelle che vivono nella bocca del volgo e tra le divulgazioni della fama” (378; my
emphasis). For the first time, here, we can observe a clear demarcation between fact and
rumor, with the job of the returning ambassador taking on the appearance of that of an
impartial, and well-informed, chronicler. At the same time, Sagredo seems to favor an
elitist view of the possession of knowledge: the accuracy of fact, he implies, cannot be
found among the people (of note, he uses “volgo” instead of “popolo”), but is the
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prerogative of the select few who have experienced an event and, more importantly,
possess the skills to make sense of it.
Starting from this preliminary statement, Sagredo isolates three main causes for the
“naufragio deplorabile e funesto” of the royal authority (377): Charles I’s religious
ambiguity and eventual affinity for Catholic ritual; his inability to be a competent ruler; the
repeated treasons from his closest collaborators. With vivid prose, Sagredo briefly
reconstructs the last period of the king’s life, when he was imprisoned and his survival in
jeopardy. The moderate Parliamentarians, the ambassador writes, wished to have the king
returned to liberty and throne, so as to avoid the grave sin of executing an anointed
sovereign. On the other hand, the extremist faction, including Cromwell, was pushing to
put Charles on the scaffold in the aim to solidify the new Parliamentarian rule (“chi non
faceva saltare una testa coronata, quella testa ne farebbe saltare cento delle loro,” Sagredo
380).231 In the end, the ambassador writes, the king was sentenced to death “con 108 voti,
pochi dissenzienti” (Sagredo 380).232 Charles I’s refusal to accept the verdict on account of
his divine right, which only subjected him to God’s authority and not to the people’s
deliberation, is also remarked by Sagredo, highlighting the short circuit in action in the
decline of a Medieval conception of rulership.233 Although the diplomat had not witnessed
first-hand the king’s execution, this is his account of the momentous event:

“E perché dubitavano che la Maestà Sua resistesse alla esecuzione della
sentenza negando di stendere il collo sopra il ceppo, conficcarono nel palco ai
di lui piedi due anelli di ferro, pei quali passandovi un laccio e questo posto al
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This very position is expressed, as we will see in the last section of this chapter, by the
tyrant Cromuele in Girolamo Graziani’s eponymous tragedy (1671).
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As we have seen previously, these numbers are incorrect (see Holmes 94; Young 167).
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After all, as Christopher Hill famously argued, the 17th century – and specifically the
death of Charles I – marked the end of the Middle Ages in England (13).
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collo di Sua Maestà, doveva a viva forza farlo piegare e porgere il capo alla
mannaja, quando volontariamente non avesse voluto umiliarsi alla fatalità del
colpo. […] Ma il re avvertito senza venire a questi estremi disse: che non gli
fosse fatta violenza, mentre prontamente soggiacerebbe alle leggi della
necessità ed ai rigori della forza; e voltatosi al popolo soggiunse: che egli
moriva più per le altrui che per le proprie colpe, che la sua morte non era che il
principio delle disavventure che si appressavano all’Inghilterra, la quale sarebbe
un giorno obbligata a render conto a Dio dell’innocente spargimento del sangue
del suo re. E raccomandando l’innocenza dei suoi figliuoli, piegò il ginocchio
alla mannaja, e morì con costanza li 30 gennaio 1648 [sic], con silenzio ed
ammirazione universale, mentre divise le milizie in rinforzata maniera a’ posti,
non vi fu chi ardisse mostrar compatimento se non col cuore.”
(Sagredo 381)

After the execution, Cromwell’s power began to grow exponentially. If, until this moment,
Sagredo had favored a comprehensive outlook on the country’s conditions, not shying away
from Charles I’s own responsibilities in the matter, from now on his focus is almost
exclusively on the figure of the new leader. What I believe emerges from Sagredo’s words
is a profound fascination for Cromwell, bordering on admiration, which he tries to mitigate
by presenting him as an ultimately power-thirsty man. But the ambassador’s constant
remarks about his ability to “maneggiar ugualmente la spada e la lingua” (Sagredo 382), his
having been blessed with and made famous “dalla fortuna e dalla industria” (Sagredo 383),
his uncommon rhetorical prowess and mystic-like features (“diede cuore ai Soldati con
assicurarli della vittoria, predettagli da Dio, col mezzo di una voce che lo aveva a mezza
note riscosso dal sonno,” Sagredo 384), his overall “autorità e […] credito” among the
people (Sagredo 387) give away an ill-concealed respect for the man whom Christopher
Hill defined “God’s Englishman.” Like Charles before him, Cromwell’s precise religious
affiliation remained essentially ambiguous, which Sagredo justifies in view of the needs
demanded by reason of state (391), providing yet another instance of his “sopraffina
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politica” (390). To conclude, then, Cromwell embodies the ultimate Machiavellian prince:
with ingeniousness and hard work (“collo ingegno e colla industria,” Sagredo 397), the new
ruler has managed to seize the “congiuntura di farsi grande” (397) – that is fortuna and
virtù – and reached the ultimate goal for the administrator of a state that was seized rather
than inherited,234 which is to be “più temuto che amato” (398).235
Sagredo’s relazione closes with two broader considerations. The first one deals with
the unpredictability of the future, whose workings are only known to God (Sagredo 400),
thus qualifying the operation of the ambassador and the scope of his report as the stillpicture of an in fieri process, of the possibility of only arguing and suggesting by relying on
past data. The second one is a consideration which encompasses morality as well as
political theory. “La violenza,” he writes, “non fu mai durabile” (Sagredo 400), therefore
advancing the hypothesis – and a fruitful one at that – that with Cromwell’s death, there
would be yet another change of scene: the violence through which the Revolution had
achieved its goals of socio-political transformation could not permanently replace the
previous system, unless it learned to relinquish its original nature. What Sagredo could not
have known, but certainly guessed, is that following Cromwell’s death (September 3,
1658), the effort to place his son Richard in his position would result in the rapid collapse
of the Protectorate phase and mark the beginning of the process of Restoration which would
bring back the dead king’s son on the English throne as Charles II (May 29, 1660; see
Keeble 5-26).
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The reference to Il principe’s Duca Valentino is almost literal when he writes that
“[Cromwell] vive con sempiterno sospetto, per quella ragione ch’egli non è nato al
comando, ma se l’è procurato con la desterità e la forza” (Sagredo 399).
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These words echo again Machiavelli, specifically Chapter XVII of Il principe.
Regarding this particular aspect, Sagredo wants to pass himself as skeptical, claiming that
this sort of impositions of power upon the subjects “non rendono mai applaudito il
principe” (399).
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4.2. Histories of the Revolution: Bisaccioni, Gualdo Priorato, Siri
When, in 1637, Dalmatian intellectual and diplomat Giovan Francesco Biondi (1572-1644)
published the first volume of his history of the War of the Roses, L’Historia delle Guerre
Civili d’Inghilterra tra le due Case di Lancastro e Iorc, he concluded his preface by
claiming that kingdoms die from chaos rather than decrepitude, and that, in the end, the aim
of his work was to teach moderation to the princes and submission to the subjects, because
violent changes bring with them “eccidj, miserie, e distruttioni” (Biondi n.p.). Biondi also
reinforced the old metaphorical association between the state/king as a physical body and
the people as the ensemble of its components, in turn depending upon and influencing it (“i
popoli, membra del Rè capo loro, non possono languire, mentr’egli langue,” n.p.).236
Though reconstructing events that had taken place one and a half centuries earlier, Biondi
was ostensibly referring to and commenting on contemporary times. In the same year,
ambassador Angelo Correr, as we have seen, was evidencing in his relazione that king
Charles I was not liked by his people and that the threat of civil war was more tangible than
ever. An embracer of the Reformation, Biondi had been at the service of James I since at
least 1612, and lived comfortably in England until 1640,237 when the clash between king
and Parliament was becoming insurmountable and pushed him to move to Switzerland: his
perspective on the unfolding events was largely based, therefore, on first-hand observation.
Though almost an à clef, Biondi’s work is the forefather of a very rich season of
historiographical writings, especially from the Venetian area, about the English Revolution
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The origin of the metaphor of the body politic, which we have already seen at work in
Chapters Two and Three, is generally attributed to John of Salisbury’s Policraticus, and
was immensely successful throughout the Middle Ages and early modern period (see
Kantorowicz; Gierke; Hale).
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Biondi’s literary trilogy of romanzi eroico-galanti, L’Eromena (1624), La donzella
desterrada (1627), and Il Coralbo (1632) was published in Venice and quickly translated
into English.
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and its protagonists. Most of these mid-17th-century historians were either directly or
indirectly associated with the Venetian Accademia degli Incogniti, founded by Giovan
Francesco Loredan in 1630. The Incogniti were known for their general radicalism and
critical attitudes towards the Church of Rome (see Spini 170; see also Miato), which, as
Stefano Villani argues, pushed them to look at the example of the Anglican Church and its
king-chief as the model of an ideal middle ground, “far away from both Protestant
extremism and Counter-Reformation Catholicism” (“English Civil Wars” n.p.). The tight
relationship between the Incogniti and England, therefore, accounts for the abundance of
material produced on the subject of the crisis of the English monarchy and the Interregnum,
almost unfailingly seen from the privileged perspective of Royalist protégés. In this section,
I will provide a panoramic view of these works, focusing specifically on the dynamics of
the revolution as outlined by Maiolino Bisaccioni (1582-1663), Galeazzo Gualdo Priorato
(1606-1678), and Vittorio Siri (1608-1685).
In the 17th century, the Italian historiographical production dealing with the English
Revolution displayed two main distinguishing features. First, the analysis of English affairs
was most commonly inserted within much larger narratives of ‘universal histories;’
secondly, it mostly looked at the events as they were still in development, therefore lacking
a teleology or even a comprehensive view on their totality: as a matter of fact, the majority
of the texts was produced during the revolutionary decades between 1640 and 1660. The
first aspect bears witness both to that century’s taste for encyclopedism, and to the
perceived importance of these events, also testified by the abundance of detail – and
therefore pages – that authors bestowed upon them. The latter aspect accounts for the
overall confused perception of the revolutionary events, on the one hand, and the evershifting evaluations of episodes and key players, on the other. With the notable exception
of the later books of Siri’s Mercurio, if we compare this historiographical production to the
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one dealing with the Anglican Schism, which was largely produced decades after the
events, we can notice how much a univocal argumentative tendency is lacking in this
corpus. In other words, not enough time separated the fact from its narrative analysis. But
what is most striking in this phenomenon is precisely the degree of interest it demonstrates
towards coeval foreign affairs, an interest that, as we can see, highlights a new, almost
unprecedented relationship with time, in the form of the emergence of a cognition of
contemporaneity. To write about the English Revolution, therefore, was to write about
recent events in the wake of the explosion of what could be defined in modern terms as
‘news,’ which complicated the very notion of ‘history,’ that is of something further back
removed into the past. As Daniel Woolf has argued, by the mid-17th century,

“News had not, of course, displaced history as a subject of discussion. But it
had definitively established the present as a zone of activity, as narratable as the
past, but distinguishable from it, and thereby constructed a public space within
which events could enjoy their ephemeral life before slipping into the maw of
history.”
(Woolf 98)

The keyword here is “ephemeral”: just like the ‘papers’ and ‘notizie’ – close to dispatches
in nature, but even shorter and not conceived for state communication (see Infelise, Prima
dei giornali) – discussed by Woolf, the efforts of the Italian analysts were subjected to
subsequent editions marked by updates, additions, subtractions, amendments. They lacked,
and understandably so, the stability afforded by older events whose development had (at
least apparently) concluded and whose consequences could be observed and used as
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interpretive tools.238 In the perception of the 17th-century analysts, overall, the events of the
English Revolution still qualified as “Historia,” a category that was doubtlessly used as a
way of both justifying the flow of ink and legitimizing its consumption. In this respect, the
opening of Bisaccioni’s Historia della Guerra civile d’Inghilterra, the first and longest
section in his Historia delle guerre civili di questi ultimi tempi (Venice, 1652),239 can easily
be read as a paradigmatic declaration for the whole historiographical corpus that is at stake
here:

“Tra tutte le conditioni di persone, a cui l’Historia è profittevole, (che a
ciascheduno è giovevolissima) non istimo, che altri più ne dovesse coltivare,
non dirò la notitia, ma lo studio, che il Prencipe; sì perché ella è un racconto di
attioni de’ Prencipi, e Grandi, e dai simili si impara, sì perché ella è la vera
maestra del governo de’ stati, mostrando ne gli altrui accidenti, quello che
seguire, quello che apertamente fuggire, e ciò che destramente schivare si
debba.”
(Bisaccioni 1; my emphasis)

If history is magistra vitae for everyone, then, for princes it is even more so because it
teaches them how to rule a state. Bisaccioni, however, is adamant about making a
distinction between works that are for reading (“leggere”) and those that are for studying
(“studiare”): the authors of the latter, exemplified by Cornelius Tacitus, are most beneficial
for the education of a ruler because they do not only tell the facts, but comment on them
and allow the reader to “penetrar più addentro” (Bisaccioni 1). This relationship between
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We have seen, for instance, how the parable of Mary Queen of Scots was always
depicted as a consequence of the Anglican Schism and specifically blamed upon the lust of
Henry VIII and Anne Boleyn.
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The other political bodies that Bisaccioni treats in his work are Catalonia, Portugal,
Palermo, Naples, Fermo and Rome, Poland, and France.
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author and reader, mediated by the materiality of the book and the organization of its
subject, reinforces the idea of a pragmatic, dynamic function of history, which needs to be
interpreted and applied rather than received and contemplated. One such lesson to be
learned, Bisaccioni claims, is that heresy (that is, religious fragmentation) is the enemy of
princedoms,240 specifically tracing the origins of the then-current problems of England to –
yet again – the embracing of the Anglican Schism. Another problem to be reckoned with is
the very institution of the Parliament. This “assemblea delli tre ordini Ecclesiastico,
Baronale, e delle Città,” Bisaccioni argues, has proved an ultimate failure for the prince
because, like a river that grows from several little springs, it started as a small, seemingly
innocuous concession and then gathered so great power that “hanno formata una specie di
Republica, ch’ha preteso autorità sopra i Regi” (4). Like the Venetian ambassadors had
done before him, the historian emphasizes the rising power of religious radicals, such as the
Puritans, who reached a point of complete opposition to Charles I. Rather than merely
blaming them, however, Bisaccioni is very critical of the king’s attitude, which he goes as
far as defining pusillanimous (“diede nel pusillanimo,” 16) because he yielded too much to
their growing requests.241 On top of this, the king seems to have lost his grasp on the
importance of the royal performance, that is of behaving publicly in such a way that would
become an anointed sovereign (“quella Maestà, ch’era tenuto a sostenere almeno in
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In a Machiavellian fashion, Bisaccioni articulates the instrumental relationship between
religion and the state “quella [heresy] vuole la libertà, questo [the prince] desidera un’esatta
obedienza: l’una vuole la coscienza dominata dal Prencipe, l’altro vuole il Principe
dominato dalla coscienza: l’una ricerca moltiplicità di pareri nelle cose divine senza
punitione, l’altro non può godere lo Scettro, se non hà l’unità del credere de’ Vassalli” (4).
As we will see later, the influence of this same idea is very noticeable also in Gualdo
Priorato.
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Of note, the historian condemns Charles I by resorting to Torquato Tasso, through the
famous, proud lines spoken by Goffredo di Buglione in Canto V of the Jerusalem
Delivered: “scettro impotente, e vergognoso Impero, / se con tal legge è dato, io non lo
chero” (Bisaccioni 16).
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apparenza,” Bisaccioni 54). In Book II, for instance, Bisaccioni finds capital blame in
Charles’s having shown affection towards the people (“si dimostrò tutto affetto verso il
popolo,” 54), which translates into a general impression of weakness (“quella debolezza
risaputa,” 54) that ultimately fueled the Parliamentarians even more: the strength of
Bisaccioni’s argument, as we can see, resides almost entirely in the realm of human
behaviors and emotions. This point specifically employs an argument made popular by
Machiavelli in Chapter XVII of Il principe (“De crudelitate et pietate, et an sit melius amari
quam timeri, vel et contra”), according to which affection and weakness in the sovereign
are associated in opposition to the sentiment of fear in the people:

“E li uomini hanno meno rispetto ad offendere uno che si facci amare, che uno
che si facci temere; perché l’amore è tenuto da uno vinculo di obbligo, il quale,
per essere li uomini tristi, da ogni occasione di propria utilità è rotto; ma il
timore è tenuto da una paura di pena che non abbandona mai.”
(Machiavelli, Il principe 82)

Charles, Bisaccioni argues with his Machiavellian mindset, had failed miserably in this
respect. In Volume II of his Dell’Historie (1641), Galeazzo Gualdo Priorato, Count of
Comazzo, also supported the view that, already in 1639, Charles I was not popular among
his subjects.242 What is most interesting here is that the historian attributes the people’s
resistance to appreciate their king also to his perceived pro-Catholic policies, spurred by his
French wife Henrietta Maria of Bourbon (1609-1669):

“[…] ne meno in Inghilterra venivano da molti ben intese le azioni di Sua
Maestà, perché havendo egli all’istanza della Regina sua Consorte tolerate un
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Gualdo Priorato writes about the Revolution also in volumes III and IV of his massive
work.
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convent di Padri Cappuccini, creato suo limosiniere un Vescovo francese, e
Cattolico, e ricevute con grande accoglienza due Ambasciate l’una dietro
all’altra del Rè di Spagna, cose tutte ripugnanti al genio di que’ popoli […].”
(Gualdo Priorato 71-72)

The marriage with a Catholic princess was thus perceived as a bad decision on the king’s
part, an early symptom of that same weakness that Bisaccioni highlights in later years, here
articulated by his yielding to the requests of his foreign wife. As a matter of fact, Gualdo
Priorato pushes his argument further by seizing this opportunity to lament the nefarious
influence of women upon men, especially those in a position of power. This brief but very
powerful misogynistic tirade – among other things, he claims that women’s tears are like
waters that drown men’s virility (“le loro lagrime acque, che affogano ogni intrepidezza
virile,” Gualdo Priorato 73)243 – bears witness to the latest developments in the querelle des
femmes surrounding, among others, the Accademia degli Incogniti, of which Gualdo
Priorato was a member, and that in the same years were involving protagonists such as
Ferrante Pallavicino, Giovan Francesco Loredan, and sister Arcangela Tarabotti (see Heller
65; see Cox, Women’s Writing 194). With different protagonists, this same argument
against women and their nefarious influence over the administration of power will emerge
very strongly in Girolamo Graziani’s Il Cromuele, as we will see in the next and final
section: what this points to is, borrowing Pietro Messina’s words, an underlying
conservative interpretation of history – the events and their mechanics – as a theater of
human passions (see “Santi e libertini” 117), where reasons and causes are looked for in the
personal dynamics of emotions. Besides this misogynistic sidetrack, however, it would be
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The invective continues: “Le loro richieste essere come leggi, che obligano gli effetti
alla soddisfazione. […] I loro sospiri venti, che abbattono ogni più alto proposito. Le loro
voglie havere alcune fiate resi svegliati gli eserciti, e le popolazioni intiere” (Gualdo
Priorato 73). On the whole, however, there is a distinct fascination for female power
emerging through the lines of this misogynistic tirade.
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incorrect to deny Gualdo Priorato’s broader concerns in the social, political, and religious
contexts surrounding the irreparable crisis of Charles’s popularity. Like the Venetian
ambassadors before him, Gualdo Priorato displays great interest in the Puritan phenomenon
as an added threat to the stability of a kingdom: the analyst’s perspective, in other words,
combines the personal shortcomings of Charles as a flawed ruler with the emergence of a
socio-religious movement whose dangerousness for the welfare of the state he grasps with
clarity. As Messina argues, rather than theological, the interest in Puritanism shown by
Gualdo Priorato and the other historians is fundamentally rooted in political reasoning: to
quote the scholar, “religion for them, whether it was that of the King, the Presbyterians or
the Independents, was always and only figmentum” (Messina, “Italian libertine” n.p.). As
we have seen, the instrumentality of religion as a means for keeping the state was among
the ideas popularized by Machiavelli and essentially approved by Botero. In Book I,
Chapter XII of the Discorsi,244 for instance, the Florentine secretary argued that,

“quelli principi o quelle republiche le quali si vogliono mantenere incorrotte
hanno sopra ogni altra cosa a mantenere incorrotte le cerimonie della loro
religione, e tenerle sempre nella loro venerazione; perché nessuno maggiore
indizio si puote avere della rovina d’una provincia, che vedere dispregiato il
culto divino.”
(Machiavelli, Discorsi 40)

Going back to Bisaccioni, it is clear that the underlying idea was that the Puritans (“la setta
Calvina,” 58) were the bearers of dangerous ideas such as that of the Republic: “i ministri
Puritani,” the historian writes – reiterating the same concept with very similar words in
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The chapter, entitled “Di quanta importanza sia tenere conto della religione, e come la
Italia, per esserne mancata mediante la Chiesa Romana, è rovinata” is entirely dedicated to
the religious question.
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several places of the text – “[…] servivano di mantice a questo fuoco [of the revolution],
sperando d’introdurre la loro bramata Republica popolare” (Bisaccioni 19).245 The popular
Republic, guided by a Parliament rather than by a single powerful leader, was perceived by
these intellectuals as the greatest of dangers, in direct contrast to an authoritarian
conception of government which goes back to Machiavelli and Gabriel Naudé, among
others.246 Perhaps the most poignant analysis of the heretics’ political views and their
dangerousness to the ancien régime state belongs to Vittorio Siri, in the sixth volume
(1667) of his monumental Il Mercurio, overo Historia de’ Correnti tempi, an enormous
endeavor in fifteen volumes published between 1644 and 1682.247 Though not a member of
the Accademia degli Incogniti, Siri was no exception in displaying a fundamentally
conservative, anti-popular outlook on the events. This, for instance, is how he presents the
revolutionaries’ “dogmi perniciosissimi”:

“Si accordavano in unisono i direttori del Parlamento et i più autorevoli cittadini
di Londra intorno a certi dogmi perniciosissimi ad ogni ben regolato governo, e
destruttivi in specie del Monarchico, et Aristocratico tanto nel Politico, che
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A little later, Bisccioni writes: “Queste sono le forme con le quali tratta il Calvinista
quel Prencipe, sotto il cui imperio ei vive. Questi sono i concetti, ch’ei forma dell’attioni
de’ Cattolici, e questi sono l’argomenti, ch’egli adopera per vilipendere il dominio
Monarchico, a fine poi d’introdurre la Republica popolare” (30). Further in the text, the
author also adds that: “il fine del Parlamento, e del popolo minimo, […] era l’abolitione
dell’autorità Regia, e ridursi a una Republica popolare” (113).
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Naudé (1600-1653) famously discussed this issue in his Considérations politiques sur
les coups d’état, published in Rome in 1639. As the French intellectual argued, princes
should be ready and able to carry out “affaires difficiles et comme désespérées, contre le
droit commun, sans garder même aucun ordre ni forme de justice, hasardant l’intérêt du
particulier, pour le bien du public” (“difficult, even desperate business, contravening the
law, with no order or form of justice, risking the interest of the individual for the sake of
the public’s,” my translation), essentially advocating the necessity of authoritarianism in
the appropriate circumstances (65).
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As Villani writes, “out of the approximately 16,900 pages […], approximately 2,300
narrate the English vicissitudes” (“English Civil Wars” n.p.) thus attesting to the high
degree of interest bestowed upon this subject by the author.
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nell’Ecclesiastico. Con questi perfidiavano, che i Re erano più grandi di
ciascuno singular tra’ loro sudditi: ma che i popoli collettivamente presi fossero
maggiori de’ loro Re. Che i Re erano instituiti à causa de’ popoli, e non i
popoli a causa de’ Re; e in seguela i popoli ottenessero sopra i Re ciò, che il
fine ha sopra i mezi.”
(Siri 594; my emphasis)

The historian continues by explaining, with a distinctly critical tone, how much the Puritans
believed that the divine legitimacy of power was not necessarily bestowed upon the king,
but rather that it informed and followed whatever change came into being. For instance,
Siri writes, a tyrant who usurped (“usurpare,” 594) the throne from an anointed king was
deemed to have the same divine blessing behind him because the action proceeded from
God’s will, an idea that, I would argue, is specifically informed by the theology of
predestination. Alongside this shifting conception of the divine right of kings as seen from
a religious angle, Siri adds another, more secular layer to the problematic relationship
between Charles and his subjects. Because Puritans believed the crowing of kings to
proceed from God through the people,

“[the kings] potessero altresì rimanerne spogliati da’ medesimi quando stavano
ragunati tutti ò ne’ loro Parlamenti ò la maggior parte di loro in altri Consegli.
Che se il Re violava il giuramento, ch’ei prestava tacito ò espresso nell’atto
della sua incoronatione restasse il popolo prosciolto dall’ubbidienza, che gli
dovea. Che come un figlio può legare le mani à suo padre furioso, et il
marinaio al Piloto il quale per malitia ò ignoranza va a naufragare col suo
vascello; così potessero i sudditi opporsi con la forza, e coll’armi al loro
Principe se prendeva consegli pernitiosi allo Stato, e metteva repentaglio i suoi
sudditi per debolezza, ò malignità.”
(Siri 595; my emphasis)
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According to these principles, the common necessities and welfare of the state (“il ben
pubblico,” Siri 595) legitimized the Parliament’s taking over of power, the attack on the
king (“poteasi lecitamente fare la guerra à Carlo Stuard,” Siri 595), and ultimately the
theocratic subjection of political rule to religion (“che ‘l governo civile dovea accomodarsi
all’Ecclesiastico, e non al contrario,” Siri 595). The historian considers these ideas as the
result of the doctrines of the “antichi heresiarchi” Luther, Calvin, and his successor
Theodore Beza, now picked up by modern-day English heretics “à fine di preparare gli
animi alla più tragica ed horrida peripetìa che unqua si sia mai atteggiata” (Siri 596). And
the “horrida peripetìa” – the subversion of the nature in the form of the king’s trial and
execution – is masterfully exposed by Bisaccioni, whose quite explicit dislike of Charles I
is set aside when the time comes to deal with such an unprecedented demonstration of the
shipwreck of ancien régime ideology. It is clear that the historian shares the king’s
astonishment and indignation at being subjected to a trial whose legitimacy he cannot
accept or conceive. “Ditemi,” Bisaccioni reports Charles asking his judges, “onde vi venga
questa autorità di giudicare un Rè vostro” (169): this is, for all subjects involved as well as
for the historian who is analyzing it, uncharted territory, to the point that the only answer
that the sovereign is reportedly able to produce is a reinstatement of the divine right
transmitted unto him (“quella dignità, che Dio ha per tanti secoli concessa a’ miei
antecessori, e per essa tramandata a me,” 170). And the death warrant is only the final blow
– figurative and material – to the king’s authority and to the history of English monarchy.
Bisaccioni reports the first section of it in an Italian translation,248 as a way of transitioning
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“Perché Carlo Stuarto accusato dal popolo di tirannide, e di fellonia, e d’homicidio, e di
mala amministrazione, e reo di contumacia, e un’altra volta reo delli medesimi delitti
oppostili, sia lo stesso Carlo Stuarto condannato a morte, e gli sia tagliata, e separata la
testa dal busto” (Bisaccioni 172). The original English reads: “Whereas Charles Steuart
Kinge of England is and standeth convicted attaynted and condemned of High Treason and
other high Crymes, And sentence uppon Saturday last was pronounced against him by this
Court to be putt to death by the severinge of his head from his body.”
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into the detailed account of Charles’s last hours, culminating in the final parallel between
this execution and that of his famous grandmother Mary Queen of Scots: just like divine
right, Bisaccioni seems to suggest that the trail of martyrdom is transmitted through the
generations. This comparison, reinforced by a probably deliberate chronological mistake,249
is especially powerful because it perpetuates the binary opposition that, as we have seen in
the previous chapters, univocally informed the reception of Mary’s execution. Just as the
grandmother had been put to death by the “pessima Regina Elisabetta, famosa viragine per
le sue sceleraggini” (Bisaccioni 174), Charles is sentenced by the will of a Parliament
stirred by Cromwell. But by acknowledging Elizabeth’s “grandezza d’animo, et arte di
Regnare” (174), Bisaccioni’s comparison would appear to imply that also this fateful
decision had been made by someone – the Parliament and its most important figures,
Fairfax and Cromwell – who was skilled in the craft of statesmanship.
The craft of statesmanship and the fil rouge of authoritarianism are therefore the
keys to access the ambiguity of the reception of Oliver Cromwell – the object of repulsion
and fascination at the same time – within these works and beyond. Despite rejecting the
ideas of parliament and popular republic, the Italian analysts display a much more layered
attitude when confronted with the unprecedented phenomenon of a self-made man who (in
their view) determined the demise of an anointed sovereign and then gathered political
power in his own hands. Once again, Bisaccioni is especially representative of such
attitude. After reconstructing with painstaking detail the transition of power to the
Parliamentarians and their struggles to reach relative unity – from the war on Scottish
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Bisaccioni writes that both executions took place in month of February, which, while
true in the case of Mary Queen of Scots (February 8), is not in the case of Charles I. He
claims that the king was beheaded on February 10, while in fact he died on January 30,
1649. Even taking into consideration existing differences in calendars, this date is
erroneous.
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rebels to the brutal conquest of Ireland250 – the historian decides to stop his account at the
moment in which Cromwell establishes himself as the de facto chief of the new state. What
is most interesting is the explanation that Bisaccioni gives for his abrupt decision:

“Haverei potuto qui portare le doglianze, che fecero molti al Cromuel, e
d’Inghilterra, e di Scotia, per dimostrare, che quel governo mutato era da molti
stimato tirannico, e peggiore di gran longa del Monarchico, ma come sono
materie lontane dal mio instituto, le lascio a più diligente raccoglitore di
minutie, non dovendo io mietere fino all’ultima arista. Ben lo possono
immaginare quelli, a cui non è ignoto, che gl’ingegni humani sono così
incontentabili, massime nelle forme del governo, che si trovò per fino chi si
stimò d’haver talento così grande, c’havrebbe saputo perfettionare l’opera
della mano di Dio, miracolosa, e incomprensibile.”
(Bisaccioni 217; my emphasis)

The wording is ambiguous and the excuse weak. It is clear that Bisaccioni feels
uncomfortable diving deep into the analysis of a new establishment whose underlying
principles (republicanism, populism) he disapproves, but that still exercises an undeniable
fascination because of its Machiavellian leader. Although, by the time Bisaccioni wrote,
Cromwell had not yet become Lord Protector, it was nonetheless clear which direction
post-monarchical England was heading towards, and the historian literally refuses to tackle
the matter (ostensibly using his inadequacy as an excuse) in order not to pick the side of the
homo novus. Fifteen years later, Siri did not hold back in praising the outstanding valor,
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The uncommonly violent conquest of Ireland is hailed as perhaps the most important of
Cromwell’s military accomplishments. In Volume XIV of the Mercurio, Siri cannot contain
his praise for the commander when discussing the campaign: “Cromuel col solito suo
valore, e buona fortuna, andava soggiogando, e vittoriando tutta l’Irlanda; sì che la fama
delle sue prosperità, et il buon ordine lasciato in tutte le Provincie d’Inghilterra per
prevenirvi le seditioni, et i disordini stabilivano vie più la sua autorità, et il nuovo governo
di Poliarchia” (401; my emphasis). On the Cromwellian conquest of Ireland, see O’Siochrú.
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bravery, and tactical skill displayed by Cromwell from his military days onwards. Though
his victories sanctioned the end of the monarchy (“spronfondata con la persona del Re la
Regalità, la Monarchia trasformata in Poliarchia, e poscia voltata in tirannide,” Siri,
Mercurio XIII 453), the historian remarks that Cromwell’s “capo, […] petto, […] valore,
[…] maestria d’armi” raised him to the heights of power and respect throughout Europe and
allowed him to conjoin, echoing Venetian ambassador Sagredo’s words, the “potenze
Regia, e Parlamentaria”: that is, word and action (Siri, Mercurio XIII 453). Following the
death of Charles – which is also narrated with detail and partiality to the king’s cause – Siri
continues expressing praise for Cromwell, the most skillful of dissimulators, “un capo di
soprafina sagacità, e prudenza che procurava di stabilirsi fermamente nel mentre che
contentavansi gli altri di parlare” (Mercurio XIII 640). This capable, ambitious commander
is the ultimate protagonist of this not well identifiable surge of uprisings which determined
the (provisional) end of the English monarchy, as Siri makes even clearer when he portrays
him in his newly attained capacity:

“Era Cromuel guernito d’ambitione a bastanza per aspirare a montare di grado
fino al supremo; e d’effetti non ostante l’humiltà che affettava in tutta la sua
condotta facilmente scoprivasi […] che non era che una mera ipocrisia; e che
non rigettava né gli honori, né i titoli; e coll’accorgimento col quale viveva, e
trattava tutto il Mondo egli travagliasse altrettanto a conciliarsi l’affetto d’ogni
conditione di persone, che a domare, et opprimere tutti coloro che si
opponevano a’ suoi disegni.”
(Siri, Mercurio XIV 417)

This is the unmistakable portrait of a tyrant, where reason of state overlaps with the
individual thirst for power. We will now observe how such an image of the dark angel of
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the English Revolution informed and shaped its only dramatic representation in 17thcentury Italy.

4.3. Il fier tiranno: Girolamo Graziani’s Il Cromuele (1671)
In Le glorie degli Incogniti (1647), his gallery of profiles of illustrious members of the
Accademia, Giovan Francesco Loredan wrote a short, but highly celebratory entry on
Girolamo Graziani (1604-1675). The intellectual is presented as living proof that a small,
little-known homeland – in his case, Pergola, in the Duchy of Urbino – may still beget great
minds: “anche su le rive del Cesano [a river that runs in that area],” Loredan writes,
“possono allignare le schiere de’ cigni così bene come lungo le sponde del Pò, dell’Arno, e
del Sebeto” (273). Born of “parenti riguardevoli” (Loredan 273), Graziani discovered his
calling for poetry very early: at the age of twelve, Loredan claims, he was already writing
“con purgatissimo stile componimenti d’ogni sorte nel linguaggio Toscano,” and at sixteen
he published a canzoniere (273-274). By the time of this short biographical entry, Graziani
had also published the poem La Cleopatra (1633), whose frontispiece bears a dedication to
Francesco I d’Este enclosed by full-body portraits of Ariosto and Tasso, obviously
implying an artistic and political continuity between the most famed of the Este poets and
this promising young man: La Cleopatra, however, hardly matched the success (and
quality) of the Orlando furioso and the Jerusalem Delivered. In fact, the greatest of
Graziani’s literary accomplishments had not yet seen the light by 1647: the 26-canto epic
poem Il conquisto di Granata (1650), on the final stages of siege of Granada (1492) which
marked the last defeat of Spanish Muslims, was by far his most important and well-known
piece of literature, with nine editions and even inspiring Giacomo Leopardi for his
Consalvo almost two centuries later (1833). By the early 1660s, however, Graziani
appeared to be concerned with an entirely different project (see Graziani 316), one that
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marks a definite shift – in both terms of genre and subject matter – from his previous
efforts. With Il Cromuele (1671),251 the author abandoned his well-practiced, post-Tasso
epic poem and turned to a five-act tragedy in verse to dramatize an event of very recent
history such as the execution of Charles I. As we have seen in the previous two sections,
the English Revolution as a whole had been the object of very close, elaborate scrutiny on
Italian soil, and Graziani’s tragedy – the only dramatic re-writing of the event – needs to be
inscribed within the same cultural background, fueled by an openly manifested interest in
the dynamics of ragion di stato as displayed in the momentous end of the old guard
replaced by the homo novus Oliver Cromwell. In a way that is reminiscent of the previous
and coeval dramatic re-workings of Tudor English affairs that we have observed in
Chapters Two and Three, Graziani’s tragedy represents and intriguing example of teatro
profano in which the historical fact is combined with audacious romance-like elements,
where the political machine is entwined with the labyrinths of love, greed, and desire.
Complicating matters further, however, is the author’s much clearer ideological
commitment to the cause of ancien régime, which is ostensibly declared by the work’s
dedication to the French king Louis XIV and reinforced, as we will see, by his general
outlook on the English events. Just as the case was for the Italian analysts analyzed earlier,
I argue that Graziani’s Royalist stance is not unproblematic, and is further complicated by
the ambiguous attitude shown towards the figure of Cromwell, casting a shadow over the
ideological coherence of the whole work.
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Based on the correspondence between Graziani and French author Jean Chapelain, the
tragedy seems to have been “incominciata, abbandonata e ripresa” by 1666 (Graziani 316).
After the 1671 edition, the work was reprinted for one last time in 1673. In 2011 Il
Cromuele, edited by Maurizio Fasce with the collaboration of Carlo Alberto Girotto, was
published as part of the volume Storie inglesi edited by Stefano Villani and Clizia
Carminati.
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The setting is in London, between Whitehall Palace – now the residence of the
tiranno Cromuele – and the Tower where Re Carlo (Charles I) is kept prisoner, on the eve
of his death sentence. Two men, Henrico and Edmondo, have just arrived in the capital,
where they have been welcomed and hosted by crypto-Royalist supporters Odoardo Hide
(Edward Hyde, 1st Earl of Clarendon) and his daughter Anna (Anne Hyde, Duchess of York
and Albany). The men are in fact none other than Henrighetta (Queen Henrietta Maria),
Carlo’s exiled wife, and her recently met Irish lady-in-waiting Delmira. After fleeing
England, the queen – so we are told – had been trying to gain support for her husband’s
cause, but so far unsuccessfully. Precisely while she was sailing to France to ask for her
nephew Louis XIV’s help, her ship wrecked and the lifeboat that had saved her and
Delmira was driven towards the Thames and into London. At the moment of their arrival,
the tyrant Cromuele is organizing a sumptuous feast at Whitehall, while pondering upon the
imprisoned king’s destiny. His wife Elisabetta (Elizabeth, née Bourchier), secretly in love
with Carlo, had persuaded Cromuele to postpone the death sentence: she wants to have a
chance to save his life by trading his love for her help. Elisabetta’s confidante Orinda, an
elderly widow, manages to arrange a meeting between the woman and the king, thanks to
the help of her son Arturo, the Governor of the Tower. Orinda also brings
Henrico/Henrighetta and Edmondo/Delmira (with whom she is in love, unaware of his
actually being a young woman) inside the Tower, trusting their being strangers from
Holland. When confronted with Elisabetta, Carlo refuses her: he is ready to die, but he will
never betray his wife. Elisabetta is obviously heartbroken, so she goes away from the
Tower. The time has now come for the king and queen’s encounter and anagnorisis.
Henrico/Henrighetta tries to persuade Carlo to take advantage of her love rival Elisabetta’s
help, but in vain; so, with the help of Odoardo and Anna Hide, they try to arrange for the
king’s flight. But notice of the plot is given to Cromuele, who finally decides to issue the
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death warrant. The following day, the king – we are told by a messenger – is beheaded, and
Cromuele’s sleep is tormented by the apparition of Maria Stuarda, forewarning him of the
bloody end awaiting him. Edmondo, found out as the responsible for the plot, is also
murdered by Arturo: but once dead, he is finally identified as a woman. Orinda, who was in
love with him/her, is desperate, but her sorrow is destined to grow more terrible. Due to
complex twists and turns, it becomes apparent that the young Delmira, who had been killed
at court disguised as Edmondo, actually was Orinda’s own daughter, whom she had sent to
Ireland fifteen years earlier to save her life. But the story will become even more shocking
when it is found out that Delmira was not Orinda’s daughter, but indeed Cromuele and
Elisabetta’s child, whom they believed had died right after birth: the two babies had been
confused, so the one who had died right after birth was actually Orinda’s. On a note of
despair, the tragedy closes: the tyrant understands that his daughter’s death is a punishment
for his impious royal murder.252
The inventiveness of the plot is self-evident. The baroque penchant for the
unexpected is found in the numerous revelations, abrupt discontinuities, anagnorises, and
coups de théâtre253 that are responsible for a substantial part of the work’s appearance. The
story that Graziani hands down to us is only very loosely related to the events of January
1649. However, as is customary in the corpus of Anglo-Italian drama, all the names of the
dramatis personae are historically grounded, with the exception of the elderly Orinda,254
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Many of the central themes of Il Cromuele – ragion di stato, a tyrannical father, the death
of a daughter – are already present in one of the most important, and influential, tragedies of
the century, the Aristodemo (1657) by Carlo de’ Dottori (1618-1686). On the use of the tragic
in this work, see Bianchi.
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A similar set of devices is, for instance, already pervasive in Shakespeare’s late dramatic
production, especially in the romances The Winter’s Tale, Pericles, and Cymbeline. Also
noteworthy is the topos of the shipwreck, which had long been exploited in the Hellenistic
romance.
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The source for the name and, to some extent, the character of Orinda is intriguing, and
reinforces the triangular dimension of Graziani’s project: England (and Ireland), France,
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and of Edmondo/Delmira, for whose character Graziani probably took inspiration from the
story of Cromwell’s beloved daughter who died just before her father.255 Because of its
almost complete disrespect for the historical reality – of which he, nonetheless, was well
aware – the playwright’s treatment of Charles I’s execution can be regarded both as
responding to a precise ideological stance, and as revelatory of a need to exorcise the
radical impact of the event.
One of two opening paratexts,256 the Lettera dedicatoria, is influenced by the
author’s epistolary exchanges with French intellectual Jean Chapelain and provides a
masterful exercise in flattery for Louis XIV, who was the work’s dedicatee (see Galli
Pellegrini). Aside from its conventional rhetoric, the letter contains important details.
Towards the end of the paratext, after the endless list of the French king’s
accomplishments, qualities, and innate virtues, the author directly touches upon the
compositional choices and royal dedication of his tragedy. As he writes,

Né sarà per avventura senza riflesso di proportionata disagguaglianza, che sì
come Vostra Maestà in questo gran Teatro dell’Universo è nelle di lei
ammirabili qualità la vera Idea di un perfetto Heroe, da celebrarsi con una
Epopeia per esemplare d’imitatione a quei Monarchi che aspirano di poggiare
all’Immortalità per le vie dell’Honore, così questa mia Tragedia […] impetri a
Italy. The name derives from the nom de plume of English poet Katherine Philips (16321664), who was known as ‘the Matchless Orinda.’ Graziani’s playing with the name
reflects in the character’s portrayal as well: Philips, who belonged to the Neoplatonic
Society of Friendship (whose ideas had been introduced in England by Queen Henrietta
Maria herself), wrote love poems to women, while Orinda actually fell in love with a
woman disguised as a man. See Chernaik.
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Cromwell’s second-born daugter, Elizabeth (married Claypole) died on August 6, 1658
(see Firth and Gaunt). On the popular legacy of her death, Maurizio Fasce writes: “[…]
effettivamente il Lord Protettore aveva avuto una figlia che secondo gli osservatori
contestava fortemente i metodi paterni. La pubblicistica voleva che la sua prematura morte
(precedendo di pochi mesi quella del padre) avesse inferto un colpo decisivo alla sua
salute,” Graziani 301.
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The other is the printer’s notice (Lo stampatore a chi legge).
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me privilegio di eternità, e serva a tutti altri per iscorta di quel che si ha da
fuggire per non incorrere nella colpa e nell’ignominia che n’è risultata al nome
del parricida Cromuele.
(Graziani 336)

In terms of artistic creation, he reinstates a hierarchy that was already well established: if
the grandeur of a “perfetto Heroe” like Louis XIV deserves the highest of literary genres,
that is epic (“una Epopeia”), Cromwell’s baseness has to necessarily become the matter of
tragedy, where, according to Aristotle’s Poetics,257 the actions of less than exemplary
characters could be displayed.258 But alongside a justification for the chosen genre,
Graziani feels the need to add an explanation for the subject matter: the vile behavior of
Cromwell had to be taken as a memento that could warn people about the dangers of doing
what he (both the historical figure and the fictional character) had done. The Cromuele
created by Graziani is depicted as a tyrant who murders a king (and it is meaningful that
Graziani defines him a “parricida,” a patricide, borrowing this term from the
historiographical tradition)259 because of his thirst for power and, not least, because of his
wife’s decisive intervention.260 The ideological frame in which the tragedy is enclosed
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The knowledge of Aristotle’s Poetics had been greatly enhanced in Italy starting in
1570, with the publication (in Vienna, by Gaspar Stainhofer) of Lodovico Castelvetro’s
Poetica d’Aristotile vulgarizzata, et sposta, a work that thoroughly affected the Italian
literary panorama.
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But the point is controversial, because Aristotle does also speak of the virtuousness of
the tragic hero. However, in Chapter XIII, he states that the tragic hero may be someone
“who is not eminently good and just, whose misfortune is brought about not by vice or
depravity, but by some error or frailty” (Aristotle, Poetics 45).
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Besides the historiographical references, the aspects of the king as father and of the
king-slayer as patricide strongly evokes Shakespeare’s Macbeth.
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Even though she bitterly regrets it, in Graziani’s tragedy Elisabetta was indeed the
person who urged Cromuele to arrest the king.
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allows the author to avoid speaking of the Revolution,261 of its reasons, and of Charles I’s
many faults, thus portraying the execution of the king as the mere result of one single
man’s murderous decision, rather than inscribing it into the broader picture of a society
undergoing radical transformation. Rather than engaging the socio-political contexts that
had led to the king’s imprisonment and ultimate sentencing – which Graziani must have
known – the tragedy confines the focus of the dramatic action to the duel between the hero
and anti-hero, bypassing the broader implications that had been transmitted to him by
Italian chroniclers and historians of the Revolution, including his fellow Incogniti
Bisaccioni and Gualdo Priorato.
The appearance of Il Cromuele is, on the whole, that of a tragedy about unrequited
love, much more than about politics or society. The only character that seems to be
concerned with the state is, unsurprisingly, Cromuele himself. But if we set him aside from
the picture, we are left with a host of more or less exasperating characters who, in the very
midst of a Civil War (which is hinted at but never fully engaged with), have no better
occupation than trying to satisfy their amorous needs. We see the widow Orinda
unashamedly wooing the young Edmondo, without knowing that he is in fact Delmira;
Anna Hide nourishing a deep, noble love for Re Carlo’s son Giacomo (who never appears
on the scene);262 and, finally, the triangle made up by the king, his wife Henrighetta, and
Cromuele’s wife Elisabetta. The latter love situation is the most interesting, mainly because
it elevates Re Carlo to the rank of an actual tragic hero and proposes Elisabetta as the
unhappy wife of a bloodthirsty tyrant, madly in love with her husband’s worst enemy. This
is why we witness the king accepting a fate of certain death so that his fidelity to his wife
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In fact, as we have seen in the previous two sections, the idea of the English Revolution
that we have today was certainly not the same as the one that the contemporaries had. On
the matter, see Messina, “Santi e libertini.”
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The historical Anne Hyde would indeed end up becoming the first wife of the Catholic
James II (1622-1701), who was the last king before the Glorious Revolution (1688).
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may remain intact – “Il mio grave dolor fassi più acerbo / al dubbio del tuo mal, fuggi oh
diletta / e libera il mio cor da più martiri, / fuggi, che sempre fu senso migliore / una parte
lasciar che perder tutto” (Graziani 400) – and we hear Elisabetta speak words that fashion
her as trapped under the spell of a love too strong to master:

Amor, non odio a te mi spinse: Amore
Che nodrito fra l’ire e fra i dispregi
Mi costringe adorar chi non mi cura
E procurar salute a chi mi uccide.
Signore io ti amo, e so che del mio seno
Non ti è ignoto l’incendio; […]
[…] io nulla temo,
anzi vo’ che per me senza riserva
l’ira di Cromuel compri il tuo amore,
vuoi tu de l’amor mio segno più certo?
(Graziani 392)

But the problem of Elisabetta’s amorous passion for Re Carlo is actually more complex
than it appears at first, and on the whole questions the foundations themselves of Graziani’s
imaginative take on the end of the English monarchy. When disclosing her feelings for the
king to her confidante Orinda, Cromuele’s wife – by far the most eloquent orator in the
play – explicitly connects Carlo’s present imprisonment to nothing short of a love revenge.
While remarking that war – the Second Civil War, possibly – was already dividing the
kingdom(s), she ascribes the decision to act upon the king’s fate to her own decisive
intercession with Cromuele: yes, the revolutionary forces wished to take the government
over, but what to do about Carlo was another matter, one for which Elisabetta indeed
declares herself responsible. This is how she reveals this thus far secret truth to Orinda’s
attentive ears:
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Se n’accorse [of her love] il crudele [Carlo], io ne son certa,
ma in vece di rimedio o di pietate
corrispose al mio amor con un disprezzo.
Sdegno sorse in quel punto, e contro Amore
impiegò l’Armi sue, ma sempre in vano.
[…] Brama di vendicare amor schernito
fé ch’io stimoli aggiunsi a i sensi alteri
[…] Così a gara movemmo [Cromuele and herself]
a l’eccidio del Re l’armi e i consigli,
e la Fortuna a i nostri volti arrise.
(Graziani 359)

Elisabetta is therefore portrayed as a tragic heroine who is in a constant struggle with Love;
but, far from being confined to her own condition, this aspect, as we have seen, sheds an
unexpected light on the whole business of the imprisonment and, consequently, the
regicide. This is why I spoke of Graziani’s tragedy as essentially love-centered, a choice
that, by thoroughly betraying the reality of Charles I’s bloody end, succeeds in giving it an
image of almost entire detachment from the socio-political sphere. Moreover, the decisive
role played by Elisabetta also draws attention to a definite misogynistic stance, especially
insofar as it involves female intervention (direct or indirect) in the business of the state:
although the germ of the necessity of regicide is already planted in Cromuele’s mind, as we
are about to see, it is the “woman scorn’d” who determines the course of action.

It is baffling that the character who provides the title for Graziani’s tragedy appears
comparatively few times on the scene. Of course, in a play about love, the tyrant Cromuele,
with his evident lack of interest in the matter, does not have many occasions to come to the
fore; and if love is the protagonist, the main characters of the play cannot be but the women
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(Elisabetta and Henrico/Henrighetta, Orinda and Edmondo/Delmira). It is however
undeniable that the few times in which Cromuele is given the right of speech, he does so in
a pervasive manner, articulating his reasoning according to principles that are not always
subjected to the negative image that Graziani might have intended to portray. Cromuele’s
rhetoric conveys a feeling that the tyrant had a precise idea of what a state needs, and of a
ruler’s necessity of coming to terms with unpleasant business, like sentencing an anointed
king to death.
Cromuele denounces the problem posed by the king’s situation already in his very
first appearance in the tragedy, when he discusses his concerns with Lamberto and
Harissone.263 Wrapped up in a speech that immediately evokes the figure of a tyrant,
Graziani manages to insert a reflection that has little to do with Cromuele’s personal power
but that, on the contrary, is mainly devoted to the welfare of the state. In an articulate
metaphorical language, he describes the risks connected to the king’s staying alive as those
of lighted sparks in the ashes:

Vive nel cuor di molti
verso il nome real l’antico affetto,
e benché la paura entro il più cupo
de l’animo il respinga e lo nasconda
pur vive, e come spesso il cener serba
in piccole faville occulto foco,
che da i soffi eccitato
risorge e cresce, e in vasto incendio avvampa,
così quel pertinace occulto senso,
[…] risorgerà più vivo
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Lamberto is modeled after general John Lambert (1619-1684), while Harrisone is
inspired by general Thomas Harrison (1606-1660), both very close to Cromwell (as they
are to Cromuele in Graziani’s tragedy).
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e accenderà più fiero a l’Anglia in seno
de la guerra civil la fiamma infausta
che sarebbe per noi tanto peggiore
quanto è peggio del mal la recidiva.
(Graziani 346-347; my emphasis)

In a rare moment of factual accuracy, the danger rightfully perceived by Cromuele is made
to derive from the latent possibility that a new civil war might again tear England apart if
Carlo is not executed. This problem was indeed felt by the Parliamentarians at the end of
1648, given the still substantial support enjoyed by the king both in Parliament (hence the
ensuing Rump) and among civilians (see Coward 332-333). And Graziani’s Cromuele is
well-aware of such a danger: not only would another civil war destroy the still unstable
political settlement recently achieved (“per noi,” for the new political body), but it would
also ravage the country, making it necessary to go back to armed fighting. Killing the now
deposed king is therefore seen as an indispensable move in the ongoing effort to keep the
State, so that the new governmental establishment may also maintain its position. This
passage is the first explicit instance given in the text of Graziani’s underlying conception of
Cromwell/Cromuele which is inherently structured according to the principles of the
Machiavellian prince, in accordance with the interpretations proposed by analysts such as
Bisaccioni, and Gualdo Priorato and spurred by that very same Edward Hyde whom the
author inserted in the play under the Italianized name of Odoardo Hide.264 As Messina has
convincingly argued, their assessments failed to profoundly grasp the real import of the
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An eye-witness of the Revolution, the Earl of Clarendon can be regarded as the most
authoritative seventeenth-century historian of the Civil Wars and Interregnum, mostly
biased by an anti-Cromwellian position (see Richardson, The Debate on the English
Revolution 28-30). His monumental History of the Rebellion and Civil Wars in England,
begun in the year 1641 was first published in 1702-1704. However, it is possible that the
work had previously circulated in manuscript form, as actually did his History of the
Rebellion and Civil Wars in Ireland, an addendum to the major work.
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Revolution because they essentially remained anchored to the analytical instruments of
Renaissance political historiography:

[…] il brutale interesse, l’ambizione, la cupidigia sono i soli motori delle azioni
umane, con il loro necessario seguito di trame, intrighi, sotterfugi, inganni: ecco
il filo conduttore anche delle vicende inglesi, dove si può trovare un certo senso
di continuità nella lotta per il potere, per difenderlo, per conquistarlo o
usurparlo, e che vedrà prevalere il più astuto, il più ambizioso, il più abile
manipolatore di simulazione e artifici: Cromwell.
(Messina, “Santi e libertini” 116-117)

The passage quoted above bears outstanding similarities to Graziani’s depiction of
Cromuele in terms of a kind of Shakespearean Macbeth, guided by greed and desire for
personal affirmation. But, as I suggested earlier, Cromuele is also a ruler who, despite
having gained power illegitimately, has a clear sense of what needs to be done for the sake
of keeping the State, unlike Macbeth. In fact, the Machiavellian logic which thoroughly
informs Graziani’s creation is not only that of unscrupulous ambition; it is also that of
pragmatic behavior, like the Cesare Borgia who impressively got rid of Remirro de Orco
once he understood he could be a danger for his ultimate power settlement in the newly
conquered Romagna region.265 On a similar note, Cromuele’s awareness of the necessity to
put Carlo out of the scene once and for all responds to the mindset of a ruler who, like those
discussed in Chapters VI, VII and VIII of Il principe,266 still dwells in a situation of
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See Chapter VII in Il principe, specifically 25-26.
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All of the chapters deal with what the prince must do and must avoid doing if he wishes
to keep his principality. Specifically, Chapter VI is on De principatibus novis qui armis
propriis et virtute acquiruntur [De’ Principati nuovi che s’acquistano con l’arme proprie e
virtuosamente], Chapter VII on De principatibus novis qui alienis armis et fortuna
acquiruntur [De’ principati nuovi che s’acquistano con le armi e fortuna di altri], and
especially the infamous Chapter VIII on De his qui per scelera ad principatum pervenere
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inherent instability, no matter how more or less legitimately they gained power. The threat
that arises from Re Carlo’s being alive generates profound fear in Cromuele; but this is a
kind of fear that is both connected to his ambitious designs to keep power, and to his desire
to finally put an end to the chapter of civil war in England. In other words, the figure of
Cromuele is that of a “tiranno” both in the modern sense of cruel, hegemonic ruler and in
the earliest sense of someone who, by concentrating power in his hands, comes to the
rescue of an endangered country, especially after a war. It is precisely in this conjunction
that the Machiavellian ideal of Cromwell proposed by the Italian historians and chroniclers
of the seventeenth century whose works Graziani knew and employed is best manifested:
what needs to be done has to be done no matter what the external conditions might be,
setting aside moral restraints only for the sake of the ordeal proposed.267 The echo of this
Machiavellian interpretation is very clearly heard in the soliloquy in which Cromuele
voices his plans:

[Di quelli che per sceleratezze sono venuti al principato], on the use of cruelty in
maintaining illegitimately gained principalities.
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It is also interesting to note that the first Italian-language biography of Cromwell, Il
Cromuele by Alfonso Paioli (Venice, 1675), often uses Graziani’s tragedy as one of his
sources, referencing the work explicitly. For instance, “che chi mette mano alla spada contro
il suo sovrano, deve nell’istesso punto gittare il fodero [Chi contro il suo Signor la spada
strinse. Non la deponga mai che con la vita. Co: Girolamo Graziani] soggiungevano che
giusta il sentimento d’un grand’ingegno, non bisogna giamai intraprendere, ciò che non si
pensa perfezionare; che il dado era tratto, ch’era passato il Rubicone” (56); “la punizione
segreta non abbandona mai il delitto; e che il rimorso della coscienza è una perpetua spina nel
cuore del delinguente Ancorché adunque quanto all’eterna apparenza sembrasse che la
fortuna con ostinata parzialità favorisse Oliviero, non mancarongli diffidenze, raccapricci, e
spaventi nell’interno [Posso tutto evitar, ma non fuggire – quel verme che nel cor sempre mi
rode – coll’acerba implacabile memoria – delle miserie altrui delle mie colpe]” (138-139).
Unsurprisingly, Paioli also considers Cromwell to be the very embodiment of Machiavelli’s
prince: “Chiaro esempio di questo ne somministra Oliviero Cromuele, che il secolo presente
ha veduto con la scorta d’un esecrabile parricidio, stabilire un durevole fondamento a una
portentosa tirannide su le rouine del Regno della Gran Bretagna. Un sì famoso usurpatore
assai più che Silla merita il celebre titolo di Primogenito della Fortuna, e se il pernizioso
Politico Fiorentino fosse vissuto à nostri giorni, havrebbe assolutamente scielto questo
Soggetto in vece del Valentino per idea del suo malvagio Principe” (10).
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Havrei molte difese a quest’accusa [to the illegitimacy of judging a king],
ma sarà la miglior che la sentenza
sostenuta da l’armi
havrà da la giustitia appoggio tale
d’apparente ragion che ne rimanga
la plebe soddisfatta e Carlo estinto.
Nulla importano alfin leggi e decreti,
l’esito avventuroso od infelice
giustifica le imprese o le condanna.
Sarai giusto se vinci e reo se perdi,
sappi il frutto goder di tue fatiche.
(Graziani 350)

In saying that “l’esito avventuroso od infelice / giustifica le imprese o le condanna,”
Graziani is directly employing the most famous mis-quotation (“il fine giustifica i mezzi,”
the end justifies the means) from Machiavelli’s Principe, specifically referring to Chapter
XVIII (“Quomodo fides a principibus sit servanda”) in which it is stated that “nelle azioni
di tutti li uomini, e massime de’ principi, dove non è iudizio da reclamare, si guarda al fine”
and that “e’ mezzi sempre saranno iudicati onorevoli, e da ciascuno laudati” (88). Just as
the new prince described by the Florentine secretary has to “sapere intrare nel male,
necessitato” (Machiavelli, Principe 87) in order to “mantenere lo stato” (Machiavelli,
Principe 88), so Graziani’s Cromuele is ready to get his hands dirty in royal blood in the
final aim to keep the just recently acquired government of England. Stemming from this
very position is the subtle awareness of the importance of timeliness in the administration
of one’s duties. In a dialogue with his wife Elisabetta that is, incidentally, filled with
Shakespearean echoes268 Cromuele openly addresses the ambivalent role of time in the
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Both Italian and French translations of Shakespeare’s works appeared much later, in the
eighteenth century. There was, however, a copy of Shakespeare’s works in the original
English in Louis XIV’s library. Although we have no proof of Graziani’s ever visiting the
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administration and keeping of power, which he envisages as an entity that could easily be
an ally or turn into a fatal enemy:

ELISABETTA: E pure un dì saranno alfin sopiti
con la pace bramata i regii sdegni.
CROMUELE: È ver, ma ci vuol tempo e ‘l tempo è quello
che suol cangiar con gl’interessi i sensi.
ELISABETTA: Hai tempo dunque a dar la morte a Carlo.
CROMUELE: Questo è il tempo opportuno, et io non devo
concederne il vantaggio a l’incertezza:
il fervido bollor di fresca offesa
che il cor accende e a la vendetta infiamma,
mitigato dal tempo intiepidisce.
(Graziani 354)

The role of time, along with the perception of the value of timeliness, is so important in the
tragedy to the point that the whole action could be regarded as an interlude caused by
Cromuele’s hesitation. As we already know, the tyrant hesitates in ultimately sentencing
Carlo to death because of his wife, who tries to gain time in order to trade the king’s love
for his possible freedom. But it is at the very moment in which Henrigo and Delmira’s plot
is found out that Cromuele decides that the time has come for him to proclaim the fatal
sentence. This point is of particular impact in the economy of the tragedy because it
represents the tyrant’s definite taking charge of the responsibilities of his governmental
role: Graziani himself underlines its importance (as well as his own hesitations) by means

French court, it is possible that the knowledge of the works arrived to him indirectly
through French people who had indeed read them and knew English. As A. Jose Axelrod
writes, “the rigorous discipline of classical art could not accept the vigorous liberty of
Elizabethan dramatists. And yet it would not be true to say that even during the seventeenth
century Shakespeare’s name and works were totally unknown in France: there was one
copy of his works in the library of Louis XIV, and another in Fouquet’s” (53).
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of telling rather than showing. The king’s death, much awaited and evoked since the start of
the tragedy, is indeed entrusted to Odoardo who, like the real Edward Hyde, acts as some
kind of historian:

Arse d’ira in quel punto il fier Tiranno
e, torvo il guardo et horrido il sembiante,
commise altrui che fosse preso Edmondo
ch’era poco lontano; aggiunse a questi
altri comandi ai nostri danni e impose
che l’ingiusta e sacrilega sentenza
contra il Re prigionier fosse eseguita
tosto che l’ombra al nuovo Sol cedesse.
(Graziani 434)

The operation undertaken by Graziani in his very imaginative re-writing of the events
connected to the first and only provisional end of the English monarchy is, as we have seen,
not without its problems. At the very center of these problems is the position of history and
its interpretation which, as Il Cromuele shows, lends itself to a number of possibilities. And
it is in accordance to one of these possibilities that the tragedy unfolds, by transmitting us a
picture that, setting aside the preponderant weight of love plots and romance-like twists,
ultimately reveals the nefarious actions of an ambitious man. But what Il Cromuele reveals
are also the ways in which a modern ruler works, free from the sacredness of the
administrative mission, far from the morality associated with the anointed king. By
employing the historical positions of early commentators of the English Revolution, with
their insistence on the Machiavellian character of Oliver Cromwell, Graziani has more or
less consciously given us a portrait of a pragmatic, clear-minded, unscrupulous ruler,
contrasted by a saint-like king who ends up behaving like a martyr. The authoritative (but
internally weak, as the nightmare scene demonstrates) Cromuele ultimately qualifies as a
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character that, in the manner of an able governor, manages to reconcile his thirst for
personal affirmation with a watchful eye on the needs and welfare of his usurped dominion.
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Conclusion

In bringing this dissertation to its conclusion, I would like to go back to the words of
Michael Wyatt. In outlining the scope of The Italian Encounter with Tudor England, the
scholar rightfully claimed that “earlier Anglo-Italian scholarship delineated the impact that
high Italian Renaissance culture had in the re-invention of England’s cultural life in the
sixteenth century,” and that “less attention has been paid either to the actual presence in
England of Italians mediating this influence or to its extension into many aspects of
England’s development of a national consciousness” (17). This whole assessment and
programmatic intention have deeply shaped the way in which my project was conceived,
and it led me to wonder whether there would be some merit in switching the terms around.
Can we ask ourselves whether English culture – its reception, its re-writing – played a role
in the development of the Italian? What can such a line of inquiry reveal about the
transmission of information and its multiple uses in the early modern period? In a time
when the shapes and variations of transnationalism are fortunately at the forefront of
attention, both in and out of academia, it seemed to me that these questions not only could
be asked, but should be asked. Whether the previous pages have provided at least partial
answers it remains to be seen, but I stand by the belief that sometimes the question matters
more than the answer.
Staging English Affairs in Early Modern Italy has attempted to shed new light on a
rich, multifaceted and understudied phenomenon whose foundations firmly rest on the
interplay between fact and fiction across cultures. I have tried to accomplish this by
situating the abundant Italian dramatic production about subjects from British history of the
Tudor and Stuart eras within the historical and intellectual context of early modern
transcultural exchanges. What the varied texts that I have presented and analyzed in this
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dissertation have in common is, by and large, an unmistakable interest in a foreign culture
with whose otherness they strive to come to terms: ‘Italianizing’ the social, religious, and
political affairs coming from the British Isles worked, in many respects, in an analogous
way to the much more widespread practice of the ‘Englishing’ of Italian culture during the
Elizabethan and Jacobean eras. But whereas English authors looked at the masters of Italian
literature as their models – from Ariosto to Bandello and Giraldi Cinzio, from Dante,
Boccaccio and Petrarch to Tasso and Guarini – Italian 17th-century authors worked with a
different type of material, one which, as we have seen, originated in the re-elaboration of
fact more often than in literary fiction. In Chapter One, I have tried to show how diplomats
and historians have contributed to the systematization and popularization of the events
surrounding the Anglican Schism, ultimately arriving to the myth-making processes of key
figures such as Anne Boleyn, Elizabeth, and Mary Queen of Scots. The results of these
operations have been the objects of inquiry in Chapters Two and Three, where I have aimed
to illustrate the range of literary tastes, techniques, and traditions, as well as the ideological
stakes, at work in the dramatic re-writings English affairs. We have seen how the tragic
story of the Queen of Scots could be narrated with restraint and classical orderliness by
Federico Della Valle and with a penchant for the marvelous by Carlo Ruggeri; how Mary
could be epitome of spiritual purity in the early stages of her literary fortune, and a political
pawn trapped in the dynamics of love in the later ones. In a similar way, we have witnessed
Elizabeth being portrayed as a skillful, resourceful, markedly modern woman ruler, and as a
lustful creature who had inherited the worst of her sinful mother’s defects. Lastly, in
Chapter Four I have focused on the omnipresent pervasiveness of the interpretive lenses of
post-Machiavelli ragion di stato both in the writings of diplomats and ‘professional’
historians, and in the dramatic fiction of Girolamo Graziani’s fier tiranno.
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The breadth of scope and the quantitative substantiality of the production connected
to English affairs in 17th-century Italy require this project to further move into at least two
directions. One is to complete the analytical survey of the dramatic re-writings by
incorporating, as I mention in Chapter Two, the works devoted to the other symbol of
Catholic martyrdom during the Reformation, Thomas More (1478-1535); the other is to
ultimately increase the relevance of the entire research by making the tragedies available to
a wider public in Italian-English editions.
There are at least four dramatic works focusing on the tragic demise of Thomas
More, who went from the leading intellectual in the country and Lord Chancellor of Henry
VIII to a death on the scaffold on July 6, 1535 for having refused to accept the king’s
supremacy to the pope.269 The figure of the author of Utopia (1516) was the subject of the
Elizabethan drama Sir Thomas More (ca.1591), co-authored by Anthony Munday and
Henry Chettle, and later re-worked, most likely, by Shakespeare himself.270 In Italy, after
an earlier tragedy by Ortensio Scammacca (Tommaso Moro, 1648), there was a definite
resurgence of interest at the end of the century, when three works were published in three
distinct cities – Venice, Lucca, Bologna, respectively – over a span of eight years. The
dramas by Giovan Battista Neri (1688), Iacopo Rossi (1692), and Giammaria Piantini
(1696) are especially interesting from a genre standpoint, because they are conceived as
oratorios, a 17th-century sacred music creation which featured a recitar cantando deprived
of the visual, performative aspects of the newborn opera: they were, essentially, sung
librettos with little to no mise en scène (see Vignal 162-163). The subjects of early
oratorios were mostly Biblical but, as we can see, the exemplary martyrdom of Thomas
More was deemed worthy of the genre as well, in a way that is reminiscent of the very first
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For a biography of More, see Ackroyd.
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On the very complex question of authorship, see Woudhuysen; Howard-Hill.
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tragedy on Mary Queen of Scots, the Jesuit schoolplay Maria Stuarta Tragoedia by Jean de
Bordes. By incorporating these other four dramatic works and contextualizing the
resonance of the historical event they present within the Catholic world, my research will
have covered the thus-far known extent of this canon, and added an important episode in
the Italian reception of the Anglican Schism and its political aftermath.
With the exception of Federico Della Valle’s La reina di Scotia and Girolamo
Graziani’s Il Cromuele, none of the Italian dramatic works that have featured in my
dissertation are available in modern editions. This void has become even more troubling
today, if we consider the important operation of re-discovery of neglected – often entirely
unknown – early modern works being conducted by prime academic publishers, such as the
University of Chicago Press, with its ‘The Other Voice in Early Modern Europe’ series, and
the University of Toronto Press, with its ‘Lorenzo da Ponte Italian Library.’ From the
proto-feminist works of Moderata Fonte, Lucrezia Marinella, and Arcangela Tarabotti
published by ‘The Other Voice’ to Boccaccio’s Esposizioni sopra la Commedia and Leone
Ebreo’s Dialoghi d’amore published by the ‘Da Ponte Library,’ these initiatives have
contributed to crucially broaden the availability of Italian texts outside of Italy, in many
cases providing the only editions of the works in any language. There is no reason why at
least some of the dramatic works analyzed in this dissertation should not receive the same
treatment. It is, in my view, especially important to make them available in English
translation, since it is English history, after all, that they re-write. Among the future
developments of my research is, therefore, the proposition to edit and translate four of the
dramas: La reina di Scotia by Della Valle, La regina statista d’Inghilterra by Niccolò
Biancolelli, I trionfi di morte by Antonio Paccinelli, and Il Cromuele by Graziani. Besides
adding to the scant number of Italian 17th-century literary works available in modern
editions – which is especially meagre in terms of dramatic fiction – bilingual editions of
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these tragedies will make them available to a larger audience, proving of special interest to
scholars in English literature and history, cultural studies, translation studies, and early
modern European studies.
“How is one to tell the truth,” Gregorio Leti rhetorically wondered in his wildly
speculative pseudo-biography of Elizabeth (1693) after acknowledging that his work lacked
first-hand experience and had to take into account opposite views on the accomplishments
of the queen. And such was the situation of the Italian playwrights who re-created English
history for an Italian public, whose works I have discussed in the course of this dissertation:
the facts, mediated by diplomats, historians, or even fellow authors of fiction, were the
starting point rather than the goal. My research, I hope, has uncovered patterns, modes, and
argumentative trends that connect this largely diverse corpus of re-writings to the
intellectual concerns of a time in disquieting transformation.
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